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1. Executive Summary 

1.1. Product Introduction 

Cefiderocol is a structurally modified cephalosporin antibacterial drug that utilizes a 
siderophore-based mechanism for bacterial cell entry. The proposed indication is for the 
treatment of complicated Urinary Tract Infections (cUTI), including pyelonephritis, due to Gram-
negative bacteria in patients aged 18 or older with limited or no alternative treatment options. 
The proposed dosing regimen is 2 grams by intravenous infusion every 8 hours (with dosing 
adjustment for renal impairment) for 7-14 days.  

1.2. Conclusions on the Substantial Evidence of Effectiveness  

The Applicant has provided substantial evidence of effectiveness to support approval of 
cefiderocol for the treatment of cUTI, including pyelonephritis, due to designated susceptible 
Gram-negative bacteria in patients aged 18 or older with limited or no alternative treatment 
options. A single, adequate and well-controlled noninferiority trial demonstrated that 
cefiderocol was noninferior to the active comparator, imipenem/cilastatin (IMP) for the 
treatment of cUTI, including pyelonephritis in adults. Information to support a single adequate 
and well-controlled trial was provided by data from in vitro microbiology studies and animal 
models of infection demonstrating the activity of cefiderocol against different Gram-negative 
bacteria. 
 
In the cUTI trial, efficacy was assessed as a composite of microbiological eradication and clinical 
cure in the microbiological intent-to-treat (Micro-ITT) population, which included all patients 
who received at least a single dose of study medication and had at least one baseline Gram-
negative uropathogen. The difference in the rates of the composite response (cefiderocol- 
IMP), was 18.6% (95% confidence interval (CI): 8.2-28.9%). Because the lower bound of this 
confidence interval exceeded zero, cefiderocol met statistical criteria for superiority to IMP, 
even though this study was designed as an NI trial. Clinical response rates were similar between 
the treatment groups and the difference in overall response was driven primarily by the 
microbiologic success component of the composite endpoint. Results from various subgroup 
and sensitivity analyses were consistent with those of the primary analysis. 
 
The NDA also included data from a randomized study (CREDIBLE-CR) comparing cefiderocol to 
best available therapy (BAT) in patients with cUTI, Hospital-Acquired Bacterial Pneumonia 
(HABP), Ventilator-Associated Bacterial Pneumonia (VABP), Healthcare-Associated Bacterial 
Pneumonia (HCABP), Bloodstream infections (BSI), or sepsis due to suspected or confirmed 
carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative organisms.  The CREDIBLE-CR study was a descriptive 
study with no pre-specified hypothesis testing. A mortality imbalance disfavoring cefiderocol 
was noted in the study, particularly in the subgroup of patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP, BSI 
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and sepsis. In the small subgroup of patients with cUTI, no difference in mortality was 
observed. While the cause of the imbalance in mortality has not been established, some of the 
deaths were due to worsening of the underlying infection particularly in those with infections 
due to organisms such as A. baumannii.  
 
During the review of the NDA, the Applicant also provided topline results from a recently 
completed active-controlled NI trial in HABP/VABP (APEKS-NP) comparing cefiderocol to 
meropenem.  For the primary endpoint of 14-day all-cause mortality, cefiderocol was 
noninferior to meropenem. While the topline results suggest that cefiderocol may be effective 
in the treatment of HABP/VABP, no definitive conclusions can be drawn as these data have not 
yet been submitted to the Agency for review. 
 
Review issues of note for this NDA are summarized below: 
 
Approval of cefiderocol for the treatment of cUTI, including pyelonephritis, due to designated 
susceptible Gram-negative bacteria in patients aged 18 or older with limited or no alternative 
treatment options is based on a single adequate and well controlled trial with supportive 
information provided by data from in vitro microbiology studies and animal models of infection 
demonstrating the activity of cefiderocol against Gram-negative bacteria.  This is consistent 
with precedent for new antibacterial drugs that would be expected to address an unmet need. 
 
Communicating to health care providers in labeling regarding the mortality imbalance 
disfavoring cefiderocol in the CREDIBLE-CR study was discussed by the Advisory Committee and 
was a significant review issue.  While the Agency review team considered a Boxed Warning, it 
was decided that a Warning and Precaution in section 5.1 in the Prescribing Information was 
more appropriate for this drug indicated for patients who have limited or no available 
treatment options.  It is reasonable to assume that cefiderocol will be available in the hospital 
setting only with Infectious Disease consultation.  Infectious Disease consultants would be 
expected to be aware of the CREDIBLE-CR results, and the benefit of emphasis in a Boxed 
Warning is unclear.  The risk concern regarding a Boxed Warning is the impact this may have on 
hospital formulary committee decisions, resulting in lack of patient access to the drug. This 
issue is further discussed in the Benefit Risk Assessment (section 1.3 of this Review). 
 
The recommendation of infusion time in labeling was a consideration during the review.  A one- 
hour infusion time was used in the cUTI trial, while a 3-hour infusion time was used in the 
CREDIBLE-CR study.  A Monte-Carlo simulation using a population PK model based on data from 
healthy subjects demonstrated that 2 g q8h with either a one-hour or 3-hour infusion can 
achieve 75% TCf > MIC mcg/mL. However, the % TCf > MIC  for 
the 3-hour infusion was ~100%.  The review team concluded that recommending a 3-hour 
infusion time in labeling was appropriate. (See section 6.3.2 of this Review.) 
 
A recommendation for dosing for patients requiring continuous renal replacement therapy 
(CRRT) is not provided in the Prescribing Information at this time, as further review within the 
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Agency and discussion with the applicant is required.  (See sections 6.3.2 and 13.1 of this 
Review.) 
 
Establishment of breakpoints was a significant review issue. In addition to microbiologic and 
clinical pharmacology data submitted, the review team considered clinical response data from 
the cUTI trial. For Enterobacteriaceae, a susceptible breakpoint of 2.0 mcg/mL is based on 
supportive clinical and microbiological success rates at MICs of 90 values in 
surveillance and clinical studies, and PK-PD data. Although at the proposed dose, PTA analyses 
could support a susceptible breakpoint of 4 mcg/mL, very limited clinical data are available for 
isolates with MIC of 4 mcg/mL.  For Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the overall microbiological 
success rate was lower for subjects with baseline P. aeruginosa, compared to success rates with 
other baseline pathogens. The clinical and microbiological success rates at MICs of 
mcg/mL and MIC90 values in surveillance studies support a MIC susceptible breakpoint of 0.5 - 
1.0 mcg/mL. A susceptible breakpoint of 1.0 mcg/mL based on available data is justified as this 
would reduce the very major error rates for the disk diffusion method. Based on the 
surveillance data, a susceptible breakpoint of 1.0 mcg/mL would also capture most of the 
meropenem non-susceptible P. aeruginosa isolates.  No breakpoints were established for 
Acinetobacter baumannii and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia as no clinical data are available.  
(see Section 8.2.3 of this Review.) 
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1.3. Benefit-Risk Assessment 

Benefit-Risk Summary and Assessment 
 
In NDA 209445, the Applicant is seeking approval of cefiderocol for the treatment of cUTI in adults with limited or no 
alternative treatment options. Cefiderocol is a cephalosporin antibacterial drug that utilizes a siderophore iron uptake 
mechanism for active transport into bacterial cells. cUTI is a serious and potentially life-threatening infection for which 
prompt appropriate antibacterial therapy is essential for positive patient outcomes. The proposed dosing regimen is           
2 grams every 8 hours for 7-14 days by intravenous (IV) infusion over 3 hours.  
 
Data from a single noninferiority (NI) trial were submitted to support the efficacy of cefiderocol for the treatment of 
cUTI in adults. The trial evaluated the primary composite endpoint of clinical response and microbiological 
eradication at the test of cure visit (TOC, 7±2 days from end of treatment) in the micro-ITT population using an NI 
margin of 15%. The micro-ITT population was defined as all randomized patients with a baseline Gram-negative 
uropathogen 5 colony-forming units (CFUs)/mL) who received at least 1 dose of study drug. The NI margin of 
15% was considered acceptable to support a limited use indication. 
 
The response rates for the primary composite endpoint were 183/252 (72.6%) in the cefiderocol group and 65/119 
(54.6%) in the IMP group; the difference in success rates was 18.6% (95% CI, 8.2% to 28.9%). Since the lower 95% 
confidence limits of 8.2% were within the pre-specified NI margin of -15%, NI was demonstrated in the trial. The 
results of the primary efficacy analysis also met criteria for statistical superiority of cefiderocol compared to IMP; 
however, the result was primarily based on the microbiologic endpoint 4 CFUs/mL), which may not 
translate to an enhanced clinical benefit. The clinical response rates were similar between the treatment groups. 
Numerical trends generally favored cefiderocol by type of clinical diagnosis (cUTI with or without pyelonephritis and 
acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis), age, gender, and uropathogen. The subgroup analyses did not raise concerns 
that NI inferences may not be valid in selected groups of patients. Additional secondary analyses considered clinical 
response at different time points (i.e., at early assessment, at study completion) and by baseline pathogen were 
generally consistent with the primary analysis findings. A small number of patients in the trial were infected with 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa at baseline (n=23). In this subgroup of patients, the composite cure rates were lower than 
the cure rates observed with other baseline organisms. While the rate of microbiological eradication was lower for 
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patients treated with cefiderocol for P. aeruginosa, the clinical outcomes in these patients were similar between the 
two treatment groups.   
 
CREDIBLE-CR was a descriptive study with no pre-specified hypothesis testing. The study completed enrollment 
during the NDA review. In this study, patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP, cUTI, and BSI/sepsis due to suspected or 
confirmed carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative organisms were randomized to receive cefiderocol or BAT, of which 
66% were colistin-based regimens. All-cause mortality was higher in the cefiderocol group compared to the BAT 
group at Day 14 (18.8% versus 12.2%) and Day 28 (24.8% versus 18.4%) respectively. All-cause mortality remained 
higher in patients treated with cefiderocol than in patients treated with BAT through the end of study [34/101 
(33.7%) vs. 9/49 (18.4%), treatment difference 15.3, 95% CI (1.1, 29.5)]. The greatest mortality difference disfavoring 
cefiderocol was noted in the HABP/VABP/HCABP subgroup, followed by the BSI/sepsis subgroup. An independent 
adjudication committee determined that a greater percentage of patients in the cefiderocol group than in the BAT 
group had infection-related death with treatment failure (15.8% vs. 8.2%), but also noted an imbalance in death due 
to underlying co-morbidities (9.9% vs. 4.1%). The cause of the increased mortality could not be definitively 
established. The most frequent TEAEs that led to death in the cefiderocol group were generally infection-related, 
such as septic shock, pneumonia, sepsis, and bacteremia. The mortality results of the CREDIBLE-CR trial raise 
concern about a deficit in cefiderocol’s efficacy against carbapenem-resistant pathogens in indications other than 
cUTI.  
 
In the cUTI trial, treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs), serious adverse events (SAE) and discontinuations due to 
TEAEs occurred at a higher rate in patients who received IMP compared to cefiderocol. There was 1 death in the 
cefiderocol group that appeared to be unrelated to the drug compared to none in the IMP group. The most common TEAEs 
in cefiderocol-treated patients were diarrhea, hypertension, constipation, rash, infusion site reactions, and elevated liver 
tests. Most AEs that occurred in the cefiderocol treatment group were generally consistent with that of the cephalosporin-
class, including hepatotoxicity, hypersensitivity reactions, C. difficile colitis, and seizure. 
 
In the CREDIBLE-CR trial, SAEs and discontinuations due to TEAEs occurred at a higher rate in patients who received 
cefiderocol compared to BAT. TEAEs occurred at a similar frequency in both treatment groups. The most common TEAEs in 
the cefiderocol-treated patients were diarrhea, elevated liver tests, pneumonia, candidiasis, anemia, fluid overload, 
dyspnea, and chest pain. A greater percentage of patients developed a 4-fold increase in MIC to the study drug in the 
cefiderocol group as compared to the BAT group (18.8% [15/80] of patients treated with cefiderocol and 13.1% [5/38] of 
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patients treated with BAT). 
 
A single trial in cUTI was considered adequate to support the cUTI indication for cefiderocol in adults who have 
limited or no alternative treatment options. Supportive information for this single trial was provided by data from in 
vitro microbiology studies and animal models of infection demonstrating the activity of cefiderocol against Gram-
negative bacteria. The findings from the CREDIBLE-CR study raise concern about the potential for a decrement in 
efficacy with cefiderocol in patients with certain serious infections such as HABP/VABP and bacteremia, particularly 
those caused by certain carbapenem-resistant, lactose non-fermenting Gram-negative bacteria such as P. 
aeruginosa, A. baumannii and S. maltophilia. A mortality imbalance was not observed in the small subpopulation of 
patients with cUTI in the CREDIBLE-CR study. However, as this study was not designed for hypothesis testing, it is 
difficult to make definitive conclusions about the increased risk of mortality with cefiderocol. While the preliminary 
results of the APEKS-NP trial in patients with HABP/VABP are reassuring, the reason for increased mortality in 
CREDIBLE-CR remains unresolved. This concern for increased mortality will be addressed through product labeling, 
which will include a warning describing the higher mortality seen in cefiderocol-treated patients in the CREDIBLE-CR 
study. At this time, a Boxed Warning is not considered to be necessary to communicate this risk. Factors taken into 
consideration in making this determination included the fact that the product is intended for use in patients with 
cUTI who have limited or no treatment options, cefiderocol will most likely be prescribed by specialized healthcare 
providers (HCPs) such as infectious disease physicians rather than a broader group of HCPs, and the potential 
untoward effect it might have on patient access to the product when needed. The summary results from the APEKS-
NP trial are reassuring in that no significant imbalance in mortality was observed; however, additional labeling, 
including the need for a Boxed Warning will be considered if there are concerning findings noted during the review 
of the APEKS-NP trial.  
 
Considering all the information currently available, the benefit-risk assessment supports the approval of cefiderocol 
for the treatment of cUTI, including pyelonephritis, due to designated susceptible Gram-negative bacteria in patients 
aged 18 or older with limited or no alternative treatment options. In addition to labeling, emerging safety signals will 
be assessed through postmarketing requirements and pharmacovigilance activities.  
 
Dimension Evidence and Uncertainties Conclusions and Reasons 
Analysis of 
Condition 

Complicated urinary tract infections (cUTIs) are 
associated with a functional or anatomical 

cUTI is a serious bacterial infection that 
may be associated with severe 
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Dimension Evidence and Uncertainties Conclusions and Reasons 
abnormality of the urinary tract, catheterization, or 
an underlying disease that interferes with host 
defenses. 
The most common causative Gram-negative bacterial 
pathogens include Enterobacteriaceae (primarily E. 
coli and K. pneumoniae) and non-fermenting 
pathogens (P. aeruginosa).      
Between 2000 and 2009, the frequency of 
hospitalizations in the U.S. for cUTI increased by 
about 50% for multi-drug resistant (MDR) P. 
aeruginosa and by about 300% for extended-
spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing 
organisms (Golan 2015). 
Risk factors for increased morbidity and mortality in 
cUTI include older age, prevalence of comorbidities, 
instrumentation of the urinary tract, MDR pathogens, 
and hemodynamic instability presenting as septic 
shock or requiring intensive care unit (ICU) 
admission.  
Risk factors for cUTI with MDR organisms include 
recent broad-spectrum antibacterial drug use, health 
care exposures, and travel to parts of the world 
where MDR organisms are prevalent.  
Increasing rates of resistance in uropathogens, 
including carbapenem resistance among 
Enterobacteriaceae, have been reported globally.  

morbidity, such as septic shock or even 
death. Increasing rates of resistance in 
uropathogens are a growing public 
health concern.  

Current 
Treatment 
Options 

Treatment of cUTI depends on specific host factors, 
severity of illness, and risk factors for MDR 
pathogens. 

There is an important unmet medical 
need for the treatment of critically ill 
patients with cUTI who have limited or 
no treatment options.   
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Dimension Evidence and Uncertainties Conclusions and Reasons 
Approved cUTI treatments include certain 
fluoroquinolones, cephalosporins, carbapenems, and 
aminoglycosides. 
Several newly approved antibacterial drugs for cUTI 
include ceftazidime-avibactam, ceftolozane-
tazobactam, meropenem-vaborbactam, and 
plazomicin which can have activity against certain 
MDR pathogens, including ESBL-producing organisms 
and MDR P. aeruginosa.  
Optimal treatment for carbapenemase-producing 
organisms is uncertain and antibacterial drug 
treatments are limited.  

Benefit 

cUTI Trial 
The primary efficacy endpoint was a composite of 
microbiological eradication (all Gram-negative 

5 CFU/mL 
reduced to <104 CFU/mL) and clinical response 
(resolution or improvement of cUTI symptoms and 
no new symptoms assessed by the investigator) at 
the test of cure (TOC) visit 7 +/- 2 days after the last 
dose of study drug. 
The response rates for the primary composite 
endpoint were 183/252 (72.6%) in the cefiderocol 
group and 65/119 (54.6%) in the IMP group; 
difference in success rates of 18.6% (95% CI, 8.2% to 
28.9%).   
Clinical response rates were similar between the 
treatment groups and the difference in overall 
response was driven primarily by the microbiologic 

Cefiderocol was noninferior to IMP in a 
single, adequate and well-controlled trial 
for the treatment of cUTI, including 
pyelonephritis caused by susceptible 
Gram-negative pathogens.  
 
While cefiderocol met statistical 
superiority to IMP based primarily on 
the microbiological component of the 
composite endpoint, numerically 
favorable pathogen suppression may not 
necessarily translate into an enhanced 
clinical benefit.  
 
As the comparator in the trial was a 
carbapenem, efficacy of cefiderocol in 
patients with carbapenem-resistant 
uropathogens was not evaluated.  
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Dimension Evidence and Uncertainties Conclusions and Reasons 
success component of the composite endpoint. 
Among those patients with microbiological failure at 
TOC, the majority did not receive intravenous 
antibacterial drugs on or after the TOC visit. 
Patient-reported outcomes showed that most cUTI 
symptoms had completely resolved by the TOC visit 
and the rates of resolution were generally similar 
between the two treatment groups.  

 

 
 
 

Risk and Risk 
Management  

cUTI Trial:  
Generally, treatment-emergent adverse events 
(TEAEs), serious adverse events (SAE) and 
discontinuations due to TEAEs occurred at a higher 
rate in patients who received IMP compared to 
cefiderocol. 
The most common AEs were diarrhea, hypertension, 
constipation, rash, infusion site reactions, and 
elevated liver tests.  
Cephalosporin-class adverse reactions were noted in 
subjects in the cefiderocol group, including 
hepatotoxicity, hypersensitivity reactions, C. difficile 
colitis, and seizure. 
There was 1 death in the cefiderocol group that 
appeared to be unrelated to the drug compared to 
none in the IMP group. 

 
CREDIBLE-CR Trial:  

All-cause mortality was higher in patients treated with 
cefiderocol than in patients treated with BAT, [25/101 

Based on the cUTI trial, the risks 
associated with cefiderocol are 
consistent with that of the 
cephalosporin class antibacterial drugs. 
Like other antibacterial drugs, resistance 
to cefiderocol may develop and the 
resistance mechanisms have not been 
established.  
 
The results from the CREDIBLE-CR study 
raise concern regarding the potential for 
reduced efficacy with cefiderocol in 
patients with HABP/VABP and 
bacteremia, particularly due to certain 
carbapenem-resistant bacteria such as P. 
aeruginosa, A. baumannii and S. 
maltophilia. A warning in the labeling is 
necessary to communicate the increased 
mortality risk observed in the study. 
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Dimension Evidence and Uncertainties Conclusions and Reasons 
(24.8%) vs. 9/49 (18.4%), treatment difference 6.4, 95% CI (-
7.3, 20.1)].  
All-cause mortality remained higher in patients treated with 
cefiderocol than in patients treated with BAT through the 
end of study [34/101 (33.7%) vs. 9/49 (18.4%), treatment 
difference 15.3, 95% CI (1.1, 29.5)].   
Generally, patient deaths were associated with infections 
caused by non-fermenting Gram-negative organisms, such as 
A. baumannii, S. maltophilia, and P. aeruginosa and were the 
result of worsening infection, complications of infection, or 
underlying co-morbidities. 
The mortality imbalance occurred in patients treated for 
HABP/ VABP/ HCABP, BSI and sepsis. While 4 deaths 
occurred cUTI subgroup (n=36), there was no mortality 
imbalance relative to BAT.  
The most common TEAEs in the cefiderocol-treated patients 
were diarrhea, elevated liver tests, pneumonia, candidiasis, 
anemia, fluid overload, dyspnea, and chest pain. 
In the CRmITT population, 18.8% (15/80) of patients treated 
with cefiderocol and 13.1% (5/38) of patients treated with 
BAT had a 4-fold increase in MIC to the study drugs. A 
greater frequency of patients with a 4-fold increase in the 
study drug MIC had a fatal outcome in the cefiderocol group 
as compared to the BAT group (60% vs. 40%).  

In addition to routine postmarketing 
surveillance activities, postmarketing 
requirements will include:  

Pediatric studies in cUTI 
Submission of the final clinical study 
report for CREDIBLE-CR and APEKS-
NP trials 
Studies to define the mechanism(s) 
of resistance for isolates identified as 
being resistant to cefiderocol during 
the surveillance period.  
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1.4. Patient Experience Data 

Patient Experience Data Relevant to this Application (check all that apply) 
 The patient experience data that was submitted as part of the 

application include: 
Section where 
discussed, if applicable 

  Clinical outcome assessment (COA) data, such as  
  Patient reported outcome (PRO) Table 25, Section 7.2 

   Observer reported outcome (ObsRO)  
   Clinician reported outcome (ClinRO)  
   Performance outcome (PerfO)  
  Qualitative studies (e.g., individual patient/caregiver 

interviews, focus group interviews, expert interviews, 
Delphi Panel, etc.) 

 

  Patient-focused drug development or other stakeholder 
meeting summary reports 

 

  Observational survey studies designed to capture patient 
experience data 

 

  Natural history studies   
  Patient preference studies (e.g., submitted studies or 

scientific publications) 
 

  Other: (Please specify)   
 Patient experience data that were not submitted in the application, but were  

considered in this review:  
   Input informed from participation in meetings with 

patient stakeholders  
 

   Patient-focused drug development or other 
stakeholder meeting summary reports 

 

   Observational survey studies designed to capture 
patient experience data 

 

   Other: (Please specify)  
 Patient experience data was not submitted as part of this application.  
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2. Therapeutic Context 

2.1. Analysis of Condition 

Complicated urinary tract infections (cUTIs) are defined as a clinical syndrome characterized by 
pyuria and a documented microbial pathogen on culture of urine or blood, accompanied by 
local and systemic signs and symptoms, including fever (i.e., oral or tympanic temperature 
greater than 38 degrees Celsius), chills, malaise, flank pain, back pain, and/or costo-vertebral 
angle pain or tenderness, that occur in the presence of a functional or anatomical abnormality 
of the urinary tract or in the presence of catheterization (FDA 2018). Patients with 
pyelonephritis, regardless of underlying abnormalities of the urinary tract, are considered a 
subset of patients with cUTIs. Usually, one or more of the following conditions that increase the 
risk of developing a cUTI are present:  

Indwelling urinary catheter  
100 milliliters (mL) or more of residual urine after voiding (neurogenic bladder)  
Obstructive uropathy (nephrolithiasis, fibrosis)  
Azotemia caused by intrinsic renal disease  
Urinary retention, including retention caused by benign prostatic hypertrophy 

 
The overall presentation of patients with cUTI has changed overtime: patients are older, with a 
higher prevalence of comorbidities, instrumentation of the urinary tract, polypharmacy, and 
with highly resistant pathogens. Yet, contemporary data on risk factors of treatment failure and 
mortality are scarce. One recent study showed that patients with cUTI mostly due to catheter-
related infection, had a treatment failure rate of 27% and a 30-day mortality rate of 8.7% 
(Eliakim-Raz et al. 2019). The mortality rate in cUTI can vary from 2-33% based on patient 
characteristics, as noted in the published literature. Other than catheters, risk factors for a poor 
prognosis included older age, debility, metastatic cancer, and hemodynamic instability 
presenting as septic shock or requiring ICU admission. Infection with A. baumannii and               
P. aeruginosa were associated with a higher failure rate in this study.  
 
Empiric antimicrobial therapy of acute cUTI depends on severity of illness, risk factors for 
resistant pathogens, and specific host factors. Relevant Gram-negative uropathogens include 
primarily E. coli, but also other Enterobacteriaeceae (Klebsiella spp and Proteus spp) and non-
fermenters such as P. aeruginosa. Risk factors for resistant organisms include recent broad-
spectrum antibacterial drug use, health care exposures, and travel to areas of the world where 
multi-drug resistant (MDR) organisms are prevalent. Bacterial resistance to antibacterial agents 
has been identified in the United States and many other countries as a major public health 
concern.  
 
There is an important unmet medical need for the treatment of critically ill patients with cUTI 
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caused by MDR pathogens. -lactamase (ESBL)-
producing and carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae, as well as MDR Acinetobacter, 
and P. aeruginosa. ESBL-producing Gram-negative bacteria also tend to harbor resistance to 
several classes of non– -lactam antibacterial drugs, including fluoroquinolones, 
aminoglycosides, and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, those commonly used in treatment of 
UTI (Golan 2015). In the U.S., between 2000 and 2009, the percentage of UTI from E. coli and 
K.pneumoniae exhibiting ESBL production more than doubled (from 3.3% to 8.0% for E. coli and 
from 9.1% to 18.6% for K. pneumoniae) (Zilberberg and Shorr 2013). Overall, the frequency of 
hospitalizations in the U.S. for UTI caused by resistant, Gram-negative pathogens increased by 
about 50% for MDR P. aeruginosa and by about 300% for ESBL-producing organisms.  
 
Due to the increased prevalence of MDR organisms causing cUTI, there is an urgent need for 
new effective therapies with a favorable safety profile. Clinical trial evidence is sparse regarding 
empiric antibacterial therapy, especially for hospital-acquired infection due to resistant 
organisms such as ESBL-producers, P. aeruginosa, and other MDR organisms. Available clinical 
trial evidence is often limited in patients with more severe illness or comorbidities as they are 
often excluded from clinical trials.   

2.2. Analysis of Current Treatment Options 

In the last decade, a few new antibacterial drugs for cUTI, with activity against certain resistant 
phenotypes have been approved. Table 1 lists the currently available treatment options for 
both UTI and cUTI. For treatment of severe cUTI when there is a risk of an ESBL-producing 
organism, carbapenems (sometimes in combination with another antibacterial drug) have been 
recommended as first-line therapy. However, carbapenems are susceptible to carbapenemases, 

-lactamases using carbapenems as hydrolysis substrates, including Ambler classes A, 
B, and C enzymes. Ertapenem, unlike the other carbapenems, is not reliably active against P. 
aeruginosa. Safety concerns with carbapenems include a warning for seizures and other central 
nervous system (CNS) reactions, especially in patients with pre-existing CNS disorders and 
compromised renal function. Although it has activity against ESBL-producing strains of Gram-
negative bacteria, tigecycline has limited penetration into the urinary tract, and current data do 
not support its use in severe infections. Advanced cephalosporin or carbapenem combinations 
with -lactamase inhibitors (such as ceftazidime-avibactam, ceftolozane-tazobactam, 
and meropenem-vaborbactam) also have activity against some ESBL-producing and multidrug-
resistant P. aeruginosa isolates and are effective for cUTI, but are reserved for select cases of 
highly resistant infections due to cost and antibacterial stewardship concerns. 

Table 1 shows currently approved treatment options for cUTI. 

Table 1. Summary of Treatment Armamentarium Relevant to Proposed Indication
Generic Name Trade Name Comments
Drugs used for proposed indication: 
Extended-spectrum penicillins

Piperacillin Pipracil
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Cephalosporins Use as empiric monotherapy has 
declined with emergence of multi-drug 
resistant gram-negative bacilli.Cefazolin Ancef

Cefotetan Cefotan
Cefoxitin Mefoxin
Cefuroxime sodium Zinacef
Cefotaxime Claforan
Ceftazidime Fortaz, Tazicef
Ceftriaxone Rocephin
Cefepime Maxipime Indicated for cUTI
Ceftazidime avibactam Avycaz
Ceftolozane tazobactam Zerbaxa
- -lactamase inhibitor combinations
Ticarcillin clavulanate Timentin
Amoxicillin clavulanate Augmentin

Fluoroquinolones Risk of tendonitis, tendon rupture, QTc 
prolongation, exacerbation of 
myasthenia gravis, CNS effects, 
peripheral neuropathy; indicated for 
cUTI

Levofloxacin Levaquin
Ciprofloxacin Cipro
Ofloxacin
Lomefloxacin Maxaquin

Carbapenems Indicated for cUTI; Risk of seizures and 
other CNS adverse reactionsIMP Primaxin

Ertapenem Invanz
Doripenem Doribax
Meropenem vaborbactam Vabomere

Monobactams Although used in pts with allergy to 
penicillins/cephalosporins, there are 
concerns about cross-reactivity with 
ceftazidime

Aztreonam Azactam

Aminoglycosides Risk of nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity
Indicated for cUTIGentamicin

Amikacin
Tobramycin
Plazomicin Zemdri

Tetracyclines
Minocycline Minocin

Polymyxins Some gram-negatives are intrinsically
resistant
(e.g., Proteus spp. Providencia spp.
Serratia spp.,
B. cepacia), safety risks including 
nephrotoxicity and rare but serious 
neurotoxicity

Polymyxin B Poly-Rx
Colistimethate Coly-mycin M

Sulfa
Trimethoprim-Sulfamethoxazole Bactrim IV formulation for “severe UTI”

Abbreviations: CNS = central nervous system, cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection, IMP = imipenem/cilastatin; IV = 
intravenous
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3. Regulatory Background 

3.1. U.S. Regulatory Actions and Marketing History 

Cefiderocol is not approved or marketed in the U.S. for any indication.  

3.2. Summary of Presubmission/Submission Regulatory Activity 

Cefiderocol was developed under investigational new drug (IND) 116787, which was opened on 
March 22, 2013.  
 
Cefiderocol was granted both fast track and Qualified Infectious Disease Product designation on 
August 18, 2015, for the following indications: cUTI, hospital acquired bacterial pneumonia 
(HABP), ventilator associated bacterial pneumonia (VABP), and bloodstream infections 
(bacteremia). A summary of topics related to the clinical development program that were 
discussed during key interactions between the Applicant and the FDA is provided below. 
 
September 18, 2012: Type C Pre-IND Meeting  

Glaxo Smith Kline/Shionogi described their plan for a limited-use, open-label, single-
group study that would enroll patients with known or suspected Gram-negative 
pathogens with cUTI with pyelonephritis, VABP, and HABP.  
The Agency presented several options for potential pathways for development, one 
of which was increasing the sample size of the phase 2 cUTI study so that it was 
powered to demonstrate non-inferiority to an active comparator.  
The Agency commented that for a more limited indication approach to be 
successful, it will be important that appropriate use be achieved (benefit/risk would 
drive the development plan). 
The Agency recommended a safety database of 300 patients. 

 
April 11, 2014: Preliminary responses to meeting package submitted March 12, 2014 

The Agency concurred with the applicability of Qualified Infectious Disease Product 
and Fast track designation as well as a streamlined development program. 
The Agency agreed with use of MICs for defining a carbapenem-resistant population 
for enrollment. However, specific reference to “carbapenem-resistant” pathogens 
would not be included in the Indications and Usage section of the label. Infection 
site-specific rather than pathogen-focused indications are preferable.  
The Agency agreed that an adequate and well-controlled trial in cUTI with a NI 
margin no larger than 15% would support a limited use indication. 
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September 29, 2014: Preliminary responses to meeting package submitted September 10, 2014 
The cUTI trial should be enriched for patients with acute pyelonephritis and/or 
bacteremia and include patients with co-morbidities similar to that seen typically in 
patients with MDR/XDR infections. This single study would suffice for a limited use 
indication, provided an adequate safety database. 
For patients with MDR pathogens across multiple body sites, the Agency 
recommended considering a randomized superiority trial compared to best available 
therapy in which endpoint chosen would be an objectively defined measure of 
mortality and/or irreversible morbidity. 

 
September 30, 2014: Type C Meeting Minutes 

The Applicant discussed pharmacokinetic (PK) modeling data for drug exposure in 
the setting of augmented renal clearance (ARC), in which patients with CLcr >120 
ml/min would be given cefiderocol 2 grams every 6 hours. The Agency noted that 
the definition of a patient with high ARC will have to be specified.  
The Applicant expressed that there was no interest in a traditional HABP/VABP 
development program, and that they preferred to study cefiderocol in patients with 
carbapenem-resistant infections. 

 
March 18, 2015: Teleconference  

The Agency noted that the primary efficacy endpoint of clinical outcome is 
susceptible to potential biases from an open-label design in the CREDIBLE study. For 
HABP/VABP, the endpoint should be defined by mortality and objectively defined 
major clinical events within a post-randomization window. For cUTI, the primary 
efficacy outcome should be a responder outcome (clinical and microbiological 
response) at a fixed time point after randomization.  
An NI margin of 15% for mortality in patients with HABP/VABP is large, and a margin 
of 12.5% with two-sided 95% confidence intervals is suggested. 
Inclusion of only 30 subjects per arm with a primary diagnosis of cUTI in the 
CREDIBLE study will allow limited inference in this subgroup. There are differences in 
patient characteristics and endpoints between subjects with cUTI with HABP/VABP, 
BSI/Sepsis that make comparisons across subgroups problematic. Thus, cUTI should 
be studied separately if this indication is being sought.  
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October 9, 2015: Preliminary responses to meeting package submitted  
The Agency recommended continued consideration of HABP/VABP trials rather than 
gram-negative bacteremia or febrile neutropenia since clinical features, anticipated 
response to therapy and endpoint is expected to vary by pathogen and infection 
site. 
For the HABP/VABP/HCABP trial, the Agency recommended limiting prior potentially 
active antibacterial therapy to 24 hours, particularly in an NI trial of where any 
potential effect of this therapy may bias findings towards a conclusion of NI. 

 
November 9, 2015: Type C Meeting 

The Applicant noted that a major challenge with enrollment in U.S. sites was many 
U.S. centers did not believe they could conduct the cUTI study as designed (i.e., up 
to 7 days of intravenous therapy without an oral switch).  
The Agency stated that microbiologic eradication as the primary endpoint is 
problematic as failure may be due to lack of source control and suggested a primary 
endpoint that is a composite of microbiological eradication and a clinical 
component.  

 
September 27, 2016: Type C Meeting: Written Responses only 

As the mass balance study indicated renal elimination as the primary route of 
excretion, a separate hepatic impairment study was not necessary for support of the 
NDA. 
A drug interaction study to assess the potential effects of a human hepatic uptake 
transporter inhibitor on the PK of cefiderocol was necessary.  
 

April 7, 2017: Preliminary responses to meeting package submitted April 7, 2017 
The NDA submission can be supported by the completed pivotal cUTI study of 
cefiderocol for treatment of cUTI, including acute pyelonephritis, in patients with 
limited or no alternative treatment options.  
A  claim is not able to be justified by a single study in which the 
results appear to be driven by microbiological results rather than direct measures of 
patient feeling and function such as symptom resolution. 
The Agency recommended in vitro studies that evaluate the potential of cefiderocol 
to induce CYP enzymes using human hepatocytes. 
The Agency recommended that the CREDIBLE study be conducted as it if were a 
blinded trial in all ways other than the physician and patients having knowledge of 
the treatment assignment.  
Submission of a 10% sample of the case report forms (CRFs) from the Phase 3 cUTI 
trial and a complete integrated summary of effectiveness and integrated summary 
of safety were recommended.  
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April 11, 2017: Pre-NDA meeting 
The Applicant requested input  

. The Agency re-iterated the need for data 
driven labeling .  
The Applicant noted that the CREDIBLE study (open-label with no data safety 
monitoring board (DSMB) will be a pivotal study for the European Medicine Agency 
(EMA), but that enrollment has been difficult.  
The utility of an interim analysis of the CREDIBLE study was briefly discussed, and 
the Agency indicated that results from the CREDIBLE study could potentially be 
included in Section 14 if results are very compelling.  
The Agency requested that the Applicant explain the higher drop in the cure rate 
from end of treatment (EOT) to test of cure (TOC) in the IMP group in the cUTI trial. 
The Applicant felt this may have been attributed to patient characteristics, as 
younger female patients with E. coli infections had less of a “trailing off.” The Agency 
requested a clear rationale in the NDA. 
The Agency maintained that adding breakpoints for Acinetobacter baumannii and 
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia  requires clinical data, and that the 
Applicant could perform a “nested” analysis to show efficacy in subgroups with 
these organisms. 
 

August 31, 2017: Applicant submitted a draft pediatric protocol which was consistent with the 
agreed iPSP communicated on March 4, 2017 and approved by PeRC on January 18, 2017.  

 
September 1 and 20, 2017: Teleconference with Agency to discuss the patient deaths from the 
ongoing CREDIBLE study 

Mortality imbalance observed; Deaths occurred in 7/28 (25%) in cefiderocol group; 
1/15 (6.7%) in BAT group 
The Applicant suspended the study and implemented a medical review committee 
to review data. 
Medical review committee met and provided recommendations on September 28, 
2017 
– CREDIBLE study can be continued as 7 out of 8 study deaths appear to be 

unrelated to study drug 
– Consider clarification of exclusion criteria #12 for the CREDIBLE study i.e., 

exclude patients with a terminal stage of any chronic disease, those who do want 
to be intubated or mechanically ventilated, and those under active systemic 
treatment for any non-Gram-negative bacterial infection; presence of lung 
cancer for the HABP/VABP/HCABP portion (these changes were not 
implemented by the Applicant) 
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September 28, 2017: Information regarding the mortality imbalance in the CREDIBLE study was 
discussed internally with senior leadership. A clinical hold for CREDIBLE was not warranted at 
this time, and further information was requested from the Applicant.  
 
October 3, 2017: Written communication by Agency  

Update requested from the Applicant regarding plans to establish a DSMB and 
timelines for re-enrollment and implementation of the medical review committee’s 
recommendations for the CREDIBLE study.  
Recommendation for revision of the pediatric study plan 
– Enrollment of children with cUTI only as no efficacy or safety information from 

the HABP/VABP study is adults is available.  
– Addition of a comparator group in safety and PK studies  

 
January 22, 2018: A DSMB was contracted by the Applicant to review available study data in        
CREDIBLE study.  
 
March 28, 2018: Type A meeting minutes 

The planned submission of an NDA in August 2017 was delayed due to mortality 
imbalances in the CREDIBLE study and manufacturing issues.  
The Agency noted that the PK data showed that lung penetration (expressed as 
epithelial lining fluid (ELF) to plasma area under the curve (AUC) ratio) appeared 
higher in rats than in humans. Thus, it may be problematic to apply 
PK/pharmacodynamic (PD) targets determined from animal infection models to 
healthy subjects. The Applicant stated that they were planning on conducting a lung 
penetration study in infected patients.  
The Applicant indicated that the final clinical study report for the CREDIBLE study is 
expected to be completed in October 2019, and that for the NDA, individual case 
narratives from the DSMB analyses and a 120-day safety update will be available.  
The Applicant agreed to submit reconciled datasets that are aligned with the patient 
narratives and to provide a dataset to include patients who died.  

 
July 12, 2018: DSMB convened regarding CREDIBLE study and recommended that the study 
should continue. Interim analysis at that time indicated 18 and 4 deaths in the cefiderocol and 
BAT groups of the 2:1 randomized trial.  
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October 4, 2018: Agency feedback on Applicant’s updated content plan 
CREDIBLE study: Data from the first 70 patients should be presented in a summary 
table; all deaths should be included in datasets that can be aligned with patient 
narratives.  
APEKS-NP study: blinded, aggregate data of tables, listings, and figures for the first 
50 patients to be reviewed by the DSMB should be listed in Module 5.3.5.3 with the 
integrated summary of safety.  
Compassionate use program: A summary table similar to that requested for the 
CREDIBLE study should be submitted along with datasets.  
120-day Safety Update: CREDIBLE study data from the 30 additional subjects in an 
updated summary table, changes in the data for the previous 70 subjects in tabular 
format, and updated datasets incorporating these changes should be submitted.  

 
December 14, 2018: NDA 209445 submitted to the Agency with priority review status. 

A study summary and abbreviated patient-level datasets pertaining to the first 70 
enrolled subjects were provided. 
An addendum to the study summary discussed mortality results from the first 100 
subjects. 

 
February 15, 2019: The applicant provided abbreviated datasets pertaining to the first 100 
enrolled subjects as well as current DSMB minutes. 
 
April 12, 2019: Day 120 Update received which included a data from the CREDIBLE-CR trial of  
the first 128 enrolled patients.  
 
April 23, 2019: Goal date extended by 3 months to November 19, 2019, as Day 120 submission  
constituted a major amendment to NDA. 
 
August 8, 2019: The applicant provided datasets and a study summary pertaining to all 150  
randomized and treated subjects. 
 
October 16, 2019: Antimicrobial Division Advisory Committee Meeting held to discuss NDA  
209445. 
 

3.3. Foreign Regulatory Actions and Marketing History 

The Applicant plans to submit a marketing authorization application to the EMA and other 
countries.  
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4. Significant Issues From Other Review Disciplines Pertinent to Clinical 
Conclusions on Efficacy and Safety 

4.1. Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) 

Clinical data from two studies were submitted as the primary efficacy and safety studies in 
support of this NDA. Four study sites were selected for clinical inspection as part of PDUFA pre-
approval clinical investigation and data validation. The study data derived from these clinical 
sites, based on the inspections, are considered reliable in support of the proposed indication (as 
noted in the clinical inspection summary written by Dr. Aisha Johnson, OSI on July 8, 2019). 

4.2. Product Quality 

The NDA, as amended, has provided adequate chemistry, manufacturing, and controls 
information to assure the identity, strength, purity, and quality of the proposed drug product. 
The NDA is recommended for approval by the Office of Pharmaceutical Quality. The 
manufacturing and testing facilities for this NDA are deemed acceptable and an overall 
“Approve” recommendation was entered into Panorama by the Office of Process and Facilities 
on April 9, 2019. The shelf life of the drug product was granted as months when stored at 2-
8°C.  
 
The acceptance criteria of the  was originally proposed at  in the drug 
product specification, but this level was exceeded in the in-use studies. The applicant increased 
the acceptance criteria for this impurity to . Impurities in the reconstituted drug product 
were qualified based on data from a 3-month intravenous study in rats. 

4.3. Devices and Companion Diagnostic Issues 

Not applicable.  

5. Nonclinical Pharmacology/Toxicology 

5.1. Executive Summary 

The drug product, cefiderocol, will be administered using intravenous administration. With a 
few notable exceptions (subcutaneous dosing of mice in a developmental toxicology study and 
very young rats in a juvenile toxicology study), most animal studies of cefiderocol were 
conducted using an intravenous route of administration. There were no toxicities identified in 
nonclinical testing of cefiderocol suggesting that it poses a greater risk than other 
cephalosporins when used according to clinical recommendations. 
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Hyaline droplets (very slight to slight increase) were consistently observed in the proximal renal 
tubules of rats and monkeys following administration of cefiderocol at all dose levels. This 
finding was not associated with renal degeneration in either species, even when the animals 
were treated for 3 months with up to 1500 mg/kg/day in rats and 1000 mg/kg/day in monkeys. 
These droplets appear to be associated with tubular absorption/secretion of drug. 
 
In rats, cefiderocol was associated with convulsions at blood levels >2000 μg/ml (approximate). 
Handling the animals appeared to exacerbate the convulsions. Blood levels <1500 μg/ml 
(approximate) were not associated with convulsions in rats. A study in mice using 
intracerebroventricular injection suggested that the proconvulsive effect of cefiderocol is 
comparable to cefazolin and cefepime, but weaker than IMP. 
 
Prolongation of the QTc (Bazett) was observed in cynomolgus monkeys following a 1000 mg/kg 
dose given intravenously over 1 hour (observed in both a single dose safety pharmacology 
study and in repeat dose toxicology studies). It was also observed at 600 mg/kg in 4-week study 
(average Cmax 1673 μg/ml). The 4-week study confirmed 300 mg/kg/day as a no observed effect 
level (NOEL) for QTc prolongation (average Cmax 858 μg/ml), consistent with the safety 
pharmacology and 3-month study conducted in monkeys. This was consistent with the results 
of in vitro studies where cefiderocol caused a statistically significant increase in action potential 
duration in guinea pig papillary muscle and inhibited peak tail hERG currents in transfected 
HEK293 cells. Cefiderocol would not be considered a potent compound in either of these in 
vitro assays based both on the concentration needed to achieve a significant effect and the 
relatively small magnitude of the effects. 
 
Cefiderocol was negative for genotoxicity in some in vitro studies (Ames, Chinese hamster lung 
V79/human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) assays), but positive in others 
(mouse lymphoma L5178Y/TK+/- assay, chromosome aberration assay in cultured human TK6 
lymphoblasts). It was negative in both in vivo studies, including rat micronucleus (no 
micronuclei in immature erythrocytes from bone marrow) and rat comet (no DNA damage in 
hepatocytes) assays. 
 
There were no adverse effects of cefiderocol on fertility of adult male or female rats at doses 
up to 1000 mg/kg. Additionally, this dose was not associated with adverse effects on early 
embryonic development. Cefiderocol did not cause developmental toxicity in mice when 
administered to dams at daily subcutaneous doses up to 2000 mg/kg/day (twice daily 1000 
mg/kg doses) from GD 6-15. It did not cause developmental toxicity in rats when administered 
intravenously to dams at doses up to 1000 mg/kg/day from GD 6-17. These dosing periods 
cover the peak of organogenesis in the rodents. Cefiderocol did not adversely affect 
reproductive function of rat dams or pre-/postnatal development of their pups at single daily 
intravenous doses of 1000 mg/kg given from GD 6-LD 20. The no observed adverse effect level 
(NOAEL) of cefiderocol in the pregnant rats was 300 mg/kg/day, based on the reductions of 
body weight gain during pregnancy and mean body weight at 1000 mg/kg/day compared to 
controls. However, the high dose did not affect parturition, maternal function, or viability and 
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development of the fetuses/pups. 
 
No juvenile-specific toxicities were identified in young rats dosed daily for 3 weeks with 
cefiderocol. Two cohorts of different ages were used to cover different periods of development, 
infant to juvenile (received subcutaneous doses of up to 1000 mg/kg/day) and juvenile through 
puberty (received intravenous bolus doses of up to 600 mg/kg/day). There were no apparent 
drug-related effects on physical or neurological development. Dose-related reversible kidney 
changes were observed in rats from both cohorts. 
 
The daily dose of cefiderocol in patients with normal renal function is 2 g every 8 hours 
administered by intravenous infusion over 3 hours. The recommended duration of treatment is 
7-14 days based on clinical response. Cmax in healthy male subjects that received a single 2 g 
dose infused over 3 hours averaged approximately 90 μg/ml and AUC averaged approximately 
386 μg·hr/ml. Cmax in cUTI patients with creatinine clearance > 60 ml/min averaged 
approximately 138 μg/ml and AUC averaged approximately 394.7 μg·hr/ml after a 2 g dose of 
cefiderocol was infused over 1 hour (equivalent to an AUC of 1184 μg·hr/ml for 3 daily doses, as 
recommended for treatment). Convulsions observed in rats occurred at blood levels >20-fold 
higher and QTc prolongation in monkeys occurred at blood levels >18-fold higher than the Cmax 
in healthy male volunteers. The NOELs for convulsions in rats and QTc prolongation in monkeys 
were >16-fold higher and >9-fold higher than the observed Cmax in healthy male volunteers, 
respectively. For the cUTI patients who received a 1 hour infusion of cefiderocol rather than a 3 
hour infusion and experienced a higher Cmax, the dose multiples at the NOELs for convulsions 
and QTc prolongation were 11 and 6, respectively. The margin of safety for these potential 
adverse effects is high between humans and the animal species in which they were observed. 
Thus, the risk of convulsions or QTc prolongation in humans appears low for the recommended 
cefiderocol dose regimen. Clinical trial data also support the low risk of these adverse events. 
 
The data from nonclinical studies with cefiderocol show that the product is expected to be 
reasonably safe for the proposed clinical indications when used as directed. Thus, there is no 
objection to its approval from the pharmacology/toxicology review team. 

5.2. Referenced INDs, NDAs, BLAs, DMFs 

IND 116787 

5.3. Pharmacology 

Primary pharmacology 
Cefiderocol inhibits cell wall synthesis in Gram-negative bacteria. See Section 8, Clinical 
Microbiology Review, for more detail. 
 
Secondary Pharmacology 
In vitro binding assays with a panel of ligands and cell membrane fractions from rats, guinea 
pigs, rabbits, and humans containing a variety (>50) of receptors, ion channels, transporters, or 
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enzymes did not reveal a strong potential for off target activity. Binding activity of cefiderocol 
did not exceed 30% in any assay. 
 
Safety Pharmacology 
When single 2000 mg/kg doses of cefiderocol were administered intravenously to rats over 30 
minutes, convulsions, respiratory depression, and mortality occurred. Survivors showed 
decreased activity for at least 30 minutes after administration was complete. These effects 
were not observed with a 1000 mg/kg dose given over the same time period, or when two 1000 
mg/kg doses were given on the same day, 6 hours apart. Thus, the acute CNS effects in rats 
appeared to be related to plasma concentration of cefiderocol. 
 
Single 250 mg/kg intravenous doses of cefiderocol given to male rats over 30 minutes were not 
associated with changes in CNS parameters in a functional observational battery. A rat (1/6) 
that received 500 mg/kg was prone at the end of dosing but recovered within 30 minutes. At 
1000 mg/kg, prone position and decreased activity were observed in 1/6 rats. Decreased mean 
body temperature was observed at doses >500 mg/kg but recovered within 30 minutes. 
 
Electroencephalogram was measured in rats prior to and during 30 minute intravenous 
infusions of cefiderocol at doses up to 750 mg/kg and continuing for 4 hours after 
administration was complete. There were no changes from baseline in the drug-treated rats. 
 
In contrast, during repeat-dose toxicology studies, convulsions (associated with mortality) were 
observed in rats at cefiderocol doses >1000 mg/kg. Handling of rats (e.g., for TK blood draw) 
appeared to exacerbate the convulsions. To explore the proconvulsive effects of cefiderocol 
and provide a comparison with other antimicrobials, intracerebroventricular injections of the 
drugs were administered to conscious mice. The CD50 (dose at which 50% of the animals 
demonstrated clonic convulsions) of each compound was estimated. At an average of 23 
μg/mouse, the CD50 of cefiderocol was comparable to cefazolin (19 μg/mouse) and cefepime 
(31 μg/mouse). It was less potent than IMP (4 μg/mouse), but more potent than ceftazidime 
(88 μg/mouse) at inducing convulsions. 
 
No changes in respiratory function were observed in rats that received up to 1000 mg/kg of 
cefiderocol infused over 30 minutes. 
 
Single 100 mg/kg intravenous doses of cefiderocol given to monkeys over 1 hour produced no 
cardiovascular changes. Dose-related increases in blood pressure were observed at 300 and 
1000 mg/kg. Slight to marked prolongation of QTc (Bazett) was observed at 1000 mg/kg. 
Decreased body temperature and dose-related vomiting were seen at 300 and 1000 mg/kg.  
 
In vitro assays using guinea pig papillary muscle and hERG transfected HEK293 cells were 
consistent with the QTc prolongation observed in monkeys. A concentration of 1.5 mg/ml was 
associated with increased action potential duration (7.1-8.6%) in guinea pig papillary muscle 
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and inhibited peak tail currents in hERG transfected HEK293 cells by 11.6%. These results were 
statistically significant, but not potent. 

5.4. ADME/PK 

Type of Study Major Findings
Absorption
N/A Intravenous administration.
Distribution
Quantitative Whole-
body Autoradiography 
after a Single 
Intravenous 
Administration of 
[Catechol-14C]-S-
649266 (GSK2696266) 
Sodium Drug Product in 
Male Pigmented Rats 
(Study No. 8271029)

Rapid and wide distribution with peak levels in most tissues occurring 5 minutes 
after administration. Highest levels of radiation present in kidney (especially 
cortex and medulla), consistent with renal excretion. Evidence of some biliary 
excretion (presence of radioactivity in the bile duct and intestinal mucosa). CNS 
exposure was low and brief. Most tissue levels were lower than plasma levels. 
Binding to RBC was negligible. Preferential binding to melanin not observed.

Quantitative Whole-
body Autoradiography 
after a Single 
Intravenous 
Administration of 
[Thiazole-14C]-S-
649266 Sodium Drug 
Product in Pregnant 
Rats (Study No. S-
649266-PB-186-N)

When radiolabeled cefiderocol was infused to pregnant rats, radioactivity was 
detected in the fetuses, demonstrating that it could cross the placenta. However, 
the amount detected was a small percentage of the total dose.

Excretion into Milk of 
Radioactivity after a 
Single Intravenous 
Administration of 
[Thiazole-14C]-S-
649266 Sodium Drug 
Product in Nursing Rats 
(Study No. S-649266-
PB-188-N)

Radioactivity was present in the milk of lactating rats that received an infusion of
radiolabeled cefiderocol. The peak level in milk was considerably lower than the 
peak plasma level (milk Cmax about 6% of plasma Cmax).
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Type of Study Major Findings
Metabolism
Metabolism of 
GSK2696266 (RSC-
649266) Following a 
Single Intravenous 
Administration (30 mg 
as parent 
compound/kg) of 
[Catechol-14C] 
GSK2696266 (RSC-
649266) Sodium Drug 
Product to Male Intact 
and Bile Duct-
Cannulated Rats (Study 
No. 11DMM045)

From the study report:
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Type of Study Major Findings
Metabolism of 
GSK2696266/RSC-
649266 Following a 
Single Intravenous 
Administration (30 mg 
as parent 
compound/kg) of 
[Catechol-14C] 
GSK2696266/RSC-
649266 Sodium Drug 
Product to Male and 
Female Intact 
Cynomolgus Monkeys 
(Study No. 
11DMM050)

From the study report:

Excretion
Elimination of 
Radioactivity Following 
a Single Intravenous 
(30 mg parent 
compound/kg) 
Administration of 
[Catechol-
14C]GSK2696266 
Sodium Salt to Male 
Intact and Male Bile 
Duct-Cannulated Rats 
(Study No. XPK11-
118)

~99% recovery in both intact and bile duct cannulated rats.

Intact rats: >90% of the radioactive dose excreted in the urine (mostly 
unchanged cefiderocol, some M1) and about 7% in the feces (mostly M1, some 
methylated M1 and some unchanged cefiderocol). Most urinary excretion 
occurred within 4 hours after administration (>70% of the dose). Elimination 
nearly complete by 48 hours.

Bile duct cannulated rats: 87% of radioactive dose excreted in urine, 8-9% in 
bile, and 2% in feces. About 70% of the dose was excreted within 4 hours of 
administration (urine + bile). Urine and feces contained similar proportions of 
parent and metabolites as seen in intact animals. Most of the radioactivity in bile 
was M9 and M20, but many minor components (each accounting for less than 
1% of the administered dose) were present.
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Type of Study Major Findings
Elimination of 
Radioactivity Following 
a Single Intravenous 
(30 mg parent 
compound/kg) 
Administration of 
[Catechol-
14C]GSK2696266 
Sodium Salt to Male
and Female Intact Non-
naïve Cynomolgus 
Monkeys (Study No. 
XPK11-117)

Monkeys: Most of the radioactive dose was excreted within 24 hours of 
administration. The majority of the drug in urine was unchanged cefiderocol or 
M1. The quantity of M1 may be overestimated as it has been shown to form 
spontaneously in spiked urine stability samples. M1 may undergo sulfation or 
methylation and these forms could account for about 10% of the administered 
dose. Other minor urinary metabolites account for 2% or less of the 
administered dose. In feces, the major radioactive component was M1, with less 
than 1% unchanged cefiderocol. Other minor fecal metabolites accounted for 
2% or less of the administered dose.

Males: Total recovery 96.7%, 86% of radioactive dose excreted in urine and 6% 
in feces.

Females: Total recovery 81%, 63% of radioactive dose excreted in urine and 
10% in feces.

TK data from general 
toxicology studies

Three-Month 
Intravenous Toxicity 
Study of S-649266
Sodium Drug Product in 
Rats/ 055-512

Clonic convulsions 
observed at >1000
mg/kg/day.
NOAEL 300 mg/kg/day.

Rat
T1/2: not calculated
Accumulation: No
Dose proportionality: Yes

Supplemental Three-
Month Intravenous 
Toxicity Study of 
S-649266 Sodium 
Drug Product in Rats/ 

055-525

Convulsions not 
observed at either 500 
or 750 mg/kg/day.

Rat
Additional study performed to more precisely determine a NOEL for convulsions 
in rats.
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Type of Study Major Findings
TK data from general 
toxicology studies
(continued)
Three-Month 
Intravenous Toxicity 
Study of S-649266
Sodium Drug Product in 
Monkeys/ 055-511

NOAEL 100 mg/kg/day.
Decreased RBC 
parameters and 
injection site lesions 
>300 mg/kg/day.
QTc prolongation at 
1000 mg/kg/day.

Monkey
T1/2: not calculated
Accumulation: No
Dose proportionality: Yes
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Type of Study Major Findings
TK data from 
reproductive 
toxicology studies

Intravenous Study for 
Effects of S-649266 
Sodium Drug Product 
on Embryo-Fetal 
Development in Rats/

055-469

NOAEL for 
developmental toxicity 
in rats was 1000 
mg/kg/day.

Rat

dd = during dosing
Subcutaneous Study 
for Effects of S-649266 
Sodium Drug Product 
on Embryo-Fetal 
Development in Mice/ 

055-468

NOAEL for 
developmental toxicity 
in mice was 2000 
mg/kg/day (dose split 
in half, given 6 hrs 
apart).

Mouse

Abbreviations: ADME = absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion; CNS = central nervous system; NOAEL = no observed 
adverse effect level; PK = pharmacokinetic; RBC = red blood cell; SD = standard deviation

5.5. Toxicology 

5.5.1. General Toxicology 

The clinical formulation of cefiderocol, was tested in the repeat-dose toxicology studies 
described below. Rats and monkeys were the primary rodent and nonrodent species used in 
toxicology testing of this drug product. 
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Study title/ number: Three-Month Intravenous Toxicity Study of S-649266 Sodium 
Drug Product in Rats / 055-512: 

Hyaline droplets (very slight to slight increase) observed in proximal renal 
tubules of drug-treated rats not associated with degeneration at up to 1500 
mg/kg/day despite longer term treatment and appeared associated with 
tubular absorption/secretion of drug. 
NOAEL was 300 mg/kg/day, based on convulsions (associated with mortality 
in some animals) observed at >1000 mg/kg/day. Appeared to be exacerbated 
by handling/restraint, as prevalence was greater in the TK animals. 
Chronic inflammation and necrosis observed at injection site of some rats 
from 1000 and 1500 mg/kg groups associated with extravasation into tissues 
surrounding vein. Venous irritation not observed. 

 
Conducting laboratory and location:  

 
GLP compliance: Yes 
 
Methods 
Dose and frequency of dosing: 300, 1000, and 1500 mg/kg/day, once daily 
Route of administration: Intravenous (given over 30 minutes) 
Formulation/Vehicle: 0.9% saline used for reconstitution 
Species/Strain: Rat/Sprague-Dawley 
Number/Sex/Group: 10 (control and low), 14 (mid), 16 (high) 
Age: 7 weeks 
Satellite groups/ unique design: 5/sex in control and high dose groups for 4-week 

recovery; 4/group for TK 
Deviation from study protocol 
affecting interpretation of results: 

No 

Observations and Results: Changes From Control 

Parameters Major Findings
Mortality LD- none

MD- 1 F, Day 31
HD- 1 M, Day 2; 3 F, Days 49, 69, and 84
TK animals from the MD (1 M, Day 1; 1 F, Day 16) and HD (5 M, 4 on 
Day 1, 1 on Day 67; 3 F on Days 1, 34, and 85) groups. Additional HD 
female sacrificed in moribund condition on Day 61.

Clinical signs Clonic convulsions observed in the rats that died, beginning during 
infusion or after the end of infusion. Higher incidence in TK animals 
suggested that handling/restraint exacerbated proconvulsant effect of 
drug. Local irritation at injection site associated with extravasation 
precluded dosing in 1 MD male and 4 HD rats (2 of each sex). These 
animals were replaced by others in the same dose group.
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Parameters Major Findings
Body weights No differences between drug-treated females and controls.

Mean body weights in MD and HD males were 8% and 10% lower than 
controls starting during weeks 10 and 8, respectively. Recovery was 
observed after 2 weeks without drug treatment.

Ophthalmoscopy No treatment-related abnormalities.
Hematology HD- Slight reductions (7-20%) in mean RBC parameters (count, 

hemoglobin, hematocrit) and reticulocyte count increased 1.5-2-fold 
compared to controls.
MD- A few individuals with changes comparable to HD group, but group 
mean not significantly different from controls.
These findings were no longer present after recovery and were believed 
to be secondary to inflammation at the injection site.

Clinical chemistry HD- 12-16% reduction in serum globulin correlated with 6-10% reduction 
in total protein. Slight increase in the albumin/globulin ratio. Similar 
changes have been observed with other antimicrobial compounds. No 
longer present following recovery.

Urinalysis Performed on Days 45 and 87. Differences between treated and control 
animals were not consistent throughout the study. Nothing that appeared 
related to renal toxicity.

Gross pathology Cecal dilatation in drug-treated rats, as commonly observed following 
treatment with an antimicrobial.

Organ weights Dose-related increase in absolute and relative spleen weights at MD (17-
27%), HD (30-65%). May indicate antigenic immunostimulation.
Small increases in relative mean kidney weight were observed in drug-
treated rats, HD- 16-17% ; MD and LD- 9-12%.
Spleen and kidney weights after recovery in HD rats reduced compared 
to end of dosing, but still higher than controls.

Histopathology
Adequate battery: Yes

All drug-treated rats: Very slight to slight increases in hyaline droplets in 
the proximal renal tubules; incidence/severity reduced at end of recovery. 
Dose-related very slight to slight proliferation of the geminal center of the 
spleen; no longer observed following recovery. Very slight hypertrophy of 
intestinal mucosal epithelium observed in a few rats from each dose 
group; incidence lower following recovery period.
MD, HD: Chronic inflammation/necrosis at site of injection was observed 
in several animals, with dose-related incidence and severity. Changes 
were still present at the end of recovery, but they did not worsen. The 
venous tissue did not demonstrate inflammation.

Abbreviations: HD = high dose; LD = low dose; MD = mid dose; RBC = red blood cell; TK = toxicokinetic
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Study title/ number: Three-Month Intravenous Toxicity Study of S-649266 Sodium 
Drug Product in Monkeys / 055-511: 

Hyaline droplets (very slight to slight increase) observed in the proximal renal 
epithelium of all monkeys that received drug were not associated with renal 
degeneration at doses up to 1000 mg/kg/day despite longer term treatment 
and appeared associated with tubular absorption/secretion of drug. 
NOAEL was 100 mg/kg/day based on injection site changes and decreases in 
red blood cell parameters seen at 300 mg/kg/day. 
Injection site changes and red blood cell parameter decreases were more 
severe at the high dose of 1000 mg/kg/day. This dose also caused QTc 
prolongation (10-27% above baseline). 

 
Conducting laboratory and location:  

 
GLP compliance: Yes 
 
Methods 
Dose and frequency of dosing: 100, 300, and 1000 mg/kg/day, once daily 
Route of administration: Intravenous (1 hour infusion) 
Formulation/Vehicle: 0.9% saline used for reconstitution 
Species/Strain: Monkey/Cynomolgus 
Number/Sex/Group: 4 
Age: 3-5 years old 
Satellite groups/ unique design: 3/sex in control and high dose groups for 

recovery 
Deviation from study protocol 
affecting interpretation of results: 

No 

Observations and Results: Changes From Control 

Parameters Major Findings
Mortality No drug-related mortality. One high dose female sacrificed early due to 

loss of blood vessel patency at possible infusion sites.
Clinical signs HD- Vomiting on at least 1, but as many as 18 occasions in 5/7 males 

and 4/7 females. Sloughing of tail skin (one of the injection sites) 
observed in female that was sacrificed early.
Pale red urine observed in all drug-treated animals for about 4 hours
following infusion; associated with excretion of drug/metabolite.

Body weights HD- body weight loss in one male, peaking at 15% reduction on Day 77 
compared to Day 1.

Ophthalmoscopy No drug-related differences between groups.
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Parameters Major Findings
ECG (unanesthetized, 
restrained)- measured on 
Dosing Days 49 and 85 and 
Recovery Day 22

HD- QTc (Bazett) prolongations 10-27% above mean predosing value in 
4/7 males and 4/7 females on Day 49, and 3/7 males and 2/6 females on 
Day 85. Group mean QTc prolonged significantly (p<0.05) compared to 
controls. No longer observed during recovery.

Hematology HD- 12-31% decrease in RBC parameters (erythrocyte count, 
hemoglobin, hematocrit) and increased reticulocyte counts (38% to 6.8-
fold higher) in several animals. No longer observed following recovery.
MD- Similar changes as at HD, but lower incidence.

Clinical chemistry CK- increased 10-20-fold in 1 MD and 1 HD monkey and 3-5-fold in 3 
additional HD monkeys.
TRI- increased 3-4-fold in 1 MD and 5 HD monkeys.
AST- increased 3-4-fold in 4 HD monkeys.
None of the above observed following the recovery period.
No microscopic findings associated with these changes.

Urinalysis Inconsistent changes in a few HD animals unlikely related to drug.
Gross pathology MD, HD- thickening of subcutaneous tissue at injection sites in some 

animals. No longer observed after recovery period.
Organ weights HD- Increased mean absolute and relative kidney and liver weights. No 

longer observed after recovery period.
MD- Increased absolute and relative kidney and liver weights seen in 1 
female.

Histopathology
Adequate battery: Yes

Very slight to slight increase in hyaline droplets in proximal renal tubules 
of all drug-treated monkeys. No degenerative renal changes observed in 
any animal. Reduced incidence of hyaline droplets following recovery 
period.
Very slight to slight necrosis or chronic inflammation, thickening of 
vascular intima, and thrombus formation at injection sites of several HD 
animals and 1 at MD. Lung thrombi observed in a few HD animals. Some 
improvement of injection site lesions in HD animals following recovery 
period.

Abbreviations: AST = aspartate aminotransferase; CK = creatine kinase ;HD = high dose; MD = mid dose; RBC = red blood cell; TRI 
= triglycerides

General Toxicology; Additional Studies 

A supplemental 3-month toxicity study was conducted in rats to determine a more precise 
NOEL for convulsions. In the original 3-month rat study described above, the NOEL for 
convulsions was the low dose of 300 mg/kg/day, with convulsions and mortality observed at 
the mid dose of 1000 mg/kg/day. In the supplemental rat study, there was a vehicle control 
group (n=10) and cefiderocol groups (n=14) that received single daily 500 and 750 mg/kg 
intravenous doses of drug administered over 30 minutes. Satellite groups for TK (n=4 controls; 
n=7 cefiderocol) were also included. There was no unscheduled mortality and no convulsions 
were observed. Histopathology was not performed in this study. 
 
Shorter term repeat-dose toxicity studies (2 and 4 weeks in duration) were also conducted in 
rats and monkeys. The target organs in these studies did not differ from those in the 3 month 
studies described above. The 4-week monkey study is helpful for providing a more precise 
lowest-observed-effect-level for prolongation of QTc (Bazett), as it contained a 600 mg/kg/day 
dose group (as opposed to the dose escalation in the 3-month monkey study that rose from 300 
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mg/kg/day directly to 1000 mg/kg/day. The 4-week study confirmed 300 mg/kg/day as a NOEL 
for QTc prolongation and showed that doses > 600 mg/kg of cefiderocol infused over 1 hour 
caused QTc prolongation. In this study, Cmax in the animals that received 600 mg/kg averaged 
1673 μg/ml and at 300 mg/kg, Cmax averaged 858 μg/ml. 
 
The shorter term studies also demonstrated that injection site lesions observed in animals 
(especially rats) appear unlikely to occur in humans if the cefiderocol drug product is 
administered intravenously as intended in the clinic. Injection site lesions observed in rats in 
the 2- and 4-week studies were associated with extravasation of dosing solution and not 
observed unless leakage of dosing solutions >50 mg/ml occurred. Comparable lesions were not 
observed in the 2- and 4-week monkey studies. 

5.5.2. Genetic Toxicology 

In Vitro Reverse Mutation Assay in Bacterial Cells (Ames) 
Study title/ number: Reverse Mutation Test of RSC-649266 (GSK2696266) Sodium Drug 
Product with Bacteria/ Study No. R-649266-TB-011-L 
Key Study Findings: 

RSC-649266/GSK2696266 was not mutagenic at concentrations up to 
± rat S9 for TA1535 and TA1537 and up to rat S9 for TA98, TA100 
and WP2uvrA. 

GLP compliance: Yes 
Test system: S. typhimurium TA98, TA100, TA1535 and TA1537; E. coli WP2uvrA 
Study is valid: Yes, although concentrations that could be tested were relatively low due to 
bacterial toxicity. 
 
In Vitro Assays in Mammalian Cells 
Study title/ number: Chromosomal Aberration Test of RSC-649266 (GSK2696266) Sodium 
Drug Product in Cultured TK6 Cells/Study No. D578 (250-070) 
Key Study Findings: 

RSC-649266/GSK2696266 induced chromosome aberrations with 24 hour incubation 
in the absence of metabolic activation. 
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From the Study Report: 

Table 2. Chromosomal Aberration Test in TK6 Cells Treated With RSC-649266 (GSK2696266) 
Sodium Drug Product (Continuous Treatment: 24h)

GLP compliance: Yes 
Test system: TK6 (cultured human lymphoblasts) 
Study is valid: Yes 

Study title/ number: Mouse Lymphoma Assay of RSC-649266 (GSK2696266) Sodium Drug 
Product/Study No. D579 (250-071) 
Key Study Findings: 

RSC-649266/GSK2696266 increased mutation frequency at the thymidine kinase (TK) 
locus in L5178Y mouse lymphoma cells with 3 hours of treatment (short-term) in the 
presence of rat S-9 and after 24 hours of treatment (continuous) in the absence of 
metabolic activation. 
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From the study report (note that the # and † symbols were incorrectly placed in the first table): 

Table 3. Results of Mouse Lymphoma Gene Mutation Assay Treated With RSC-649266 
GSK2696266  Sodium Dru  Product (Short-Term Treatment: +S9)

Table 4. Results of Mouse Lymphoma Gene Mutation Assay Treated With RSC-649266 
(GSK2696266) Sodium Drug Product (Continuous Treatment: 24 h)

( ) g ( )
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GLP compliance: Yes 
Test system: L5178Y mouse lymphoma TK+/- 
Study is valid: Yes 
 
Study title/ number: HPRT Gene Mutation Test of S-649266 (GSK2696266) sodium drug 
product with Cultured Mammalian Cells /Study No. G-11-072 
Key Study Findings: 

S-649266/GSK2696266 did not induce mutations at the HPRT locus of V79 cells at 
concentrations of up to 0.50 mg/ml in the presence or absence of rat S-9. 

GLP compliance: Yes 
Test system: V79 Chinese hamster lung cells HPRT+/- 
Study is valid: Yes 
 
In Vivo Clastogenicity Assay in Rodent (Micronucleus Assay) 

Study title/ number: Micronucleus Test of RSC-649266 (GSK2696266) Sodium Drug Product 
with Rat Bone Marrow Cells/Study No. D580 (250-072) 
Key Study Findings: 

RSC-649266/GSK2696266 did not induce micronuclei in immature erythrocytes from rat 
bone marrow following 2 daily intravenous doses up to 2000 mg/kg/day. 

GLP compliance: Yes 
Test system: Sprague Dawley rats 
Study is valid: Yes 
 
Other Genetic Toxicity Studies 

Study title/ number: Comet Assay of RSC-649266 (GSK2696266) Sodium Drug Product in Rats 
/Study No. 055-337 
Key Study Findings: 

RSC-649266/GSK2696266 did not cause DNA damage in hepatocytes after intravenous 
(IV) doses up to 1500 mg/kg were given to rats on 2 consecutive days. 

GLP compliance: Yes 
Test system: Sprague Dawley rats 
Study is valid: Yes 

5.5.3. Carcinogenicity 

Not needed for this product. 

5.5.4. Reproductive and Developmental Toxicity 

Fertility and Early Embryonic Development 

Study title/ number: Intravenous Study for Effects of S-649266 Sodium Drug Product on 
Fertility and Early Embryonic Development to Implantation in Rats / 055-498; Applicant’s 
Study No. S-649266-TF-159-L 
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Key Study Findings 
The NOAEL for cefiderocol on the fertility of adult male and female rats was 1000 
mg/kg/day. 
Suppression in body weight gain in males, transient at 300 mg/kg and persistent from 
Day 18 of administration at 1000 mg/kg. 
The NOAEL for cefiderocol on early embryonic development was 1000 mg/kg/day. 

 
Conducting laboratory and location 

GLP compliance: Yes 
 
Methods 
Dose and frequency of dosing: 100, 300, and 1000 mg/kg/day, once daily 
Route of administration: Intravenous 
Formulation/Vehicle: Normal saline 
Species/Strain: Rat/Sprague-Dawley 
Number/Sex/Group: 20 
Satellite groups: No 
Study design: Males were dosed for 28 days prior to pairing, 

throughout the mating period, until the day 
before necropsy (Day 57). Females were dosed 
for 14 days prior to pairing, throughout the 
mating period, until Day 7 of gestation. Estrus 
cycle was tracked via daily vaginal smears 
beginning 2 weeks before pairing and during 
the mating period until sperm were observed. 
Females were sacrificed on Day 15 of gestation 
and embryonic viability was determined. 

Deviation from study protocol 
affecting interpretation of results: 

No 

Observations and Results 

Parameters Major Findings
Mortality 2 HD males sacrificed early (dosing Days 49 and 55). Severe irritation at 

injection site (extravasation) precluded further dosing.
Clinical signs Pale red urine (associated with excretion of drug/metabolites) at MD, 

HD.
Injection site irritation associated with extravasation in some HD rats.

Body weights Reduced body weight gain in HD males from Day 18 onward. Transient 
suppression of body weight gain in MD males from Day 8-25 of dosing.
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Parameters Major Findings
Necropsy findings No difference between copulation interval or fertility rates amongst 

treatment groups.
Sperm parameters did not differ between control and drug-treated
males. No drug-related differences in weights of testes/epididymides.
No significant differences between control and drug-treated dams in the 
numbers of corpora lutea or implantation sites. No differences in pre- or 
postimplantation loss amongst the treatment groups. Embryonic viability 
was not affected by treatment with cefiderocol.

Abbreviations: HD = high dose; MD = mid dose

 
Embryo-Fetal Development 

Study title/ number: Intravenous Study for Effects of S-649266 Sodium Drug Product on 
Embryo-Fetal Development in Rats / 055-469 
Key Study Findings 

The NOAEL for developmental toxicity was the high dose of 1000 mg/kg/day. 
Body weight gain in the high dose dams was about 13% less than control. 

 
Conducting laboratory and location: 

GLP compliance: Yes 
 
Methods 
Dose and frequency of dosing: 0 (vehicle), 100, 300, and 1000 mg/kg/day, once 

daily from Days 6-17 of gestation 
Route of administration: Intravenous 
Formulation/Vehicle: Normal saline 
Species/Strain: Rat/Sprague-Dawley 
Number/Sex/Group: 20 mated females/group for main study  
Satellite groups: 5 mated females/group for TK 
Study design: Presumed pregnant dams were dosed from 

Days 6-17 of gestation. They were sacrificed on 
Day 20 of gestation and fetuses were delivered 
by cesarean section. The following parameters 
were evaluated: numbers of corpora lutea and 
implantations, numbers of embryo-fetal deaths 
and live fetuses, sex, fetal body weight, 
placental weight, gross findings 
of the placentae and external, visceral and 
skeletal morphologies of live fetuses. 
Approximately half of the fetuses in each litter 
were fixed and sectioned for visceral 
examination and half were fixed and stained 
with Alizarin red S for skeletal evaluation. 
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Deviation from study protocol 
affecting interpretation of results: 

No 

Observations and Results 

Parameters Major Findings
Mortality No unscheduled deaths.
Clinical signs Blackening of tail at injection site 2/20 HD, beginning GD 11-12. Loss of 

tail tip in one of these animals on GD 16.
Pale red urine (associated with excretion of drug/metabolite) in all MD, 
HD rats and 14/18 at LD.

Body Weights HD rats gained about 13% less weight than controls during the dosing 
period.

Necropsy findings
Cesarean section data

No significant differences between cefiderocol and controls groups 
regarding litter size, postimplantation loss.

Necropsy findings
Offspring

No external, visceral, or skeletal malformations that appeared related to 
cefiderocol. No drug-related differences in fetal viability, mean fetal body 
weights, mean placenta weights, or sex ratio.

Abbreviations: GD = gestation day; HD = high dose; LD = low dose; MD = mid dose

 
Study title/ number: Subcutaneous Study for Effects of S-649266 Sodium Drug Product on 
Embryo-Fetal Development in Mice / 055-468 
Key Study Findings 

The NOAEL for developmental toxicity was 2000 mg/kg/day (split into 2 daily doses). 
The only clinical sign observed in the dams was injection site reaction observed at the 
mid and high dose, 1000 and 2000 mg/kg/day. 

 
Conducting laboratory and location: 

GLP compliance: Yes 
 
Methods 
Dose and frequency of dosing: 500, 1000, and 2000 mg/kg/day (these daily 

doses were split with 6 hours in between) 
Route of administration: Subcutaneous 
Formulation/Vehicle: Normal saline 
Species/Strain: Mouse/ICR CD-1 
Number/Sex/Group: 24 mated females for main study 
Satellite groups: 3-5 per timepoint for TK (10 mated controls, 55 

mated per drug treated group) 
Study design: Presumed pregnant dams were dosed from 

Days 6-15 of gestation. They were sacrificed on 
Day 18 of gestation and fetuses were delivered 
by cesarean section. The following parameters 
were evaluated: numbers of corpora lutea and 
implantations, numbers of embryo-fetal deaths 
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and live fetuses, sex, fetal body weight, 
placental weight, gross findings 
of the placentae and external, visceral and 
skeletal morphologies of live fetuses. 
Approximately half of the fetuses in each litter 
were fixed and sectioned for visceral 
examination and half were fixed and stained 
with Alizarin red S for skeletal evaluation. 

Deviation from study protocol 
affecting interpretation of results: 

No 

Observations and Results 

Parameters Major Findings
Mortality No unscheduled deaths.
Clinical signs Crust at injection site was observed beginning on GD 7 in 11/17 at HD 

and beginning on GD 11 in 2/18 at MD.
Red urine (related to drug/metabolite excretion) sporadically observed in 
all HD and most MD dams.

Body weights No drug-related effects.
Necropsy findings

Cesarean section data
No significant difference between cefiderocol and controls groups 
regarding postimplantation loss. Mean number of corpora lutea higher in 
controls than cefiderocol treated rats, leading to slightly larger mean litter 
size in control. Not drug-related since dosing did not begin until GD 6.

Necropsy findings
Offspring

No external, visceral, or skeletal malformations that appeared related to 
cefiderocol. No drug-related differences in fetal viability, mean fetal body 
weights, mean placenta weights, or sex ratio.

Abbreviations: GD = gestation day; HD = high dose; MD = mid dose

 
Prenatal and Postnatal Development 

Study title/ number: Intravenous Study for Effects of S-649266 Sodium Drug Product on Pre- 
and Postnatal Development, Including Maternal Function, in Rats / 055-502: 
Key Study Findings 

The NOAEL for parturition, maternal function, and pre-/postnatal development and 
viability of the pups was the high dose of 1000 mg/kg/day. 
The NOAEL for toxicity in the dams was 300 mg/kg/day based on the reduction of body 
weight gain during pregnancy at 1000 mg/kg/day and reduced mean body weight of the 
high dose dams compared to control. 

 
Conducting laboratory and location: 

GLP compliance: Yes 
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Methods 
Dose and frequency of dosing: 100, 300, and 1000 mg/kg/day, once daily 
Route of administration: Intravenous 
Formulation/Vehicle: Normal saline 
Species/Strain: Rat/Sprague-Dawley 
Number/Sex/Group: 22 presumed pregnant females 
Satellite groups: No 
Study design: Maternal administration from GD 6-Lactation 

Day (LD) 20. Dams were allowed to deliver 
naturally and were observed in the morning 
and afternoon from GD 21-25 and in the 
morning of GD 26 until delivery was complete. 
If delivery did not occur by presumed GD 26, 
dams were sacrificed, and their uteri checked 
for implantation sites. Litters were culled to 8 
pups (4/sex) on LD 4. Dams that delivered 
litters were sacrificed on LD 21 and underwent 
gross necropsy, including counting 
implantation sites. Two pups/sex (lowest 
random number) were kept from each litter- 
1/sex for evaluation of reproductive function 
and 1/sex for tests of learning and behavior. 

Deviation from study protocol 
affecting interpretation of results: 

No 

Observations and Results 

Generation Major Findings
F0 Dams HD dams gained 17% less weight than controls during gestation. No 

unscheduled deaths. No signs of systemic toxicity. Pale red urine 
(associated with drug/metabolite excretion) seen in all HD, MD and half 
of low dose dams. Injection site reactions in 3/21 HD dams.

F1 Generation The mean number of live and stillborn pups/litter, sex ratio, delivery 
index, birth index, and viability index on LD 0, LD 4, or at weaning did not 
differ between control and drug-treated litters. No drug-related effects on 
physical or neurological development.

F2 Generation Pre- and postimplantation loss, numbers of live and dead embryos, and 
embryonic viability did not differ between control and drug-treated 
groups.

Abbreviations: F0 = parental generation; F1 = first generation; F2 = second generation; HD = high dose; LD = lactation day; MD = 
mid dose
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5.5.5. Other Toxicology Studies 

3-Week Subcutaneous and Intravenous Toxicity Study of S-649266 Sodium Drug Product in 
Juvenile Rats (Study No. 332011): Cefiderocol was not associated with any juvenile-specific 
toxicities in young rats when given daily for 3 weeks. Two treatment cohorts covered the 
periods of infancy to juvenile (PND 7-27) and juvenile through puberty (PND 28-48). The first 
cohort received daily subcutaneous injections up to 1000 mg/kg/day and the second received 
daily intravenous slow bolus injections up to 600 mg/kg/day. There were no effects on physical 
or neurological development that appeared drug-related. Dose-related reversible kidney 
changes were observed in some rats from both cohorts. 

6. Clinical Pharmacology 

6.1. Executive Summary 

The Office of Clinical Pharmacology reviewed the information contained in NDA 209445. The 
clinical pharmacology information submitted in the application supports the approval of 
cefiderocol for the proposed indication. See Table 5 for a summary of clinical pharmacology-
related recommendations and comments on key review issues.  
 

Table 5. Summary of OCP’s Recommendations & Comments on Key Review Issues
Review Issue Recommendations and Comments
Pivotal or supportive 
evidence of effectiveness

The pivotal evidence of effectiveness of cefiderocol in patients with cUTI 
including pyelonephritis with limited or no alternative treatment was 
provided by one Phase 2 study (APEKS-cUTI Study).
Review of the Clinical Pharmacology data package (PK/PD target 
attainment analyses) provided supportive evidence of effectiveness.

General dosing instructions The recommended dosing regimen is cefiderocol 2 grams administered 
every 8 hours (q8h) by intravenous (IV) infusion over 3 hours in patients 
18 years of age and older with CLcr 60 to 119 mL/min.
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Review Issue Recommendations and Comments
Dosing in patient subgroups 
(intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors)

Dosage adjustment is recommended for patients with CLcr less than 60 
mL/min and for patients with CLcr 120 mL/min or greater.

Dosage adjustments in patients with CLcr less than 60 mL/min
Estimated Creatinine Clearance 
(CLCr) and Dialysis Method

Recommended Dosage 
Regimen for 
Cefiderocol

Patients with CLcr 30-59 mL/min 1.5 gm IV q8h

Patients with CLcr 15-29 mL/min 1 gm IV q8h

ESRD Patients (CLcr less than 15 
mL/min) with or without intermittent HD

0.75 gm IV q12h

Dosage adjustments in patients with CLcr 120 mL/min or greater: a 
dosage adjustment of cefiderocol 2 grams administered every 6 hours 
by IV infusion over 3 hours is recommended.

Labeling The content changes relevant to clinical pharmacology include the 
following sections:

12) Clinical Pharmacology: Modification of data reporting format
to align with the current labeling guidances

Bridge between the to-be 
marketed and clinical trial
formulations

The 500 mg/vial powder for solution for infusion formulation was used in
three Phase 1 studies (Studies 1203R2111, 1214R2112 and
1222R2113) and Phase 2 cUTI study (Study 1409R2121). The to-be-
marketed 1 g/vial formulation was used in two Phase 1 studies (Studies 
1521R2115 and 1603R2116). The 1 g/vial formulation has the same 
components as the 500 mg/vial formulation, with the exception of 

.
There is no clinically significant difference in cefiderocol exposure 
between the 500 mg/vial formulation and the to-be-marketed 1 g/vial 
formulation based on the cross-study comparison of cefiderocol 
exposure at single IV dose of 2 gram between Study 1203R2111 (500 
mg/vial formulation) and Study 1603R2116 (1 g/vial formulation).

a All doses of cefiderocol are administered intravenously over 3 hours
b Cefiderocol is removed by hemodialysis (HD); thus, HD should be completed at the latest possible time before the start of 
cefiderocol dosing
Abbreviations: CLcr = creatinine clearance estimated by Cockcroft-Gault equation  

; ESRD = end stage renal 
disease; HD = hemodialysis; PD = pharmacodynamic; PK = pharmacokinetic
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6.2. Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Assessment  

6.2.1. Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacokinetics 

Table 6 provides a summary of the clinical pharmacology characteristics of cefiderocol. 

Table 6. Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Characteristics of Cefiderocol
Characteristic Findings
Absorption Absorption is not relevant to cefiderocol because cefiderocol is

given as intravenous infusion.
Distribution The human plasma protein binding is 58%. Volume of 

distribution during the terminal phase (Vz) of cefiderocol was 
18.0 L (18.1%) [geometric mean (%CV)]. [Studies R-649266-
PF-037-L and 1603R2116]

Elimination The terminal elimination half-life and the clearance of 
cefiderocol in healthy adult subjects was 2 to 3 hours and 5.18 
(17.2%) L/hr [geometric mean (%CV)], respectively. [Study 
1603R2116]
Metabolism
Metabolism of cefiderocol is minimal. The most predominant 
metabolite, pyrrolidine chlorobenzamide, which is a degradation 
product of cefiderocol, accounted for 4.7% of the plasma AUC 
for total radioactivity, while other minor metabolites accounted 
for <2% of the plasma AUC for total radioactivity. [Study 
11DMM042], [Study 1516R2114]
Excretion
Cefiderocol is primarily eliminated by the kidneys.
Approximately 90% of a cefiderocol dose is excreted 
unchanged in urine, with 2.8% of the administered dose 
excreted in feces. [Study 1516R2114]

6.2.2. General Dosing and Therapeutic Individualization 

General Dosing 

The Applicant’s proposed dosing regimen of cefiderocol is 2 grams administered every 8 hours 
by intravenous (IV) infusion over 3 hours in patients 18 years of age and older with creatinine 
clearance (CLcr) 60 to 119 mL/min. 

The Applicant’s proposed dosing regimen is supported by the efficacy and safety data as well as 
PK data from the clinical trials submitted in the NDA. 

Therapeutic Individualization 

Renal Impairment 
The Applicant identified renal impairment status as the only intrinsic factor warranting dose 
adjustment. The Applicant’s proposed dose adjustments for patients with CLcr <60 mL/min 
including end stage renal disease (ESRD) patients with intermittent hemodialysis (HD) (Table 7) 
are acceptable because the simulated cefiderocol exposures (Cmax and AUC) in patients with 
renal impairment receiving the adjusted dose regimens are comparable to those in patients 
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with CLcr 60 to 119 mL/min receiving cefiderocol 2 grams every 8 hours infused over 3 hours. 

Table 7. Applicant’s Proposed Dose Adjustments for cUTI/  Patients With Renal Impairment

Estimated Creatinine Clearance (CLCr) 
Recommended Dosage 

Regimen for Cefiderocola
Patients with CLcr 30-59 mL/min 1.5 gm IV q8h
Patients with CLcr 15 -29 mL/min 1 gm IV q8h
ESRD patients (CLcr <15 mL/min) with or without intermittent HDb 0.75 gm IV q12g

b Cefiderocol is removed by hemodialysis (HD); thus, administered cefiderocol at the earliest possible time after HD on HD days

 
Increased cefiderocol clearance and, in turn, decreased cefiderocol exposure have been 
observed in patients with CLcr mL/min. A 2-gram dose of cefiderocol every 6 hours 
infused over 3 hours is recommended in patients with CLcr mL/min because this dosing 
regimen is predicted to provide cefiderocol exposures comparable to those in patients with 
CLcr 60 to 119 mL/min who receive cefiderocol 2 grams every 8 hours infused over 3 hours. 

6.3. Comprehensive Clinical Pharmacology Review 

6.3.1. General Pharmacology and Pharmacokinetic Characteristics 

General pharmacology and pharmacokinetic characteristics of cefiderocol are shown in Table 8. 
 

Table 8. General Pharmacology and Pharmacokinetic Characteristics*
Pharmacology

Mechanism of action

Cefiderocol is a cephalosporin with bactericidal activity against 
Gram-negative aerobic bacteria. In addition to passive diffusion 
through porin channels, cefiderocol binds to extracellular free iron 
and is actively transported across the outer membrane of bacteria 
into the periplasmic space. Cefiderocol then exerts bactericidal 
action by inhibiting cell wall biosynthesis through binding to 
penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs).

Active moieties Cefiderocol

QT prolongation

No significant QT prolongation effect of cefiderocol was detected 
at a single 2 g (proposed dose) and 4 g (2 times the proposed 
dose) dose of cefiderocol, each infused over 3 hours. [Study 
1603R2116]
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General information
Bioanalysis Validated HPLC methods were used to determine cefiderocol in 

human plasma and urine.

Healthy vs. patients No clinically meaningful differences in cefiderocol PK were 
observed between patients with infection and healthy subjects.

Drug exposure following the 
therapeutic dosing regimen 

The mean Cmax and AUC of cefiderocol in healthy subjects with 
CLcr 60 to 119 mL/min were 89.7 μg/mL and 386 μg·h/mL, 
respectively, after a single 2 g doses of cefiderocol given as IV 
infusion over 3 hours. [Study 1603R2116]

Dose proportionality
The Cmax and AUC of cefiderocol increased in a dose-
proportional manner within the dose range from 100 to 4000 
mg. [Study 1203R2111, Study 1603R2116]

Accumulation 
After administration of 2 g doses of cefiderocol q8h, no 
accumulation was observed for Cmax or AUC. [Study 
1203R2111]

Variability

Following cefiderocol 2 g single dose as IV infusion over 3 
hours in healthy subjects (N=43), the % intersubject CV for 
Cmax and AUC0-inf was 21% and 17%, respectively.  [Study 
1603R2116]

Distribution

Volume of distribution 
Volume of distribution during the terminal phase (Vz) of 
cefiderocol was 18.0 L (18.1%) [geometric mean (%CV)]. 
[Study 1603R2116] 

Plasma protein binding The plasma protein binding is 58%. [Study R-649266-PF-037-L]

Substrate transporter systems
[in vitro]

Cefiderocol was not a substrate of OAT1, OAT3, OCT2, MATE1, 
MATE2-K, P-gp, or BCRP. [Study S-649266-PF-067-N, S-649266-
PF-074-N, or S-649266-PF-128-N]

Elimination

Clearance
Total clearance: 5.13 L (9%) [geometric mean (%CV)]; renal 
clearance: 3.16 (16.8%) [geometric mean (%CV). [Study 
1203R2111]

Half-life 2 to 3 hours [Study 1603R2116]
Metabolism
Fraction metabolized 
(% dose) <10% 

Excretion

Primary excretion pathways
(% dose) ±SD

Cefiderocol is primarily eliminated by the kidneys. Approximately 
91% of a cefiderocol dose is excreted unchanged in urine, with 
2.8% of the administered dose excreted in feces. [Study 
1516R2114]

Pharmacokinetics in Specific Patients

Patients with renal impairments

Following a single IV dose of 1 gram cefiderocol infused over 1 
hour, the mean cefiderocol AUC in subjects with CLcr 30-59
mL/min and 15-29 mL/min increased by 2.3 and 3.2-fold, 
respectively, compared to subjects with CLcr 90-119 mL/min. The 
mean cefiderocol AUC in ESRD subjects increased by 4.7-fold 
compared to subjects with CLcr 90-119 mL/min. There is no 
significant change (<30%) in the mean cefiderocol AUC between 
subjects with CLcr 60-89 mL/min and subjects with CLcr 90-119
mL/min.

Drug interaction liability (drug as perpetrator)
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Inhibition/Induction of 
metabolism

No concentration- or no time-dependent inhibitions of
CYP1A2, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, 2E1, and 3A4 by 
cefiderocol [Study S-649266-PF-065-L]. 
No significant induction of CYP1A2, 2B6, and 3A4 
[Study S-649266-PF-135-N].  

Inhibition/induction of transporter 
systems

No significant inhibitory effect on OATP1B1, MATE1, 
P-gp, BCRP, or BSEP. 
In vitro study suggested potential for cefiderocol to 
inhibit OAT1, OAT3, OCT1, OCT2, OATP1B3, and 
MATE2-K transporters (IC50 values ranged from 141 to 

. [Study S-649266-PF-127-N] 
The results from a clinical drug-drug interaction study 
indicate that cefiderocol had no clinically meaningful 
effects on the PK of furosemide (substrate for OAT1 
and OAT3), metformin (for OCT1, OCT2, and MATE2-
K), and rosuvastatin (for OATP1B3). [Study 
1521R2115]

* Pharmacokinetic parameters are presented as mean (CV%), mean ± standard deviation (SD), or median (minimum, maximum) 
unless otherwise noted.
Abbreviations: BCRP = breast cancer resistance protein; BSEP = bile salt export pump; CLcr = creatinine clearance; ESRD = end-
stage renal disease; HPLC = high-performance liquid chromatography; IV = intravenous; P-gp = P-glycoprotein; 
PK = pharmacokinetic

6.3.2. Clinical Pharmacology Questions 

1. Does the clinical pharmacology program provide supportive evidence of effectiveness? 

The primary evidence of efficacy of cefiderocol in patients with cUTI, including 
pyelonephritis with limited or no alternative treatment, was provided by one Phase 2 study 
(APEKS-cUTI Study). Supportive evidence of efficacy was provided by one Phase 3 study 
(CREDIBLE-CR Study) in patients infected with carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative 
bacteria, including a cohort of patients with cUTI including pyelonephritis.  

The results from the in vitro and animal models of infection and PK/PD target attainment 
analyses provided additional supportive evidence of effectiveness of cefiderocol for the 
treatment of cUTI including pyelonephritis (see below). 

2. Is the proposed dosing regimen appropriate for the general patient population for which 
the indication is being sought? 

 
Yes, the following proposed dosing regimen of cefiderocol is acceptable for the general 
patient population with cUTI including pyelonephritis: 

Cefiderocol 2 grams administered every 8 hours by intravenous (IV) infusion over 3 
hours 

In the Phase 2 cUTI study (APEKS-cUTI Study), the equivalent of a 2-g dose every eight hours 
(q8h) with adjustments for body weight and renal function (based on CLcr) was infused over 
1 hour. Different dosing regimens of cefiderocol (from 0.75 g every six hours (q6h) to 2 g 
q8h) were used in this study for blinding purpose because different dosing regimens (e.g., 
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q8h or q6h) were required for comparator arm of IMP depending on body weight and CLcr. 
The results from the Phase 2 study showed an overall response rate of 72.6% (183/252) in 
the cefiderocol group compared to 54.6% (65/119) in the IMP group, with a treatment 
difference of 18.6% and a 95% confidence interval (CI) of (8.2%, 28.9%). Cefiderocol was 
well tolerated in cUTI patients. Similar mild adverse events (AEs) rate and a lower 
moderate/severe AEs rate was observed in the cefiderocol arm compared to the 
comparator arm. 

The Applicant proposed an infusion time of 3 hours in the recommended dose regimens to 
provide a longer duration for plasma drug concentrations to exceed the MIC of the 
infection-causing pathogen compared to an infusion over 1 hour. The percent time of 
dosing interval that unbound plasma concentrations of cefiderocol exceed the minimum 
inhibitory concentration (% TCf > MIC ) against the infecting organism best correlates with 
antibacterial activity in neutropenic murine thigh and lung infection models against 
Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa, and A. baumannii. Cefiderocol PK/PD target was 
determined to be 75% TCf > MIC  for 1-log10 bacterial reduction based on a neutropenic 
murine thigh infection model (as a mean value of all isolates: refer to Section 18.5.1 for 
details of PK/PD target determination). The Monte-Carlo simulation using the population PK 
model based on the data from healthy subjects demonstrated that 2 g q8h with both 1- and 
3-hour infusion can achieve 75% TCf > MIC  in >90% of patients (i.e., >90% PTA) at MIC up to 

 (Figure 1). However, compared to a 1-hour infusion, a 3-hour infusion increased % 
TCf > MIC  (i.e., ~100% vs. ~90% at MIC of 4 μg/ml (Figure 1)). In addition, in murine lung 
infection model, the antibacterial activity of cefiderocol was greater at the human 
equivalent dosing regimen of 3-hour infusion compared to that of 1-hour infusion. 
Therefore, we agree with an infusion time of 3 hours in the recommended dose regimens 
although 1- hour infusion time was tested in the Phase 2 cUTI study.  
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Figure 1. Probability of PK/PD Target Attainment at Various Cefiderocol MICs Using 75% TCf > MIC
as PK/PD Targets Amon  Simulated Sub ects Giving 1-hr or 3-hr Infusion

 
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PD = pharmacodynamic; PK = pharmacokinetic; PTA = probability of target 
attainment

In the CREDIBLE-CR trial, cefiderocol was administered 2 g q8h by IV infusion over 3 hours (with 
dose adjustment based on renal function). The cefiderocol group had a higher all-cause 
mortality rate than the best available therapy (BAT) group. By Day 49, the mortality rates were 
33.7% (34/101) and 20.4% (10/49) in the cefiderocol group and the BAT group, respectively. 
Among 77 out of 101 patients in the cefiderocol arm who provided evaluable cefiderocol 
concentration data, the steady-state cefiderocol Cmax and AUC0-24h (post hoc estimates) in 
patients who survived (N=57) were found comparable with those in patients who died (N=20), 
indicating that there was no apparent association between cefiderocol exposure and death and 
that the dosage used in this study may not be associated with a higher mortality rate in the 
cefiderocol group than the BAT group.  
 
Taken together with the efficacy and safety results from the Phase 2 cUTI study, exposure 
inspection by vital status for Phase 3 CREDIBLE-CR study, and the probability of target 
attainment to achieve PK/PD target of cefiderocol, the proposed 2 g dose given every 8 hours 
by IV infusion over 3 hours for the general patient population is acceptable from a clinical 
pharmacology perspective. 

3. Is an alternative dosing regimen or management strategy required for subpopulations 
based on intrinsic patient factors? 

Dosage adjustments is needed based on only renal function (i.e., CLcr). See below for detailed 
discussion. Based on the population pharmacokinetic analysis, the PK of cefiderocol is not 
significantly impacted by age, sex, race, and body size (including weight, height and body 
surface area) to the extent that dose adjustment is needed. The effect of hepatic impairment 
on the pharmacokinetics of cefiderocol is unknown. However, hepatic impairment is not 

g g j
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expected to alter the elimination of cefiderocol because cefiderocol is mainly excreted by the 
kidneys.  

Dose Adjustment Based on Renal Function 

The following dosage adjustments are recommended in patient with otherwise CLcr 60 to 119 
mL/min. See below for detailed discussion.  

Patients with CLcr 60 to 89 mL/min: No dosage adjustment 

Patients with CLcr Less Than 60 mL/min 

Estimated Creatinine Clearance (CLcr) Dosage 
Patients with CLcr 30 to 59 mL/min  1.5 g q8h 
Patients with CLcr 15 to 29 mL/min  1 g q8h 
ESRD Patients (CLcr less than 15 mL/min) with or without 
intermittent HDa 0.75 g q12h 

a: Cefiderocol is removed by hemodialysis (HD); thus, complete hemodialysis (HD) at the latest 
possible time before the start of cefiderocol dosing 

Patients with CLcr 120 mL/min or Greater: 2 g q6h 

Patients with Renal Impairment (CLcr <90 mL/min) 

Results From a Dedicated Renal Impairment PK Study 
The results of a PK study in subjects with renal impairment (Study 1222R2113, see Section 
18.5.3) showed that cefiderocol plasma exposure increased with decreasing renal function 
(Table 9). In this study, cefiderocol was administered as a single dose of 1 gram by 1-hour IV 
infusion. In this study, 62.3% of cefiderocol was removed by a 3- to 4-hour hemodialysis 
session.  

Table 9. PK Parameters [Geometric Mean (CV%)] and Fold Changes in AUC0-inf of Cefiderocol 
Across Different Levels of Renal Function Compared to Normal Renal Function Groupa (Study 
1222R2113)

Renal Function
Normal
(N=13)

Mild
(N=6)

Moderate
(N=7)

Severe
(N=4)

ESRD (N=6)
On Dialysisc Off Dialysisd

CLcr (mL/min)b 90-119 60-89 30-59 15-29 <15
Cmax (μg/mL) 75.8(26.2) 78.1(17.9) 84.1(32.8) 85.7(28.5) 71.2(24.5) 89.7(31.6)
AUC0-inf 202(22.7) 278(8.74) 477(14.5) 652(29.7) 322(23.9) 951(20.1)
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Renal Function
Normal
(N=13)

Mild
(N=6)

Moderate
(N=7)

Severe
(N=4)

ESRD (N=6)
On Dialysisc Off Dialysisd

Cefiderocol AUC0-inf
GMRs to normal 1.38 2.36 3.22 1.59 4.71

CL (L/h) 4.95 (22.7) 3.60 (8.74) 2.09 (14.7) 1.53 (29.6) 3.10 (24.0) 1.05 (20.1)
CLR (L/h) 3.38 (26.0) 2.33 (19.6) 0.713 (90.7) 0.312 (12.6) 0.003 0.004
aAfter a single cefiderocol 1g dose (0.5 times the approved recommended dosage)
bCalculated using Cockcroft-Gault formula
c On dialysis: Cefiderocol was dosed 2 hours prior to the start of dialysis
d Off dialysis: Dosing of cefiderocol was started approximately 1 to 2 hours after the end of dialysis
Abbreviations: CLcr = creatinine clearance; CL: total clearance; CLR: renal clearance; ESRD = end-stage renal disease; GMR = 
geometric means ratio

Exposure Estimates in Patients Receiving the Proposed Dosage Adjustment 

The exposures (i.e., daily AUC) with the proposed dose adjustment (Table 7 in Section 6.2.2) for 
patients in Phase 2 cUTI and Phase 3 Credible-CR studies were estimated using a post-hoc 
analysis with a population PK model and sparse PK samples from each patient (Figure 2). Note 
that, in Phase 2 cUTI study, the dose adjustment for patients with renal impairment is different 
from the final proposed dosage adjustment. The ratios of geometric mean daily AUC in the 
renal impairment groups relative to the normal renal function group were 1.0 to 1.3 in the 
Phase 2 cUTI study and 0.7 to 1.2 in the CREDIBLE-CR trial, supporting that the proposed dosage 
adjustment in patients with renal impairment are appropriate.  

Figure 2. Post Hoc Estimate of Daily AUC at the Recommended Dose Regimens for Patients From 
Phase 2 cUTI Stud  Left) or From Phase 3 Credible-CR Stud  Ri ht

Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; ESRD = end stage renal disease

Probability Target Attainment (PTA) Analyses in Patients With Renal Impairment  

The Clinical Pharmacology review team conducted probability target attainment (PTA) analyses 
in 1000 virtual subjects with each renal function status, for a total of 6,000 subjects with cUTI 
(Section 18.5.4). The recommended dose adjustments were incorporated. As shown in Figure 3, 

PTA was achieved in each renal function group for PK/PD target of 75% TCf > MIC  at MIC 
of up to The predicted cefiderocol exposure and PTA analyses across each renal 

y ( ) y ( g )
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function group support the Applicant’s proposed dosage adjustments in patients with CLcr      
<60 mL/min including ESRD. 

Figure 3. Cefiderocol Probability of Target Attainment in Patients With cUTI at the Recommended 
Dosing Regimens

 
Abbreviations: CLCR = creatinine clearance; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; MIC = minimum inh bitory concentration

PK Simulations in Patients Requiring Intermittent Hemodialysis 

PK simulations in patients requiring intermittent HD were performed with 4-hour HD initiated   
1 hour after the end of the regular morning dosing on Days 1 and 4 assuming a three-times-a-
week HD regimen. Cmax and AUC were calculated on a non-dialysis day (Day 3) and a dialysis day 
(Day 4). The dose regimen of 0.75 g q12h with 3-hour infusion with or without a supplemental 
dose of 0.75 g infused immediately after the HD session was tested. Simulated Cmax and daily 
AUC are shown in Table 10. The simulated Cmax and AUC with a supplemental dose (i.e., three 
doses of 0.75 g infusion over 3 hour) were similar to those for patients with normal renal 
function at 2 g q8h [median (90% prediction interval): Cmax (μg/mL) 99.1 (84.4-117), daily AUC 
(μg·h/mL) 1238 (1007-1535)]. Without a supplemental dose, cefiderocol exposures are 
substantially lower than those from patients with normal renal function, when HD is initiated    
1 hour after the end of dosing. Therefore, considering that cefiderocol is removed by HD, it is 
recommended that HD be completed at the latest possible time before the start of cefiderocol 
dosing in order to minimize the effect of HD on cefiderocol exposure. If HD is completed right 
before the beginning of cefiderocol administration, the daily AUC on dialysis day without a 
supplement dose would be sufficiently close to that on Non-dialysis day. In addition, in this 
setting, unbound cefiderocol plasma concentration would be maintained above clinically 
relevant concentrations (i.e., >4 μg/mL) considering an extended half-life of cefiderocol in ESRD 
patients. Note that the daily AUC on Dailysis day without a supplement dose in Table 10 (i.e., 
783 μg·hr/mL) was estimated when HD is initiated 1 hour after the end of cefidercol 
administration.  
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Table 10. Simulated Cmax and AUC for Patients Requiring Intermittent HD at the Recommended
Dose Regimens

a With 3-hour infusion.
b The supplemental dose of 0.75 g was administered immediately after the completion of 4-hour HD.
Abbreviations: HD = hemodialysis; q12h = every 12 hours

g
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Analyses and Recommended Dose Adjustments From the Clinical Pharmacology Review Team 

The FDA’s clinical pharmacology review team  
 

 conducted separate analyses and recommended 
an effluent flow rate (QE)-based dose adjustment, . 
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Patients with Augmented Renal Function  

Some patients under seriously ill conditions, such as sepsis or ventilator-associated pneumonia, 
may have augmented renal function. A more frequent administration of 2 g q6h infused over 3 
hours was proposed by the Applicant for patients with CLcr . Based on individual 
post hoc PK parameters estimated using the population PK model, daily AUC was predicted at 
the proposed dose adjustment for patients with  from Phase 2 cUTI study and 
from Phase 3 CREDIBlE-CR study. As shown in Figure 2, the dose adjustment (i.e., 2 g q6h) 
provided daily AUC for patients with augmented renal function comparable to (or slightly lower 
than) that in patients with normal renal function (i.e., CLcr 90-119 mL/min) receiving 2 g q8h. In 
addition, PTA was achieved in patients with CLcr at the recommended dose 
adjustment (2 g q6h) with a PK/PD target of 75% TCf > MIC  at  (Figure 3). 
Therefore, we agree with the Applicant’s proposed dose adjustment (2 g q6h) for patients with 

  

4. Are there clinically relevant food-drug or drug-drug interactions, and what is the 
appropriate management strategy? 

Cefiderocol will be administered via IV infusion; hence there is no concern of food effect.  
 
Based upon the in vitro and in vivo data available to date, there are no known clinically 
significant cytochrome P450- or drug transporter-mediated drug-drug interactions for 
cefiderocol.  

In Vivo 

A clinical drug-drug interaction study was performed to evaluate the inhibitory effects of 
cefiderocol on transporters including OAT1, OAT3, OCT1, OCT2, MATE2-K, and OATP1B3. The 
results showed that cefiderocol had no clinically meaningful effects on the PK of furosemide 
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(substrate for OAT1 and OAT3), metformin (for OCT1, OCT2, and MATE2-K), and rosuvastatin 
(for OATP1B3).  

In Vitro 

In the in vitro study using human hepatocytes, cefiderocol underwent minimal 
metabolism. 
Cefiderocol is not an inhibitor of CYP1A2, CYP2B6, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, 
CYP2D6, CYP2E1, or CYP3A4.  
Cefiderocol is not an inducer of CYP1A2, CYP2B6, or CYP3A4. 
Cefiderocol is not a substrate of OAT1, OAT3, OCT2, MATE1, MATE2-K, P-
glycoprotein (P-gp), or breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP). 
Cefiderocol is not an inhibitor of OATP1B1, MATE1, P-gp, BCRP, or bile salt export 
pump transporters. 
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7. Statistical and Clinical Evaluation 

7.1. Sources of Clinical Data and Review Strategy 

The table below summarizes clinical studies assessed in the NDA. The efficacy evaluation was mainly based on Study 1409R2121, 
which will be referred to as the cUTI trial and described in detail in the next subsection of the review. 
 

Table 14. Listing of Clinical Trials Relevant to This NDA

Trial Identity Trial Design
Regimen/

Schedule/ Route
Study Endpoints/

Objectives

Treatment 
Duration/
Follow Up

No. of 
Patients 
Enrolled

Study 
Population

No. of
Centers and 

Countries
Controlled studies to support efficacy and safety
1409R2121 
Phase 2 cUTI 
Trial  

NCT02321800

Double-blind, 
parallel-group, 
randomized (2:1), 
active controlled

Cefiderocol: 2000-mg 
IV dose infused over 
1 hour q8h
IMP: 1000-mg IV 
dose infused over 
1 hour q8h
with adjustments for 
renal function and/or 
body weight

Composite of clinical 
cure and microbiologic 
eradication. Clinical 
and Microbiologic 
Response: Resolution 
or improvement of the 
symptoms of cUTI 
present at trial entry 
(and no new 
symptoms) and 
demonstration that the 
bacterial pathogen 
found at trial entry is 
reduced to <10^4 
CFU/mL on urine 
culture at the TOC 
(microbiological 
success).

7 to 14 
days 

452 Adult subjects with 
cUTI with or without 

pyelonephritis or with 
acute uncomplicated 
pyelonephritis, who 

had a Gram-negative 
uropathogen likely to 

be susceptible to 
IMP

67 Centers 
15 Countries
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Trial Identity Trial Design
Regimen/

Schedule/ Route
Study Endpoints/

Objectives

Treatment 
Duration/
Follow Up

No. of 
Patients 
Enrolled

Study 
Population

No. of
Centers and 

Countries
Studies to support safety
1424R2131 
Phase 3 
CREDIBLE-
CR Trial 

NCT02714595

Multicenter, 
open-label, 
parallel-group, 
randomized (2:1), 
active-controlled

Cefiderocol: 2-g IV 
dose infused over 3 
hours q8h 
BAT: locally sourced 
by study sites, within 
the local standard of 
care determined by 
the investigator with 
adjustments for renal 
function 

Clinical outcome per 
patient at test of cure 
(TOC) in patients with 
HABP/VABP/
HCABP or BSI/
sepsis  

Microbiologic outcome 
(for Gram-negative 
pathogen) per patient 
at TOC in patients with 
cUTI

7 to 14 
days (up to 

21 days) 

152 Adult subjects with 
HABP/ VABP/ 

HCABP, BSI/sepsis, 
or cUTI caused by a 
CR Gram-negative 

pathogen

94 
Centers 

12 Countries

1615R2132
Phase 3
APEKS-NP 
Trial*

NCT03032380

Multicenter, 
double-blind, 
parallel-group, 
randomized (1:1), 
active-controlled 

Cefiderocol: 2-g IV 
dose infused over 3 
hours q8h  
Meropenem: 2-g IV 
dose infused over 3 
hours q8h 
with adjustments for 
renal function

All-cause mortality at 
Day 14

7 to 14 
days (up to 

21 days)

300 planned Adult subjects with 
nosocomial 

pneumonia (HABP, 
VABP, or HCABP) 
caused by Gram-

negative pathogen

119 Centers
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Trial Identity Trial Design
Regimen/

Schedule/ Route
Study Endpoints/

Objectives

Treatment 
Duration/
Follow Up

No. of 
Patients 
Enrolled

Study 
Population

No. of
Centers and 

Countries
Other studies pertinent to the review of efficacy or safety (e.g., clinical pharmacological studies)
1203R2111 –
Phase 1 
Single and 
Multiple 
Ascending 
Dose Study 

Randomized, 
double-blind, 
placebo-
controlled, 
ascending single 
and multiple dose

Part 1: single 
cefiderocol 100-, 250-
, 500-, 1000-, or 
2000-mg IV doses or 
matching placebo 
infused over 1 hour 
Part 2: multiple 
cefiderocol 1000- or 
2000-mg IV doses or 
matching placebo 
infused over 1 hour 
q8h × 10 days (single 
doses on Days 1 and 
10, and q8h on Days 
2 through 9, total 26 
doses)

Evaluate the safety, 
tolerability, and PK

Part 1: 1 
day (single 

dose) 
Part 2: 10 

days

Part 1: 40 
Part 2: 30

Healthy adult 
subjects

1 Center

1241R2112 
Phase 1 intra-
pulmonary PK 
Study

Open-label Single cefiderocol IV 
2000-mg dose
infused over 1 hour

Evaluate the intra-
pulmonary PK and 
safety

1 day 
(single 
dose)

20 Healthy adult male 
subjects

1 Center

1222R2113
Phase 1 renal 
impairment 
study

Open-label Single cefiderocol 
1000-mg IV dose 
infused over 1 hour 
(subjects on 
hemodialysis 
received 2 separate 
administrations of a 
single dose over 1 
hour: 1 after a 
dialysis session and 
1 prior to dialysis)

Evaluate the influence 
of renal impairment 
and hemo-dialysis on 
PK

1 day 
(single 
dose)

38 Healthy adult 
subjects and 

subjects with various 
degrees of renal 

impairment

1 Center
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Trial Identity Trial Design
Regimen/

Schedule/ Route
Study Endpoints/

Objectives

Treatment 
Duration/
Follow Up

No. of 
Patients 
Enrolled

Study 
Population

No. of
Centers and 

Countries
1516R2114 
Phase 1 mass 
balance study

Open-label Single 1000-mg IV 
dose of [14C]-
cefiderocol (~100 

hour 

Characterize the 
metabolism, excretion, 
and mass balance of 
cefiderocol 

1 day 
(single 
dose)

6 Healthy adult male 
subjects

1 Center

1521R2115 
Phase 1 DDI 
Study

Open-label, 
randomized, 2-
sequence, 2-
period crossover 
(3 parts) 

Part 1: furosemide 
(20 mg oral) with and 
without cefiderocol 
(2000 mg IV over 3 
hours, q8hx3)
Part 2: metformin 
(1000 mg oral) with 
and without 
cefiderocol (2000 mg 
IV over 3 hours, 
q8hx6)
Part 3: rosuvastatin 
(10 mg oral) with and 
without cefiderocol 
(2000 mg IV over 3 
hours, q8hx9)

Evaluate the effect of 
cefiderocol on PK of 
furosemide, metformin, 
and rosuvastatin 

Part 1: 1 
day of 

dosing in 
various

treatment 
periods

38 
Part 1: 12 
Part 2: 13 
Part 3: 13

Healthy adult 
subjects

1 Center
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Trial Identity Trial Design
Regimen/

Schedule/ Route
Study Endpoints/

Objectives

Treatment 
Duration/
Follow Up

No. of 
Patients 
Enrolled

Study 
Population

No. of
Centers and 

Countries
1603R2116 
Phase 1 
thorough 
QT/QTc study

Part 1: 
randomized, 
double-blind, 
placebo-
controlled, single 
ascending dose; 
Part 2: 
randomized, 
single dose, 
double-blind (with 
respect to 
cefiderocol only), 
placebo- and
active-controlled, 
4-period 
crossover

Part 1: cefiderocol IV 
3000 mg, 4000 mg, 
or matching placebo 
infused over 3 hours 
once  
Part 2: cefiderocol IV 
2000 mg, 4000 mg,
or matching placebo 
infused over 3 hours 
once; moxifloxacin 
400 mg single oral 
dose 

Part 1: evaluate safety 
and tolerability  
Part 2: evaluate effect 
of cefiderocol on QT 
interval 

Part 1: 1 
day (single 

dose) in 
each of 2 
treatment 
periods 
Part 2: 1 

day (single 
dose) in 
each of 4 
treatment 
periods

64 
Part 1: 16 

(8/treatment) 
Part 2: 48 

(12/treatment)

Healthy adult 
subjects

1 Center

* APEKS-NP trial data were not available and only top line results were reported during the review of the NDA.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CFU = colony-forming unit; CR = carbapenem-resistant; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = 
hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; IMP = imipenem/cilastatin; IV = intravenous; PK = pharmacokinetic; q8h = every 8 hours; 
TOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia
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7.2. Review of Study 1409R2121(Trial in cUTI) 

Study Design and Endpoints 

The assessment of safety and efficacy of cefiderocol for the treatment of cUTI was based on the 
single trial “A Multicenter, Double-blind, Randomized, Clinical Study to Assess the Efficacy and 
Safety of Intravenous S-649266 in Complicated Urinary Tract Infections with or Without 
Pyelonephritis or Acute Uncomplicated Pyelonephritis Caused by Gram-negative Pathogens in 
Hospitalized Adults in Comparison with Intravenous IMP.” The clinicaltrials.gov identifier is 
NCT02321800. The first subject visit was in February 2015, and the last subject completed the 
study in August 2016. 
 
Key inclusion criteria were as follows:  

Hospitalized male and female subjects 18 years and older  
Diagnosis of cUTI, i.e., UTI with a history of at least 1 of the following: indwelling urinary 
catheter or recent instrumentation of the urinary tract; urinary retention caused by 
benign prostatic hypertrophy; urinary retention of at least 100 mL or more of residual 
urine after voiding; obstructive uropathy; azotemia caused by intrinsic renal disease, 
with or without pyelonephritis, or acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis, i.e., 
pyelonephritis and normal urinary anatomy (uncomplicated pyelonephritis was limited 

 
AND 
At least 2 of the following signs or symptoms: chills or rigors associated with fever; flank 
pain or suprapubic pain; nausea or vomiting; dysuria, urinary frequency, or urinary 
urgency; costovertebral angle tenderness  
AND 
Urinalysis evidence of pyuria demonstrated by 1 of the following: dipstick analysis 
pos

 
5 

colony-forming units (CFUs)/mL of a Gram-negative uropathogen likely to be susceptible 
to IMP. Patients could be randomized before availability or urine culture results. 

 
Subjects who had been treated previously with an empiric antibacterial drug other than the 
study drugs but failed treatment, both clinically and microbiologically, were eligible for the 
study if they had an identified Gram-negative uropathogen that was not susceptible to the 
previously used empiric treatment and likely to be susceptible to IMP (or other alternative 
carbapenem). 
 
Subjects receiving antibacterial prophylaxis for UTI who presented with signs and symptoms 
consistent with an active new UTI were enrolled provided all other eligibility criteria were met 
including obtaining a pretreatment qualifying baseline urine culture. 
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Key exclusion criteria were as follows: 
Subject’s urine culture identified only a Gram-positive pathogen (not contaminant) 
suspected by Gram stain and/or identified a Gram-negative uropathogen resistant to 
IMP.  
Subject’s urine culture at study entry isolated more than 2 uropathogens, regardless of 
colony count, or subject had a confirmed fungal urinary tract infection. 
Subjects with asymptomatic bacteriuria. 
Subject was receiving hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis.  
Subject received any amount of potentially therapeutic antibacterial drugs(s) for the 
treatment of the current cUTI within 96 hours prior to obtaining the study qualifying 
pretreatment baseline urine. Note: Approximately 25% of subjects with or without 
pyelonephritis could receive up to 24 hours of a potentially effective antibacterial drug 
(drugs with a dosing interval of 12 hours or less) during the previous 72 hours. Subjects 
who had objective documentation of clinical progression of cUTI while on antibacterial 
drugs or subjects who received antibacterial drugs for prophylaxis and then developed a 
cUTI were appropriate for enrollment. 

 
Subjects were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to cefiderocol or IMP. Cefiderocol was given IV at a 
dose of 2 grams and IMP was given intravenously at a dose of 1 gram. Both cefiderocol and IMP 
were administered 3 times daily over 1 hour, at 8-hour intervals. The dosing regimens in both 
groups were adjusted for renal impairment and/or body weight. Both groups were treated with 
antibacterial therapy for 7 to 14 days in hospital. Oral step-down antibacterial therapy was not 
permitted.  
 
Scheduled assessments included evaluations at the following study time points: 

An early assessment (EA) visit on Day 4±1 day 
An end of treatment (EOT) visit 
A test of cure (TOC) visit 7±2 days after the EOT 
An Efficacy and Safety Follow-up (FUP) visit 14±3 days after the EOT 
A Safety Follow-up (EOS) visit 28±3 days after the EOT. 

 
The primary efficacy variable in this study was a composite variable requiring both Clinical 
Response and Microbiological Eradication at the TOC visit: 

Clinical and Microbiological Response: Demonstration that the bacterial pathogen found 
at study entry was reduced to <104 CFUs/mL on urine culture at the TOC visit 
(Microbiological Eradication) and the resolution or improvement of the symptoms of 
cUTI present at study entry and no new symptoms (Clinical Response). 
Clinical and/or Microbiological Failure: Symptoms of cUTI present at study entry were 
not completely resolved or new symptoms developed, the subject died, or the urine 

4 CFUs/mL of the original pathogen identified at 
study entry. 
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Secondary efficacy variables included the following: 
Composite of microbiological eradication and clinical response at the EA, EOT, and FUP 
visits 
Microbiological outcome per pathogen at the EA, EOT, TOC, and FUP visits 
Microbiological outcome per subject at the EA, EOT, TOC, and FUP visits 
Clinical outcome per subject at the EA, EOT, TOC, and FUP visits 
Clinical outcome per pathogen at the EA, EOT, TOC, and FUP visits 

 
The statistical analysis plan included definitions for the following analysis populations. The 
Micro-ITT was specified as primary for efficacy analysis. 

Intent-to-Treat (ITT) Population: All randomized subjects who received at least 1 dose of 
study drug. This population was analyzed according to randomized treatment. 
Microbiological Intent-to-Treat (Micro-ITT) Population: All subjects in the ITT Population 
who had a baseline Gram-negative bacterial uropathogen on culture of urine ( 105 
CFUs/mL) or blood that caused the cUTI. This population was analyzed according to the 
randomized treatment. 
Safety Population: All randomized subjects who received at least 1 dose of study drug. 
This population was analyzed according to the treatment actually received. 

 
This study was designed as a noninferiority trial. The noninferiority margin was 20% on the risk 
difference scale, and if meeting this criterion, the Applicant planned to sequentially test for a 
15% margin. The Agency had agreed that an adequate and well-controlled trial in cUTI with a 
noninferiority margin no larger than 15% would support a limited use indication. Although this 
margin specified at the design stage was relatively wide, it was not directly relevant for the 
efficacy analysis because as will be discussed, cefiderocol met criteria for declaring statistical 
superiority. Based on the planned noninferiority margin and the need for a sufficient safety 
database, the planned sample size was 450 randomized subjects and 360 subjects in the micro-
ITT population. 
 
A total of 452 subjects were randomized, which closely matched the planned sample size of 450 
subjects. Approximately 93% of subjects in each treatment group completed study 
assessments. Over 80% of randomized subjects in each treatment group belonged to the micro-
ITT population, and thus had a baseline uropathogen. In this micro-ITT population used for the 
primary efficacy analysis, there were 290 subjects in the cefiderocol group and 147 subjects in 
the IMP group.  
 
The subsequent table displays demographic characteristics in the micro-ITT population. 
Approximately half of subjects were over 65 years old, slightly over half were female, the large 
majority of patients were white, and the study was predominantly conducted in Eastern 
Europe. The cefiderocol and IMP treatment groups appeared to be relatively well balanced on 
demographic factors. 
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Table 15. Demographics (Micro-ITT Population)

Characteristic
Cefiderocol

n=252
IMP

n=119
Sex, n (%)

Male 119 (47.2) 48 (40.3)
Female 133 (52.8) 71 (59.7)

Age, years
Mean (SD) 62 (16) 61 (18)
Median (min, max) 66 (18, 93) 66 (18, 89)

Age group (years), n (%)
<65 113 (44.8) 54 (45.4)

139 (55.2) 65 (54.6)
Race

White 241 (95.6) 115 (96.6)
Black 1 (0.4) 0 (0.0)
Asian 9 (3.6) 4 (3.4)
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 1 (0.4) 0 (0.0)

Country
Bulgaria 16 (6.3) 2 (1.7)
Czech Republic 25 (9.9) 6 (5.0)
Germany 1 (0.4) 1 (0.8)
Spain 2 (0.8) 0 (0.0)
Georgia 12 (4.8) 4 (3.4)
Croatia 21 (8.3) 15 (12.6)
Hungary 12 (4.8) 7 (5.9)
Italy 6 (2.4) 3 (2.5)
Japan 9 (3.6) 4 (3.4)
Latvia 5 (2.0) 2 (1.7)
Poland 44 (17.5) 20 (16.8)
Romania 56 (22.2) 33 (27.7)
Russia 39 (15.5) 21 (17.6)
United States 4 (1.6) 1 (0.8)

Source: Statistical reviewer and 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Table 14.1.1.5.3.
Abbreviations: IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; SD = standard deviation

 
The following table displays additional baseline characteristics from the micro-ITT population. 
Most subjects had normal or mildly impaired baseline renal function, with slightly less than one 
fifth having moderately impaired renal function, and very few having severely impaired renal 
function. Slightly less than one half of subjects were diagnosed at baseline with cUTI without 
pyelonephritis, with the remaining subjects evenly split between those with cUTI with 
pyelonephritis and acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis. Approximately 90% of patients had no 
prior antibacterial therapy and approximately one third of patients were febrile at baseline. In 
line with inclusion criteria, major urinary symptoms were common at baseline. The two 
treatment groups appeared relatively balanced on the baseline characteristics considered. 
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Table 16. Baseline Characteristics (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial

Characteristic
Cefiderocol (n=252)

n (%)
IMP (n=119)

n (%)
Weight (kg)

Mean (SD) 78 (16) 76 (18)
Median (min, max)

 78 (46, 146) 73 (42, 151)

Body mass index (kg/m2)
Mean (SD) 28 (5) 27 (7)
Median (min, max) 27 (17, 45) 26 (18, 62)

Creatinine clearance (mL/min)
>80 (normal) 124 (49.2) 51 (42.9)
>50 to 80 (mild) 78 (31.0) 41 (34.5)
30 to 50 (moderate) 41 (16.3) 23 (19.3)
<30 (severe) 7 (2.8) 4 (3.4)

Clinical diagnosis
cUTI with pyelonephritis 65 (25.8) 29 (24.4)
cUTI without pyelonephritis 122 (48.4) 55 (46.2)
Acute uncomplicated 
pyelonephritis 65 (25.8) 35 (29.4)

Severity of disease
Mild 26 (10.3) 11 (9.2)
Moderate 176 (69.8) 88 (73.9)
Severe 50 (19.8) 20 (16.8)

Prior antibacterial therapy*

Yes 23 (9.1) 12 (10.1)
No 229 (90.9) 107 (89.9)

Reason for cUTI complication
Indwelling urinary catheter 45 (17.9) 17 (14.3)
Prostatic hypertrophy 16 (6.3) 4 (3.4)
Neurogenic bladder 57 (22.6) 35 (29.4)
Obstructive uropathy 85 (33.7) 38 (31.9)
Azotemia 32 (12.7) 12 (10.1)

Baseline fever
C 88 (34.9) 38 (31.9)

<38 C 164 (65.1) 81 (68.1)
Symptoms present

Feeling feverish 135 (53.6) 60 (50.4)
Shaking/chills 128 (50.8) 63 (52.9)
Malaise 164 (65.1) 80 (67.2)
Urinary frequency 188 (74.6) 87 (73.1)
Urinary urgency 170 (67.5) 80 (67.2)
Dysuria 186 (73.8) 80 (67.2)
Urinary incontinence 50 (19.8) 25 (21.0)
Cloudy or change in urine color 191 (75.8) 99 (83.2)
Nausea 98 (38.9) 51 (42.9)
Vomiting 24 (9.5) 15 (12.6)
Pain above pubic bone 173 (68.7) 79 (66.4)
Abdominal pain 65 (25.8) 22 (18.5)
Flank pain 145 (57.5) 71 (59.7)
Back pain 78 (31.0) 39 (32.8)

Source: 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Tables 14.1.1.5.3 and 14.2.6.4.
* Taken 2 weeks prior to randomization for cUTI treatment, prophylaxis or treatment of other infection
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; SD = standard deviation
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The following table displays baseline pathogens in the micro-ITT population. The predominant 
pathogen was E. coli (over 60% of subjects in both treatment groups), followed by K. 
pneumoniae (approximately 20% of subjects in each treatment group). The cefiderocol and IMP 
groups had similar distributions of baseline uropathogens.  
 

Table 17. Summary of Baseline Pathogens (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial
Cefiderocol (n=252)

n (%)
IMP (n=119)

n (%)
Escherichia coli 152 (60.3) 79 (66.4)
Klebsiella pneumoniae 48 (19.0) 25 (21.0)
Proteus mirabilis 17 (6.7) 2 (1.7)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 (7.1) 5 (4.2)
Other 21 (8.3) 9 (7.6)
Source: Response to FDA Information Request dated May 9, 2019, Table 1.
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat

 
Baseline pathogens in this trial were generally susceptible to the IMP comparator, based on in 
vitro susceptibility testing. For instance, all baseline E. coli isolates were susceptible to IMP. For 
K. pneumoniae, 87% of isolates in the cefiderocol group and 96% of isolates in the control group 
were susceptible to IMP. For other baseline pathogens, numbers were generally too small to 
provide meaningful summaries or comparisons.  
 
The table below displays the duration of therapy in each treatment group of the micro-ITT 
population. Almost all patients received the recommended duration of 7 to 14 days of therapy. 
Treatment durations in the cefiderocol and IMP groups were similarly distributed. 
 

Table 18. Summary of Treatment Duration (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial

Days of Treatment
Cefiderocol (n=252)

n (%)
IMP (n=119)

n (%)
<7 6 (2.4) 2 (1.7)
7 43 (17.1) 24 (20.2)
8 69 (27.4) 23 (19.3)
9 22 (8.7) 14 (11.8)
10 34 (13.5) 15 (12.6)
11 19 (7.5) 13 (10.9)
12 16 (6.3) 8 (6.7)
13 10 (4.0) 5 (4.2)
14 29 (11.5) 13 (10.9)

>14 4 (1.6) 2 (1.7)
Source: Statistical reviewer.
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat

 
The Applicant’s Clinical Study Report states that the study was conducted in compliance with 
International Council for Harmonisation Guidelines and Good Clinical Practice. All efficacy 
analyses in the application and in this review exclude 11 subjects (10 in the cefiderocol group 
and 1 in the IMP group) from 2 study sites that the Applicant determined to be Good Clinical 
Practice noncompliant. The noncompliance was due to a failure to follow the blinding plan and 
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lack of adequate source data. The applicant states that it was blinded to treatment allocation 
for excluded subjects, and efficacy conclusions were not sensitive to the handling of these 
subjects in the analysis. 

Efficacy Results  

As displayed in the table below, response rates for the primary endpoint were 183/252 (72.6%) 
for the cefiderocol group and 65/119 (54.6%) in the IMP group, leading to a point estimate for 
the difference in success rates of 18.6%, and a 95% confidence interval for the difference from 
8.2% to 28.9%. Because the lower bound of this confidence interval exceeded zero, cefiderocol 
met statistical criteria for declaring superiority to IMP, even though this study was designed as 
a noninferiority trial. The difference in overall response was driven primarily by the 
microbiologic success component of the composite endpoint. 
 
Interpretation of the primary efficacy analysis was not affected by indeterminate data. The 
method of imputation least favorable to cefiderocol is to impute failure for subjects in the 
cefiderocol group with indeterminate outcomes but impute success for subjects in the control 
group with indeterminate outcomes. With this extremely conservative method of imputation, 
the success rates in the two groups become 183/252 (72.6%) for cefiderocol and 73/119 
(61.3%) for IMP, and the 95% confidence interval still would fall above zero and thus meet 
criteria for superiority. 
 
Although success rates were higher for the cefiderocol group than the control group at the TOC 
visit for the primary efficacy analysis, response rates for the composite Clinical and 
Microbiological Outcome were similar between the two groups at the early assessment visit 
and EOT visit. In particular, success rates at the EOT visit were high in both treatment groups.  
 
Superiority results were not driven by resistance to IMP as few baseline uropathogens were 
resistant to IMP. 
 

Table 19. Summary of Composite Clinical and Microbiological Outcome by Time Point (Micro-ITT 
Population) in the cUTI Trial

Cefiderocol
(n=252) 
n (%)

IMP
(n=119)
n (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Early assessment
Response 222 (88.1) 104 (87.4) 0.7 -6.5 to 7.8
Failure 24 (9.5) 11 (9.2)
Indeterminate 6 (2.4) 4 (3.4)

End of treatment
Response 243 (96.4) 114 (95.8) 0.7 -3.5 to 4.9
Failure 5 (2.0) 3 (2.5)
Indeterminate 4 (1.6) 2 (1.7)

Test of cure
Response 183 (72.6) 65 (54.6) 18.6 8.2 to 28.9
Failure 54 (21.4) 46 (38.7)
Indeterminate 15 (6.0) 8 (6.7)
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Cefiderocol
(n=252) 
n (%)

IMP
(n=119)
n (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Follow-up
Response 137 (54.4) 47 (39.5) 15.3 4.7 to 25.9
Failure 92 (36.5) 49 (41.2)
Indeterminate 23 (9.1) 23 (19.3)

Source: 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Table 11-4.
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat

 
With regard to secondary outcomes, clinical cure rates were generally similar between 
cefiderocol and the IMP control group. However, sustained clinical cure rates trended higher 
for cefiderocol at the Follow-up visit. It is conceivable that clinical assessments at this time were 
influenced consciously or unconsciously by previous microbiological outcomes favoring 
cefiderocol, as patient symptoms at this visit were very similar between the treatment groups. 
 
Microbiological eradication rates were similar between the two groups through the EOT visit. 
High eradication rates are generally expected while patients are on therapy. However, 
eradication rates began to favor cefiderocol by the TOC visit. Therefore, it appeared that the 
main efficacy results in this trial were driven by a greater tendency for cefiderocol-treated 
patients to have suppressed pathogen growth after the end of treatment. 
 

Table 20. Summary of Clinical Outcome by Time Point (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial
Cefiderocol

(n=252)
n (%)

IMP
(n=119)
n (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Early assessment
Clinical cure 228 (90.5) 108 (90.8) -0.3 -6.6 to 6.1
Clinical failure 23 (9.1) 10 (8.4)
Indeterminate 1 (0.4) 1 (0.8)

End of treatment
Clinical cure 247 (98.0) 118 (99.2) -1.1 -3.4 to 1.3
Clinical failure 4 (1.6) 0 (0.0)
Indeterminate 1 (0.4) 1 (0.8)

Test of cure
Clinical cure 226 (89.7) 104 (87.4) 2.4 -4.7 to 9.4
Clinical failure 14 (5.6) 8 (6.7)
Indeterminate 12 (4.8) 7 (5.9)

Follow-up
Sustained cure 205 (81.3) 86 (72.3) 9.0 -0.4 to 18.4
Clinical failure 19 (7.5) 13 (10.9)
Clinical relapse 12 (4.8) 12 (10.1)
Indeterminate 16 (6.3) 8 (6.7)

Source: 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Table 11-10.
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat
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Table 21. Summary of Microbiological Outcome by Time Point (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI 
Trial

Cefiderocol
(n=252)
n (%)

IMP
(n=119)
n (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Early assessment
Eradication 232 (92.1) 109 (90.8) 1.3 -4.8 to 7.4
Failure 14 (5.6) 7 (5.9)
Indeterminate 6 (2.4) 4 (3.4)

End of treatment
Eradication 244 (96.8) 114 (95.8) 1.1 -3.0 to 5.3
Failure 3 (1.2) 3 (2.5)
Indeterminate 5 (2.0) 2 (1.7)

Test of cure
Eradication 184 (73.0) 67 (56.3) 17.3 6.9 to 27.6
Failure 53 (21.0) 44 (37.0)
Indeterminate 15 (6.0) 8 (6.7)

Follow-up
Sustained
eradication 144 (57.1) 52 (43.7) 13.9 3.2 to 24.6

Failure 84 (33.3) 42 (35.3)
Indeterminate 24 (9.5) 25 (21.0)

Source: 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Table 11-8.
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat

 
Among patients with microbiological failure at TOC, the majority did not receive intravenous 
antibacterial drugs on or after the TOC visit. Five patients in the cefiderocol group and none in 
the IMP group received re-treatment, as shown in the table below. 
 

Table 22. Summary of Administration of IV Gram-Negative Antibacterial Drugs (Micro-ITT 
Population) in the cUTI Trial

Gram-Negative Antibacterial 
Drugs on or After TOC

Cefiderocol
(N=53)
n (%)

IMP
(N=44) 
n (%)

Yes 5 (9.4) 0
No 48 (90.6) 44 (100.0)
Source: Applicant response to IR dated March 13, 2019
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat; IV = intravenous; 
TOC = test of cure

 
The following two tables show results for the primary endpoint of Clinical and Microbiological 
response rate in demographic and baseline pathogen subgroups of the Micro-ITT primary 
analysis population. Numerical trends generally favored cefiderocol across subgroups defined 
by type of clinical diagnosis, age, gender, and pathogen. 
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Table 23. Summary of Composite Clinical and Microbiological Outcome at Test of Cure by Clinical 
and Demographic Subgroups (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial

Cefiderocol
n/N (%)

IMP
n/N (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Overall 183/252 (72.6) 65/119 (54.6) 18.0 7.5 to 28.5
Clinical Diagnosis

cUTI with 
Pyelonephritis 44/65 (67.7) 13/29 (44.8) 22.9 1.5 to 44.2

cUTI without 
Pyelonephritis 85/122 (69.7) 28/55 (50.9) 18.8 3.2 to 34.3

Acute 
Uncomplicated 
Pyelonephritis

54/65 (83.1) 24/35 (68.6) 14.5 -3.4 to 32.4

Age group
<65 years 87/113 (77.0) 32/54 (59.3) 17.7 2.5 to 33.0

96/139 (69.1) 33/65 (50.8) 18.3 3.9 to 32.7
Gender

Male 84/119 (70.6) 25/48 (52.1) 18.5 2.2 to 34.8
Female 99/133 (74.4) 40/71 (56.3) 18.1 4.4 to 31.8

Race
White 175/241 (72.6) 64/115 (55.7) 17.0 6.3 to 27.7
Black or African 
American 0/1 (0.0) 0/0

Asian 8/9 (88.9) 1/4 (25.0) 63.9
Native Hawaiian or 
Other Pacific 
Islander

0/1 (0.0) 0/0

Source: 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Table 11-6.
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat

 

Table 24. Summary of Composite Clinical and Microbiological Outcome at Test of Cure by 
Baseline Pathogen Subgroups (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial

Baseline Pathogen

Response
Cefiderocol

n/N (%)
IMP

n/N (%)
Escherichia coli 113/152 (74.3) 45/79 (57.0)
Klebsiella pneumoniae 36/48 (75.0) 12/25 (48.0)
Proteus mirabilis 13/17 (76.5) 0/2 (0.0)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 8/18 (44.4) 3/5 (60.0)
Other 17/21 (81.0) 5/9 (55.6)
Source: Statistical reviewer.
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat

 
The subsequent table displays resolution of subject-reported symptoms at the TOC visit in the 
micro-ITT population, which provides a summary of patient feeling and function. Most 
symptoms had completely resolved by the TOC visit, and rates of resolution appeared generally 
similar between the two treatment groups.  
 
The assessment of baseline pathogen, microbiological outcomes, and the correlation of 
microbiological eradication with MICs of baseline pathogens is discussed in more detail in 
Section 8.2.2. 
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Table 25. Summary of Subject Reported Symptoms at TOC (Micro-ITT Population) in the cUTI Trial

Symptom

Cefiderocol (n=252) IMP (n=119)
None
(%)

Mild
(%)

Moderate
(%)

Severe
(%)

None
(%)

Mild
(%)

Moderate
(%)

Severe
(%)

Feeling 
feverish 99.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 99.1 0.9 0.0 0.0

Shaking/
Chills 99.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 99.1 0.9 0.0 0.0

Malaise 94.6 3.3 2.1 0.0 96.4 2.7 0.9 0.0
Urinary 
frequency 90.4 7.5 2.1 0.0 90.0 9.1 0.9 0.0

Urinary 
urgency 92.5 6.3 1.3 0.0 94.5 4.5 0.9 0.0

Dysuria 94.6 4.2 1.3 0.0 93.6 4.5 1.8 0.0
Urinary 
incontinence 94.2 3.8 1.3 0.8 92.7 6.4 0.0 0.9

Cloudy or urine 
color change 96.7 1.7 1.7 0.0 95.5 3.6 0.0 0.9

Nausea 98.3 0.4 1.3 0.0 97.3 0.9 1.8 0.0
Vomiting 99.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 99.1 0.0 0.9 0.0
Pain above 
pubic bone 96.3 2.5 1.3 0.0 93.6 4.5 1.8 0.0

Abdominal 
pain 99.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 99.1 0.9 0.0 0.0

Flank pain 96.3 2.9 0.8 0.0 95.5 3.6 0.9 0.0
Back pain 96.7 2.5 0.8 0.0 92.7 3.6 3.6 0.0
Source: 1409R2121 Clinical Study Report Amendment 2, Table 14.2.6.4.
Note: For each symptom, <10% of subjects in each treatment group had missing outcomes, and percentages in this table are based
on excluding these subjects. 
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ITT = intent-to-treat; TOC = test of cure

7.3. Efficacy Summary and Conclusions 

The cUTI trial supports the conclusion that cefiderocol is effective for the treatment of cUTI. 
Despite being designed as a noninferiority trial, results for the primary efficacy analysis of 
composite Clinical and Microbiological Outcome at the TOC visit in the micro-ITT population 
met statistical criteria for the superiority of cefiderocol compared to IMP. Clinical cure rates and 
resolution rates for individual symptoms were roughly similar between treatment groups across 
various time points. Microbiological outcomes were likewise similar between treatment groups 
through the EOT visit, but favored cefiderocol by the TOC visit, reflecting a lower tendency for 
pathogen recurrence in the cefiderocol group. However, the majority of patients with 
microbiological failure in the Micro-ITT population did not require re-treatment with IV 
antibacterial drugs. Thus, numerically favorable microbiologic outcome in the cefiderocol group 
at TOC may not necessarily translate into enhanced clinical benefit. 
 
The review of efficacy and the increased mortality observed in the CREDIBLE-CR trial will be 
discussed in Sections 10.3 and 10.4.5, respectively.  
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8. Clinical Microbiology Review  

8.1. Nonclinical Microbiology 

8.1.1. Mechanism of Action 

Cefiderocol is a cephalosporin antibacterial with a catechol-moiety. It has some structural 
similarities to cefepime and ceftazidime. Like cephalosporins, the antibacterial activity of 
cefiderocol is due to binding to penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs) and inhibition of 
peptidoglycan synthesis (see Appendix section 18.6.1). The catechol moiety of cefiderocol acts 
as a siderophore and forms a complex with iron and utilizes the bacterial iron transport system 
to penetrate the outer membrane of susceptible Gram-negative bacteria. Additionally, the drug 
can also enter the bacterial cell by passive diffusion. The activity of cefiderocol decreases with 
increasing iron concentration. Low affinity and/or low hydrolysis of cefiderocol by some 
extended spectrum -lactamases was observed.  

8.1.2. Activity In Vitro 

Spectrum of activity: Cefiderocol is active against several Gram-negative bacteria including 
Enterobacteriaceae species such as C. freundii, Enterobacter spp., E. coli, Klebsiella spp., M. 
morganii, Proteus spp., Providencia spp., S. marcescens, Acinetobacter spp., Pseudomonas spp., 
Burkholderia spp., S. maltophilia, and E. meningoseptica S-
649266-EB-204-N). Against anaerobic Gram-negative bacteria, the cefiderocol MICs ranged 
from 0.03- >32 mcg/mL. Cefiderocol is less active against aerobic Gram-positive bacteria (MIC 
range: 4->32 mcg/mL). Against anaerobic Gram-positive bacteria, the cefiderocol MIC ranged 
from 0.5 - >32 mcg/mL. 
 
Surveillance studies: The in vitro activity of cefiderocol was assessed against Gram-negative 
bacterial isolates collected in multinational surveillance studies from 2014 to 2016 (Study 
Reports S-649266-EB-344-N, S-649266-EF-114-N, S-649266-EF-162-N, S-649266-EF-248-N, and 
S-649266-EF-250-N). The MIC at which 50% of tested isolates are inhibited (MIC50) and the MIC 
at which 90% of tested isolates are inhibited (MIC90) were calculated. Cefiderocol MIC90 values 
ranged from 0.03 to 2 mcg/mL against Gram-negative bacterial species other than B. 
multivorans (Table 26). The cefiderocol MIC90 values against the target Gram negative bacteria 

A. baumannii. The MIC90 for A. baumannii increased from 1 mcg/ml to 
4 mcg/ml during the 3 years of surveillance (2014-2016). It should be noted that trailing is 
observed with A. baumannii including variability in cefiderocol MICs in Iron-Deficient Cation 
Adjusted Muller Hinton Broth (ID-CAMHB). The cefiderocol MIC90 value for the 1,830 Proteeae 
isolates was 0.12 mcg/mL (Table 26). The MIC90 values were 2-fold higher (0.25 mcg/mL) for the 
M. morganii isolates compared to the other species (all 0.12 mcg/mL). 
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Table 26. Antibacterial Activity of Cefiderocol Against All the Gram-Negative Bacteria Collected in 
SIDERO-WT-2014, SIDERO-WT-2015, SIDERO-WT-2016, and Proteeae Pooled Data  

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-344-N
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

( )
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Activity Against Meropenem Nonsusceptible Isolates: 

The in vitro activity of cefiderocol against 1873 carbapenem resistant Gram-negative bacterial 
isolates from the surveillance studies conducted from 2014-2016 was measured (S-649266-EF-
115-N and S-649266-EF-289-N). Meropenem non-susceptible was defined as meropenem MIC 

-fermenters. The cefiderocol 
MIC90 value against 1,021 meropenem non-susceptible Enterobacteriaceae isolates was 4 
mcg/mL (Table 27). The cefiderocol MIC90 value against meropenem non-susceptible 
Citrobacter spp., E. coli, K. oxytoca and S. marcescens were 1 to 2 mcg/mL compared to 
meropenem non-susceptible Enterobacter spp (MIC90=8 mcg/mL) and K. pneumoniae (MIC90=4 
mcg/mL).  
 

Table 27. In Vitro Activity of Cefiderocol and Comparators Against 1,021 Meropenem-Non-
Susceptible Enterobacteriaceae 

Organism (N) Drug
MIC90

(mcg/mL)
MIC Range
(mcg/mL)

Enterobacteriaceae (1,021) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 4 0.004 - 32
Cefepime >64 - >64
Meropenem >64 2 - >64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 - >64

Citrobacter spp.a (32) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 2 0.015 - 8
Cefepime >64 1 - >64
Meropenem 16 2 - 64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 - >64

Enterobacter spp.b (159) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 8 0.06 - 32
Cefepime >64 - >64
Meropenem >64 2 - >64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.12 - >64

Escherichia coli (72) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 2 0.015 - 4
Cefepime >64 4 - >64
Meropenem 32 2 - >64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.12 - >64

Klebsiella oxytoca (31) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 1 0.03 - 4
Cefepime >64 1 - >64
Meropenem 32 2 - 64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.12 - >64

Klebsiella pneumoniae (689) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 4 0.004 - 32
Cefepime >64 0.5 - >64
Meropenem >64 2 - >64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 - >64

Serratia marcescens (38) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 2 0.015 - 4
Cefepime >64 - >64
Meropenem >64 2 - >64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.12 - >64

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-115-N
a Citrobacter spp. (n): C. amalonaticus (1), C. freundii (28), C. koseri (3)
b Enterobacter spp. (n): E. aerogenes (13), E. asburiae (3), E. cloacae (138), E. kobei (5)
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; 
spp. = species’
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Of the 1021 Enterobacteriaceae isolates, 31 isolates were meropenem non-susceptible, 1005 
isolates were meropenem and ceftolozane-tazobactam non-susceptible, and 235 isolates were 
meropenem and ceftazidime-avibactam non-susceptible. The cefiderocol MIC50 and MIC90 

values against 31 meropenem non-susceptible Enterobacteriaceae isolates were 8 mcg/mL, and 
32 mcg/mL, respectively. The cefiderocol MIC50 and MIC90 values for the 1005 meropenem and 
ceftolozane-tazobactam non-susceptible Enterobacteriaceae isolates were 1 mcg/mL, and 4 
mcg/mL, respectively. The cefiderocol MIC50 and MIC90 values for the 235 meropenem and 
ceftazidime-avibactam non-susceptible Enterobacteriaceae isolates were 2 mcg/mL, and 4 
mcg/mL, respectively. The cefiderocol MIC50 and MIC90 values for the 922 cefepime non-

respectively.  
 
Non-fermenters: The cefiderocol MICs against 828 meropenem non-susceptible non-
fermenters were 4 mcg/mL. The cefiderocol MIC50 and MIC90 for 384 multidrug resistant P. 
aeruginosa were 0.25 mcg/mL, and 1 mcg/mL, respectively (Table 28). The cefiderocol MIC50 
and MIC90 for 199 multidrug resistant and ceftolozane-tazobactam 
mcg/mL) P. aeruginosa were 0.25 mcg/mL, and 2 mcg/mL, respectively. The cefiderocol MIC50 
and MIC90 for 167 multidrug resistant and ceftazidime-avibactam nonsusceptible (MIC >8 
mcg/mL) P. aeruginosa were 0.25 mcg/mL, and 2 mcg/mL, respectively. The cefiderocol MIC50 
and MIC90 for 368 multidrug resistant A. baumannii were 0.25 mcg/mL and 8 mcg/mL, 
respectively (Table 29). 
 

Table 28. In Vitro Activity of Cefiderocol and Comparators Against 262 Multi-Drug Resistant 
P. aeruginosa

Organism (N) Drug 
MIC50 

(mcg/mL) 
MIC90 

(mcg/mL) 
MIC Range 
(mcg/mL) 

P. aeruginosa (384) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 0.25 1 - 32
Cefiderocol CAMHB 0.25 4 0.008- 32
Cefepimea 32 >64 1 - >64
Meropenemb 32 >64 - >64
Ceftazidime-avibactam 32 >64 0.5 - >64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 >64 0.5 - >64
Ciprofloxacinc >8 >8 1 - >8
Colistind 0.5 1 - >8

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-115-N
a Cefepime 8 | 16 32
b Meropenem breakpoints 4 8
c Ciprofloxacin 1 | 2 4
d Colistin 4 8
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

Table 29. In Vitro Activity of Cefiderocol and Comparators Against 368 Multi-Drug Resistant A. 
baumannii

Organism (N) Drug MIC50 (mcg/mL) MIC90 (mcg/mL) 
MIC Range 
(mcg/mL) 

A. baumannii (368) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 0.25 8 0.015 - >256 
Cefiderocol CAMHB 0.25 8 0.03 - >256 
Cefepime 64 >64 4 - >64 
Meropenem 64 >64 - >64 
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Organism (N) Drug MIC50 (mcg/mL) MIC90 (mcg/mL) 
MIC Range 
(mcg/mL) 

Ceftazidime-avibactam 32 >64 - >64 
Ceftolozane-
tazobactam 

32 >64 0.5 - >64 

Ciprofloxacin >8 >8 >8 - >8 
Colistin 0.5 1 - >8 

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-115-N
Cefepime 8 | 16 32
Ciprofloxacin 1 | 2 4
Colistin - 4
Meropenem breakpoints 4 8
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

 
The cefiderocol MIC50 and MIC90 for 218 multidrug resistant S. maltophilia were 0.06 mcg/mL 
and 0.25 mcg/mL, respectively (Table 30). There are no breakpoints for S. maltophilia but MIC90 
for drugs other than colistin were high. 
 

Table 30. In Vitro Activity of Cefiderocol and Comparators Against 218 Multi-Drug Resistant 
S. maltophilia (No Breakpoints for Any Drug Tested)

Organism (N) Drug 
MIC50  

(mcg/mL) 
MIC90 

(mcg/mL) 
MIC Range 
(mcg/mL) 

S. maltophilia (218)* Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 0.06 0.25 0.004 – 2.0 
Cefiderocol CAMHB 0.12 0.5 0.004 – 16.0 
Cefepime 32 >64 0.25 - >64 
Meropenem >64 >64 0.12 - >64 
Ceftazidime-avibactam 8 >64 0.25 - >64 
Ceftolozane-tazobactam 8 >64 0.25 - >64 
Ciprofloxacin 2 >8 1 - >8 
Colistin 2 1 - >8 

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-115-N
* Intrinsically resistant
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

 
The activity of cefiderocol against molecularly characterized meropenem non-susceptible 
Enterobacteriaceae and non-fermenters, and cefepime resistant but meropenem susceptible 
Enterobacteriaceae was assessed (Report S-649266-EF-260-N, S-649266-EF-322-N, Report S-
649266-EF-115-N, S-649266-EF-289-N, and Report S-649266-EB-204-N).The cefiderocol MIC90 

against Enterobacteriaceae producing VIM (n=130), NDM-1 (n=129), KPC (n=641), OXA-48 
(n=163) were 4 mcg/mL, 8 mcg/mL, 4 mcg/mL, and 4 mcg/mL, respectively (see Table 127 in 
Appendix section 16.6.2). The cefiderocol MIC90 values against P. aeruginosa producing VIM 
(n=105) and IMP (n=26) were 0.5, and 2 mcg/mL, respectively. The cefiderocol MIC90 values 
against A. baumannii producing OXA 23 (n=775), OXA-24/40 (n=237), and OXA -58 (n=13) type 
carbapenemases were 4.0, 2.0 and 8.0 mcg/mL, respectively. 
 
The cefiderocol MIC against 11 isolates with YRIN duplication in the PBP3 gene ranged from 0.25 to 
4 mcg/mL (MIC90=4 mcg/mL). The cefiderocol MIC against 481 cefepime resistant ESBL producers 
(TEM, SHV, CTX- Table 127 in Appendix section 18.6.2). Of the 
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mcg/mL), only 2 E. coli carried the mcr-1 
gene.  
 
The in vitro activity observed in surveillance studies is supported by an external validation study 
performed at 5 separate laboratories (see Appendix 18.6.2). 
 
Time-kill studies were performed using E. coli NIHJ JC-2, K. pneumoniae SR22291, P. aeruginosa 
ATCC 27853, and A. baumannii ATCC 17978 (Report S-649266-EB-206-N). Re-growth was 
observed within 24 hours for all bacteria at 1xMIC. Bacterial re-growth was observed within 24 
hours of incubation at higher cefiderocol exposures (16xMIC) with P. aeruginosa and A. 
baumannii. The susceptibility of the re-grown P. aeruginosa and A. baumannii strains to 
cefiderocol and ceftazidime (CAZ) was measured (Table 31). Increase in cefiderocol MIC was 
observed (0.063 – 2 mcg/mL and 0.016 – 2 mcg/mL) in the P. aeruginosa and A. baumannii 
strains tested. 

Table 31. MIC of Test and Reference Substances Against Regrown Strains Following Time-Kill 
Study 

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-206-N
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

The bactericidal activity of cefiderocol against K. pneumoniae KAM (KPC-3), P. aeruginosa NCTC 
13437 (VIM-10) and A. baumannii 1485247 (OXA-51 and ADC-53 like producer) was examined 
in time kill experiments (Report S-649266-EB-146-N). Cefiderocol achieved 2 log10 reductions in 
P. aeruginosa NCTC 13437 and A. baumannii 1485247 counts in ID-CAMHB media within 6 
hours at 4 XMIC; however, regrowth higher than baseline counts was observed within 24 hours; 
Cefiderocol achieved 3 log10 reduction in K. pneumoniae KAM (KPC producer) counts at 2xMIC 

y
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and 4xMIC within 6 hours without regrowth at 24 hours. The risk for resistance development 
was assessed using in vitro PD models. 
 
Bacterial regrowth was confirmed in the in vitro pharmacodynamic chemostat model using the 
simulated human dose of cefiderocol (Table 32). Cefiderocol MIC increase was observed in the 
regrowth strains compared to parent strain for E. cloacae (8 to >32 mcg/mL), S. marcescens (2 
to >32 mcg/mL), A. baumannii (1 to 32 mcg/mL; 2 to >32 mcg/mL). The cefiderocol MICs 
decreased when tested in combination with avibactam. 
 
Table 32. In Vitro Bactericidal Activity of Cefiderocol With 2 g TID as a 3-Hour Infusion at 24 and 
72 Hours

Bacteria Strain
Resistance

Gene

Meropenem 
MIC 

(mcg/mL)

Cefiderocol 
MIC 

(mcg/mL)
10 CFU/mL Reduction

24 Hours 72 Hours
E. cloacae 1100876 NA 0.06 8.0 Not achieved Not achieved
E. coli 1266865 NA >32.0 2.0 Achieved Achieved
K. pneumoniae 1217624 NA 4.0 4.0 Achieved Not achieved
K. pneumoniae 856565 NA 16.0 2.0 Achieved Achieved
K. pneumoniae 1217609 NA 16.0 2.0 Not achieved Not achieved
K. pneumoniae 866349 NA 4.0 Achieved Achieved
K. pneumonia 1088960 NA 32.0 2.0 Achieved Achieved
S. marcescens 659481 NA 0.06 2.0 Not achieved Not achieved
A. baumannii 730770 NA 4.0 2.0 Not achieved Not achieved
A. baumannii 1217591 NA 32.0 1.0 Achieved Not achieved
K. pneumoniae VA-384 KPC 64 4.0 Achieved Not tested
K. pneumoniae 8667 KPC >64 2.0 Achieved Not tested
E. coli DU 48916 NDM 64 4.0 Achieved Not tested
E. coli DS474 NDM >64 16.0 Achieved Not tested
P. aeruginosa SR27001 IMP >64 2.0 Achieved Not tested
P. aeruginosa NUBL-7808 VIM-2 >64 0.5 Achieved Not tested
A. baumannii NCTC 13424 CC92, 

OXA-23
16 1.0 Achieved Not tested

A. baumannii NCTC 8626 MDR, 
OXA-23

32 16.0 Achieved Not tested

Source: Study Reports S-649266-EB-225-N and S-649266-EB-145-N
Abbreviations: CFU = colony-forming unit; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; NA = not available; TID = three times daily
 
Clinical Microbiology Reviewer comments: The cefiderocol MICs against ESBL and 
carbapenemase producing Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa and A. baumannii were 2 to 8-
fold higher than non-producers. In time kill studies, regrowth of bacteria was observed at the 
cefiderocol MICs. Cefiderocol concentrations required to achieve sustained killing of E. coli and 
K. pneumoniae over a 24-hour period were 2x and 8-16xMICs. Sustained killing was not 
achieved for P. aeruginosa (MIC =0.06 mcg/mL) and A. baumannii (MIC =0.016 mcg/mL) at 16X 
MIC over a 24-hour period. Regrowth was also observed in the in vitro pharmacodynamic 
model using simulated human dosing of cefiderocol (2gm tid infused over 3 hours). The 
increases in MICs observed in the in vitro pharmacodynamic model appear to be due to 
inactivation of the drug by serine - lactamases as addition of avibactam decreased the 
cefiderocol MICs. 
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8.1.3. Activity In Vitro (Animal Studies) 

The in vivo activity of cefiderocol was examined against several Gram-negative bacteria using 
immunocompetent and immunocompromised models (murine systemic infection model, 
neutropenic thigh infection model, murine pneumonia model, and murine UTI model). This 
section focuses on the immunosuppressed models (when available) to allow for an 
unconfounded assessment of the in vivo activity of cefiderocol. Neutropenia removes the 
confounding effect that the immune system may have at artificially enhancing antimicrobial 
activity.  
 
In the murine systemic infection model (AmpC producing E. cloacae, S. maltophilia and B. 
cepacia), the 50% cefiderocol effective (ED50) dose was lower than comparators (cefepime, 
ceftazidime-avibactam, meropenem or colistin).   
 
In the murine neutropenic lung infection model, cefiderocol was more active against KPC 
producing K. pneumoniae than CAZ/avibactam (AVI). The data on the activity of cefiderocol 
against mice infected with bacteria expressing metallo- -lactamases (IMP, NDM) are 
confounded as the comparators (CAZ/AVI and/or meropenem) showed reduction in bacterial 
burden even though the comparators do not possess activity against metallo- -lactamases. It is 
hypothesized that the current mice in vivo models may not be suitable for studying certain Zn +2 
dependent metallo- -lactamases due to either a lack of expression or degradation of the 
enzyme under low Zn +2 levels observed during infections in mice. 
 
In the neutropenic thigh infection model, the activity of cefiderocol against 95 Gram-negative 
bacterial isolates (P. aeruginosa, A. baumannii, E. coli, and K. pneumoniae) was examined using 
humanized regimens of cefiderocol (2 gm q8h, 3-hour infusion). In Figure 5
log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the thighs was observed for 10/17 E. coli and K. 
pneumoniae  
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Figure 5. Mean Absolute Growth or Reduction in log10CFU ± SD at 24 Hours From Starting 
Inoculum by Cefiderocol Against E. coli and K. pneumoniae in the Neutropenic Murine Thigh 
Infection Model

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-231-R

In Figure 6 10 reduction in bacterial burden in the thighs was observed for 11/15 A. 
baumannii A. baumannii isolates with 
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Figure 6. Mean Absolute Growth or Reduction in log10CFU ± SD at 24 Hours From Starting 
Inoculum by Cefiderocol Against A. baumannii in the Neutropenic Murine Thigh Infection Model

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-231-R

In Figure 7 10 reduction in bacterial burden in the thighs was observed for 10/16 P. 
aeruginosa P. aeruginosa isolates with 
cefiderocol MIC 4 mcg/mL. Cefiderocol was not effective for isolates with MIC of 8 mcg/mL.  
 

y g g
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Figure 7. Mean Absolute Growth or Reduction in log10CFU ± SD at 24 Hours From Starting 
Inoculum by Cefiderocol Against P. aeruginosa in the Neutropenic Murine Thigh Infection Model.

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-231-R

In a subset of 15 isolates that showed growth with cefiderocol at 24 hours and had 
-treatment MICs 

determined (Figure 8). 

Figure 8. Mean Absolute Growth or Reduction in log10CFU ± SD at 24 Hours From Starting 
Inoculum by Cefiderocol Against Isolates W That Previously Demonstrated 
Bacterial Growth in the Presence of Cefiderocol

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-231-R

y g g g
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-fold increase in 
cefiderocol MIC post-exposure compared to pre-exposure MICs (Table 33). These isolates were 
not characterized further. 

Table 33. Pre-Exposure and Post-Exposure Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations of Cefiderocol 
Against P. aeruginosa, A. baumannii, E. coli and K. pneumoniae Isolates

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-231-R

A 4-fold increase in cefiderocol MIC was observed for a post-exposure E. coli isolate (EC 462) in 
a separate experiment where pharmacodynamic assessments were conducted over 72 hours in 
the neutropenic thigh infection model (Stainton et al. 2019). This isolate had a deletion in the 
RNA poly(A) polymerase gene pcnB, that could lead to changes in expression in multiple 
systems, including downregulation of the ferrichrome receptor operon fhuABCD. 

8.1.4. Resistance 

The frequency of resistance development in Gram-negative bacteria exposed to cefiderocol at 
10xMIC ranges from 10-6 to 10-8 and was similar to ceftazidime. Resistance to cefiderocol in 
Gram-negative bacteria can arise due to mutations in genes involved in siderophore synthesis, 
iron uptake, two component signal transduction system, AmpC -lactamase production, 
penicillin binding proteins, efflux, and active transport. In vitro, exposure of some strains of 
Gram-negative bacteria to cefiderocol results in regrowth after initial killing. However, the 
increases in MIC was not stable. The -lactamase inhibitors AVI, clavulanic acid, and dipicolinic 
acid (DPA) decreased MIC of cefiderocol, suggesting that one of the factors for low-

g g
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susceptibility of the test strains to cefiderocol were -lactamases. Resistance also developed in 
mice infected with K. pneumoniae or A. baumannii in the neutropenic thigh infection model. 

8.1.5. Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics 

As with other cephalosporins, the time that unbound plasma concentrations of cefiderocol 
exceed the MIC against the target infecting bacteria was shown to best correlate efficacy in a 
neutropenic thigh infection model with Enterobacteriaceae and P. aeruginosa. The %fT > MIC 
values of cefiderocol required for 1-log10 reduction in the thigh infection model were 
73.3±23.3% for Enterobacteriaceae and 87.1% for P. aeruginosa (see Appendix section 18.6.4 
for additional details). 

8.2. Clinical Microbiology 

8.2.1. Assay Description and Methodologies 

Study 1409R2121 (APEKS-cUTI): The initial blood and urine cultures were processed at a local 
laboratory. Isolates considered as pathogens were sent to the central laboratory. The central 
reference laboratory (JMI Laboratories, North Liberty, IA, USA) confirmed the isolate 
identification and performed antimicrobial susceptibility testing against a panel of antibiotics, 
including cefiderocol. 
 
CREDIBLE-CR trial (1424R2131): Respiratory specimen was collected for subjects with 
HABP/VABP/HCABP for Gram staining and culture. Gram stain was used to ascertain 
acceptability of expectorated sputum (i.e., presence of fewer than 10 squamous epithelial cells 
and greater than 25 neutrophils). Endobronchial culture specimens were collected by 
bronchoalveolar lavage or protected specimen brush. The diagnosis for cUTI was same as study 
1409R2121. For subjects with bloodstream infections or sepsis, cultures of blood, infection site 
tissue, or lesion aspirate were performed. Cultures were obtained prior to start of first dose of 
study drug. Identification of the pathogen and in vitro susceptibility (MIC, E-test or disc 
diffusion) was performed at the local laboratory for determination of eligibility. The final study 
analysis used pathogen identification and susceptibility data provided by the central 
microbiology laboratory.  
 
Identification of carbapenem resistant Gram-negative pathogen: Rapid diagnostic tests 
identifying the presence of carbapenemase or genes indicating carbapenemase or selective 
chromogenic media were used to identify carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative bacterial 
infections prior to the availability of MIC results for the specific infection. The pathogen was 
also identified as carbapenem resistant Gram-negative pathogen if empiric treatment failed for 
the target carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative pathogen or if the current hospital antibiogram 
for Gram negative bacteria showed a carbapenem resistance rate of >90%. Additionally, 
patients colonized with carbapenem resistant Gram-negative pathogen prior to developing 
acute infection (i.e., prior culture within previous 72 hours from the same site of infection) 
were included. Note that if S. maltophilia was identified, it was eligible for inclusion due to 
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inherent carbapenem resistance. For the CR-modified intent-to-treat (mITT) population, 
subjects were included if their baseline pathogen had intermediate or resistant susceptibility to 
meropenem using the European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) 
breakpoints. 

8.2.2. Clinical Microbiology Analysis of Efficacy 

Study 1409R2121: The assessment of baseline pathogen, microbiological outcomes, and the 
correlation of microbiological eradication with MICs of baseline pathogens is discussed here. 
The mITT population consisted of 252 subjects in the cefiderocol arm and 119 subjects in the 
IMP arm. The most frequently occurring uropathogens were E. coli, K.  pneumoniae, P.  
aeruginosa and Proteus mirabilis. At TOC, the microbiological eradication rate was 73.0% 
(184/252) of subjects in the cefiderocol arm compared to 56.3% (67/119) of subjects in the IMP 
arm (Table 34). The sustained eradication rate at FUP was 57.1% (144/252) of subjects in the 
cefiderocol arm and 43.7% (52/119) of subjects in the IMP arm. The microbiological eradication 
rates at EA and EOT were similar between the two treatment arms. The favorable response rate 
at TOC in the cefiderocol arm was higher than for IMP arm.  

Table 34. Summary of Outcome by Visit (mITT Population) 

Outcome
Cefiderocol IMP

N=252 N=119
Microbiological outcome

Microbiological eradication at EA 232 (92.1%) 108 (90.8%)
Microbiological eradication at EOT 244 (96.8%) 114 (95.8%)
Microbiological eradication at TOC 184 (73.0%) 67 (56.3%)
Microbiological eradication at FU 144 (57.1%) 52 (43.7%)

Composite clinical and microbiological outcome
Favorable response at EA 222 (88.1%) 104 (87.4%)
Favorable response at EOT 243 (96.4%) 114 (95.8%)
Favorable response at TOC 183 (72.6%) 65 (54.6%)
Favorable response at FUP 137 (54.4%) 47 (39.5%)

Source: Clinical Study Report Amendment 2: 1409R2121
Abbreviations: EA = early assessment; EOT = end of treatment; FUP = follow-up; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; TOC = test of cure

The microbiological and clinical response rates per pathogen at EA, EOT, TOC, and FUP in the 
micro-ITT population are described for the uropathogens (Table 35). In subjects treated with 
cefiderocol, the microbiological eradication rates at TOC for E. coli, K. pneumoniae, P. 
aeruginosa, and P. mirabilis were 75%, 75%, 44.4%, 76.5%, respectively, and higher than that 
for subjects treated with IMP except for subjects with P. aeruginosa (E. coli =58.2%,                      
K. pneumoniae =52%, P. aeruginosa =60%, P. mirabilis =50%).

Reference ID: 4520111
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The results of susceptibility testing were not available for all baseline uropathogens. An analysis 
of resistance pattern of the baseline pathogen did not suggest that IMP resistance at baseline 
had an impact on microbiological outcome at the TOC visit (see Appendix 18.6.6). 
 
Bacteremia: 

There were 18 patients in the cefiderocol arm and 8 in the IMP arm who had bacteremia due to 
same pathogen as the baseline uropathogen. E. coli was identified in the blood culture of 15 
patients in the cefiderocol group and 7 patients in the IMP group (Table 36). Microbiological 
eradication was observed in 55.6% (10/18) subjects in the cefiderocol arm and 37.5% (3/8) 
subjects in the IMP arm at TOC.

Reference ID: 4520111
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Recurrence of cUTI at FUP was observed in 26 subjects with baseline E. coli, K. pneumoniae,      
P. aeruginosa, and P. mirabilis in the cefiderocol arm compared to 8 subjects with baseline E. 
coli and P. mirabilis in the IMP arm (Table 37). 

Table 37. Recurrence Observed in mITT Population 
Uropathogen Microbiological Recurrence at FUP
Cefiderocol (n=231)

E. coli (n=152) 17 (11.2%)
K. pneumoniae (n=48) 6 (12.5%)
P. aeruginosa (n=18) 1 (5.5%)
P. mirabilis (n=17) 2 (11.8%)

IMP (n=110)
E. coli (n=79) 7 (8.8%)
K. pneumoniae (n=25) 0
P. aeruginosa (n=5) 0
P. mirabilis (n=2) 1 (50.0%)

Source: Reviewer generated
Abbreviations: FUP = follow-up; mITT = modified intent-to-treat

In the Micro-ITT population, 7 subjects had isolates that developed a 4-fold increase in MIC to 
cefiderocol from baseline in the cefiderocol arm (Table 38). Of these 7 subjects, 5 failed therapy 
at TOC. The relatedness of isolates from 1 subject  was assessed by pulsed field gel 
electrophoresis as the MIC was >4 mcg/mL post-treatment  

. The pulsed-field gel electrophoresis results suggest that the P. aeruginosa post-
treatment isolate was likely from reinfection with a new strain after treatment.  

Table 38. Subject With Isolates That S -Fold Increase in Cefiderocol MIC in the Cefiderocol 
Treatment Arm 

Subject ID Uropathogen
MIC (mcg/mL) at 

Baseline
MIC (mcg/mL) Post-

Treatment

Composite 
Microbiological and 
Clinical Outcome at 

TOC
E. coli 0.03 0.25 Failure

E. cloacae complex 0.12 0.5 Failure
E. coli 0.25 1.0 Response

P. aeruginosa 0.03 8.0 Failure
E. coli 0.03 0.12 Failure

P. mirabilis 0.06 0.5 Failure
E. aerogenes 0.015 0.12 Response*

Source: Reviewer generated
* Failed at FUP visit
Abbreviations: FUP = follow-up; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; TOC = test of cure

One subject with baseline K. pneumoniae and persistence showed a 2-fold increase in MIC (4 
mcg/mL to 8 mcg/mL) at FUP visit. There appear to be multiple mechanisms of resistance in this 
isolate (presence of a Class A or C cephalosporinase, a metallo -lactamase/carbapenemase) 
based on MIC values obtained in the presence of -lactamase inhibitor. Molecular 
characterization to identify the enzymes involved in the elevated cefiderocol MIC and 
meropenem resistance in this isolate has not been completed. 

Reference ID: 4520111
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New infection and Superinfection: 

New uropathogens that appeared during treatment were classified as superinfections. New 
pathogens that appeared after end of treatment were classified as new infections. One subject 

 in the cefiderocol arm with baseline P. aeruginosa had a superinfection due to E. coli 
(cefiderocol MIC =0.12 mcg/mL) at EA. Both pathogens were eradicated at TOC but recurrence 
due to P. aeruginosa was observed at FU. 

New infections were observed in 8.3% (21/252) subjects in the cefiderocol arm and 15.1% 
(18/119) subjects in the IMP arm (Table 39). Susceptibility testing was not performed for all 
isolates causing new infections. It is possible that this difference in new infection may have 
contributed to the lower microbiological eradication rates in the IMP arm at TOC. 

Table 39. Summary of New Infections Due to Uropathogens That Emerged After EOT in the mITT 
Population 

Pathogen

Cefiderocol Arm 
(Cefepime Non-

Susceptible)

Cefiderocol MIC in 
mcg/mL(No. of 

Isolates Tested)

IMP Arm 
(Imipenem Non-

Susceptible)

IMP MIC in 
mcg/mL (No. of 
Isolates Tested)

E.coli 8 (1) 0.015-0.5 (n=4) 3 (0) 0.12 (n=3)
K. pneumoniae 4 (2) 0.06 -0.25 (n=3) 2 (0) 0.12 (n=1)
P. aeruginosa 6 (2) 0.03 – 2 (n=6) 4 (1) 1.0 - >8.0 (n=4)
E. cloacae 2 (1) 0.25 – 0.5 (n=2) 0 -
E. cloacae complex 1 (1) 1.0 0 -
Enterobacter 1 NT 0 -
Proteus 1 NT 0 -
Achromobacter 
xylosoxidans

1 (1) 0.03 0 -

A. baumannii 0 - 1 0.12
C. freundii 0 - 1 0.5
K. oxytoca 0 - 1 0.12
M. morganii 0 - 1 (1) 1.0 - 2.0
Pantoea aglomerans 0 - 1 NT
P. mirabilis 0 - 4 (2) 0.5 – 4.0
Total no of subjects 
with new infection

21 18

Non-susceptible includes intermediate and resistant categories based on CLSI breakpoints
Source: Reviewer generated
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; EOT = end of treatment; IMP = 
imipenem/cilastatin

The correlation of MIC to microbiological eradication at TOC for Enterobacteriaceae is shown in 
Table 40. No distinct pattern was observed between baseline cefiderocol MIC and clinical 
failure in subjects with Enterobacteriaceae. The cefiderocol MICs for Enterobacteriaceae ranged 

8.0 mcg/mL. The cefiderocol MIC90 for E. coli and K. pneumoniae were 0.5 and 
2.0 mcg/mL. 

Reference ID: 4520111
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Table 40. Summary of MIC Versus Microbiological Eradication at TOC by Baseline Enterobacteriaceae in the mITT Population 
Baseline 
Cefiderocol
MIC 
(mcg/mL) E. coli

K. 
pneumoniae

K. oxytoca
E. cloacae
complex E. cloacae

E. 
aerogenes

C. freundii
complex C. freundii

S. 
marcescens

13/18 
(72.2%)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.008 4/6 (66.7%) 4/4 (100%) 1/1 (100% 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.015 10/10 

(100%)
4/4 (100%) 0 0 0 1/1 (100%) 0 0 1/1 (100%)

0.03 19/23 
(82.6%)

1/1 (100%) 0 1/1 (100%) 0 0 0 0 0

0.06 20/25 
(80.0%)

3/4 (75%) 0 1/1 (100%) 0 0 0 0 0

0.12 19/25 
(76.0%)

2/3 (66.7%) 0 4/5 (80%) 0/1 0 0 2/2 (100%) 0

0.25 9/15 (60%) 7/11 (63.6%) 0 0/1 1/1 (100%) 0 0 0 0
0.5 6/9 (66.7%) 4/5 (80.0%) 0 0/1 0 0 1/1 (100%) 0 0
1.0 5/6 (83.3%) 4/5 (80.0%) 0 0 0 0 0 1/1 (100%) 1/1 (100%)
2.0 2/5 (40.0%) 3/4 (75.0%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4.0 1/1 (100%) 2/3 (66.7%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8.0 0 0/1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MIC50 0.06 0.25 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
MIC90 0.5 2.0 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC
Range – 4.0 0.008 – 8.0 0.008 0.03 – 0.5 0.12 – 0.5 0.015 0.5 0.12 – 1.0 0.015 – 1.0
Source: Reviewer generated.
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; NC = Not calculated; TOC = test of cure

 

Reference ID: 4520111
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Similarly, no distinct pattern was observed between baseline cefiderocol MIC and clinical failure 
in subjects with P. aeruginosa, P. mirabilis and M. morganii (Table 41). The majority of the 

P. aeruginosa 
90 of 0.25 mcg/mL. The cefiderocol MICs for P. 

mirabilis 90 of 0.12 mcg/mL. The cefiderocol MICs 
for M. morganii ranged from 0.015 to 0.12 mcg/mL. 

Table 41. Summary of MIC Versus Microbiological Eradication at TOC by Baseline Non-Fermenters 
and Proteaee in the mITT Population 
Baseline 
Cefiderocol MIC 
(mcg/mL) P. aeruginosa P. mirabilis M. morganii

1/1 (100%) 6/6 (100%) 0
0.008 1/1 (100%) 1/2 (50%) 0
0.015 0 1/1 (100%) 2/2 (1005)
0.03 2/4 (50%) 0/1 0
0.06 0/3 0/2 0
0.12 2/3 (66.7%) 3/3 (100%) 1/1 (100%)
0.25 1/2 (50%) 1/1 (100%) 0
0.5 0 0 0
1.0 0 0 0
2.0 0/1 (0) 0 0
4.0 0 0 0
8.0 0 0 0
MIC50 0.06 0.008 NC
MIC90 0.25 0.12 NC
Range -2.0 -0.25 0.015 – 0.12
Source: Reviewer generated
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; NC = ; Not calculated; TOC = test of cure

Clinical Microbiology reviewer comments: Overall, cefiderocol was active against E. coli, K. 
pneumoniae, and P. mirabilis. The activity of cefiderocol against P. aeruginosa appears to be 
lower than IMP. One K. pneumoniae isolate with baseline cefiderocol MIC of 4 mcg/mL had 
multiple mechanism of resistance (presence of a Class A or C cephalosporinase, a metallo -
lactamase/carbapenemase). There is insufficient number of P. aeruginosa isolates with 
cefiderocol MIC >0.25 mcg/mL.   

8.2.3. Interpretive Criteria 

The Applicant proposed interpretive criteria (breakpoints) are as follows: 

Table 42. Applicant Proposed Breakpoints
Minimum Inhibitory 

Concentrations (mcg/mL)
Disk Diffusion (Zone 

diameters in mm)
Pathogen
Enterobacteriaceae
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
Acinetobacter baumannii
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia
Abbreviations: S = Susceptible; I = Intermediate; R = Resistant

Reference ID: 4520111
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The FDA breakpoints are as follows: 

Table 43. FDA Breakpoints
Minimum Inhibitory 

Concentrations (mcg/mL)
Disk Diffusion (zone 

diameters in mm)
Pathogen S I R S I R
Enterobacteriaceaea 4 14-17 13
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 1 2 4 19-24
a Includes E. coli, K. pneumoniae, P. mirabilis and E. cloacae complex.
Abbreviations: S = Susceptible; I = Intermediate; R = Resistant

Rationale for the interpretive criteria are as follows: 
 
Enterobacteriaceae: A susceptible breakpoint of 2.0 mcg/mL is based on supportive clinical and 
microbiological success rates at MICs of 90 values in surveillance and clinical 
studies, and PK-PD data. K. pneumoniae appears to be the major contributor to the higher 
MIC90 for meropenem non-susceptible isolates, probably due to KPC-2 expression; and may or 
may not be a true representative of the overall MIC90 of meropenem non-susceptible 
Enterobacteriaceae isolates.  Very limited clinical data are available for isolates with MIC of 4 
mcg/mL.  

 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa: The overall microbiological success rate was lower for subjects with 
baseline P. aeruginosa, at less than 50%, compared to those with other baseline pathogens. The 
clinical and microbiological success rates at MICs of 90 values in 
surveillance studies support a MIC susceptible breakpoint of 0.5 - 1.0 mcg/mL. One subject with 
an isolate at MIC of 2.0 mcg/mL was a clinical success but cefiderocol failed to eradicate that 
isolate. A susceptible breakpoint of 0.5 mcg/mL would result in very major error rates for the 
disk diffusion method. So, a susceptible breakpoint of 1.0 mcg/mL based on available data is 
justified as this would reduce the very major error rates. Based on the surveillance data, a 
susceptible breakpoint of 1.0 mcg/mL would also capture most of the meropenem non-
susceptible P. aeruginosa isolates. 
 
Acinetobacter baumannii and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia:  No breakpoints were established 
for A.  baumannii and S.  maltophilia as no clinical data are available. 

8.2.4. Final Clinical Microbiology Recommendations 

Based on the microbiology data, the reviewer is recommending approval of the application for 
cefiderocol for the treatment of cUTI caused by E. coli, K. pneumoniae, P. mirabilis,                     
P. aeruginosa, and Enterobacter cloacae complex. 

Reference ID: 4520111
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9. Review of Safety  

9.1. Safety Review Approach 

The safety review focused on the cUTI trial (1409R2121). Since the cUTI and CREDIBLE-CR trials 
were distinct in study population, design, and endpoints, the safety results could not be pooled. 
Safety from the clinical pharmacology studies and the cUTI trial will be discussed in this section. 
Safety in the CREDIBLE-CR trial will be discussed in Section 10.4 and top-line mortality data in 
the APEKS-NP trial (1615R2131) will be discussed in section 12. Table 14 lists the clinical studies 
in the cefiderocol development program.  

9.2. Review of the Safety Database  

9.2.1. Overall Exposure to Cefiderocol  

In the cUTI trial, the safety population consisted of 448 adults who received at least 1 dose of 
study drug. The maximum treatment duration was 14 days and treatment could be extended by 
1 day if all infusions had not been given on Day 1. The mean total duration of exposure was     
9.4 days in the cefiderocol group and 9.5 days in the IMP group. A similar percentage of 
patients received <5 days (<3%) and >14 days (<2%) of treatment in both groups. 
 
Table 44 summarizes the clinical development program (safety population of the clinical 
studies). The overall number of subjects exposed to cefiderocol was 761. The total number of 
subjects treated with cefiderocol for cUTI was 326, including 300 subjects in the cUTI and 26 
subjects in the CREDIBLE-CR trial.  

Table 44. Safety Database for Cefiderocol**

Clinical Trial Groups/Study
Cefiderocol1

(n=761)
Comparator

(n=347)
Total

(N=1128)
Phase 1 studies 

1203R2111 (SAD/MAD) 54 20* 74
1214R2112 (ELF) 20 NA 20
1222R2113 (Renal impairment) 38 NA 38
1516R2114 (PD) 6 NA 6
1521R2115 (DDI) 37 NA 37
1603R2116 (TQT) 57 NA 57

Reference ID: 4520111
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Controlled trials conducted for this indication2

1409R2121 (cUTI) 300 148 448
Controlled trials conducted for other indications3

1424R2131 (CREDIBLE-CR)
1615R2131 (APEKS-NP)

101
148

49
150

150
298

Source: Medical Officer
** Safety Database for the Study Drug (drug being considered for approval). Individuals exposed to any treatment in this 
development program for the indication under review. N=1128 (N is the sum of all available numbers from the columns below)
1 Study drug means the drug being considered for approval.
2 to be used in product’s labeling 
3 Include n in this row only if patients exposed to the study drug for indication(s) other than that in the marketing application have 
been included in the safety database under review
* received placebo
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; DDI = drug-drug interaction; ELF = epithelial lining fluid; MAD = multiple-
ascending dose, PD = pharmacodynamic; SAD = single-ascending dose, TQT = thorough QT Study 

9.2.2. Relevant Characteristics of the Safety Population 

The cUTI trial was conducted primarily in Eastern Europe. No significant physiological 
differences are expected between U.S. and European subjects based on the pharmacokinetics 
of cefiderocol.    
 
The majority of subjects in the cUTI trial were Caucasian, with only 2 (0.4%) African-Americans. 
The excretion of cefiderocol, which is primarily via the kidney, could be potentially different in 
African-Americans, who were underrepresented in this study.  
 
The safety population included subjects with risk factors for MDR pathogens: hospitalization, 
older age, comorbidities, prior antimicrobial use, and immunosuppression, including renal 
transplant. The enrollment of patients with acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis was limited to 
30%. About one third of patients had obstructive uropathy, and 46% were men. E. coli 
infections were the most common, followed by K. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa. Patients with 
carbapenemase-producing organisms were excluded from the study since the comparator was 
a carbapenem. Approximately 6% of the safety population had positive blood cultures with the 
same organism found in urine culture at baseline.  
 
The baseline demographics and clinical characteristics were generally well-balanced between 
the treatment groups in the safety population.  The baseline variables have been shown for the 
mITT population in section 7.2.  

The number of patients with normal or mild renal impairment was similar between the 
treatment groups. More patients in the IMP group (23.6% [35/148]) had either moderate or 
severe renal impairment combined as compared to the cefiderocol group (19.0% [57/300]). 
Also, the IMP group as compared to the cefiderocol group had more patients with a medical 
history related to a stone (31.8 vs. 23.3%, respectively). The frequency of patients with any 
subtype of cUTI, including acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis, reason for complication of UTI, 
bacteremia, and baseline pathogen was similar between treatment groups.  
The frequency of common medical conditions was similar between the treatment groups as 
shown in Table 45 (excludes renal and urological conditions which are shown in Table 46). 

Reference ID: 4520111
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Table 45. Baseline Medical History W Either Treatment Group
Cefiderocol

N=300
IMP

N=148
n (%) n (%)

Any Medical History 275 (91.7) 139 (93.9)
SOC

Preferred Term
Vascular disorders

Hypertension 162 (54.0) 82 (55.4)

Infections and infestations
Urinary tract infection 105 (35.0) 52 (35.1)

Reproductive system and breast 
disorders

Benign prostatic hyperplasia
66 (22.0) 24 (16.2)

Cardiac disorders
Myocardial ischemia 40 (13.3) 21 (14.2)

Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Diabetes mellitus 38 (12.7) 19 (12.8)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JMP Clinical
Abbreviations: IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; PT = preferred term; SOC = system organ class

Table 46. Renal and Urological Medical History W Either Treatment 
Group

Cefiderocol
N=300  

  IMP 
N=148

SOC
Preferred Term n (%) n (%)

Renal and urinary disorders
Nephrolithiasis 53 (17.7) 33 (22.3)
Chronic kidney disease 34 (11.3) 20 (13.5)
Hydronephrosis 25 (8.3) 15 (10.1)
Neurogenic bladder 11 (3.7) 11 (7.4)
Urethral stenosis 15 (5.0) 7 (4.7)
Calculus urinary 13 (4.3) 7 (4.7)
Renal cyst 11 (3.7) 7 (4.7)
Urinary retention 11 (3.7) 5 (3.4)

Surgical and medical procedures
Transurethral prostatectomy 21 (7.0) 4 (2.7)
Hysterectomy 16 (5.3) 6 (4.1)
Nephrectomy 14 (4.7) 2 (1.4)
Renal stone removal 10 (3.3) 6 (4.1)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JMP clinical
Abbreviations: Imipenem/cilastatin; PT = preferred term; SOC = system organ class

Medical Officer comments: The IMP group had approximately an 8% greater frequency of 
patients with a medical history related to a stone. Increased stone frequency may be a potential 
risk factor for colonization with uropathogens and recurrence of infection. Although this was 
post-randomization observation in the safety population, it is possible that increased stone 
frequency in the IMP group contributed to increased microbiological failure relative to 
cefiderocol at the efficacy endpoints noted in Table 21. 
 

Reference ID: 4520111
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9.2.3. Adequacy of the Safety Database  

The overall number of patients exposed to cefiderocol in the clinical development program 
appeared adequate to perform a safety evaluation in a limited use indication.  

9.3. Adequacy of Applicant’s Clinical Safety Assessments  

9.3.1. Issues Regarding Data Integrity and Submission Quality  

The JMP start service was utilized for data fitness and there were no meaningful concerns 
noted regarding the quality and integrity of the datasets.  

9.3.2. Categorization of Adverse Events 

AEs were classified by system organ class (SOC) and preferred term (PT) using Medical 
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) version 16.0 or higher. AEs were elicited by the 
patient's spontaneous complaint, patient comment cards, or as a result of nonleading 
questions, physical examination, vital signs, or laboratory tests. AEs included any occurrences 
that were new in onset or aggravated in severity or frequency from the baseline condition, or 
abnormal results of diagnostic procedures, including laboratory test abnormalities. Medical 
histories which were reported at the baseline and worsened were considered as AEs. New 
symptoms of cUTI, lack of efficacy, aggravation or relapse of initial disease process were not 
considered as an AE in the trial and therefore, also not as a serious adverse event (SAE), except 
for death. AEs reported after the initial dose of randomized study drug were considered 
treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAE). AEs were to be collected from the time of 
informed consent through 28 days after the last dose of the study drug. The end of study (EOS) 
visit, which was performed by phone, included an assessment of AEs and concomitant 
medications. Any SAEs ongoing for 28 days after the last dose of study drug were to be followed 
until resolution, stabilization, or until the condition became chronic, or the patient was lost to 
follow-up. Continuing laboratory changes considered significant were to be followed until 
resolution, or until the laboratory values were judged by the investigator to have stabilized, or 
the patient was lost to follow-up. 

9.3.3. Routine Clinical Tests 

Safety assessments included AEs, clinical laboratory tests (hematology, chemistry, 
endocrinology, and urinalysis), vital signs (including blood pressure, temperature, pulse rate 
and respiratory rate), physical examinations including height and body weight, and 12-lead 
electrocardiograms (ECGs). Summary statistics for laboratory test data and ECG findings were 
presented for each scheduled time point measured after randomization and for the change 
from baseline to each time point. Baseline was the last result obtained before randomization. 
Fridericia's and Bazett's formulae were used to calculate QTc. Details about scheduled time 
points are noted in the study protocol. Special tests included serum or urine pregnancy, 
transferrin iron saturation and hepcidin at screening and TOC. If the investigator suspected a 
new cUTI diagnosis, whether a superinfection during study treatment or a new infection 
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following completion of study treatment up to the follow up visit, an unscheduled visit was 
performed to collect safety labs. Safety laboratory specimens were collected in a fasting state, 
when possible, and were shipped to a central laboratory. The initial blood and urine cultures 
were to be completed at a local laboratory. Isolates considered pathogens were sent to the 
central laboratory. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing for IMP was performed by the local 
laboratory and by the central laboratory for cefiderocol. 

9.4. Safety Results – Phase 1 Studies and cUTI Trial (1409R2121)  

9.4.1. Overview of Adverse Events in the Safety Population 

Incidence rates for TEAE, severe TEAEs, SAEs, and TEAEs leading to permanent discontinuation 
were numerically lower in the cefiderocol group compared with the IMP group. There was one 
death reported in the cefiderocol group (0.3% [1/300]). Details are described in Section 9.4.2. 
Table 47 shows a summary of AEs, deaths, SAEs, and discontinuation due to AEs per treatment 
group.  
 

Table 47. Summary of Treatment Emergent Adverse Events in cUTI Trial

Number of Subjects With 

Cefiderocol
(N=300)

n (%)

IMP
(N=148)

n (%)
Any TEAE 122 (40.7) 76 (51.4)
Any SAE 14 (4.7) 12 (8.1)
TEAE leading to death 1 (0.3) 0
TEAE leading to discontinuation 5 (1.7) 3 (2.0)
Severe TEAE* 6 (2.0) 5 (3.4)
Source: Medical Officer
*Severe = causes interruption of daily activities or has a clinically significant effect
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; SAE = serious adverse event; 
TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

9.4.2. Deaths 

Phase 1 Studies:  No deaths were reported. 
 
cUTI Trial:  No deaths occurred in the IMP group. One death reported in the cefiderocol group is 
summarized below: 
 
Patient  was a 76-year-old, white male from Croatia (HRV) who received cefiderocol 
from Day 1 to Day 7 for E. coli cUTI without pyelonephritis with concomitant bacteremia and 
azotemia. He died on Day 7 due to cardio-respiratory arrest. History included diabetes mellitus 
complicated by retinopathy and chronic kidney disease, cerebrovascular disorder, 
hypertension, epilepsy, hyperlipidemia, and dementia. Concomitant medications included 
ramipril, lamotrigine, salutec, lercanidipine hydrochloride, atorvastatin calcium, enoxaparin 
sodium, insulin, oxazepam, madopar, alprazolam, paracetamol, ibuprofen, and acetylsalicylic 
acid. No TEAEs were reported for this subject. On Day 7, the last dose of study drug was given 
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at 13:00, and the patient abruptly expired due to cardiorespiratory arrest at 14:45. 
Resuscitation was unsuccessful. The heart rate had ranged from 76 beats/min on Day 1 to 104 
beats/min on Day 7. The QTcF recorded by the study site was 228 msec at baseline and had 
increased to 371 msec on Day 7 (change from baseline >60), which was considered within the 
normal range. The QTcF evaluated by manual centralized reading (considered the reliable 
dataset) was not significantly changed from screening to Day 7 (unscheduled visit) and the ECG 
showed premature ventricular contraction. The cause of death was unknown, and autopsy was 
not performed. As there were no subjective or objective findings while on treatment prior to 
death, the investigator considered the death as not related to study drug, and more likely 
caused by an acute vascular incident. 
 
Medical Officer comments: The death narrative, CRF, and individual laboratory and vital sign 
data were reviewed. The cUTI appeared to have improved prior to death as the WBC count and 
C-reactive protein (CRP) had decreased with microbiological eradication at the EA (early 
assessment) visit. Other than low magnesium (0.78 mg/dL) on Day 1 and potassium on Day 1 
(3.1 mg/dL) and Day 5 (3.2 mg/dL), other laboratory values and ECGs were not significantly 
abnormal. The concomitant medications did not include any magnesium or potassium 
repletion. No other AEs were recorded within a 3-day window around the onset of the event. 
Given history of cardiovascular disease and low likelihood of treatment failure, it is more likely 
that death was due to underlying comorbidities rather than from study drug. However, given 
the temporal association with the administration of cefiderocol, a drug-related effect from 
cefiderocol is not fully excluded.   

9.4.3. Serious Adverse Events 

Phase 1 Studies:  No SAEs were reported.  

cUTI Trial:  

SAEs were reported in 14 (4.7%) of subjects in the cefiderocol group and 12 (8.1%) of the IMP 
group. The most frequently reported SAEs were in the Infections and Infestations SOC, with a 
higher incidence occurring in the IMP arm. A slightly greater frequency of cardiac disorders 
occurred in the cefiderocol arm (1.3% vs. 0.7%). The most commonly reported SAE was C. 
difficile colitis, occurring in 1 (0.3%) of subjects in the cefiderocol group and 2 (1.4%) in the IMP 
group. Table 48 shows a summary of SAEs by SOC and PT.  
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Table 48. Summary of SAEs by SOC/PT

SOC/PT

Cefiderocol
n=300
n (%)

IMP
n=148
n (%)

Any SAE 14 (4.7) 12 (8.1)
Infections and infestations 5 (1.7) 6 (4.1)

C. difficile colitis 1 (0.3) 2 (1.4)
Cellulitis 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Abscess 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Renal abscess 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Ascariasis 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Device related infection 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Prostatic abscess 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Pyelonephritis 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Urinary tract infection 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Pneumonia 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Renal and urinary disorders 3 (1.0) 2 (1.4)
Urinary tract obstruction 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Acute kidney injury 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Hydronephrosis 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Ureterolithiasis 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Obstructive nephropathy 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Gastrointestinal disorders 2 (0.7) 2 (1.4)
Diarrhea 1 (0.3) 1 (0.7)*

Duodenal ulcer 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Gastrointestinal hemorrhage 1 (0.3) 1 (0.7)

Cardiac disorders 3 (1.0) 1 (0.7)
Cardiac failure 2 (0.7) 1 (0.7)
Myocardial ischemia 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Cardio-respiratory arrest 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Investigations 1 (0.3) 1 (0.7)
Hematocrit decreased 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Blood creatine phosphokinase increased 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Injury, poisoning and procedural complications 0 (0.0) 2 (1.4)
Gastrointestinal injury 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Alcohol poisoning 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)

Blood and lymphatic system disorders 2 (0.7) 0 (0.0)
Anaemia 2 (0.7) 0 (0.0)

Vascular disorders 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Deep vein thrombosis 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)

General disorders and administration site conditions 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Pyrexia 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Nervous system disorders 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Ischemic stroke 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)

Hepatobiliary disorders 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Gallbladder pain 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Congenital, familial and genetic disorders 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)
Congenital ureteric anomaly 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7)

Surgical and medical procedures 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Urethrotomy 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in Jreview and MAED. Based on custom queries, cardiac failure includes cardiac failure 
acute, anemia includes hemorrhagic anemia, and gastrointestinal hemorrhage includes upper and lower gastrointestinal 
hemorrhage.
* Diarrhea later identified as C. difficile in the SAE narrative
Abbreviations: PT = preferred term; SAE = serious adverse event; SOC = system organ class
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Medical Officer comments: The study blind was broken for four patients before the database 
was locked to evaluate for potential suspected unexpected serious adverse reactions. Three of 
these patients had C. difficile infection  and one had 
hematocrit decreased .  
 
There were slight differences in the SAE reporting in the Applicant’s clinical study report (CSR). 
The Applicant reported two patients with SAEs in the IMP related to C. difficile  

. Upon review of the SAE narratives, there was another patient in the IMP who had 
diarrhea requiring hospitalization which was later identified as C. difficile-associated diarrhea (# 

. Thus, there were 3 subjects (2.0%) with SAEs related to C. difficile in the IMP group. 
All cases of C. difficile infection were likely related to study drug as C. difficile infection is a 
common adverse reaction of an antibacterial drug. IMP labeling includes C. difficile. 
 
In addition, certain PTs were grouped if the clinical presentation of that PT was similar. Cardiac 
failure and acute cardiac failure in the cefiderocol group were grouped which equalized the 
frequency of these events in both treatment groups (0.7%). Grouping of anemia and anemia 
haemorrhagic in the cefiderocol group increased the frequency of these events in the 
cefiderocol group (0.7%) as compared to the IMP group (0%).  
 
Table 49 shows the SAEs in which relatedness to the study drug could not be excluded 
(C. difficile-related events are not listed).   
 

Table 49. SAEs in Which Relatedness to Study Drug Cannot Be Excluded

Subject ID Age/Sex
Duration of 
Treatment SAE

Study Day 
of SAE Confounders Outcome

Cefiderocol
78 F 11 Anemia 27 Blood thinners,

NSAID
Resolved

47 M 12 Blood CPK 
increased (580)

38 Chronic HCV
Parasitic infection

Ongoing

72 M 10 Upper GI 
hemorrhage

13 Hypertension, 
ischemic 
cardiomyopathy,
blood thinners, 
NSAID

Resolving

Duodenal ulcer 14
Hemorrhagic
Anemia

14

Myocardial 
ischemia

14

Acute cardiac 
failure

14

IMP
45 F 5 Hematocrit 

decreased
5 Sarcoidosis, 

cervical cancer 
Resolved

Source: Medical Officer, subjects with C. difficile excluded. Relatedness to study drug based on Reviewer’s assessment.
Abbreviations: CPK = creatinine phosphokinase; GI = gastrointestinal; HCV = hepatitis C virus, IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin;
NSAIDS = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; SAE = serious adverse event
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Medical Officer comments: Given the mechanism of entry of cefiderocol by binding to iron, 
iron-related disorders were events of special interest. Patient  had mild anemia at 
baseline (Hgb 11.6 g/dL) and developed severe anemia (Hgb 6.6) 16 days after the last dose of 
cefiderocol. The most likely etiology of anemia was upper gastrointestinal bleeding from 
duodenal erosions. It cannot be excluded that cefiderocol was related to duodenal ulceration or 
the anemia. Confounders included dabigatran and etoricoxib which were held when anemia 
was diagnosed. On Day 50, the hemoglobin was still low at 8.7 g/dL despite transfusion. Patient 

 had no prior history of anemia and developed hemorrhagic anemia 4 days after the 
last dose of cefiderocol. The hemoglobin was 7.6 g/dL. Again, the likely etiology was 
gastrointestinal bleeding from a duodenal erosion. The anemia was resolving at the time of 
study completion after a blood transfusion.  
 
Patient  was reported to have an elevated creatinine phosphokinase (CPK) on Day 38 
which was obtained during a hospitalization for persistent fatigue for one month with 
intensifying muscle pain of the lower extremities. As per the narrative, the CPK was 580 U/L, 
and further testing revealed ascariasis for which he was treated with mebendazole and 
magnesium sulfate. He also had a positive urine culture for P. aeruginosa and was treated with 
cefotaxime. On Day 43, the ascariasis was considered resolved. Upon review of the laboratory 
datasets, he had an unexplained baseline CPK of 586 U/L which decreased to 213 U/L at EOT. 
The CPK remained elevated (759 U/L) at the final unscheduled visit on Day 48. As the CPK was 
fluctuating during the study without any temporal association with cefiderocol and ascariasis 
was a possible confounder, cefiderocol contribution to elevated CPK appears unlikely.  
 
Patient  in the IMP group was one of the four subjects for which the study blind was 
broken due to a suspected unexpected serious adverse reaction. The baseline hematocrit was 
28% and decreased to 20% on Day 5; study drug was discontinued. The low hematocrit resolved 
with transfusion by Day 8. IMP labeling includes decreased hemoglobin and hematocrit.  
 
Table 50 shows a detailed summary of all subjects with an SAE, the start and end dates, 
severity, and action taken.  
 

Table 50. SAE Listing by Subject ID  

Subject ID PT
Study Day 
Start of AE

Study Day 
End of AE Severity

Action 
Taken

Cefiderocol 
* Myocardial infarction 1 10 Moderate None

Obstructive nephropathy 20 32 Moderate None
Anemia 27 50 Severe None
Urethrotomy 14 18 Mild None
Cellulitis 30 47 Moderate None
Urinary tract obstruction 15 18 Moderate None
Cardiac failure 21 36 Moderate None
Pneumonia 21 36 Moderate None
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Subject ID PT
Study Day 
Start of AE

Study Day 
End of AE Severity

Action 
Taken

C. difficile colitis 11 35 Mild None
Blood creatine phosphokinase 
increased 38 N/A Mild None

Ascariasis 38 43 Mild None
Urinary tract infection 38 48 Mild None
Cardio-respiratory arrest 7 7 Severe DW
Cardiac failure acute 2 3 Moderate None
Upper gastrointestinal 
hemorrhage 13 15 Moderate None

Hemorrhagic anemia 14 N/A Moderate None
Duodenal ulcer 14 22 Moderate None
Cardiac failure acute 14 26 Moderate None
Myocardial ischemia 14 26 Moderate None
Diarrhea 21 21 Moderate None
Pyrexia 23 24 Mild None
Renal abscess 7 32 Moderate None
Gallbladder pain 8 11 Moderate None
Ureterolithiasis 13 50 Mild None

IMP
Alcohol poisoning 17 18 Moderate None
Cardiac failure 2 16 Moderate DW
Pyelonephritis 23 27 Mild None
Abscess 7 7 Severe DW
Gastrointestinal injury 13 13 Severe None
Hematocrit decreased 5 7 Moderate DW
Acute kidney injury 13 21 Moderate None
Deep vein thrombosis 17 20 Moderate None
Device related infection 25 35 Moderate None
Lower gastrointestinal 
hemorrhage 24 34 Severe None

Ischemic stroke 19 42 Moderate None
Diarrhea (C. difficile colitis) 12 24 Moderate None
Congenital ureteric anomaly 33 41 Severe None
Hydronephrosis 33 41 Severe None
C. difficile colitis 20 87 Severe None
Prostatic abscess 11 37 Severe None
C. difficile colitis 17 28 Moderate None

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview
* Not considered treatment-emergent as SAE occurred prior to dosing.
Abbreviations: AE = adverse event; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; PT = preferred term; SAE = serious adverse event; DW = drug 
withdrawn

9.4.4. Dropouts and/or Discontinuations Due to Adverse Effects 

Phase 1 Studies:  

Three drug discontinuations due to AEs occurred among subjects receiving cefiderocol in the 
clinical pharmacology studies.  
 
In 1203R2111 (single/multiple ascending dose), one subject  in Part 2 of the study 
discontinued treatment due to pyrexia. The body temperature was 37.9oC just before the last 
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infusion on day 10, and the investigator halted further administration of the drug due to safety 
concerns. The subject also had neck pain and felt feverish on day 9. The WBC was 14,300/uL 
and ECG showed sinus tachycardia. On Day 11, the temperature and ECG parameters were 
normal. No pyrexia occurred in the Part 1 (single-dose).  
 
In 1222R2113 (Renal Impairment), there was one AE of urticaria, leading to study 
discontinuation. This subject  was a 40- year old black male with moderate renal 
impairment and seasonal allergies at baseline. The baseline eosinophil count was normal (0.54 
x 103/uL, and eosinophil percentage (11.9%) was high. About 25 minutes after the first dose of 
cefiderocol, the subject had urticaria of moderate severity which resolved about 30 minutes 
after onset. The study drug infusion was interrupted due to urticaria 44 minutes after infusion 
of study drug and the full dose was not given. He was treated with diphenhydramine. The 
eosinophil count (0.68 x 103/uL) and eosinophil percentage (13.1%) were elevated at the follow-
up visit (day 16). The blood samples obtained from the subject before and after the 
administration of cefiderocol (including approximately 37 minutes after its onset) were 
examined for immunoglobulin E and G antibody isotypes against cefiderocol. No antibodies 
against cefiderocol were detected in any of the samples. 
 
In 1603R2116 (Part 2 –thorough QT study (TQT)), Subject  had increased hepatic enzymes 
which led to study drug discontinuation. The subject was a 25-year old black female with an 
unremarkable medical history on no concomitant medications during the study. She received a 
4-g dose of cefiderocol in Treatment period 1  placebo in Treatment period 2 

 and a 2-g dose of cefiderocol in Treatment period 3  The subject’s liver 
enzymes were within normal limits at screening, Day -1 and Day 2 of Treatment periods 1, 2, 
and 3. The table below shows the pertinent liver enzymes. The subject confirmed that she 
consumed alcohol on  at a family reunion and tested positive on the drug and alcohol 
screening test on  which was considered a protocol deviation. The subject was 
discontinued from the study on Day -1 of Treatment period 4, and moxifloxacin was not given 
as planned. The liver enzymes were documented as “recovered/ resolved” by , the 
early termination visit.  
 

Table 51. Liver Enzymes for Subject  
Treatment Period/Day (Date)

Test
(Normal Range)

Treatment P3/
Day 2

Treatment P4/ 
Day 1 

Treatment P4/ 
Day 1 

(Repeat; 
Treatment P4/ 

Day 5 

ALT (7-52 U/L) 24 90 91 29
AST (13-39 U/L) 21 282 270 19
LDH (100-192 U/L) 152 403 389 191
Source: Applicant’s Module 5.3.4.1 CSR 1603R2116
Abbreviations: ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; LDH = lactate dehydrogenase
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Medical Officer comments: The liver enzymes were within normal limits after the super-
therapeutic 4 gm dose and also 2 days after receiving the 2 gm dose. The liver enzymes were 
noted to be elevated 8 and 6 days after the last dose of cefiderocol and alcohol consumption, 
respectively. The pattern of liver injury was hepatocellular, and the ratio of aspartate 
aminotransferase (AST) to alanine aminotransferase (ALT) was 3. A ratio of AST/ALT greater 
than 3 is strongly indicative of alcoholic hepatitis (Murali and Carey 2014). It is difficult to assess 
relatedness to cefiderocol in the setting of alcohol use.  
 
No study drug discontinuations were noted in Study 1214R2112, 1516R2114, and 1521R2115.  
 
cUTI Trial:  

Discontinuations due to AEs were reported for 1.7% (5/300) of subjects in the cefiderocol group 
compared with 2.0% (3/148) of subjects in the IMP group. Three of the 5 discontinuations due 
to AEs (diarrhea, drug hypersensitivity, and hepatic enzyme increased) in the cefiderocol group 
were moderate in severity and considered treatment-related by the investigator. Subject 

with hepatic enzyme increased is discussed in section 9.5.5. Subject  had drug 
hypersensitivity which manifested as pruritis without a rash or other systemic signs or 
symptoms after the first dose of study drug on Day 1. Subject  had diarrhea on Day 2 
of cefiderocol treatment. Treatment of the event included IV hydration and electrolytes. In 
each case, the AE resolved after drug discontinuation. Subject  developed a 
pneumonia on Day 6 on which the last dose of study drug had been given. The study drug was 
withdrawn and levofloxacin and tazobactam were administered. The AE of pneumonia was not 
considered to be related to study drug per the investigator. Table 52 shows the 
discontinuations due to AEs in each treatment group. An additional subject  who had 
received cefiderocol discontinued from the study during follow-up due to hospitalization for 
cardiac failure and pneumonia. These SAEs occurred on Day 21, 7 days after cefiderocol had 
been stopped, and were not considered related to study drug per the investigator.  

Table 52. Discontinuations Due to AEs 

SOC
Preferred Term

Treatment Group
Cefiderocol

N=300
IMP

N=148
n (%) n (%)

Discontinuation due to AEs 5 (1.7) 3 (2.0)
Cardiac disorders

Cardio-respiratory arrest 1* (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Cardiac failure 0 (0) 1 (0.7)

Gastrointestinal disorders
Diarrhea 1 (0.3) 0 (0)

Immune system disorders
Drug hypersensitivity 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)

Infections and infestations
Pneumonia 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Abscess 0 (0) 1 (0.7)
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SOC
Preferred Term

Treatment Group
Cefiderocol

N=300
IMP

N=148
n (%) n (%)

Investigations
Hepatic enzyme increased 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0)
Hematocrit decreased 0 (0) 1 (0.7)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JMP Clinical
* Discontinuation due to fatal event
Abbreviations: AE = adverse event; IMP = imipenem/cilastatin; SOC = system organ class

Medical Officer comments: Diarrhea, drug hypersensitivity, and increased hepatic enzymes are 
common adverse reactions for antibacterial drugs. This reviewer agrees with the investigator 
assessment that all three of these TEAEs leading to discontinuation were related to cefiderocol.   

9.4.5. Significant Adverse Events 

cUTI Trial: 

Adverse event rates were generally similar between the two treatment groups, particularly for 
mild AEs, but a greater proportion of subjects in the IMP group had moderate (23.6% versus 
13.0%) or severe (3.4% versus 2.0%) AEs compared with the cefiderocol group. Moderate or 
severe AEs occurred most frequently in the following SOC: infections and infestations, 
gastrointestinal disorders, and vascular disorders; a greater proportion occurred in IMP group 
(9.5% versus. 3.3%, 10.8% versus. 3.3%, and 4.7% versus 2.3%, respectively). The most 
commonly reported moderate or severe AEs were hypertension, constipation, and diarrhea, 
with an overall higher frequency in the IMP group. Moderate to severe C. difficile infection 
occurred in 4 (2.7%) in the IMP group only.   
 
Some moderate to severe AEs were only noted in patients treated with cefiderocol: dyspnea 
and gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT) increase occurred in 3 (1%) patients each, and 
cholecystitis and cough occurred in 2 (0.67%) patients each. The following severe AEs occurred 
in one patient each in the cefiderocol group: ALT and AST increased; melena, anemia, dyspnea, 
cardio-respiratory arrest, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, gout, pleural effusion, and pneumonia 
(one patient may have had one or more severe AE).  
 
Medical Officer comments: Dyspnea did not appear to be related to cefiderocol as it occurred 
in the context of other medical conditions (pleural effusion and cough; pneumonia and fluid 
overload in 1 patient each). However, one or more of these additional adverse events may have 
been unexplained as well. GGT increase occurred in one subject in the setting of cardiac failure 
and in one subject with ALT increased. Hepatobiliary events are discussed in Section 9.5.5.  
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9.4.6. Treatment Emergent Adverse Events and Adverse Reactions 

cUTI Trial: 

The overall incidence rates for TEAEs were numerically lower in the cefiderocol group 
compared with the IMP group. Table 53 shows a summary of the most commonly reported 
TEAEs by treatment group. The incidence of rash, cough, and vomiting were numerically higher 
in the cefiderocol group compared with the IMP group. Cough occurred only in females in both 
groups. In the cefiderocol group, 3 of the 7 patients had underlying lung disease or confounding 
medications (angiotensin II receptor blocker); and the remaining had an unexplained cough. 
Cough and vomiting were both mild in severity in most cases. Rash and elevated liver 
laboratory tests are discussed in the section below. 
 

Table 53.

Preferred Term

Cefiderocol
(N=300)

n (%)

IMP
(N=148)

n (%)
Any TEAE 122 (40.7) 76 (51.4)
Diarrhea 13 (4.3) 9 (6.1)
Hypertension 13 (4.3) 8 (5.4)
Infusion site reactionsa 11 (3.7) 7 (4.7)
Constipation 10 (3.3) 6 (4.1)
Rashb 9 (3.0) 1 (0.7)
Elevated liver laboratory testsc 7 (2.3) 1 (0.7)
Headache 7 (2.3) 8 (5.4)
Nausea 7 (2.3) 6 (4.1)
Cough 7 (2.3) 1 (0.7)
Candidiasisd 6 (2.0) 4 (2.7)
Hypokalemiae 6 (2.0) 4 (2.7)
Vomiting 6 (2.0) 2 (1.4)
Source: Medical Officer 
a infusion site reactions includes infusion site erythema, inflammation, pain, or pruritis and injection site pain or phlebitis
b rash includes erythema, skin irritation, rash macular, or rash maculo-papular
c elevations in liver tests includes AST, ALT, ALP, GGT or hepatic enzyme increased
d candidiasis includes oral or vulvovaginal candidiasis, candiduria
e hypokalemia includes blood potassium decreased
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

Medical Officer comments: When similar PTs for rash (as noted in footnote of table above) 
were combined, the incidence of rash increased from 1.7% to 3.0% among cefiderocol-treated 
patients. Rash is discussed in detail in section 9.5.3. When similar PTs for candidiasis were 
combined, the incidence of candidal infection remained similar between treatment groups. 
Mucocutaneous candidiasis is commonly seen after systemic antibacterial drug use. There were 
no cases of invasive candidiasis in the cUTI trial. Of note, rash and candidiasis were not listed in 
the Applicant’s Table 12-3 (Number (%) of Subjects with Adverse Events by Preferred Term 
Reported for at Least 2% of Subjects in Any Treatment Group (Safety Population). However, 
rash and candidiasis were reported in the proposed labeling in Section 6.1 Adverse Reactions, 
with similar frequencies as noted in the Reviewer Table above.  
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Although hypertension was reported as a common TEAE, the prevalence of baseline 
hypertension was 54.5% in the safety population and was similar between groups. As noted in 
section 9.4.8, there were no clinically meaningful differences in blood pressure.  

9.4.7. Laboratory Findings 

cUTI Trial: 

Routine clinical testing included hematology, serum chemistry, and urinalysis. No significant 
differences between the treatment groups were noted except for post-baseline abnormal liver 
chemistry and INR which are discussed in section 9.5.6, and changes in WBC. Specialized 
laboratory parameters (triiodothyronine, thyrotropin, hepcidin 25, thyroxine, total iron-binding 
capacity, and transferrin saturation) did not show large differences in changes from baseline 
between treatment groups. This is discussed in detail in section 9.5.8. 
 
There was a greater frequency of patients in the cefiderocol group than in the IMP group that 
had a post-baseline WBC decreased to a value < lower limit of normal (LLN) (7.3% [22/300] 
vs.2.7% [4/148], respectively. Table 54 shows the maximum shift in post-baseline WBC by 
treatment group. Changes in patients with baseline values of < LLN are not shown. No patients 
with elevated or normal baseline WBC had grade 4 leukopenia (based on Division of AIDS 
grading scale).  
 

Table 54. Maximum Post-Baseline Changes in WBC by Treatment Group in cUTI Trial 

Baseline Grade DAIDS GRADE

Cefiderocol
N=300
n (%)

IMP
N=148
n (%)

WBC > ULN
Grade 3:

WBC 2.5 to <3.99
x10*9 c/L

4 (1.3) 0 (0.0)

Grade 1:
WBC 5.49 to <6.99 x10*9 c/L

Grade 3:
WBC 2.5 to <3.99

x10*9 c/L
5 (1.7) 2 (1.4)

Grade 2:
WBC 3.99 to <5.49 x10*9 c/L

Grade 3:
WBC 2.5 to <3.99

x10*9 c/L
13 (4.3) 2 (1.4)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview 
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; DAIDS = Division of AIDS; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; ULN = upper limit of 
normal; WBC = white blood cell

 
Medical Officer comments: A review of the 22 patients in the cefiderocol group who developed 
grade 3 leukopenia (using the Division of AIDS grading scale) was done using the graphical 
patient profiles in JReview (JReview 13®, ). The range of low 
WBC was 2.6 to 3.9 x 109 c/L. Ten of these patients had a low WBC that was noted after study 
drug completion (range 14-40 days), and the remaining had a low WBC that was first reported 
on Day 4. Only one patient had fever with low WBC and this patient was noted to have had 
persistent growth in the urine culture at Day 4. One patient in the cefiderocol group with a 
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baseline WBC of 2.3 had grade 1 neutropenia (neutrophils <1x109 c/L) without an associated 
fever. 
 
As cefiderocol is primarily excreted by the kidney, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) 
worst post-baseline values were evaluated and are presented in Table 55. The chronic kidney 
disease epidemiology collaboration equation estimates GFR based on serum creatinine. This 
equation has been shown to perform better than the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease 
equation with less bias and greater accuracy (Levey et al. 2009). The overall incidence of 
worsening in any stage of post-baseline eGFR was similar in both treatment groups (14.0% 
[42/300] in the cefiderocol and 17.6% [26/148] in the IMP group). A similar shift table was 
generated using the Cockcroft-Gault Creatinine clearance method (using actual body weight). 
Compared to baseline, fewer patients in the cefiderocol group (38/300 or 12.7%) had worst 
post-baseline values than in the IMP group (29/148 or 19.6%).   
 

Table 55. CKD EPI eGFR Shift Table for Subjects in the cUTI Trial

Baseline GFR Category
Post-Baseline
Worst Stage Cefiderocol IMP

Total Subjects Any Worse Stage 42 (14.0%) 26 (17.6%)
Stage 1: eGFR  90: 
Normal or High GFR Stage 2: eGFR  60-89 18 (6.0%) 11 (7.4%)

Stage 3a: eGFR  45-59 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.7%)
Stage 4: eGFR 15-29 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.7%)

Stage 2: eGFR  60-89: 
Moderate GFR Stage 3a: eGFR  45-49 12 (4.0%) 6 (4.1%)

Stage 3b: eGFR  30-44 1 (0.3%)* 0 (0.0%)
Stage 4: eGFR  15-29 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.7%)

Stage 3a: eGFR 45-59: Moderate 
GFR Stage 3b: eGFR  30-44 8 (2.7%) 3 (2.0%)

Stage 3b: eGFR  30-44: Moderate 
GFR Stage 4: eGFR  15-29 1 (0.3%)* 0 (0.0%)

Stage 5: eGFR <15 1 (0.3%)* 0 (0.0%
Stage 4: eGFR 15-29: Severe GFR Stage 5: eGFR <15 0 (0.0%) 3 (2.0%)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview * Patients  discussed in Medical officer comments 
below.
Abbreviations: CKD EPI = chronic kidney disease epidemiology collaboration equation; eGFR = estimated glomerular filtration rate; 
IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin

Medical Officer comments: Shifts in renal function appeared similar in both treatment groups. 
There were a few outliers in the cefiderocol group. Patient  had a medical history of 
benign prostatic hypertrophy, diabetes mellitus (DM) and a baseline eGFR of 60-89 which 
decreased to 30-44 on Day 29 (FUP), 14 days after cefiderocol was stopped. No follow up 

). Concomitant 
medications were not listed and the CRF was not available. His clinical outcome was reported as 
relapse of P. mirabilis cUTI. The renal function may have worsened due to the relapse, but the 
cause of worsening renal function was unclear. Patient  had a medical history of 
hypertension (HTN), DM, CAD, a baseline eGFR of 30-44 which decreased to 15-29 on Day 10 
(EOT). Confounders included advanced age (>85), use of furosemide and zestoretic. Patient 
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 had a significant decrease in eGFR from Stage 3b to 5. He had developed obstructive 
neuropathy at Day 20 during which time his blood urea nitrogen was 78 mmol/L and creatinine 
was 8.6 μmol/L (eGFR was <10 mL/min). The obstruction was treated and the eGFR improved to 
51 mL/min by Day 32.  

9.4.8. Vital Signs 

Phase 1 Studies:  

As the cefiderocol drug substance contains a catechol moiety, the phase 1 studies were 
evaluated to determine if catecholamine-related adverse events, e.g., tachycardia or increased 
blood pressure may have been reported. No significant post-baseline changes in blood pressure 
and heart rate were noted.  
 
cUTI Trial: 

Changes from baseline over time for all vital sign measurements, including systolic blood 
pressure, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate and temperature, were generally 
similar in both treatment groups, and no clinically significant differences were observed. Small 
differences between treatment groups were noted in diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) and 
heart rate (beats per minute [bpm]). There were more subjects in the cefiderocol group (31.3% 
[94/300] of subjects) than in the IMP group (25.7% [38/148] who had diastolic blood pressure 

mmHg or who had  mmHg in diastolic blood pressure. There were 
more subjects in the IMP group (14.9% [56/148] than in the cefiderocol group (10.4% [31/300]) 

 
 
Medical Officer comments: Upon review of individual measurements, diastolic blood pressures 
<50 mmHG were either transient or normal for the individual subject, and not associated with 
clinical symptoms. Patients with a decrease mmHg did not 
appear to have accompanying tachycardia or AEs.  

9.4.9. Electrocardiograms 

Phase 1 Studies:  
 
There were no significant changes from baseline in the Phase 1 Studies.  
 
cUTI Trial: 
 
ECGs were obtained locally at Screening, during presentation with an acute infection, and at EA 
on Day 4. Following the discovery of several inconsistent results in investigative site recording 
of ECG parameters, copies of all ECGs were obtained and sent to an independent cardiologist 
who was asked to perform a blinded reading and reinterpretation of all available ECGs. The 
assessment by the independent cardiologist was then considered the reliable dataset and used 
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for the unblinded analysis of ECGs. The centralized ECG analysis followed by review by the 
DSMB led to the conclusion that subjects were not exposed to any additional cardiovascular risk 
as a consequence of participation in the study.  
 
A total of 399 subjects had evaluable ECGs at both baseline (within the hour prior to first 
infusion) and EA. Mean changes from the Screening ECG to the Day 4 visit on-treatment ECG 
were minimal and not indicative of a significant drug effect, except for that of heart 
bpm). Per the Applicant, this reduction was in line with defervescence associated with the 
effect of antibacterial therapy in the setting of an acute infection. 
 

9.4.10. QT  

cUTI Trial:  

ECG parameters at post baseline from the manual centralized reading by an independent 
cardiologist are shown by treatment group in the table below.  
 

Table 56. Incidence of Prolongation of Corrected QTcF Intervals 

QTcF ECG Parameter
Cefiderocol 

(n, %)
IMP 

(n, %)
QTcF (msec) at EA

n 263 134
Mean (SD) 408.7 (27.8) 407.8 (37.0)
Mean change from baseline (SD) 3.6 (28.9) 2.5 (24.0)

Post-baseline value at EA
<450 msec 253 (96.2) 125 (93.3)

7 (2.7) 8 (6.0)
1 (0.4) 1 (0.7)

>500 msec 2 (0.8) 0 (0.0)
Post-baseline change at EA

60 msec 17 (6.5) 8 (6.0)
>60 msec 11 (4.2) 4 (3.0)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview
n = the number of subjects with change from baseline for QTcF at Visit EA (Day 4) from central lab
Abbreviations: EA = early assessment at Day 4; ECG = electrocardiogram; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; QTcF = QT corrected 
according to Fridericia's formula; SD = standard deviation

 
The applicant conducted a TQT study in which cefiderocol 2 grams IV every 8 hours was 
compared to a positive control (moxifloxacin) as well as placebo in 56 healthy subjects. This 
study was evaluated by the Agency’s Interdisciplinary Review Team for QT studies. This 
committee concluded that the study was adequate and that at the doses tested cefiderocol did 
not prolong the QTc interval to any clinically relevant extent. 

9.4.11. Immunogenicity 

In the antigenicity study in guinea pigs, weak anaphylactic reactions and production of specific 
antibody to cefiderocol were observed in some animals when elicited by cefiderocol or its 
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protein conjugate under the condition of enhanced immune function with Freund’s adjuvant. 
However, there were no anaphylactic reactions or production of specific antibody when the 
animals were immunized by the cefiderocol sodium drug product without an adjuvant. On the 
basis of these results, antigenicity of the cefiderocol sodium drug product was judged to be 
weak. In the 1-month and 3-month repeat-dose toxicity studies in rats, development of 
germinal centers in the spleen, which suggested an enhanced antibody production, was 
observed. This change is considered to be an immune response possibly associated with the 
weak antigenic stimulation by cefiderocol, however, there was no evidence of anaphylaxis in 
either study. No changes suggesting anaphylaxis were observed as an adverse event of interest 
in any clinical study. No immunogenicity studies have been conducted in humans.  
 
Medical Officer comments: On the basis of these preclinical findings, anaphylaxis in humans 
was not expected. There were no events related to anaphylaxis in the clinical development 
program. 

9.5. Analysis of Adverse Events of Special Interest   

Adverse events of interest include antibacterial drug-related AEs (C. difficile-related AEs and 
-lactam class effects (rash/hypersensitivity reactions, liver toxicity, seizures, and 

bone marrow suppression), and cefiderocol-related considerations (thyroid 
function/abnormalities, iron transport/metabolism). 

9.5.1. Clostridioides difficile (C. difficile) Associated Diarrhea 

cUTI Trial: 

One patient in the cefiderocol group had an AE (SAE) related to C. difficile compared with 
6 patients in the IMP group (3 were SAEs). All cases of C. difficile infection resolved with 
appropriate therapy.  
 
Medical Officer comments: All cases of C. difficile infection appeared to be related to study 
drug as C. difficile infection occurred during or shortly after study drug treatment. Numerically 
more patients in the IMP group developed C. difficile infection. The Applicant proposes that the 
difference could be explained by the narrower spectrum of activity (no clinically relevant in 
vitro activity against anaerobic or Gram-positive bacteria) as compared to IMP. Although this 
may be a potential safety benefit of cefiderocol over IMP, the number of C. difficile infections in 
the study were too small to draw this conclusion.  

9.5.2. Diarrhea  

cUTI Trial:  

Diarrhea was one of the most frequently reported AEs which occurred in 4.3% (13/300) of 
subjects in the cefiderocol group and 6.1% (9/148) of subjects in the IMP group. One SAE of 
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diarrhea was reported in each treatment group, and one discontinuation due to diarrhea was 
reported in the cefiderocol group.  
 
Medical Officer comments: All cases of diarrhea may have been related to study treatment as 
antibacterial drug associated diarrhea is a very common adverse reaction. In a study of 
hospitalized patients receiving antibacterial drugs, antibacterial drug associated diarrhea 
occurred in 9.6% of patients and started between 1 and 16 days after antibacterial drug use 
(median 5), with a duration of 2 to 41 days (median 4) (Elseviers et al. 2015). 
 

9.5.3. Rash and Hypersensitivity 

Phase 1 Studies:  

In 1203R2111 (Part 1, single ascending dose), 1 subject each had a mild transient 
maculopapular rash (1 or 2 lesions) in the 1000 and 2000 mg group. The rashes occurred 5 to 60 
minutes after the start of the IV infusion, and spontaneously resolved 3 to 4 hours after the 
start of the infusion. In Part 2 (multiple dose), 5 and 2 patients had similar rashes in the 1000 
mg (iodide-contaminated study drug) and the 2000 mg (iodide-free study drug) group, 
respectively. The rashes occurred just before and during the infusion, and spontaneously 
resolved 1 to 7 hours after onset. Results of allergy tests for the subjects in the 2000 mg group 
were almost with the reference range.  
 
In Part 2 (multiple ascending dose), 4 AEs of pyrexia were reported by 2 subjects in the 1000 mg 
(iodide-contaminated study drug), 1 subject in the 1000 mg (iodide-free study drug), and 1 
subject in the 2000 mg group. In three of the patients (except for one in the 1000 mg iodide 
contaminated study drug group), the pyrexia was associated with nuchal pain. Subject  
(1000 mg iodine contaminated study drug group) had a maximum temperature of 39.5oC with 
an episode of vomiting around the last infusion of study drug on Day 10. He also had had a rash 
on Day 7. No liver abnormalities were noted. Another subject was discontinued from the study 
due to pyrexia as discussed previously in section 9.4.4. Pyrexia resolved in all cases after the last 
doses of study drug were given.  
 
In 1222R2113 (renal impairment), one subject  with moderate renal impairment 
developed an asymptomatic mild erythematous maculopapular rosacea-like rash on Day 2 after 
receiving study drug on Day 1 without incident. It was fully resolved by Day 6. Of note, the most 
frequently reported TEAE was contact dermatitis, reported by 1 subject each in cohorts 2 (mild 
renal impairment), 4 (severe renal impairment), and 5 (end stage renal disease (ESRD) on 
hemodialysis). None were assessed to be related to study drug by the investigator. In two cases, 
it was thought to be related to ECG pads, and in one case was noted at the right forearm 
(unclear whether it was near the IV infusion site).  
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cUTI Trial: 

Seven (2.3%) subjects in the cefiderocol and none in the IMP were reported to have a rash 
when similar PTs for rash (rash, rash macular, rash maculo-papular) were combined. Combining 
additional related PTs (skin irritation and erythema) to rash increased the frequency to 3.0% 
and 0.7% in the cefiderocol and IMP groups, respectively. All rashes were mild in severity 
except in one patient  who had a moderate rash (macular, disseminated). He 
developed a rash on Day 5 which resolved on Day 6 after discontinuation of vancomycin (being 
given concomitantly). Cefiderocol was continued until day 14. Three other cases of rash 
resolved with topical or systemic antihistamines during treatment with cefiderocol. Patient 

 developed a mild rash on his back on Day 4. Treatment with cefiderocol was stopped 
on Day 3, and the subject was switched to IMP, which was discontinued due to the rash. On Day 
4, the rash resolved, but the subject discontinued from the study by withdrawing consent. All 
rashes resolved except in one patient  who developed a mild rash on the head on 
Day 24 (10 days after cefiderocol treatment ended). Concomitant medications included 
amlodipine, metformin, acetylsalicylic acid, cosopt, ramipril, nebivolol, atorvastatin, eplernone, 
and torasamide. He was treated with hydrocortisone and paraffin for the rash. The rash had not 
resolved by the end of the study.  
 
Subject  had moderate drug hypersensitivity (verbatim term: itching) after the first 
dose of cefiderocol. Cefiderocol was discontinued, and itching resolved on day 1. Treatment 
included IV hydrocortisone and oral clemastine.  
 
Subject  had a history of a penicillin allergy and developed dermatitis prior to 
cefiderocol administration on Day 1 followed by photosensitivity on Day 2. The patient 
completed treatment on Day 5.  
 
A Standardized MedDRA query (Narrow SMQ) for hypersensitivity showed a relative risk of 1.9 
disfavoring the cefiderocol group (8 or 2.7% in the cefiderocol group and 2 or 1.4% in the IMP 
group). 
 
Medical Officer comments: Approximately 19/392 (4.8%) of patients from the phase 1 and the 
cUTI trial were reported to have had a rash. In Study 1203R2111, iodide contamination of the 
study drug may have been a confounder. However, two patients in the iodide contaminated 
group had rash associated with other abnormal findings (pyrexia in  and increased 
transaminases in  which is discussed in section 9.5.5). It cannot be excluded that the 
development of rash was related to cefiderocol in most cases. In the cUTI trial, the timing of 
events for patient  was unclear, but rash due to either cefiderocol or IMP or both, 
may have led to withdrawal from the study. There appeared to be a positive dechallenge with 
vancomycin in patient ; thus, rash may not have been related to cefiderocol. Patient # 

 had a delayed onset of rash which did not resolve by the EOS. The concomitant 
medications had been taken for a few years prior to the onset of the rash. Rash can be a 
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-lactam therapy. Rash and hypersensitivity will 
be listed in labeling.  
 
Pyrexia was included in this section as it may be a manifestation of drug hypersensitivity. 
Pyrexia was noted in 4 patients in Phase 1 Study 1203R2111 and in 3 patients in the cefiderocol 
group in the cUTI Trial. In the cUTI Trial, one event was reported as an SAE but appeared to be 
unrelated to study drug; pyrexia was more likely due to cUTI relapse. The nuchal pain 
associated with pyrexia in the Phase 1 Study was not observed in the cUTI Trial.  

9.5.4. Seizures 

cUTI Trial: 

No seizures were reported in the IMP group. One (0.3%) patient  in the cefiderocol 
group had a moderate TEAE of epileptic seizure. She had a history of epilepsy and developed a 
seizure on day 7 which resolved with levetiracetam and diazepam. Cefiderocol was continued 
until day 10. Patient  had a fatal cardio-respiratory arrest of unknown cause and was 
reported to have had a medical history of epilepsy. No witnessed seizures had been reported.  
 
Medical Officer comments: -lactams could 
induce seizures or decrease the threshold for a seizure in a patient with a history of epilepsy.   
 

9.5.5. Hepatotoxicity 

Phase 1 Studies:  
In 1203R2111 (Part 1), there were no clinically significant changes in liver transaminases.  
 
In Part 2, all participating subjects were male. Twenty-four received active treatment and 6 
received placebo for 10 days. Eight subjects received the to-be marketed dose of 2 gm IV every 
8 hours. One subject in the 1000 mg (iodide-contaminated study drug) group, 5 subjects in the 
1000 mg (iodide-free study drug) group, and 1 subject in the 2000 mg group had liver 
transaminase elevations. In the placebo group, 1 subject had an increased ALT. All AEs were 
mild and either resolved or resolving without intervention. Table 57 shows the time course of 
transaminase elevation. Subject  .5 x upper limit of normal (ULN) on Day 
12. He had developed a rash on Day 7 which resolved the same day without intervention. The 
liver transaminases started to rise on Day 8. The investigator assessed all subjects’ changes in 
liver transaminases as probably related to study treatment.  
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Table 57. Individual Entire Time Course of Liver Transaminases Data in 1203R2111 (Part 2)
Subject ID 
(Dosage) Labs Day1 Day2 Day3 Day5 Day8 Day10 Day11 Day12 Day13 Day14 Day17 Day 47 

(1000 
mg 
q8h [a]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 13 13 15 23 46 53   38    54 46 32 17 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 14 12 15 28 73 91 86 106 104 80 40 - 

(1000 
mg 
q8h [b]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 24 24 28 38 43 43   37    42 38 30 20 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 23 26 31 50 73 86 81 86 77 65 39 - 

(1000 
mg 
q8h [b]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 15 15 16 16 16 16 15 17 39 30 17 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 20 20 20 18 19 20 19 22 47 48 30 - 

(1000 
mg 
q8h [b]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 20 20 21 24 24 30 31 34 38 35 30 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 35 34 34 38 45 57 64 70 79 74 64 44* 

(1000 
mg 
q8h [b]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 13 13 14 16 19 22 23 24 29 17 18 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 14 14 15 19 33 40 44 48 54 35 29 - 

(1000 
mg 
q8h [b]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 15 16 18 23 19 19 19 21 24 18 16 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 18 22 24 38 36 38 38 42 46 37 27 - 

(2000 
mg 
q8h [b]) 

AST 
(IU/L) 30 26 27 28 42 37   35    40 38 36 21 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 39 38 39 42 67 69 66 71 63 61 34 - 
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Subject ID 
(Dosage) Labs Day1 Day2 Day3 Day5 Day8 Day10 Day11 Day12 Day13 Day14 Day17 Day 47 

(placebo) 

AST 
(IU/L) 13 14 14 22 20 25 21 19 26 18 13 - 

ALT 
(IU/L) 13 16 19 34 38 49   47    42 47 35 20 - 

Source: Applicant’s Table 12.2.3-3 CSR 1203R2111
Note: Shadowed areas are out of the normal range (AST, 13-33 IU/L; ALT, 8-42 IU/L).
[a] The study drug (S-649266) was contaminated with iodide (Lot number, CF2007).
[b] The study drug (S-649266) was not contaminated with iodide (Lot number, CF2052).
*: The outcome was resolving.
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Medical Officer comments: Subject  had received iodide-contaminated study drug 
which may have contributed to the rash. However, mild drug-associated liver injury is possible 
given the combination of rash followed by increased transaminases. There appeared to be a 
positive dechallenge as well. Of all healthy subjects who received cefiderocol in Part 2 
(excluding subject due to iodide contamination), 6/24 (25%) had mild ALT elevation of 
> ULN to 2x ULN, which resolved or was resolving by the end of the study.  
 
In 1603R2116 (TQT), one subject had increased hepatic enzymes on Day 2 of Treatment period 
4 after receiving a 4 gm dose of cefiderocol (given on Day 1). Subject  was a 47 year old 
male with an unremarkable medical history who had not received any concomitant 
medications. He had received a 400 mg dose of moxifloxacin in Treatment period 1, a 2 gm 
dose of cefiderocol in period 2, and placebo to cefiderocol in period 3. The liver enzymes are 
noted in Table 58. 
the ALT had decreased further from baseline, and AST had almost normalized (the reference 
ranges were slightly different due to using a local laboratory for FUP visits).  
 

Table 58. Subject  Liver Enzymes
Treatment Period/ 

Day (Date)

Test 
(Normal 
Range) Screening

Tx P4/
D 1 

24 Aug
2016

Tx P4/
D 2

26 Aug
2016

Tx P4/
D 15

08 Sep
2016

Tx P4/
D 34

27 Sep
2016

Tx P4/
D 40
3 Oct
2016

10 Oct
2016a

10 Oct
2016a

ALT 
(7-52
U/L)

88 47 69 152 87 87 92 66

AST 
(13-39
U/L)

39 33 52 87 51 47 51 43

Source: Applicant 1603R2116 CSR
a obtained at local lab due to patient’s physical distance from site, AST reference range: 10-42 U/L; ALT reference range 10-40 U/L
Abbreviations: ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; D = day; Tx = treatment

 
Medical Officer comments: A supratherapeutic dose of cefiderocol (4 gm) may have 
contributed to the increased ALT and AST in this patient. However, the etiology of an abnormal 
baseline ALT was unknown. Also, the crossover design of this study precludes causality 
attribution given the possibility of delayed effects from moxifloxacin. 
 
cUTI Trial:  

There were no cases of Hy’s Law as shown in Figure 9. No transaminase rises were associated 
with increases in bilirubin. 
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Figure 9. Hy’s Law Overlay Plot 

 
Source: Medical Officer, Figure created in JMP clinical
Abbreviations: ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; BILI = bilirubin; ULN = upper limit of normal

Liver events were defined as meeting the clinical or biochemical parameters described in the 
protocol are listed below.  

a. AST or ALT >5 × ULN 
b. AST or ALT >3 × ULN and total bilirubin >2 × ULN or prothrombin time-

international normalized ratio (PT-INR) >1.5, if PT-INR measured. 
c. AST or ALT >3 × ULN with signs or symptoms compatible with hepatitis or 

hypersensitivity (e.g., fatigue, nausea, vomiting, right upper quadrant pain or 
tenderness, jaundice, fever, rash or eosinophilia [>5%]). 

 
Pre-defined liver events based on the criteria above were reported for 2 (0.7%) of subjects 
treated with cefiderocol and 1 (0.7%) subjects treated with IMP. In the cefiderocol group, 4 
(1.3%) subjects (including 2 that met the criteria for liver events) had an ALT or AST >3 × ULN 
compared with 1 (0.7%) subjects (who also met the criteria for liver events) in the IMP group. 
The cefiderocol group also had a notably higher frequency of AST and ALT > . 
Table 59 shows a summary of abnormal liver chemistry post-baseline by treatment group. 
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Table 59. Maximum Increases in Liver Tests Post-Baseline by Treatment Group

Test Baseline Value
Maximum Increase in 

Value

Cefiderocol
N=300

IMP
N=148

n % n %

AST
39 13.0 9 6.1
1 0.3 1 0.7
2 0.7 0 0.0

ALT

44 14.7 7 4.7
2 0.7 0 0.0
1 0.3 1 0.7
1 0.3 0 0.0

ALP 19 6.3 10 6.8
0 0.0 2 1.4

GGT

33 11.0 15 10.1
6 2.0 2 1.4

>5x ULN 2 0.7 0 0.0
2 0.7 1 0.7
3 1.0 1 0.7
4 1.3 0 0.0

TB 15 5.0 6 4.1
0 0 3 2.0

Source: Medical Officer, Table Created in JReview
Baseline is defined as the last measurement prior to receipt of the first infusion of study drug. The summary is based on central 
laboratory assessments.
Abbreviations: ALT = alanine aminotransferase, AST = aspartate aminotransferase, GGT = gamma-glutamyltransferase;
IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; TB = total bilirubin; ULN = upper limit of normal

 
The patients who had pre-defined liver events in both groups are described below:  
 
Cefiderocol group:   

1. Patient 2 was a 32 year old female with no prior medical history and normal baseline 
liver tests who had acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis. On Day 4, the AST was >5x ULN, ALT 
was >4x ULN, and GGT was >4x ULN. Cefiderocol was discontinued on Day 8 due to the event. 

remained within the normal range, and PT and INR were slightly above ULN on Day 9. The AST, 
ALT, PT, and INR values resolved by Day 17. Confounders included an ongoing medication 
(levonorgestrel) and new medications (paracetamol (acetaminophen) on Day 2, drotaverine on 
Days 1-16, and metamizole sodium on Days 1-8). Table 60 shows the liver abnormalities by 
study day. 
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Table 60. Liver Enzyme Abnormalities in Subject  
Relative
Study 
Day

ALT (U/L) 
(NR 6-41)

AST (U/L) 
(NR 9-34)

ALP (U/L) 
(NR 37-116)

TB (mg/dL) 
(NR 0.10-

1.10)
GGT (U/L) 
(NR 7-38)

PT (sec) 
(NR 9.2-

11.6)
INR (NR 
0.9-1.1)

1 10 18 41 0.81 15 10.5 1.0
4 193 182 110 0.29 174 10.5 1.0
9 83 35 117 0.27 192 12.2 1.2
11 61 38 85 0.26 142 11.4 1.1
17 20 17 73 0.46 105 10.7 1.1
24 15 22 48 0.44 60 10.0 1.0

Source: Applicant’s Table from CSR 1409R2121 
Abbreviations: ALP = a kaline phosphatase; ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; GGT = gamma-
glutamyltransferase; INR = international normalized ratio; PT = prothrombin time; sec = seconds; TB = total bilirubin; NR = normal 
range

 
Medical Officer comments: The reviewer agrees with the investigator that the increased liver 
enzymes were related to cefiderocol given the temporal association and positive dechallenge. 
There were a few medications for pain relief and sinusitis that were introduced concomitantly 
that may have confounded the case. Metamizole is an analgesic which was withdrawn in the 
U.S. due to increased agranulocytosis. It is contraindicated in those with severe hepatic 
insufficiency (Metamizole 2018). Metamizole may increase the effect of penicillin and 
sulfonamides. Drotaverine is an anti-spasmodic which can be used in the treatment of renal 
colic. It is not to be used in patients with hepatic impairment (Drotaverine 2017). Neither drug 
carries a warning for liver toxicity although published information about these drugs is scant as 
manufacturing occurs outside of the U.S. 
 
2. Patient  was an 87 year old male diagnosed with cUTI without pyelonephritis who 
had multiple comorbidities and was taking several concomitant medications including 
hydroxychloroquine sulfate and simvastatin. He was reported to have had a severe AE of AST 
increased >12x and ALT increased >19x on Day 21. The last day of cefiderocol administration 
was Day 9. At baseline and by Day 15, the liver enzymes were within normal limits. On Day 15, 
the subject visited the study site and was noted to have a decrease in oral intake per his wife. 
Safety laboratory data showed elevated blood urea nitrogen/creatinine. On Day 17, the patient 
was hospitalized for urinary obstruction and candida was noted in the urine culture. He was 
given fluconazole from Day 19 to 21, and then amphotericin from Day 21 to 25. Ultrasound 
showed gallstones and sludge but no other abnormalities. By Day 39, the elevated liver 
enzymes were almost within the normal range. The investigator assessed the event as possibly 
related to fluconazole. Table 61 show the liver enzymes by relative study day.  
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Table 61. Liver Enzyme Abnormalities in Subject  
Relative 
Study 
Day

ALT (U/L) 
(NR 6-41)

AST (U/L) 
(NR 9-34)

ALP (U/L)
(NR 37-116)

TB (mg/dL) 
(NR 0.10-

1.10)
GGT (U/L) 
(NR 7-38)

PT (sec)
(NR 9.2-

11.6)
INR (NR 
0.9-1.1)

1 14 22 70 0.30 25 12.4 1.2
4 13 18 70 0.37 27 11.6 1.1
9 12 19 80 0.31 26 11.9 1.1
15 14 22 77 0.38 24 12.5 1.2
21 780 438 106 0.45 78 15.4 1.5
39 47 31 96 0.57 81 12.9 1.2

Source: Applicant’s Table from CSR
Abbreviations: ALP = a kaline phosphatase; ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; GGT = gamma-
glutamyltransferase; INR = international normalized ratio; PT = prothrombin time; sec = seconds; TB = total bilirubin; NR = normal 
range

 

Medical Officer comments: It cannot be excluded that a delayed rise in AST and ALT after 
cefiderocol discontinuation was related to cefiderocol. However, the case is confounded by 
fluconazole and possibly sepsis secondary to funguria as well. In addition, there may have been 
a drug interaction between fluconazole and simvastatin, causing a hepatocellular pattern of 
injury. 
 
3. Patient  was a 36 year old white female with acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis. 
She had abnormal screening values of ALT (111 U/L) and AST (78 U/L) which further increased 
to 146 (3x ULN) and 98 (2x ULN) on Day 14, respectively. Treatment with cefiderocol ended on 
Day 8. No concomitant medications were given. There were no associated AEs or increase in 
the values of other liver tests. At FUP (Day 22), the AST was 97 and ALT was 113 U/L.  
 
Medical Officer Comments: The etiology of increased AST and ALT at baseline are unknown; the 
patient had been receiving paracetamol on Days -5 to -1 which may have contributed. 
However, the relatedness to cefiderocol cannot be excluded as there were no concomitant 
medications, and the liver enzymes further increased after treatment with cefiderocol.  
 
4. Patient  was a 49 year old female with history of a herniated disc was diagnosed 
with acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis. She had no history liver disease, and had a normal 
screening AST and ALT. On Day 4, the AST and ALT both increased to 3x ULN (116 and 150 U/L, 
respectively). On Day 10 (EOT), the AST normalized, and the ALT was 54 U/L. The AST and ALT 
remained normal on subsequent visits. There were no associated AEs or increase in the values 
of other liver tests. Concomitant medications included metamizole which was given from Days 
2 to 5, drotaverine given Day 1 to 5, and hyoscine given Day 1 to 2.  
 
Medical Officer comments: Cefiderocol contribution to increased AST and ALT appears likely as 
the patient had no history of liver disease, there was a temporal increase in AST and ALT during 
treatment. However, it appears that the AST and ALT started to decrease while on cefiderocol 
treatment. Metamizole and drotaverine were concomitantly administered and discontinued 
during the treatment period; these may affect the liver as previously noted. Hyoscine is an anti-
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spasmodic used in the treatment of cramps and renal colic. It does not appear to be associated 
with liver toxicity (Sanofi 2018).   

IMP group:  

1.Patient  was a 56 year old female with a history of hepatic steatosis. She had a 
normal screening AST, ALT, alkaline phosphatase (ALP), and GGT. The last dose of IMP was 
given on Day 14. On Day 14, the ALT was 5x ULN and the AST was 3x ULN. On Day 21, the ALT 
peaked at 10x ULN. The ALT, AST, and GGT were normalizing by day 42, and PT and INR 
remained within the normal range. The patient was treated with phospholipids to improve the 
liver enzymes, and esomeprazole and atorvastatin were discontinued. The investigator 
considered the hepatic function abnormal to be related to the study drug.  
 
Medical Officer comment: This reviewer agrees with the investigator that IMP was related to 
increased liver enzymes given the temporal association and positive dechallenge. Confounders 
include the use of atorvastatin and esomeprazole. 

Overall, hepatic investigations and hepatobiliary disorders were reported in 13 (4.3%) and 4 
(2.7%) of cefiderocol and IMP -treated patients, respectively. Hepatic TEAEs are shown in 
below. 

Table 70. Hepatic TEAEs in the cUTI Trial

SOC/PT

Cefiderocol
N=300

IMP
N=148

n (%) n (%)
Any Hepatic TEAE 13 (4.3) 4 (2.7)
Investigations 7 (2.3) 1 (0.68)

ALT increased >3x ULN 3 (1) 1 (0.7)
AST increased >3x ULN 1 (0.3) 0 (0)
Blood ALP increased 0 (0) 1 (0.7)
GGT increased 5 (1.7) 1 (0.7)
Hepatic enzyme increased 1* (0.3) 0 (0)

Hepatobiliary disorders 6 (2.0) 3 (2.0)
Cholecystitis 2 (0.7) 0 (0)
Cholecystitis chronic 1 (0.3) 0 (0)
Cholelithiasis 1 (0.3) 0 (0)
Gallbladder pain 1 (0.3) 0 (0)
Hepatic cyst 1 (0.3) 0 (0)
Hepatic function abnormal 0 (0) 1 (0.7)
Hepatic lesion 0 (0) 1 (0.7)
Hepatic steatosis 1 (0.3) 0 (0)
Hepatomegaly 0 (0) 1 (0.7)

Source: Medical Officer, Reviewer Table Created in MAED. Custom query for investigations includes ALT increased, AST 
increased, Blood ALP increased, GGT increased, and hepatic enzyme increased. 
* Subject had both ALT and AST increased. 
Abbreviations: ALP = a kaline phosphatase; ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; 
cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; GGT = gamma-glutamyltransferase; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; PT = preferred term; 
SOC = system organ class
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The incidence of TEAEs in the gallbladder-related disorders SMQ was 1.7% (5/300) in the 
cefiderocol group and 0% in the IMP group with a relative risk of 5.4. The following patients are 
described below. Four of the five patients had no prior medical history of a gallbladder 
disorder. None of the TEAEs led to discontinuation of the study drug or were considered 
treatment-related by the investigator.  
 
1.  – 41 year old Hispanic female weighing 82 kg developed acute cholecystitis of 
moderate severity on Day 5. There were no associated elevations in liver enzymes. The study 
drug was continued until Day 15. The TEAE resolved by Day 15, but details regarding 
management of cholecystitis are not available.  
 
2.  – 53 year old white female with no prior history of gall-bladder disorders 
developed acute cholecystitis of moderate severity on day 3 through Day 12. The GGT 
increased from 31 to 157 U/L and ALP from 101 to 114 U/L, and other liver enzymes remained 
normal. Study drug was continued until Day 13.  
 
3.  – 83 year old white female with history of myelodysplasia developed cholelithiasis 
on day 2. The ALT, AST, and TB will mildly elevated (2x ULN) at baseline and normalized by day 
23. Study drug was continued until Day 9.  
 
4. – 58 year old white female with cholelithiasis, diabetes mellitus, and dyslipidemia 
developed gallbladder pain from day 8 to 11. Study drug was completed on day 7, and the 
patient was to be discharged but remained hospitalized due to abdominal pain, nausea, and 
dizziness. An ultrasound showed gallstones and liver steatosis. The investigator considered the 
event to be related to the patient’s history of cholelithiasis and cholecystokinetic diet. The 
event resolved by Day 11 after symptomatic treatment. The GGT remained mildly elevated (2x 
ULN) from baseline on all visits.  
 
5.  – 79 year old white male with no history of gall-bladder disorders developed 
chronic cholecystitis on Day 26, which was 19 days after the study drug was completed. No 
abnormal liver enzymes were noted prior to Day 23 and laboratory data after Day 23 were not 
collected.  
 
Medical Officer comments: In developed countries, gall-bladder disease can affect up to the 
20% of the population, and risk factors include female gender, increased body mass index 
(BMI), and age above 50 (Everhart et al. 1999). Among U.S. males, there is a higher prevalence 
in the older age range (60-74) (European Association for the Study of the Liver 2016). Thus, the 
patients noted above had epidemiological risk factors for gall-bladder disease. However, 
gallbladder disorders occurred in the cefiderocol group alone, and were temporally associated 
with drug administration. Drug-induced gallbladder disease has been noted with other 
antimicrobial products such as ceftriaxone, erythromycin, ampicillin, and dapsone by various 
pathogenic mechanism (Michielsen et al. 1992). In humans, there is minimal excretion of 
cefiderocol into bile (2.8% of the administered dose was excreted in feces). However, it is 
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possible that there is another mechanism of drug-induced gallbladder disease with cefiderocol 
and this would need to be further investigated in post-marketing studies if the product is 
approved.  

9.5.6. Coagulation Abnormalities 

There was an imbalance in PT-INR elevation in the cefiderocol group as noted in the table 
below. The vitamin K antagonists (acenocoumarol, warfarin, warfarin potassium, and warfarin 
sodium) were reported as concomitant medications in more patients in the cefiderocol group, 
5.7% (17/300) than in the IMP group, 2% (3/148). Of 20 patients with elevated INR during 
cefiderocol treatment, 16 had received concomitant anti-coagulant therapy and the maximum 
post-baseline INR among those patients was 4.0. The remaining 4 patients naïve to anti-
coagulant therapy had transient increases in PT, INR, PTT and the maximum post-baseline INR 
was 1.9. Elevations in these coagulation tests were not associated with bleeding complications. 
 

Table 62. Maximum Post-Baseline Increase in PT-INR in the cUTI Trial

Baseline Value of 
PT-INR

Maximum Increase 
in Value

Cefiderocol
(N=300)

n (%)

IMP 
(N=148)

n (%)
>1.5 5 (1.7) 1 (0.7)
>1.5 13 (4.3)* 2 (1.4)

Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview
*

Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; PT-INR = prothrombin time international 
normalized ratio

 
Medical Officer comments: It cannot be excluded that cefiderocol may cause increases in 
coagulation factors in patients on or off anti-coagulant therapy. In this trial, increases in 
coagulation factors were not associated with AEs related to bleeding.   
 

9.5.7. Bone Marrow Suppression 

Phase 1 Studies:  

In Study 1603R2116 (Part 2, TQT), Subject  was a 31 year old black female with a history 
of dysmenorrhea had normal baseline Hgb (10.7 g/dL) and Hct (32.9%), but reduced 
erythrocyte Mean Corpuscular Volume (MCV) and Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin. She 
developed decreased Hgb (8.6 g/dL) and Hct (27.6%) on Day -1 of Treatment period 4, after 
receiving a 2 and 4 gm dose of cefiderocol in periods 1 and 2, respectively and a 400 mg 
moxifloxacin dose in period 3. The laboratory values by period and study date are noted in 
Table 63. The patient received ferrous sulfate and ascorbic acid and was instructed to follow up 
with her primary care physician. The TEAE was ongoing at the EOS. Anemia was not considered 
to be related to study drug by the investigator.  
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Table 63. Abnormal Hgb and Hct Values for Subject 
Treatment Period/

Day (Date)

Test
(Normal Range)

Treatment P4/ 

(18 Aug 2016)

Treatment P4/

(24 Aug 2016)

Treatment P4/
Day15
(08 Sep 2016)

Treatment P4/
Day 28
(21 Sep 2016)

Erythrocyte MCV 
(80-100 fL) 70 68 68 67

Hematocrit 
(37.0-47.0 %) 27.6 28.8 28.1 26.1

Hemoglobin 
(11.5-16 g/dL) 8.6 9.2 8.7 8.0
Source: Adapted from Applicant’s Table CSR 1603R2116
Abbreviations: Hct = hematocrit; Hgb = hemoglobin; MCV = mean corpuscular volume

 
cUTI Trial:  

No clinically significant post-baseline changes in the mean hemoglobin or hematocrit were 
noted between treatment groups from screening to TOC. 
 
Five patients were reported to have anemia-related TEAEs, and are described below: 
 
Two patients in the cefiderocol group had SAEs of anemia and hemorrhagic anemia, both in the 
context of upper gastrointestinal bleeding from duodenal ulceration. Patient  
developed dark stools on Day 3 and the hemoglobin (Hgb) was 7.6 g/dL on Day 14. Cefiderocol 
was continued until day 10. Hemorrhagic anemia was resolving at the time of study completion 
(Day 40) after treatment with blood transfusions and IV pantoprazole. Patient  had a 
baseline Hgb of 11.6 g/dL on Day 1 and cefiderocol was given until Day 11. On Day 27 (FUP 
visit), the patient was reported to have anemia (value not provided). On Day 33 she was 
hospitalized and the Hgb was 6.6 mg/dL. The gastroscopy showed multiple pyloric erosions, and 
gastrointestinal bleeding was treated with blood transfusion and octreotide.  
 
One patient  in the cefiderocol group was noted to have mild iron deficiency anemia 
which was also present at baseline. One patient  in the IMP group was noted to have 
mild secondary anemia.  
 
Patient  in the cefiderocol group with a prior history of anemia and prostate cancer 
who was reported to have an SAE of obstructive nephropathy, developed a Hgb of 7.4 g/dL on 
Day 20 for which he was transfused 3 units of blood. Cefiderocol had been discontinued in this 
patient on Day 3 due to meeting an exclusion criterion for the study (gram positive pathogen in 
the urine culture).  
 
Medical Officer comments: In Subject  in the TQT study, the drop in Hgb and Hct was 
noted after receiving a 4 gm and 2 gm dose of cefiderocol. The anemia appeared to be 
microcytic (low MCV), and the MCV was slightly low at baseline. No other cause of worsening 
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Hgb and Hct was reported. It cannot be excluded that anemia was related to cefiderocol. 
Moxifloxacin may have been a confounder for anemia.  
 
As discussed in section 9.4.3 previously, the two SAEs of anemia were confounded by 
concomitant medications that can cause bleeding (blood thinners and non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs), but relatedness to cefiderocol could not be excluded. It is unlikely that 
patient  developed anemia secondary to cefiderocol as he had a history of anemia 
(baseline unknown) and worsening anemia occurred about 17 days after treatment 
discontinuation. Anemia was not reported as an AE in this patient, but the low hematocrit was 
found upon review of the narratives of SAEs.  

9.5.8. Iron Transport and Metabolism  

Adverse events related to iron transport and metabolism are important as cefiderocol binds to 
ferric iron and is actively transported into the periplasmic space by the outer membrane iron 
transport system in susceptible Gram-negative bacteria. 
 
Phase 1 Studies:  

In 1203R2111 (Part 1), the mean change from baseline to Day 8 in iron (ug/mL) was greatest in 
the 500 mg group (-59.0), followed by placebo (-32.2), and 1000 mg (-34.8). The 2000 mg group 
had a mean increase in iron of 16.5 μg/mL. The mean iron levels were normal (80-199 ug/mL in 
males, 70-179 ug/mL in females) at Day 8 in all groups except 500 mg (68.3 μg/mL) and 1000 
mg (76.8 μg/mL). The 500 mg group had 4 males and 2 females, and the 1000 mg group had 
only males.  

In Part 2, the mean value of iron was slightly below LLN for males in the 1000-mg (the iodide-
contaminated study drug) group on Day 5 (74.5 μg/dL), Day 11 (65.0 μg/dL) and Day 17 (60.6 
μg/dL), in the 1000 mg (the iodide-free study drug) group on Day 5 (72.0 μg/dL), Day 11 (66.9 
μg/dL), Day 13 (71.1 μg/dL), Day 14 (64.6 μg/dL) and Day 17 (64.3 μg/dL). The baseline mean 
iron in these two 1000 mg groups was lower than the 2000 mg and placebo groups. At Day 17, 
the mean change from baseline was similar in all groups. The investigator considered that iron 
was incorporated into bone marrow from peripheral blood for hematopoiesis because of 
frequent blood samplings.  

In 1222R2113, the mean value of hepcidin was noted to be high (490.94 ng/mL and 467.60 
ng/mL) for Cohort 5 (ESRD on hemodialysis) at both baseline and FUP. There was a decrease in 
the mean value from baseline to FUP of >10 ng/mL in all cohorts except Cohort 1 (normal renal 
function). The mean values for iron were within the reference range (30-
and 41- an value of 
iron from baseline to FUP was noted in Cohort 2 (mild renal impairment) and Cohort 4 (severe 
renal impairment), respectively, and compared to other cohorts where a decrease was noted 
from baseline to FUP. The mean values for transferrin saturation were within the reference 
range (20%-55% for both sites, except for Cohort 4, where the mean values were slightly low 
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from the reference range at baseline and FUP; however, there was a slight increase (2.5%) in 
the mean values from baseline to FUP. A slight decrease in mean transferrin saturation value 
was observed in Cohorts 1, 3, and 5 from baseline to FUP. The mean values for total iron 
binding capacity were within the reference range (250-
increase in mean total iron binding capacity value was observed in Cohorts 3, 4, and 5, whereas 
a slight decrease was observed in Cohorts 1 and 2, from baseline to FUP. 
 
Medical Officer comments: No patterns of abnormal values could be correlated with the 
escalating doses in part 1 or the increasing stage of renal impairment of each cohort in part 2. 
None of the changes in iron parameters (hepcidin, serum iron, transferrin saturation, and total 
iron binding capacity) appeared to be clinically meaningful.  
 
cUTI Trial: 

A decrease in hepcidin was noted between screening and TOC in both treatment groups. As 
hepcidin is an acute phase reactant, the Applicant notes that a decrease is most likely indicative 
of treatment of the underlying infection.   
 
Figure 10 shows the changes over time (screening to TOC) in hepcidin-25 and iron. There was a 
larger decrease in the post-baseline value of hepcidin-25 (89.4 ng/mL in the cefiderocol and 
70.1 ng/mL in the IMP group). Serum iron levels increased in both groups after treatment, with 
a slightly larger increase in the cefiderocol group. Figure 11 shows the total iron-binding 
capacity (TIBC) and transferrin saturation over time (screening to TOC) by treatment group. 
There was a larger increase in the post-baseline value of TIBC (24 ug/dL in the cefiderocol group 
vs. 8.3 ug/dL in the IMP group). There was a small increase in the post-baseline value of 
transferrin saturation (5% in cefiderocol vs. 2.6% in IMP). In general, the mean values of iron, 
TIBC, and transferrin saturation were within the normal reference range at screening and at 
TOC for both treatment groups.  
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Figure 10. Box-Whiskers Plot of Hepcidin and Iron Over Time

 
Source: Medical Officer, Figure created in JReview
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Figure 11. Box-Whiskers Plot of TIBC and Transferrin Saturation Over Time

 
Source: Medical Officer, Figure created in JReview

Medical Officer comments: Hepcidin-25 was measured in the cUTI Trial but the assay that was 
used to obtain this test and the normal reference range is not given. Different assays can 
produce variable cut-offs (Girelli et al. 2016). Values can also differ based on age and gender, 
and reference ranges in these groups have not been established. Hepcidin is a liver-derived 
peptide-hormone which a key regulator of systemic iron homeostasis, and its unbalanced 
production contributes to the pathogenesis of a spectrum of iron disorders. Hepcidin 
production is tightly regulated and helps to maintain stable body iron levels. The increased 
expression of hepcidin that accompanies inflammation or infection is generally viewed as part 
of the strategy of pathogen iron deprivation since it leads to a decrease in serum iron levels. 
There was a slightly greater change in all of the iron metabolism studies, hepcidin-25, iron, TIBC 
and transferrin saturation from screening to TOC in the cefiderocol group compared to the IMP 
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group. The clinical significance of this is unclear. The Applicant notes that there are no 
differences between treatment groups in iron metabolism parameters over time, and that the 
mechanism of action of cefiderocol in relation to iron metabolism does not appear to generate 
safety concerns at this time. 

9.5.9. Thyroid Abnormalities 

Phase 1 Studies:  

In 1203R2111 (Part 2), drug contamination with iodide led to abnormalities in 
thyroid function tests. Three subjects (37.5%) had blood thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) 
increased and 1 (12.5%) subject had blood TSH decreased in the iodide-contaminated 1000 
mg cefiderocol group. In the iodide-free 1000 mg cefiderocol group, no subjects had TSH-
related abnormalities.  
 
cUTI Trial:  

There was no contamination of study drug with iodine; however, AEs related to thyroid 
function were closely monitored. 
 
Four subjects in the cefiderocol group had AEs related to thyroid function (elevated TSH, 
hyperthyroidism, thyroxine decreased, and hypothyroidism in 1 subject each); 1 subject in the 
IMP group had an AE related to thyroid function (elevated TSH). All were considered unrelated 
to treatment by the investigator. In the cefiderocol group, three of the patients had history of 
thyroid abnormalities or had received medications for thyroid disease. The fourth patient 

 was a 58-year-old white female with no prior thyroid disease and a normal TSH, T4, 
and T3 at baseline. On Day 7, the T3 remained normal, the T4 decreased to 60 nmol/L, and the 
TSH increased to 4.41 mIU/L. Cefiderocol was continued until Day 8. The T4 and TSH 
normalized by Day 22 (FUP). Patient  was a 63-year-old white female with a history of 
hypothyroidism but had not been receiving thyroid treatment during the trial. She had a 
normal baseline TSH which gradually increased on Days 11, 25, and 37. The TSH peaked to       
7.2 mIU/L on Day 37, and the patient was referred to an endocrinologist. Follow-up data is not 
available.  
 
In laboratory analyses of thyroid function, there were no clinically significant differences 
between treatment groups in changes in triiodothyronine, thyrotropin, or thyroxine. 
 
Medical Officer comments: In three patients, abnormal thyroid-related laboratory parameters 
were likely related to underlying thyroid disease (which was untreated in the one of these 
patients). Patient  had no prior history of thyroid disease but may have been 
predisposed given her risk factors: increased age, female gender, and a history of dyslipidemia 
(UpToDate 2019); however, cefiderocol contribution to abnormal thyroid function cannot be 
fully excluded.  
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9.6. Safety Analyses by Demographic Subgroups in the cUTI Trial 

The safety of cefiderocol was examined by pre-defined subgroups in the cUTI trial. The intrinsic 
factors of age, gender, race, ethnicity, BMI, renal function and cUTI subtype were investigated, 
as was the extrinsic factor of geography. Table 64 and Table 65 shows the incidence of TEAEs 
and SAEs, respectively, by these subgroups. In general, there was a higher incidence of TEAEs in 
the IMP group for any subgroup except Hispanic or Latino ethnicity, but the number of patients 
in that subgroup was too small to draw conclusions. P in the cefiderocol 
group had fewer TEAEs than the younger cohort in the cefiderocol group, and fewer TEAEs as 
compared to either age cohort in the IMP group. However, the same older cohort had a higher 
incidence of SAEs and discontinuations due to TEAEs in the cefiderocol as compared to the 
older cohort in the IMP group. Patients with moderate to severe renal impairment had a higher 
number of SAEs in the cefiderocol group as compared to the IMP group.  
 

Table 64. TEAE Incidence by Baseline Characteristics

Subgroup
Cefiderocol IMP

n (%) N n (%) N
Any TEAE 122 (40.7) 300 76 (51.4) 148
Sex

Female 76 (46.6) 163 49 (59.8) 82
Male 46 (33.6) 137 27 (40.9) 66

Age Group
Age <65 62 (43.7) 142 31 (44.3) 70

60 (38.0) 158 45 (57.7) 78
Race

Asian 8 (72.7) 11 4 (100.0) 4
Black or African American 1 (100.0) 1 1 (100.0) 1
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific 
Islander 1 (100.0) 1 1 (100.0) 1

White 112 (39.0) 287 70 (49.3) 142
Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latino 3 (60.0) 5 1 (50.0) 2
Not Hispanic or Latino 119 (40.3) 295 75 (51.4) 146

Region
Asia 9 (36.0) 25 5 (50.0) 10
Europe 108 (40.0) 270 69 (50.7) 136
United States 5 (100.0) 5 2 (100.0) 2

BMI group
<30 kg/m2 88 (40.7) 216 55 (48.7) 113
30 kg/m2 34 (40.5) 84 20 (58.8) 34

Missing 0 0 1 (100.0) 1
Creatine clearance group

>80 (normal) 62 (40.8) 152 26 (41.3) 63
>50-80 (mild) 35 (39.3) 89 27 (54.0) 50
30-50 (moderate) 22 (44.9) 49 18 (64.3) 28
<30 (severe) 3 (37.5) 8 5 (71.4) 7
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Subgroup Cefiderocol IMP
cUTI subtype

Acute Uncomplicated Pyelonephritis 38 (47.5) 80 19 (50.0) 38
cUTI with Pyelonephritis 28 (35.0) 80 23 (57.5) 40
cUTI without Pyelonephritis 56 (40.0) 140 34 (48.6) 70

Source: Medical Officer, Table created using FDA DM tool
Abbreviations: BMI = body mass index; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; TEAE = treatment-
emergent adverse event

 

Table 65. SAE Incidence by Baseline Characteristics
Cefiderocol N=300 

n (%)
IMP N=148

n (%)

Patients with SAEs 
(total) 

14 (4.7) 12 (8.1)

Age Group, n/N (%)

Age <65 years 5/142 (3.5) 9/70 (12.9)

9/158 (5.7) 3/78 (3.8)

Gender, n/N (%)

Female 6/163 (3.7) 5/82 (6.1)

Male 8/137 (5.8) 7/66 (10.6)

Creatinine Clearance Group, n/N (%)

>80 (normal) 4/152 (2.6) 6/63 (9.5)

>50-80 (mild) 4/89 (4.5) 4/50 (8.0)

30-50 (moderate) 4/49 (8.2) 2/28 (7.1)

<30 (severe) 2/8 (25.0) 0/7 (0)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created using FDA DM tool
Abbreviations: IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; SAE = serious adverse event

 

A subgroup analysis for TEAEs related to gastrointestinal disorders SOC which were commonly 
noted in trial is shown in Figure 12. A higher frequency of patients under 65 years of age in the 
cefiderocol group had gastrointestinal-related TEAEs such as nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, 
constipation, and abdominal pain upper. No patients under the age of 65 years were reported 
to have had constipation or nausea in the IMP group.  
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Figure 12. Analysis of Gastrointestinal Disorders by Subgroups  

Source: Medical Officer, Figure created with FDA DM tool

 

9.7. Additional Safety Explorations  

9.7.1. Human Carcinogenicity or Tumor Development

There have been no formal studies in humans to assess human carcinogenicity development 
with cefiderocol. Carcinogenicity studies were not conducted because of the short-term, 
intermittent use of cefiderocol and no findings in the toxicology program suggested a cause for 
concern.  
 
In cUTI trial, three patients had TEAEs in the Neoplasms benign, malignant, and unspecified 
SOC, including 2 in the IMP group (adrenal adenoma and kidney angiomyolipoma) and 1 in the 
cefiderocol group (uterine leiomyoma). None of these events were related to the study drug 
per the investigator’s assessment.  
 
Medical Officer comments: Based on the available data from the clinical trial, there is no clinical 
evidence of carcinogenicity for the cefiderocol regimen intended for cUTI. In addition, the 
proposed recommended duration of therapy is for a short duration (7 to 14 days). 
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9.7.2. Human Reproduction and Pregnancy 

The cefiderocol sodium drug product had no adverse effects on parental reproductive function 
and embryo-fetal and postnatal development in rats and/or mice. Cefiderocol and its 
metabolites were transferred to fetus via placentae in rats and excreted into the milk in nursing 
rats, and no data have been obtained to evaluate the safety of pregnant women. No 
pregnancies occurred during the cUTI Trial.  
 
Medical Officer comments: There are no available data on cefiderocol use in pregnant women 
to evaluate for a drug- associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage or adverse maternal 
or fetal outcomes. No information is available on the effects of cefiderocol on the breastfed 
infant or on milk production. 

9.7.3. Pediatrics and Assessment of Effects on Growth 

The Applicant submitted the initial Pediatric Study Plan (iPSP) to the IND on June 28, 2016. The 
Agency agreed with this Agreed iPSP in the letter dated March 4, 2017. Clinical studies for all 
age groups were included in this iPSP, therefore no waivers were requested. Deferrals for the 
pediatric clinical studies were also included in the iPSP. The Applicant submitted an amended 
iPSP on October 17, 2018, and the Agency agreed with this amendment on November 26, 2018. 
The planned pediatric studies in the agreed iPSP 
are listed below:  
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On December 5, 2018, the Applicant submitted a draft protocol that proposed to expand 
enrollment of pediatric patients with infections other than cUTI into the single-dose phase of 
Study 1-US (Study 1704R2133). The purpose was to enhance the rate of enrollment without 
compromising safety of subjects. The NDA was discussed at the Pediatric Review Committee 
(PeRC) on June 12, 2019. The Agency agreed to the proposal and an updated draft protocol was 
submitted on July 26, 2019. The study will begin in January 2020 if agreement is reached.  
 
Due to the increased mortality in the cefiderocol group in the CREDIBLE-CR trial in HABP/VABP, 
BSI and sepsis subgroups, the Agency recommended that Study 2 in pediatric patients from 
birth to less than 3 months should only enroll patients with cUTI rather than any suspected or 
confirmed Gram-negative infection in the multiple dose studies.  
 
In summary, before conducting pediatric studies in HABP/VABP, the safety and efficacy should 
be established in adults. Both Study 1-US (in pediatric patients 3 months to less than 18 years of 
age) and Study 2 (in pediatric patients from birth to less than 3 months) should be limited to 
patients with cUTI only (multiple-dose phase).  

9.7.4. Overdose, Drug Abuse Potential, Withdrawal, and Rebound 

No information on overdose of humans with cefiderocol is available. However, single 3- 
and 4-g doses of cefiderocol (1.5 and 2 times the proposed therapeutic dose, 
respectively), infused over 3 hours, have been administered to healthy adult subjects in 
clinical studies (Trial 1603R2116). In part 2 of this study, the frequency of gastrointestinal 
disorders (abdominal pain, diarrhea, and dyspepsia) was higher in patients who received the 4 
gm vs. the 3 gm cefiderocol dose (9.1% vs. 0%). In a clinical study with cefiderocol in subjects 
with ESRD requiring HD, 62.3% of cefiderocol was removed by HD. However, no information on 
the use of HD to treat overdose is currently available.

A formal assessment of abuse potential was not conducted, considering that cefiderocol 
does not have activity for central nervous system (CNS)-related receptors that could be 
associated with abuse potential. In clinical trials with cefiderocol, events related to euphoria, 
changes in mood, hallucinations or effects consistent with CNS depression or stimulation have 
not been reported. There are no known class-related effects suggesting the development of 

-lactam antibiotics. 

9.8. Safety in the Postmarket Setting 

9.8.1. Safety Concerns Identified Through Postmarket Experience 

Cefiderocol has not been approved in any country. 
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9.8.2. Expectations on Safety in the Postmarket Setting  

As the cefiderocol safety database was relatively small (300 patients), adverse reactions not 
apparent in the clinical trial may arise in the post-market setting.  

10. Trial in Infections Caused by Carbapenem-Resistant Pathogens 
(CREDIBLE-CR or 1424R2131) 

10.1. Review Approach 

At the time of NDA submission, the CREDIBLE-CR trial was ongoing. Abbreviated datasets, 
patient narratives, and a summary of the first 70 patients enrolled in the study were submitted. 
Interim safety analyses were performed on the first 70 patients, and then at various times 
during the review cycle as a greater number of patients were enrolled. The trial completed 
enrollment and complete datasets were submitted to the NDA during the review cycle. The 
efficacy and safety review are based on complete datasets, narratives of patients who had fatal 
outcomes, and a brief study summary. The final clinical study report will be submitted as a 
postmarketing requirement. At the design stage, the Applicant and the Agency were not able to 
reach agreement that this trial was an adequate and well-controlled study that would provide 
substantial evidence of safety and efficacy. The application under review only pertains to the 
cUTI indication, based mainly on the previously discussed evidence from the cUTI trial. The 
CREDIBLE-CR trial is mainly being assessed to examine the safety of cefiderocol. 

10.2. Study Design 

CREDIBLE-CR was titled “A Multicenter, Randomized, Open-label Clinical Study of S-649266 or 
Best Available Therapy for the Treatment of Severe Infections Caused by Carbapenem-Resistant 
Gram-Negative Pathogens.” The clinicaltrials.gov identifier for the study is NCT02714595.  
 
The first patient was randomized and started study treatment on September 7, 2016, and the 
last patient was randomized and started study treatment on March 14, 2019. Patients enrolled 
in this trial had hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia/ventilator-associated bacterial 
pneumonia/healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia (HABP/VABP/HCABP), cUTI or 
bloodstream infections/sepsis (BSI/sepsis). A total of 152 patients were randomized in a 2:1 
ratio to cefiderocol or best available therapy (BAT) control group.  
 
The dosing regimen of cefiderocol was the same as in the cUTI trial (2 grams IV every 8 hours 
with dosing adjustment for renal function), except that the infusion was given over 3 hours. 
Cefiderocol was given with or without adjunctive Gram-negative therapy. A single systemic 
antibacterial drug with Gram-negative activity (other than a polymyxin or a 

-lactamase inhibitor) was permitted 
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for use as concomitant therapy in the cefiderocol group for patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP or 
BSI/sepsis. Cefiderocol dosing was adjusted by renal function. 
 

Table 67. Cefiderocol Dosing Adjustments for Various Degrees of Renal Function and Augmented 
Renal Clearance

 
Source: Clinical Study Protocol 1424R2131, Table 5-2

 
The BAT regimen in the control group was the standard of care treatment as determined by the 
investigator based on an assessment of the patient’s condition, the site of infection, causative 
organism, and susceptibility data. BAT consisted of 1 to 3 antibacterial drugs to treat 
carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative infections and was considered a treatment regimen 
rather than a study drug. 
 
The duration of treatment with cefiderocol or BAT was to be 7 to 14 days. Based on investigator 
assessment, treatment could be extended up to 21 days if the reason for extension was 
documented. All study treatments were to be administered in the hospital. 
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Patients enrolled in the trial were to be at least 18 years old and have clinically documented 
HABP/VABP/HCABP, cUTI, or BSI/sepsis caused by a Gram-negative pathogen with evidence of 
carbapenem resistance. Patients previously treated with an empiric antibacterial regimen were 
eligible if there was clinical and microbiological treatment failure.  
 
Diagnosis of HABP/VABP/HCABP required new onset or worsening of pulmonary symptoms or 
signs, hypoxemia, need for acute changes in the ventilator support system, or respiratory 
secretions demonstrating evidence of inflammation and absence of contamination. In addition, 
HABP/VABP/HCABP patients were to have radiographic evidence of bacterial pneumonia and at 
least one of documented fever, hypothermia, leukocytosis, or leukopenia.  
 
Diagnosis of cUTI required at least one of urinary retention caused by benign prostatic 
hypertrophy, neurogenic bladder, indwelling urinary catheter or recent instrumentation of the 
urinary tract, obstructive uropathy, or azotemia caused by intrinsic renal disease. Patients with 
cUTI additionally were to have two of the signs or symptoms of chills/rigors/warmth associated 
with fever, flank or suprapubic pain, nausea or vomiting, urinary frequency/urgency/dysuria, or 
costovertebral angle tenderness.  
 
Patients with BSI were to have signs or symptoms associated with bacteremia and one or more 
positive blood cultures for a carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative pathogen consistent with the 
patient’s clinical condition. BSI due to an endovascular source was disallowed.  
 
Enrollment with sepsis required an identified infection site (e.g., severe skin infection, intra-
abdominal infection) from which a carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative pathogen had been 
isolated using a clinical specimen. In addition, septic patients were to have two or more of oral 
or tympanic body temperature >38 C or <36 C; tachycardia; tachypnea; or WBC count >12,000 
cells/mm3, <4,000 cells/mm3, or >10% immature. 
 
Exclusion criteria disallowed patients with coinfection caused by molds, central nervous system 
infections, requirement for >3 weeks of antibacterial treatment, cystic fibrosis or moderate to 
severe bronchiectasis, refractory septic shock, severe neutropenia, need for peritoneal dialysis, 
or Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score >30. Potentially effective 
prior antibacterial therapy was an exclusion criterion if received for a continuous duration of 
more than 24 hours in cUTI or 36 hours in HABP/VABP/HCABP or BSI/sepsis during the 72 hours 
leading to randomization. 
 
Study visits included an early clinical/microbiological assessment (EA) visit on Day 3 to 4, an end 
of treatment (EOT) visit on the last day of study treatment, a test of cure (TOC) visit 7±2 days 
after the EOT visit, a Follow-Up (FUP) visit 14±3 days after the EOT visit, and an end of study 
(EOS) visit 28±3 days after the EOT visit. 
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A Clinical Outcome of cure was defined as follows for EA, EOT, and TOC visits, and was 
measured by investigators without blinded assessors or an adjudication committee: 

HABP/VABP/HCABP: Resolution or substantial improvement of baseline signs and 
symptoms of pneumonia including a reduction of sequential organ failure 
assessment (SOFA) and CPIS scores, and improvement or lack of progression of chest 
radiographic abnormalities such that no antibacterial therapy was required for the 
treatment of the current infection. 
cUTI: Resolution or substantial improvement of baseline signs and symptoms of 
cUTI, or return to pre-infection baseline if known, such that no antibacterial therapy 
was required for the treatment of the current infection. 
BSI/Sepsis: Resolution or substantial improvement of baseline signs and symptoms 
including a reduction in SOFA score, such that no antibacterial therapy was required 
for the treatment of BSI/sepsis. Patients with bacteremia must have had eradication 
of bacteremia caused by the Gram-negative pathogen. 

 
A Microbiological Outcome of Eradication was defined by the following criteria at the EA, EOT, 
and TOC visit; an overall per patient outcome of eradication required these criteria to be met 
for each baseline pathogen: 

HABP/VABP/HCABP: Absence of the baseline Gram-negative pathogen from an 
appropriate clinical specimen. If it was not possible to obtain an appropriate clinical 
culture and the patient had a successful clinical outcome, the response was presumed 
to be eradication. 
cUTI: A urine culture showed the baseline Gram-negative uropathogen found at entry at 

5 CFU/mL were reduced to <103 CFU/mL. 
BSI/Sepsis: Absence of the baseline Gram-negative pathogen from a blood culture 
and/or other primary source as applicable. In the case of sepsis, if the patient had a 
successful clinical outcome and it was not possible to obtain an appropriate clinical 
culture, the response was presumed to be eradication. 

 
The primary efficacy endpoint was defined separately according to infection type: 

For patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP or BSI/sepsis the primary efficacy endpoint was 
Clinical Outcome at the TOC visit. 
For patients with cUTI the primary efficacy endpoint was Microbiological Outcome at 
the TOC visit. 

 
Secondary efficacy endpoints included Clinical Outcome at various study visits, Microbiologic 
Outcome at various study visits, composite Clinical and Microbiological Outcome at various 
study visits, all-cause mortality at Day 14 and Day 28 for HABP/VABP/HCABP and BSI/sepsis, 
survival time for HABP/VABP/HCABP and BSI/sepsis, and a composite endpoint of survival and 
no change in antibiotic treatment due to either lack of therapeutic benefit or drug-related 
toxicity at the TOC visit. 
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The Safety population coincided with the Intent to Treat (ITT) population and was comprised of 
all randomized patients who received at least 1 dose of study drug. The primary efficacy 
analysis population for this trial was the carbapenem-resistant microbiological intent to treat 
population (CR mITT). This was comprised of all patients with a baseline carbapenem-resistant 
Gram-negative pathogen from an appropriate clinical specimen. The microbiological intent to 
treat population (micro-ITT) was defined similarly to the CR micro-ITT population but did not 
require baseline Gram-negative pathogens to be carbapenem-resistant.   
 
Randomization was performed using stochastic minimization with infection site 
(HABP/VABP/HCAB
America, South America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific) as the allocation factors. 
 
This was to be a descriptively analyzed study without formal testing of statistical hypotheses. 
The planned sample size of 150 total patients was not based on formal power calculations. The 
protocol specified that a 95% confidence interval would be provided for each treatment group 
for the primary endpoint, and similar statistics were to be provided for secondary efficacy 
endpoints. 
 
This was an open-label trial due to the difficulty of blinding with many potential BAT regimens 
in the control group. Furthermore, the Applicant was unblinded to ongoing results by treatment 
group and continuously monitored the trial. At the time of study initiation, the trial did not have 
an independent Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB).  
 
On September 1, 2017, the Applicant first notified the Agency of unfavorable mortality rates in 
the ongoing study, which at the time were 6/25 (24.0%) in the cefiderocol group and 0/13 
(0.0%) in the BAT control group. The Agency recommended that an independent DSMB monitor 
patient safety, and the Applicant has stated that it independently began organizing a Medical 
Review Committee in August 2017 based on its observation of mortality rates that it planned to 
convert to an independent DSMB. A DSMB was subsequently convened and monitored results 
for the remainder of the trial, and at each meeting recommended continued enrollment. The 
final sample size of 150 total treated patients was consistent with the originally planned sample 
size. 

10.2.1. Limitations of Study Design and Data Submission 

The Agency informed the Applicant at the design stage that this trial would likely not be 
adequate to support an indication. Some of the concerns raised by the Agency before the NDA 
submission included the descriptive nature of the efficacy analysis, uncertainty regarding 
whether the clinical cure endpoint was sufficiently well-defined and reliable and potentially 
susceptible to open-label biases, the combining of cUTI patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP and 
BSI/sepsis patients, and the continuous monitoring of unblinded results by treatment group. 
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Upon submission of the NDA on December 14, 2018, the applicant provided a study summary 
and abbreviated patient-level datasets (ADaM) pertaining to the first 70 enrolled subjects. The 
datasets did not align with the study summary for the number of fatal cases, and there was no 
death flag to identify those subjects with fatal outcomes. An additional 9 subjects were listed in 
the study summary as having died prior to , but these subjects were not listed 
in the datasets submitted on December 14, 2018. A defile file (XML) had not been submitted.  
On January 15, 2019, the Division asked the Applicant to submit updated datasets. An 
addendum to the study summary discussed mortality results from the first 100 subjects. On 
February 15, 2019, the applicant provided abbreviated datasets pertaining to the first 100 
enrolled subjects as well as current DSMB minutes. The narratives of fatal cases were reviewed 
to assess the integrity of the datasets. Another safety update at 120 days was submitted on 
April 12, 2019. Complete study results were requested, and on August 8, 2019, the applicant 
provided datasets and a study summary pertaining to all 150 randomized and treated subjects. 
The CSR was not submitted for review.  

10.2.2. Disposition 

The disposition of patients is shown in the figure below. All but 2 of the 152 randomized 
patients were treated with study drug, and thus included in the Safety population. Of these 
patients there were 118/150 (79%) in the CR mITT population.  
 

Figure 13. CREDIBLE-CR Patient Disposition

 
Source: CREDIBLE-CR Final Study Summary, Figure 1
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = blood stream infection; CFDC = cefiderocol; CR = carbapenem resistant; CR 
mITT = Carbapenem-resistant Microbiological Intent-to-treat Population; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HAP = hospital-
acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCAP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; VAP = ventilator-associated bacterial 
pneumonia
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10.2.3. Relevant Characteristics of Study Populations 

The subsequent table displays baseline characteristics for both the Safety and the CR mITT 
efficacy analysis populations. There were respectively 45%, 31%, and 24% of patients with 
diagnoses of HABP/VABP/HCABP, BSI/sepsis, and cUTI. Patients were predominantly male and 

baseline pathogens were A. baumannii, K. pneumoniae, and P. aeruginosa. The overall mean 
body mass index (BMI) was 25.4 kg/m2, mean sequential organ failure assessment score (SOFA) 
was 5.1, and mean clinical pulmonary infection score (CPIS) was 4.8.   
 
There were several baseline imbalances between the cefiderocol and BAT groups in this small 

5 patients with S. maltophilia being randomized to cefiderocol. More patients with 
HABP/VABP/HCABP in the BAT group than in the cefiderocol group were ventilated at 
randomization (81.8% vs. 71.1%, respectively). A higher percentage of patients had prior 
antibacterial therapy in the 2 weeks before randomization in the BAT group than in the 
cefiderocol group (100% vs. 92.1%, respectively). A higher percentage of patients had 
bacteremia (in any clinical diagnosis group) in the BAT group as compared to the cefiderocol 
group ([34.2% 13/38] vs. 27.5% [22/80], respectively) in the CR mITT population.   
 

Table 68. CREDIBLE-CR Baseline Characteristics (Safety Population and CR mITT Population)

Subgroup

Safety Population CR mITT Population
Cefiderocol

(N=101)
n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Cefiderocol
(N=80)
n (%)

BAT
(N=38)
n (%)

Clinical diagnosis
HABP/VABP/HCABP 45 (44.6) 22 (44.9) 40 (50.0) 19 (50.0)
BSI/Sepsis 30 (29.7) 17 (34.7) 23 (28.8) 14 (36.8)
cUTI 26 (25.7) 10 (20.4) 17 (21.2) 5 (13.2)

Age group
<65 years 37 (36.6) 27 (55.1) 30 (37.5) 21 (55.3)

64 (63.4) 22 (44.9) 50 (62.5) 17 (44.7)
Sex

Male 66 (65.3) 35 (71.4) 55 (68.8) 29 (76.3)
Female 35 (34.7) 14 (28.6) 25 (31.2) 9 (23.7)

Race
White 63 (62.4) 32 (65.3) 48 (60.0) 27 (71.1)
Asian 29 (28.7) 14 (28.6) 24 (30.0) 9 (23.7)
Other 9 (8.9) 3 (6.1) 8 (10.0) 2 (5.3)

Baseline pathogen
A. baumannii 39 (38.6) 17 (34.7) 37 (46.2) 17 (44.7)
K. pneumoniae 34 (33.7) 16 (32.7) 32 (40.0) 12 (31.6)
P. aeruginosa 17 (16.8) 12 (24.5) 17 (21.2) 11 (28.9)
S. maltophilia 5 (5.0) 0 (0.0) 5 (6.2) 0 (0.0)

APACHE II
55 (54.5) 27 (55.1) 41 (51.2) 21 (55.3)
46 (45.5) 22 (44.9) 39 (48.8) 17 (44.7)
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Subgroup

Safety Population CR mITT Population
Cefiderocol

(N=101)
n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Cefiderocol
(N=80)
n (%)

BAT
(N=38)
n (%)

Region
North America 6 (5.9) 3 (6.1) 4 (5.0) 3 (7.9)
South America 9 (8.9) 4 (8.2) 7 (8.8) 3 (7.9)
Europe 57 (56.4) 28 (57.1) 45 (56.2) 23 (60.5)
Asia-Pacific 29 (28.7) 14 (28.6) 24 (30.0) 9 (23.7)

Creatinine clearance (mL/min)
<30 (severe) 20 (19.8) 7 (14.3) 15 (18.8) 3 (7.9)
30 to 50 (moderate) 23 (22.8) 8 (16.3) 18 (22.5) 6 (15.8)
>50 to 80 (mild) 20 (19.8) 12 (24.5) 15 (18.8) 9 (23.7)
>80 to <120 (normal) 18 (17.8) 10 (20.4) 15 (18.8) 9 (23.7)

20 (19.8) 12 (24.5) 17 (21.2) 11 (28.9)
Source: Statistical reviewer and Supporting TFLs for CREDIBLE-CR Study Summary, Tables 14.1.1.4.2 and 14.1.1.4.4. ARC = 
augmented renal clearance
Abbreviations: APACHE II = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; ARC = augmented renal clearance; BAT = best 
available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CR-mITT = carbapenem-resistant-modified-intent-to-treat; cUTI = complicated 
urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; 
VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 
Also, the frequency of hypotension, sepsis/septic shock, urinary tract infection, pneumonia, 
anemia, congestive heart failure, decubitus ulcer, and tobacco use was higher in the BAT group 
and the frequency of atrial fibrillation, hemodialysis, and tracheostomy was higher in the 
cefiderocol group (difference in treatment groups was approximately 5% or greater for each 
condition). Otherwise, baseline comorbidities noted were balanced.  
 
The study population consisted of mostly patients enrolled in Europe and Asia-Pacific. There 
were 9/150 (6%) total patients enrolled in the U.S. Although the clinical characteristics of these 
patients were expected to be similar, intensive care practices may have varied across study 
sites. The BAT also varied by investigator and ranged from a single antibacterial drug to a 
combination regimen consisting of up to 3 drugs. Four patients in the BAT group received 

-lactamase inhibitor combinations such as ceftolozane-tazobactam and 
ceftazidime-avibactam, and these patients were enrolled in the U.S. and Spain. About 5 patients 
in each treatment group received combination therapy with tigecycline which is not approved 
for HABP/VABP/HCABP or cUTI and 4 patients in the BAT group received doripenem which is 
not approved for VABP. In the CR mITT population over 80% of patients in the cefiderocol group 
received cefiderocol as monotherapy, and approximately two thirds of patients in the BAT 
group were treated with colistin-based regimens. The next table displays the initial study drug 
regimens used in the cefiderocol group and BAT group on Day 1 and 2 for treatment of Gram-
negative pathogens.  
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Table 69. CREDIBLE-CR Study Drug Regimens for Gram-Negative Pathogens on Day 1 and 2 (CR 
mITT Population)

 
Source: CREDIBLE-CR Final Study Summary, Table 2.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; CR-mITT = carbapenem-resistant-modified-intent-to-treat

Medical Officer comments: A few imbalances in the baseline factors possibly disfavored the 
cefiderocol group: increased number of patients in the age subgroup and moderate 
to severe renal impairment -
balanced between groups. Also, other baseline factors possibly disfavored the BAT group due to 
an increased frequency of the following parameters: ventilation in the nosocomial pneumonia 
subgroup, bacteremia, and prior antibacterial therapy in the last two weeks prior to 
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randomization. Overall, it appeared that the baseline demographics and clinical characteristics 
were relatively well-balanced.  
 
There was significantly variability in the investigator-chosen study regimens in the BAT group. 
Thus, the study regimen used by an investigator in the U.S. could differ significantly from an 
investigator in another country based on available therapy, physician preferences, and local 
resistance patterns. As a result, clinical outcomes, including death due to treatment failure may 
have been different between treatment groups.  Ceftazidime-avibactam was used most 
frequently in the U.S. whereas ciprofloxacin was used only in Israel, Korea, and Taiwan. 
Doripenem is not indicated for HABP/VABP/HCABP in the U.S. However, at least one patient 
received doripenem monotherapy as BAT for HABP/VABP/HCABP (e.g., patient  who 
was enrolled in Korea). In other words, “best available therapy” may not have necessarily been 
“best” when considering newer, approved antibacterial treatment options available in the U.S. 

10.3. Efficacy Results 

As previously discussed, the primary efficacy analysis in the CR mITT population was to be 
based on Clinical Outcome at the TOC visit for patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP/ BSI/Sepsis and 
was to be based on Microbiological Outcome at the TOC visit for patients with cUTI. The tables 
below show both Clinical Outcome and Microbiological Outcome at the TOC for patients 
enrolled with all three infection types. There were no apparent efficacy decrements based on 
either the clinical or microbiological endpoints. Clinical cure rates were approximately 50% in 
each treatment group in the CR mITT primary efficacy analysis population of patients with 
carbapenem-resistant baseline pathogens. Assessments of microbiological eradication rates 
were limited because approximately 50% of patients in each treatment group were classified as 
having an outcome of indeterminate. Efficacy assessments within the cUTI subgroup were 
additionally limited by the sample size of only 5 patients in the BAT control group.  
 

Table 70. CREDIBLE-CR Summary of Clinical Outcome at the TOC Visit by Clinical Diagnosis (CR 
mITT Population)

Outcome at TOC
Cefiderocol

n/N (%)
BAT 

n/N (%)
Difference 

(%) 95% CI
Overall

Clinical cure 42/80 (52.5) 19/38 (50.0) 2.5 -16.8 to 21.8
Clinical failure 27/80 (33.8) 14/38 (36.8) -3.1
Indeterminate 11/80 (13.8) 5/38 (13.2) 0.6

HABP/VABP/HCABP
Clinical cure 20/40 (50.0) 10/19 (52.6) -2.6 -29.9 to 24.6
Clinical failure 16/40 (40.0) 6/19 (31.6) 8.4
Indeterminate 4/40 (10.0) 3/19 (15.8) -5.8

cUTI
Clinical cure 12/17 (70.6) 3/5 (60.0) 10.6 -37.5 to 58.7
Clinical failure 2/17 (11.8) 1/5 (20.0) -8.2
Indeterminate 3/17 (17.6) 1/5 (20.0) -2.4
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Outcome at TOC
Cefiderocol

n/N (%)
BAT 

n/N (%)
Difference 

(%) 95% CI
BSI/Sepsis

Clinical cure 10/23 (43.5) 6/14 (42.9) 0.6 -32.3 to 33.5
Clinical failure 9/23 (39.1) 7/14 (50.0) -10.9
Indeterminate 4/23 (17.4) 1/14 (7.1) 10.2

Source: CREDIBLE-CR Final Study Summary, Table 6.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CI = confidence interval; CR-mITT = carbapenem-
resistant-modified intent-to-treat; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; 
HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; TOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 

Table 71. CREDIBLE-CR Summary of Microbiological Outcome at the TOC Visit by Clinical 
Diagnosis (CR mITT Population)

Outcome at TOC
Cefiderocol

n/N (%)
BAT

n/N (%)
Difference 

(%) 95% CI
Overall

Eradication 25/80 (31.3) 9/38 (23.7) 7.6 -9.3 to 24.5
Persistence 16/80 (20.0) 10/38 (26.3) -6.3
Indeterminate 39/80 (48.8) 19/38 (50.0) -1.3

HABP/VABP/HCABP
Eradication 9/40 (22.5) 4/19 (21.1) 1.4 -21.0 to 23.9
Persistence 8/40 (20.0) 7/19 (36.8) -16.8
Indeterminate 23/40 (57.5) 8/19 (42.1) 15.4

cUTI
Eradication 9/17 (52.9) 1/5 (20.0) 32.9 -9.4 to 75.3
Persistence 5/17 (29.4) 1/5 (20.0) 9.4
Indeterminate 3/17 (17.6) 3/5 (60.0) -42.4

BSI/Sepsis
Eradication 7/23 (30.4) 4/14 (28.6) 1.9 -28.4 to 32.1
Persistence 3/23 (13.0) 2/14 (14.3) -1.2
Indeterminate 13/23 (56.5) 8/14 (57.1) -0.6

Source: CREDIBLE-CR Final Study Summary, Table 13.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CI = confidence interval; CR-mITT = carbapenem-
resistant-modified intent-to-treat; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP 
= healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; TOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 

Clinical Microbiologic Assessments:  

Microbiology assessments were conducted using the CR-mITT population to determine efficacy 
against target Gram negative pathogens. The CR-mITT population included 118 mITT subjects 
who had a carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative pathogen at baseline (cefiderocol n=80; BAT 
n=38). The baseline pathogen and clinical and microbiological eradication rates at TOC visit by 
clinical diagnosis is shown in Table 72. A. baumannii, K. pneumoniae, and P. aeruginosa were 
the most frequently occurring baseline pathogens in both treatment groups. There were 5 
subjects with baseline S. maltophilia and all were randomized to the cefiderocol treatment 
group. In the CR mITT Population, for all infection sites combined at TOC, the microbiological 
eradication rate was 31.3% (25/80) and 23.7% (9/38), in the cefiderocol and BAT groups, 
respectively (Table 72). For HABP/VABP/HCABP group, the microbiological eradication rate was 
22.5% (9/40) and 21.1% (4/19), in the cefiderocol and BAT arms, respectively. For the BSI/sepsis 
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group, the microbiological eradication rate was 30.4% (7/23) and 28.6% (4/14), in the 
cefiderocol and BAT arms, respectively. For the cUTI group, the microbiological eradication rate 
was 52.9% (9/17) and 20.0%% (1/5), in the cefiderocol and BAT arms, respectively. 
 

Table 72. Summary of Clinical and Microbiological Outcome at Test of Cure (TOC) Per Subject and 
Baseline Pathogen in the CR-mITT Population

Clinical Diagnosis
Pathogen

Cefiderocol (N=80) BAT (N=38)

Clinical Cure
Microbiological 

Eradication Clinical Cure
Microbiological 

Eradication
HABP/VABP/HCABP 20/40 (50.0) 9/40 (22.5) 10/19 (52.6) 4/19 (21.1)

Acinetobacter baumannii 13/26 (50.0) 8/26 (30.8) 6/10 (60.0) 3/10 (30.0)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 5/11 (45.5) 1/11 (9.1) 4/6 (66.7) 1/6 (16.7)
Klebsiella pneumoniae 6/10 (60.0) 2/10 (20.0) 2/5 (40.0) 1/5 (20.0)
Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia

0/5 (0.0) 0/5 (0.0) --- ---

Acinetobacter nosocomialis 0/2 (0.0) 0/2 (0.0) --- ---
Enterobacter cloacae 1/2 (50.0) 1/2 (50.0) --- ---
Escherichia coli 1/2 (50.0) 1/2 (50.0) 0/2 (0.0) 0/2 (0.0)
Chryseobacterium 
indologenes

0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---

Klebsiella oxytoca 1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---
Serratia 
marcescens 

1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---

Enterobacter 
asburiae

--- --- 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

Klebsiella variicola --- --- 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
BSI/Sepsis 10/23 (43.5) 7/23 (30.4) 6/14 (42.9) 4/14 (28.6)

Klebsiella pneumoniae 6/11 (54.5) 6/11 (54.5) 2/4 (50.0) 2/4 (50.0)
Acinetobacter baumannii 3/10 (30.0) 2/10 (20.0) 3/7 (42.9) 2/7 (28.6)
Escherichia coli 1/2 (50.0) 1/2 (50.0) --- ---
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 2/2 (100.0) 0/2 (0.0) 1/3 (33.3) 0/3 (0.0)
Klebsiella 
variicola 

0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0) --- ---

Morganella 
morganii

--- --- 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

Providencia stuartii --- --- 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)
cUTI 12/17 (70.6) 9/17 (52.9) 3/5 (60.0) 1/5 (20.0)

Klebsiella pneumoniae 9/11 (81.8) 8/11 (72.7) 2/3 (66.7) 0/3 (0.0)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 2/4 (50.0) 1/4 (25.0) 1/2 (50.0) 1/2 (50.0)
Acinetobacter baumannii 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---
Escherichia coli 1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---
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Clinical Diagnosis
Pathogen

Cefiderocol (N=80) BAT (N=38)

Clinical Cure
Microbiological 

Eradication Clinical Cure
Microbiological 

Eradication
Overall 42/80 (52.5) 25/80 (31.3) 19/38 (50.0) 9/38 (23.7)

Acinetobacter baumannii 16/37 (43.2) 10/37 (27.0) 9/17 (52.9) 5/17 (29.4)
Klebsiella pneumoniae 21/32 (65.6) 16/32 (50.0) 6/12 (50.0) 3/12 (25.0)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 9/17 (52.9) 2/17 (11.8) 6/11 (54.5) 2/11 (18.2)
Escherichia coli 3/5 (60.0) 2/5 (40.0) 0/2 (0.0) 0/2 (0.0)
Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia

0/5 (0.0) 0/5 (0.0) --- ---

Acinetobacter nosocomialis 0/2 (0.0) 0/2 (0.0) --- ---
Enterobacter cloacae 1/2 (50.0) 1/2 (50.0) --- ---
Chryseobacterium 
indologenes

0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---

Klebsiella oxytoca 1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---
Klebsiella variicola 0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Serratia 
marcescens 

1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0) --- ---

Enterobacter 
asburiae

--- --- 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

Morganella morganii --- --- 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Providencia stuartii --- --- 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)

Source: NDA amendment eCTD0029
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CR-mITT = carbapenem-resistant-modified-intent-to-treat; 
cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-acquired bacterial 
pneumonia; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 
The CR-mITT subjects who has persistence of infection at TOC in the cefiderocol arm are shown 
in Table 73 along with baseline pathogen and clinical diagnosis and changes in MIC from 
baseline. Of the 16 patients in the cefiderocol arm with persistence of infection at TOC, 6 
subjects had isolates that showed a 4-fold increase in MIC. Of these 6 subjects, only 3 subjects 
with HABP/VABP/HCABP had clinical failure at TOC. It is difficult to determine if increase in MIC 
was associated with failure based on the small number of subjects. 
 

Table 73. Subjects in the Cefiderocol Arm in CR-mITT Population With Persistent Infection at TOC

Subject ID 
Clinical 

Diagnosis 

Clinical 
Outcome at

TOC 
Baseline 
Pathogen 

MIC for Cefiderocol 
(mcg/mL)

Baseline TOC 
HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical failure Acinetobacter 

baumannii 0.25 0.25 

Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 2 2 

cUTI Clinical cure Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 0.25 Unknown 

HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical failure Klebsiella 

pneumoniae 0.25 2 

HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical failure Klebsiella 

pneumoniae 0.06 <=0.03 

BSI/Sepsis Clinical failure Escherichia coli <=0.03 2 
cUTI Clinical cure Escherichia coli 16 16 
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Subject ID 
Clinical 

Diagnosis 

Clinical 
Outcome at

TOC 
Baseline 
Pathogen 

MIC for Cefiderocol 
(mcg/mL)

Baseline TOC 
HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical failure Acinetobacter 

baumannii 0.25 2 

cUTI Clinical failure Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 0.12 0.06 

 BSI/Sepsis Clinical cure Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 0.25 0.25 

 HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical failure Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 0.12 <=0.03 

cUTI Clinical cure Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 0.12 0.5 

cUTI Clinical cure Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 0.12 2 

 HABP/VABP/ 
HCABP Clinical cure Acinetobacter 

baumannii 0.06 0.06 

 HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical failure Acinetobacter 

baumannii 0.12 0.06 

 HABP/VABP/
HCABP Clinical cure Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 2 2 

* BSI/Sepsis Clinical cure Acinetobacter 
baumannii 2 >64 

(sputum)  
Source: NDA amendment eCTD0029
* The increase in MIC was observed in a sputum sample. Sepsis was due to ventilator associated tracheobronchitis (VAT).
Abbreviations: BSI = bloodstream infection; CR-mITT = carbapenem-resistant-modified-intent-to-treat; cUTI = complicated urinary 
tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-acquired bacterial pneumonia; MIC = minimum 
inh bitory concentration; TOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 
There was only 1 subject in the BAT arm with recurrence. No recurrence was observed in 
cefiderocol treated subjects. 
 
Resistance development: A total of 17 subjects in the cefiderocol arm had a 4-fold increase in 
MIC (Table 74). Of these 17 subjects, 9 failed therapy and 8 died. 
 

Table 74. Subjects With 4-Fold Increase in Cefiderocol MICs in the CR-mITT Population

SUBJID
Clinical 

Diagnosis Pathogen Day

Shift in 
Cefiderocol 

MIC (mcg/mL)

Microbiological 
Outcome at 

TOC

Clinical 
Outcome at 

TOC
* HABP/VABP/

HCABP
Stenotrophomonas 

maltophilia# 11 0.03 to 0.12 Indeterminate Indeterminate

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 19 0.25 to 2.0 Persistence Failure

BSI/Sepsis Escherichia coli 11 0.03 to 2 Persistence Failure

* HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii 3 0.25 to 1.0 Indeterminate Failure

* HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii 10 1 to 8 Indeterminate Failure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 8 0.06 to 0.5 Eradication Cure
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SUBJID
Clinical 

Diagnosis Pathogen Day

Shift in 
Cefiderocol 

MIC (mcg/mL)

Microbiological 
Outcome at 

TOC

Clinical 
Outcome at 

TOC
HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 16 0.5 to 2 Indeterminate Failure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii 14 0.25 to 4 Persistence Failure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii 4 to 15 1 to 8 Indeterminate Failure

cUTI Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 17 0.12 to 0.5 Persistence Cure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia 8 0.06 to 0.25 Indeterminate Indeterminate

cUTI Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 3; 22 0.12 to 16; 

0.12 to 2 Persistence Cure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii# 12 0.06 to >64 Eradication Cure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii# 3 0.06 to 1 Eradication Cure

* HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Acinetobacter 
baumannii 11 1 to 4 Indeterminate Failure

HABP/VABP/
HCABP

Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia 14 0.06 to 0.25 Indeterminate Failure

BSI/Sepsis Acinetobacter 
baumannii 16 2 to >64 Persistence Cure

Source: Reviewer created 
* 8 deaths; # identified as colonizer
Abbreviations: BSI = bloodstream infection; CR-mITT = carbapenem-resistant-modified-intent-to-treat; cUTI = complicated urinary 
tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-acquired bacterial pneumonia; MIC = minimum 
inh bitory concentration; MTOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 
Bacteremia: In the cefiderocol arm, 10 subjects developed bacteremia compared to 8 subjects 
in the BAT arm (Table 75). Bacteremia was due to superinfection or new infection with Gram 
negative or Gram-positive bacteria. In the cefiderocol, 2 subjects also had fungal infection. 

Table 75. Subjects Who Developed Bacteremia After Initiation of Therapy
Subject 
ID Clinical Diagnosis Pathogen 

New 
infection Superinfection 

Cefiderocol 
MIC 

Cefiderocol
HABP/VABP/HCABP Enterococcus faecium Yes - - 
BSI/Sepsis K. pneumoniae - Yes 2.0 - 4.0 
BSI/Sepsis K. pneumoniae - Yes 0.06 
BSI/Sepsis Clavispora lusitaniae - - - 

E. faecium - Yes - 
cUTI E. coli - - 16-32 
HABP/VABP/HCABP P. mirabilis Yes - 0.06 
BSI/Sepsis Candida tropicalis - - 

E. cloacae Yes 4.0 - >64.0 
E. faecium Yes 

Staphylococcus 
epidermidis - - - 

P. mirabilis - Yes 0.06 
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Subject 
ID Clinical Diagnosis Pathogen 

New 
infection Superinfection 

Cefiderocol 
MIC 

BSI/Sepsis Enterococcus faecium - Yes - 
HABP/VABP/HCABP Enterococcus faecalis Yes - 
HABP/VABP/HCABP A. baumannii Yes - 

BAT
HABP/VABP/HCABP Staphylococcus 

epidermidis Yes - NA 

BSI/Sepsis P. aeruginosa - Yes NA 
BSI/Sepsis Providencia stuartii - Yes NA 
HABP/VABP/HCABP K. pneumoniae Yes - NA 

P. aeruginosa - Yes NA 
HABP/VABP/HCABP Enterococcus faecalis Yes - NA 

E. coli Yes - NA 
P. mirabilis Yes - NA 

P. aeruginosa Yes - NA 
BSI/Sepsis Streptococcus 

agalactiae - Yes NA 

cUTI MRSA Yes 
HABP/VABP/HCABP Staphylococcus 

epidermidis Yes 
Source: Reviewer generated
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; 
HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-acquired bacterial pneumonia; MIC = minimum inhibitory 
concentration; TOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia; MRSA = methicillin resistant S. aureus

Superinfections: There were 20 subjects in the cefiderocol arm versus 10 subjects in the BAT 
arm who developed superinfections due to Gram-negative and Gram-positive pathogens (Table 
76). The Gram-negative superinfections in the cefiderocol arm were due to P. aeruginosa, A. 
baumannii, K. pneumoniae, S. maltophilia, E. cloacae and E. meningoseptica. In the BAT arm the 
pathogens causing superinfections were P. aeruginosa, S. maltophilia, C. koseri, M. morganii, P. 
mirabilis, P. stuartii and S. marcescens. All 10 subjects in the cefiderocol arm with Gram positive 
superinfection were due to Enterococcus spp which is not surprising since Enterococcus spp are 
intrinsically resistant to -lactams. 
 

Table 76. Summary of Superinfection During the Treatment in the Intent-to-Treat Population.

Gram-negative Pathogen
Cefiderocol 

(n=101)
BAT

(n=49)

Gram-
positive 

Pathogen
Cefiderocol 

(n=101)
BAT

(n=49)
Overall 10 (9.9) 8 (16.3) Overall 10 (9.9) 2 (4.1)

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 4 (4.0) 2 (4.1) Enterococcus 
faecium 6 (5.9) 0

Acinetobacter baumannii 2 (2.0) 0 Enterococcus 
faecalis 3 (3.0) 1 (2.0)

Klebsiella pneumoniae 2 (2.0) 0 Enterococcus 1 (1.0) 0
Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0) Enterococcus 

avium 1 (1.0) 0

Elizabethkingia 
meningoseptica 1 (1.0) 0

Methicillin 
resistant 
S.aureus

0 1 (2.0)

Enterobacter cloacae 1 (1.0) 0
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Gram-negative Pathogen
Cefiderocol 

(n=101)
BAT

(n=49)

Gram-
positive 

Pathogen
Cefiderocol 

(n=101)
BAT

(n=49)
Citrobacter koseri 0 1 (2.0)
Morganella morganii 0 1 (2.0)
Proteus mirabilis 0 1 (2.0)
Providencia stuartii 0 1 (2.0)
Serratia marcescens 0 1 (2.0)
Source: NDA amendment eCTD0029
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy

 
New Infections: New infections due to Gram-negative pathogen developed after end of 
treatment in 8 subjects in the cefiderocol arm and 9 subjects in the BAT arm (Table 77). 
 

Table 77. Summary of New Infection After End of Treatment in the Intent-to-Treat Population. 
Gram-negative 
Pathogen

Cefiderocol 
(N=101) BAT (N=49)

Gram-positive 
Pathogen

Cefiderocol 
(N=101) BAT (N=49)

Overall 8 (7.9) 9 (18.4) Overall 2 (2.0) 4 (8.2)

A. baumannii 3 (3.0) 2 (4.1) Enterococcus 
faecalis 1 (1.0) 2 (4.1)

K. pneumoniae 2 (2.0) 2 (4.1) Corynebacterium 
amycolatum 1 (1.0) 0

P. aeruginosa 1 (1.0) 6 (12.2) Corynebacterium 
urealyticum 1 (1.0) 0

P. mirabilis 1 (1.0) 2 (4.1) Enterococcus 
faecium 1 (1.0) 0

E. coli 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0) Staphylococcus 
epidermidis 0 2 (4.1)

Enterobacter 
gergoviae 1 (1.0) 0

S. maltophilia 1 (1.0) 0
E. cloacae 0 1 (2.0)
Source: NDA amendment eCTD0029
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy;

 
The correlation of MIC to microbiological eradication by pathogen is shown in Table 78. No 
correlation is observed between cefiderocol MIC and outcome in the CR-mITT population.  
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Table 78. Summary of Clinical and Microbiological Outcome at Test of Cure Per Baseline 
Pathogen and Cefiderocol MIC for 80 Subjects in the Cefiderocol Arm of the CR-mITT Population  

Baseline Pathogen
Cefiderocol MIC 

(mcg/mL)

Microbiological 
eradication Rate 

n/N’ (%)
Clinical Cure rate 

n/N’ (%)
Acinetobacter baumannii 0.06 2/5 (40.0) 3/5 (60.0)

0.12 2/7 (28.6) 2/7 (28.6)
0.25 3/11 (27.3) 6/11 (54.5)
0.5 1/4 (25.0) 1/4 (25.0)
1 1/6 (16.7) 2/6 (33.3)
2 0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0)
4 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
16 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

MIC50 0.25 0.25
MIC90 1 1
Range 0.06 - 16 0.06 - 16

Klebsiella pneumoniae <=0.03 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)
0.06 1/2 (50.0) 1/2 (50.0)
0.12 1/3 (33.3) 3/3 (100.0)
0.25 2/7 (28.6) 5/7 (71.4)
0.5 3/3 (100.0) 3/3 (100.0)
1 3/5 (60.0) 3/5 (60.0)
2 2/6 (33.3) 2/6 (33.3)
4 3/4 (75.0) 3/4 (75.0)

MIC50 0.5 0.5
MIC90 4 4
Range <=0.03 - 4 <=0.03 - 4

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 0.06 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)
0.12 0/4 (0.0) 1/4 (25.0)
0.25 0/3 (0.0) 2/3 (66.7)
0.5 0/4 (0.0) 2/4 (50.0)
1 0/2 (0.0) 1/2 (50.0)
2 0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0)
4 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)

MIC50 0.25 0.25
MIC90 2 2
Range 0.06 - 4 0.06 - 4

Escherichia coli <=0.03 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
0.06 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
0.5 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)
16 0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0)

MIC50 0.06 0.06
MIC90 16 16
Range <=0.03 - 16 <=0.03 - 16

Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia <=0.03 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

0.06 0/3 (0.0) 0/3 (0.0)
0.25 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

Range <=0.03 – 0.25 <=0.03 – 0.25
Acinetobacter 
nosocomialis 0.5 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

>64 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Range 0.5 - >64 0.5 - >64
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Baseline Pathogen
Cefiderocol MIC 

(mcg/mL)

Microbiological 
eradication Rate 

n/N’ (%)
Clinical Cure rate 

n/N’ (%)
Enterobacter cloacae 1 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)

16 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Range 1 - 16 1 - 16

Chryseobacterium 
Indologenes 1 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)

Klebsiella oxytoca 0.06 0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0)
Klebsiella variicola <=0.03 1/1 (100.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Serratia marcescens 0.06 0/1 (0.0) 1/1 (100.0)
Enterobacter asburiae 0.5 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Morganella morganii 0.25 0/1 (0.0) 0/1 (0.0)
Providencia stuartii <=0.03 1/1 (100.0) 1/1 (100.0)
Source: NDA amendment eCTD0029
Percentage is calculated using N' as the denominator, where N' is the number of baseline pathogens at the given MIC level for 
cefiderocol
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; CR-mITT = carbapenem-resistant-modified-intent-to-treat; MIC = minimum inhibitory 
concentration

Clinical Microbiology Reviewer comment: The microbiological eradication rate for carbapenem 
resistant pathogens was low even for isolates with low cefiderocol MICs except for K. 
pneumoniae. 
 

10.4. Safety Results 

10.4.1. Categorization of Adverse Events 

Coding was according to MedDRA version 18.1. Adequate definitions of AEs and SAEs were 
used. Coding of verbatim terms to preferred terms was appropriate. AEs were collected from 
the time of having signed informed consent through 28 days after the last dose of the study 
treatment for randomized patients. Any ongoing AE 28 days after the last dose of study 
treatment was to be followed until resolution, stabilization, the condition became chronic, or 
the patient was lost to follow-up.  
 
According to the updated clinical information amendment submitted on February 14, 2019, the 
Applicant conveyed the following: the study day on which a patient died has been extended by 
1 day for all of the original 70 patients. The date of drug initiation and the date of death have 
not changed, but the definition of study day of death has been updated from (date of death - 
date of initiation) to (date of death - date of initiation plus +1) in ADTTE analysis dataset. The 
updated definition accurately includes the impact of calling date of initiation as Day 1. This 
change resulted in 1 patient no longer being categorized as dying prior to or on Day 14. This 
change did not impact any patient listing since the date of study initiation and date of death did 
not change. 
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10.4.2. Routine Clinical Tests 

Safety assessments included AEs, mortality for up to EOS, clinical laboratory tests, 
(hematology, chemistry including creatinine clearance and eGFR, and urinalysis) and vital signs. 
Vital signs measured at the time when highest body temperature was observed were included 
in the analysis. Summary statistics for vital signs were to be presented for EOT, TOC and for the 
change from baseline to each timepoint. Baseline was the last value obtained before 
randomization. Blood pressure (systolic/diastolic pressures), temperature, pulse rate, and 
respiratory rate were measured at screening and at specified times. The vital signs were 
recorded once a day during screening and at least 3 times a day at approximately evenly spaced 
intervals across the 24-hour day starting on Day 1 of the infusions and continuing while the 
patient was hospitalized and receiving treatment. For patients treated in ICU, vital signs 
obtained through continuous monitoring methods, including intra-arterial catheters, could be 
used to record vital signs.  
 
Summary statistics for laboratory test data were presented for each scheduled timepoint and 
for the change from baseline to each timepoint. Routine laboratory tests were measured at a 
local laboratory and samples for serum iron, TIBC, transferrin iron saturation, and hepcidin 
were shipped to a central laboratory. A standard 12-lead ECG was performed during Screening. 
The following ECG parameters were recorded: heart rate, PR interval, RR-interval, QRS 
duration, QT interval, and diagnostic statements. QTc interval data were calculated using 
Fridericia's correction (QTcF). Biologic tissue or fluids for microbiologic cultures were sent to 
the local laboratory for identification of all pathogens causing the infection. All isolated 
pathogens (Gram-positives, Gram-negatives, fungi and yeast) were frozen and stored for later 
shipping to the central laboratory. Details regarding scheduled time points collected for safety 
analysis are noted in the study protocol.  

10.4.3. Exposure 

In the CREDIBLE-CR trial, 150 patients were exposed to study drugs (101 treated with 
cefiderocol and 49 treated with BAT). The total duration of treatment was 7-14 days, with 
extension up to 21 days if needed. For subjects with cUTI, a minimum of 5 days of therapy was 
allowed. The mean duration of exposure was 11.5 days for cefiderocol and 12.9 days for BAT 
for patients enrolled with HABP/VABP/HCABP and BSI/Sepsis. The mean duration of exposure 
was 11.5 days for cefiderocol and 7.6 days for BAT for patients enrolled with cUTI. In patients 
with cUTI, treatment was given for >14 days for 7/26 (27%) patients in the cefiderocol group 
and 0/10 (0%) patients in the BAT group.  

10.4.4. Summary of Adverse Events 

Over 90% of patients in both treatment groups had at least one TEAE. There was a slightly 
greater number of TEAEs and severe TEAEs in the BAT group. There were more SAEs in the 
cefiderocol group. The number of TEAEs leading to death was greater by about 15% in the 
cefiderocol group than in the BAT group. The percentage of TEAEs leading to discontinuation 
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was greater by about 4% in the cefiderocol group as compared to the BAT group. Table 79 
shows a summary of TEAEs in the CREDIBLE-CR trial. 

Table 79. Summary of Treatment-Emergent Adverse Events in CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Type of TEAE
Cefiderocol (N=101)

n (%)
BAT (N=49) 

n (%)
Any TEAE 92 (91.1) 47 (95.9)
Any SAE 50 (49.5) 23 (46.9)
Any TEAE leading to death 34 (33.7) 9 (18.4)
Any TEAE leading to discontinuation 10 (9.9) 3 (6.1)
Severe TEAE* 43 (42.6) 22 (44.9)
Source: Medical Officer, created in JMP clinical * causes interruption of daily activities or has a clinically significant effect
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

10.4.5. Deaths 

Survival status for each patient in the safety population was to be captured through the EOS 
visit 28±3 days after the end of treatment, or when death was due to serious adverse events 
occurring prior to the EOS visit. The table below displays the distribution of patients with known 
or missing survival status by timepoint. There were no missing data through Day 28, but by Day 
49 half of the patients had unknown survival status. 

Table 80. Distribution of Missing Survival Status by Timepoint in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Timepoint

Total missing
(n=150)
n (%)

Cefiderocol missing
(n=101)
n (%)

BAT missing
(n=49)
n (%)

Day 28 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
Day 35 13 (8.7) 7 (6.9) 6 (12.2)
Day 42 55 (36.7) 35 (34.7) 20 (40.8)
Day 49 75 (50.0) 48 (47.5) 27 (55.1)
Source: Statistical reviewer.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy

This section discusses all-cause mortality results at Day 14, Day 28, and Day 49. Assessments of 
Day 14 and Day 28 all-cause mortality were secondary objectives of the study, these 
assessments could be performed with no missing data, and the endpoints were driven by early 
deaths that may have been more closely related to infection and treatment failure. Day 49 
mortality was assessed because it almost completely coincided with mortality through the EOS 
visit (with the difference being that it additionally included one patient in the BAT group who 
died on Day 43 with unknown cause of death) and because this was a post-randomization 
timepoint considered reasonable given numerical trends. The missing mortality data at Day 49 
did not represent protocol violations because with limited exceptions mortality was only to be 
captured through the EOS visit 28 days after treatment.  
 
After the EOS visit there were 2 deaths in the cefiderocol group (on Days 51 and 89) and 5 
deaths in the BAT group (on Days 43, 53, 70, 106, and 108). Post-study deaths were discovered 
for reasons such as responses to AE queries and identifications in FDA inspection reports. 
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Analyses of death at late times beyond the EOS visit are potentially limited by informative 
censoring in this open-label study.  
 
The table below summarizes all-cause mortality at Day 14, Day 28, and Day 49 in the safety 
population. A detailed summary of all fatal cases in the table is also provided in the Appendix. 
The cefiderocol group had a higher rate of all-cause mortality than the BAT group at Day 14 and 
Day 28, and by Day 49 the mortality rates were 34/101 (33.7%) in the cefiderocol group and 
10/49 (20.4%) in the BAT group. Confidence intervals for mortality differences did not provide 
nominally statistically significant evidence of a mortality increase at any time, but by Day 49 the 
confidence interval for the difference in mortality rates excluded a cefiderocol mortality benefit 
of 1.3% or more.  
 

Table 81. All-Cause Mortality at Day 14, Day 28, and Day 49 in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Timepoint
Cefiderocol

(n=101)
BAT

(n=49) Difference 95% CI
Day 14 19/101 (18.8) 6/49 (12.2) 6.6 -5.4 to 18.5
Day 28 25/101 (24.8) 9/49 (18.4) 6.4 -7.3 to 20.1
Day 49 34/101 (33.7) 10/49 (20.4) 13.3 -1.3 to 27.8
Source: Statistical Reviewer and CREDIBLE-CR Final Study Summary, Table 21.
Note: The 95% confidence intervals in this table are based on handling mortality as a binary yes/no outcome, so can differ from 
confidence intervals based on Kaplan-Meier confidence intervals that also consider censoring. Censored mortality outcome at Day 
49 was imputed as survival for 75 subjects in this table.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; CI = confidence interval

 
All-cause mortality at Day 14, Day 28, and Day 49 by time and infection site is presented in the 
table below. The greatest mortality imbalance disfavoring cefiderocol was noted in the 
HABP/VABP/HCABP subgroup at Day 49, followed by the BSI/Sepsis subgroup at Day 49. 
Numerically, the cUTI subgroup had a higher mortality in the BAT group, but the difference is 
difficult to interpret with a small sample size and wide confidence interval.  
 

Table 82. All-Cause Mortality at Day 14, Day 28, and Day 49 by Clinical Diagnosis in the 
CREDIBLE-CR Trial
Timepoint Cefiderocol BAT Difference 95% CI
HABP/VABP/HCABP

Day 14 11/45 (24.4) 3/22 (13.6) 10.8 -8.3 to 29.9
Day 28 14/45 (31.1) 4/22 (18.2) 12.9 -8.1 to 34.0
Day 49 19/45 (42.2) 4/22 (18.2) 24.0 2.4 to 45.7

BSI/Sepsis
Day 14 5/30 (16.7) 1/17 (5.9) 10.8 -6.6 to 28.2
Day 28 7/30 (23.3) 3/17 (17.6) 5.7 -17.9 to 29.3
Day 49 11/30 (36.7) 4/17 (23.5) 13.1 -13.4 to 39.7

cUTI
Day 14 3/26 (11.5) 2/10 (20.0) -8.5 -36.1 to 19.2
Day 28 4/26 (15.4) 2/10 (20.0) -4.6 -33.0 to 23.8
Day 49 4/26 (15.4) 2/10 (20.0) -4.6 -33.0 to 23.8
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Timepoint Cefiderocol BAT Difference 95% CI
HABP/VABP/HCABP 
+ BSI/Sepsis

Day 14 16/75 (21.3) 4/39 (10.3) 11.1 -2.2 to 24.4
Day 28 21/75 (28.0) 7/39 (17.9) 10.1 -5.7 to 25.8
Day 49 30/75 (40.0) 8/39 (20.5) 19.5 2.6 to 36.3

Source: Statistical reviewer.
Note: Censored mortality outcome at Day 49 was imputed as survival in this table.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CI = confidence interval; cUTI = complicated urinary tract
infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; TOC = test of cure; 
VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 
Time-to-event analysis can provide more power than analysis of mortality at a fixed timepoint 
and is less dependent on the subjective timepoint cutoff. The hazard ratio analysis of time-to-
death through Day 49 in the safety population is provided in the table below. The estimated 
hazard ratio of 1.77 was consistent with more rapid mortality for the cefiderocol group than the 
BAT group, but the two-sided p-value of 0.11 did not reach the level of a nominally statistically 
significant difference.  
 

Table 83. Hazard Ratio Analysis of Time-to-Death Through Day 49 in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial
Hazard Ratio 95% CI Two-sided p-value

1.77 0.87 to 3.57 0.11
Source: Statistical reviewer.
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval

A Kaplan-Meir Plot of all-cause mortality in the safety population is displayed in the following 
figure. The mortality curves separated at an early time and cefiderocol mortality numerically 
exceeded the BAT mortality through Day 49. 

Figure 14. Kaplan-Meier Plot of All-Cause Mortality by Treatment Group Through Day 49 in the 
CREDIBLE-CR Trial

 
Source: Statistical reviewer.
Blue Solid Line = Cefiderocol. Black Dashed Line = BAT.
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The following safety analyses related to mortality will focus on the 43 total deaths, exclusive of 
the additional death in the BAT group on Day 43 as discussed previously, in which the cause of 
death was unknown.   
 
The table below shows the number of deaths based on the study day that the fatal TEAE 
occurred and the corresponding system organ class (SOC). Most deaths occurred within 15 days 
of the start of the study treatment in both groups and 9 additional deaths occurred past 30 
days in the cefiderocol group. Also, most deaths were infection-related, and the frequency was 
higher in the cefiderocol group than in the BAT group (20.8% vs. 6.1%, respectively). 
Hepatobiliary-related deaths were also more common in the cefiderocol group than in the BAT 
group (2.0% vs. 0% respectively).  
 

Table 84. TEAEs Associated With Deaths Through Day 49 by System Organ Class in the 
CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Cefiderocol (N=101)
n (%)

BAT (N=49)
n (%)

<15 Days
15 to 30 

Days >30 Days Total <15 Days
15 to 30 

Days >30 Days Total
Number of 
Deaths 19 (18.8) 6 (5.9) 9 (8.9) 34 (33.7) 6 (12.2) 3 (6.1) 1 (2.0) 10 (20.4)

Primary SOC
Infections and 
infestations 12 (11.9) 3 (3.0) 6 (5.9) 21 (20.8) 2 (4.1) 1 (2.0) 0 3 (6.1)

Renal and urinary 3 (3.0) 0 0 3 (3.0) 1 (2.0) 0 0 1 (2.0)
Cardiac 3 (3.0) 2 (2.0) 1 (1.0) 6 (5.9) 2 (4.1) 1 (2.0) 0 3 (6.1)
General and 
administration 2 (2.0) 0 1 (1.0) 3 (3.0) 2 (4.1) 1 (2.0) 0 3 (6.1)

Vascular 1 (1.0) 0 0 1 (1.0) 0 0 0 0
Hepatobiliary 1 (1.0) 0 1 (1.0) 2 (2.0) 0 0 0 0
Metabolism and 
nutrition 1 (1.0) 0 0 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0) 0 0 1 (2.0)

Respiratory, 
thoracic and 
mediastinal 

1 (1.0) 3 (3.0) 0 4 (4.0) 2 (4.1) 0 0 2 (4.1)

Neoplasms 0 0 1 (1.0) 1 (1.0) 0 0 0 0
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (2.0) 1 (2.0)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; SOC = system organ class; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

Moreover, the specific TEAEs that occurred at a higher frequency in the cefiderocol group were 
infection-related: septic shock, pneumonia (combined with bacterial pneumonia), sepsis, and 
bacteremia, as noted in the following table. 
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Table 85. TEAEs Associated With Death Through the EOS Visit by Preferred Term in the 
CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Preferred Term
Cefiderocol (N=101)

n (%)
BAT (N=49)

n (%)
TEAEs leading to death 34 (33.7) 9 (18.4)
Septic shock 11 (10.9) 3 (6.1)
Pneumonia/bacterial pneumonia 6 (5.9) 0
Cardiac arrest 4 (4.0) 2 (4.1)
Sepsis 3 (3.0) 0
Respiratory failure/acute respiratory failure 2 (2.0) 1 (2.0)
Oliguria 2 (2.0) 0  
Bacteremia 2 (2.0) 0
Multi-organ failure 2 (2.0) 2 (4.1)
Shock 1 (1.0) 0
Anuria 1 (1.0) 0
Pneumonia aspiration 1 (1.0) 0
Cardiac failure congestive 1 (1.0) 0
Chronic hepatic failure 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatic failure 1 (1.0) 0
Hyponatremia 1 (1.0) 0
Hypotension 1 (1.0) 0
Lung neoplasm malignant 1 (1.0) 0
Myocardial infarction 1 (1.0) 0
Obstructive airways disorder 1 (1.0) 0
Acute kidney injury 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)
Sudden death 1 (1.0) 0
General physical health deterioration 0 1 (2.0)
Device related infection 0 1 (2.0)
Bradycardia 0 1 (2.0)
Metabolic acidosis 0 1 (2.0)
Respiratory arrest 0 1 (2.0)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created in JReview
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; EOS = end of study; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

Medical Officer comments: Of the 11 patients with a fatal TEAE of septic shock in the 
cefiderocol group, 3 were considered to have death unrelated to the original Gram-negative 
infection to which they were randomized into the study (by the adjudication committee). One 
had infection-related death, but a unanimous vote could not be reached regarding treatment 
failure. The remaining 7 patients had an infection-related death due to treatment failure per 
the adjudication committee. In BAT group, there was only one out of 3 patients with septic 
shock who was considered to have had an infection-related death with treatment failure. Of 6 
patients with a fatal TEAE of pneumonia in the cefiderocol group, 5 had infection-related 
treatment failure. The other patient with pneumonia had infection-related death, but no 
treatment failure; the adjudication committee report noted that 1 of the 3 experts was 
inadvertently unblinded to the treatment assignment and there had been much discussion 
regarding this case with difficulty in adjudication. Two deaths due to sepsis and 1 death due to 
bacteremia were also considered related to treatment failure in the cefiderocol group.  
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In general, the infection-related fatal TEAEs that occurred in the cefiderocol group represented 
worsening of the original infection to which the patient was randomized into the study 
suggesting a lack of efficacy of cefiderocol. The adjudication committee results are discussed 
further below.  

Subgroup Analysis of Mortality

Several subgroups were examined based on demographic variables and clinical characteristics 
and are shown in the next table. The following subgroups were associated with an absolute 
10% higher mortality rate in the cefiderocol as compared to the BAT group at Day 49: clinical 
diagnosis of HABP/VABP/HCABP or BSI/Sepsis, male or female gender, age group 65 years or 

A. baumannii or P. aeruginosa baseline pathogen, APACHE II 
ia-Pacific or South American region, normal renal function or mild to severe 

renal impairment groups, and the presence of bacteremia in any clinical diagnosis group at 
baseline.  

Table 86. All-Cause Mortality at Day 49 by Baseline Subgroup in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Subgroup

Cefiderocol
(N=101)
n/N (%)

BAT 
(N=49) 
n/N (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Clinical diagnosis
HABP/VABP/HCABP 19/45 (42.2) 4/22 (18.2) 24.0 2.4 to 45.7
BSI/Sepsis 11/30 (36.7) 4/17 (23.5) 13.1 -13.4 to 39.7
cUTI 4/26 (15.4) 2/10 (20.0) -4.6 -33.0 to 23.8

Age group
<65 years 10/37 (27.0) 3/27 (11.1) 15.9 -2.7 to 34.5

24/64 (37.5) 7/22 (31.8) 5.7 -17.1 to 28.5
13/29 (44.8) 4/14 (28.6) 16.3 -13.5 to 46.0

Gender
Male 23/66 (34.8) 8/35 (22.9) 12.0 -6.1 to 30.0
Female 11/35 (31.4) 2/14 (14.3) 17.1 -6.8 to 41.1

Race
White 18/63 (28.6) 7/32 (21.9) 6.7 -11.5 to 24.9
Asian 14/29 (48.3) 3/14 (21.4) 26.8 -1.3 to 55.0
Other 2/9 (22.2) 0/3 (0.0) 22.2

Baseline pathogen
A. baumannii 19/39 (48.7) 4/17 (23.5) 25.2 -0.4 to 50.7
K. pneumoniae 8/34 (23.5) 4/16 (25.0) -1.5 -27.0 to 24.1
P. aeruginosa 6/17 (35.3) 2/12 (16.7) 18.6 -12.4 to 49.6
S. maltophilia 4/5 (80.0) 0/0

APACHE II score
13/55 (23.6) 5/27 (18.5) 5.1 -13.3 to 23.6
21/46 (45.7) 5/22 (22.7) 22.9 0.3 to 45.6

Region
North America 0/6 (0.0) 0/3 (0.0) 0.0
South America 1/9 (11.1) 0/4 (0.0) 11.1
Europe 19/57 (33.3) 7/28 (25.0) 8.3 -11.8 to 28.5
Asia-Pacific 14/29 (48.3) 3/14 (21.4) 26.8 -1.3 to 55.0
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Subgroup

Cefiderocol
(N=101)
n/N (%)

BAT 
(N=49) 
n/N (%)

Difference 
(%) 95% CI

Creatinine clearance 
(mL/min) group

<30 (severe) 8/20 (40.0) 2/7 (28.6) 11.4
30 to 50 (moderate) 10/23 (43.5) 2/8 (25.0) 18.5
>50 to 80 (mild) 9/20 (45.0) 3/12 (25.0) 20.0 -12.8 to 52.8
>80 to <120 (normal) 4/18 (22.2) 1/10 (10.0) 12.2 -14.5 to 39.0

3/20 (15.0) 2/12 (16.7) -1.7 -27.9 to 24.6
Bacteremia status*

Bacteremia 10/24 (41.7) 4/13 (30.8) 10.9 -21.0 to 42.8
No Bacteremia 22/62 (35.5) 5/31 (16.1) 19.4 1.8 to 36.9

Source: Statistical reviewer. 
Note: Censored mortality outcome at Day 49 was imputed as survival in this table.
* primary or concomitant bacteremia in any clinical diagnosis subgroup. Bacteremia subgroups defined within the CR mITT 
Population rather than the Safety Population. 
Abbreviations: APACHE II = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; ARC = augmented renal clearance; BAT = best 
available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; CI = confidence interval; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-
acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial 
pneumonia

Medical Officer comments: 
patients in the younger subgroup had 

extensive underlying comorbidities (e.g. cirrhosis, burn injury, psoriasis requiring 
immunosuppressive drugs, traumatic fall with intracerebral hemorrhage, metastatic cancer). 
Extensive underlying comorbidities occurred in both treatment groups. In addition, the 

of age also had a higher mortality difference disfavoring the cefiderocol 
group. In summary, the mortality imbalance was most disfavorable in the cefiderocol group by 
about 20% or above in the subgroups with HABP/VABP, Acinetobacter infection, and APACHE II 
Score which potentially represent the sickest patients in this trial.  

Mortality by Initial Treatment 

The following table shows that patients receiving cefiderocol plus adjunctive therapy had a 
higher mortality rate than those who received cefiderocol alone. Of note, the patients who 
received cefiderocol and adjunctive therapy had a higher mean APACHE II score than those 
receiving cefiderocol alone (18.1 vs. 14.8, respectively), and this may have contributed to the 
observed increased mortality.  
 

Table 87. Mortality Through Day 49 by Initial Study Drug Regimen at Day 1 and 2 in the CREDIBLE-
CR Trial 

Cefiderocol (N=101)
n/N (%)

BAT (N=49)
n/N (%)

Cefiderocol 
monotherapy

Cefiderocol + adjunctive 
therapy Colistin based regimen Non-colistin based 

regimen
25/86 (29.1) 9/15 (60.0) 8/30 (26.7) 2/19 (10.5)

Source: Statistical Reviewer
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Adjudication Committee Results

An adjudication committee consisting of three external physicians (professors of medicine and 
infectious disease, intensive care, and internal medicine) was appointed by the Applicant to 
review blinded mortality data and categorize the cause of death. Death through the end of 
study visit was first categorized by relatedness to the original Gram-negative infection. If the 
death was not directly related to the original infection, it was subcategorized into the following 
causes: underlying comorbidity, infection other than the original Gram-negative infection, drug-
related AE, or iatrogenic cause. If the death was directly related to the original infection, it was 
subcategorized into the following: infection-related death that did or did not represent a failure 
of antibacterial drug treatment. 
 
The table below summarizes the committee’s results. A greater percentage of patients in the 
cefiderocol group than in the BAT group, respectively, had infection-related death with 
treatment failure (15.8% vs. 8.2%) but also death due to underlying co-morbidity (9.9% vs. 
4.1%). There was a similar frequency of deaths attributed to other causes. There were 3 
patients in the cefiderocol group in which there was no unanimous vote on the subcategory. No 
deaths in either treatment group were attributable to a drug-related adverse event. 
 

Table 88. Adjudication Committee Results for Causes of Death in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Cause of Death

Cefiderocol
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Difference 
(%)

Overall Mortality 34 (33.7) 9 (18.4) 15.3

Directly related to original Gram-negative infection 

Failure of study drug treatment 16 (15.8) 4 (8.2) 7.7

No failure of study drug treatment 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0) -1.0

No unanimous vote 1 (1.0) 0 1.0

Unrelated to original Gram-negative infection 

Underlying comorbidity 10 (9.9) 2 (4.1) 5.8

Other infection 4 (4.0) 2 (4.1) -0.1

No unanimous vote 2 (2.0) 0 2.0
Source: Adapted from Table 1 of “Cefiderocol Adjudication Committee Review and Shionogi’s Assessment – Final.”
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy

 
In addition to the 16 cases in which infection-related death was due to failure of cefiderocol 
treatment, there were 5 additional deaths possibly related to a lack of efficacy. Table 101 in the 
Appendix shows a detailed summary of deaths and the ‘patient #’ corresponds to the ‘#’ listed 
in this table. Two deaths listed in the ‘no unanimous vote’ category in Table 88 were related to 
sepsis as a cause of death per the investigator (patient  Two deaths that were 
considered related to an ‘underlying comorbidity’ were associated with a 4-fold MIC increase in 
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the baseline pathogen during cefiderocol treatment with death possibly related to the original 
Gram-negative infection (patient ). Another death categorized as ‘infection other 
than original Gram-negative infection’ involved discontinuation from the study due to SAEs of 
septic shock for which rescue antibacterial drugs were given (patient ).  
 
In the BAT group, one additional death categorized as ‘infection other than the original Gram-
negative infection’ involved discontinuation of BAT on Day 2 for failure after which rescue 
antibacterial drugs were given for septic shock (patient ).  
 
The treatment failures in both groups were examined by several parameters as noted in Table 
89. Among the treatment failures in the cefiderocol group, 11 deaths occurred before Day 15, 3 
occurred between day 15-30, and 2 occurred on or after Day 30. Most of the deaths related to 
treatment failure in the cefiderocol group involved Acinetobacter spp. In about 9% of the 
treatment failures in the cefiderocol group, the primary pathogen was A. baumannii or A. 
nosocomialis. In 4 patients who had 2 or more baseline pathogens, all 4 had A. baumannii as a 
co-pathogen. More deaths due to treatment failure in the BAT group involved K. pneumoniae as 
the baseline pathogen. Most of the deaths in both treatment groups occurred in critically ill 
patients, those with an APACHE II score greater than or equal to 16. About 11% of patients in 
the cefiderocol group and 6% of patients in the BAT group had an APACHE II score 16. The 
mean APACHE II score of those with treatment failure was 19 which was the same in both 
treatment groups. In the cefiderocol group, the majority of deaths due to treatment failure 
occurred in patients who had a baseline clinical diagnosis of HABP and VABP. There were 2 
deaths due to treatment failure in patients with bloodstream infection and 1 death due to 
treatment failure in a patient with a cUTI. 

Table 89. Deaths Due to Treatment Failures in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Parameter
Cefiderocol (N=101)

n (%)
BAT (N=49)

n (%)
Failure of Study Drug Treatment 16 (15.8) 4 (8.2)

Timing of Death

< Day 15 11 (10.9) 1 (2.1)

Day 15-30 3 (3.0) 3 (6.1)

2 (2.0) 0

Baseline Pathogen

A. baumannii or A. nosocomialis 9 (8.9) 1 (2.1)

4 (4.0)*     0

P. aeruginosa 0 1 (2.1)

S. maltophilia 1 (1.0)     0

Enterobacteriaceae 
(K. pneumoniae or E.  cloacae)

2 (2.0) 2 (4.1)
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Parameter
Cefiderocol (N=101)

n (%)
BAT (N=49)

n (%)
APACHE II Score

11 (10.9) 3 (6.1)

5 (5.0) 1 (2.1)

Mean 19 19

Baseline Clinical Diagnosis Group

HABP/VABP 13 (12.9) 2 (4.1)

BSI 2 (2.0) 2 (4.1)

cUTI 1 (1.0)     0
Source: Medical Officer
*Mixed: 1) A. baumannii and S. maltophilia 2) A. baumannii, K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa 3) A. baumannii, E. coli, K. pneumoniae
4) A. baumannii, P. aeruginosa
Abbreviations: APACHE II = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream 
infection; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-
associated bacterial pneumonia; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

 
There were 6 deaths out of 36 patients in the cUTI subgroup. The incidence of death was 4% in 
either treatment group. One death in the cefiderocol group was adjudicated as infection-related 
with treatment failure (patient ). This was a 92 year old male with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, an APACHE II score of 11 and a SOFA score of 1. On Day 1, the urine culture 
showed K. pneumoniae resistant to carbapenems, ceftolozane-tazobactam, cefepime and 
amikacin and susceptible to colistin and ceftazidime-avibactam. He received 8 doses of 
cefiderocol 2 grams every 8 hours from Day 1 to Day 3. On Day 3, he developed nausea and 
vomiting with subsequent SAEs of hypotension, oliguria, and indeterminate refractory shock. He 
did not respond to fluids or vasopressors. A CT scan did not reveal an abdominal source for 
shock. The family withdrew consent for treatment and the patient died on Day 4. In the BAT 
group, the two deaths that occurred were not adjudicated as treatment failures. 
 
Medical Officer comments: From the review of the adjudication committee report, it seemed 
that in the few cases where treatment failure was not readily apparent, the death was 
attributed to “underlying comorbidity “as a “diagnosis of exclusion.” In 10 cefiderocol-treated 
patients where death was attributed to an underlying comorbidity, two patients’ reports did 
not specify which comorbidities contributed to death, two involved a 4-fold MIC increase to 
cefiderocol (a potential for development of resistance), and 3 reports involved an extensive 
discussion in which one expert was asked to change his vote to maintain unanimity. For the 
majority of deaths, this reviewer agreed with the adjudication of deaths noted by the 
committee. Individual death narratives with this reviewer’s comments are noted in Appendix 
18.4.  
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10.4.6. Effect of Blood Transfusions 

Due to the mechanism of cefiderocol and its relationship to the bacterial iron transport system, 
mortality was examined by iron therapy and receipt of blood transfusions to assess whether 
these factors may have partially explained results. Only 16 patients received iron therapy, and 
13 survived. The blood transfusion results in the table below may have been confounded 
because transfusions were often given post-randomization for reasons that may been 
influenced by treatment. However, the results were not consistent with transfusion leading to 
excess cefiderocol mortality because the (cefiderocol – BAT) difference in mortality rates was 
similar in those with and without transfusions. 
 

Table 90. Summary of Blood Transfusions and Day 49 All-Cause Mortality in the CREDIBLE-CR 
Trial (Safety Population)

Cefiderocol 
(N = 101)
n/N (%)

BAT 
(N = 49)
n/N (%) Difference

Blood transfusion 16/35 (45.7) 5/15 (33.3) 12.4
No blood transfusion 18/66 (27.3) 5/34 (14.7) 12.6
Source: Statistical reviewer and Response to FDA Information Request dated 08-29-2019.
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy

Medical Officer comments: It was hypothesized that patients with iron overload associated 
with a blood transfusion may be at a greater risk of death since the siderophore-based 
mechanism of the drug may be rendered inactive (i.e. with an excess of iron in the 
environment, pathogens would not need to express the iron uptake mechanism that the drug 
exploits). The results of the analyses above did not demonstrate that blood transfusions were 
leading to excess mortality in the cefiderocol group.  
 

10.4.7. Comparison of Cefiderocol Exposures by Survival Status 

In CREDIBLE-CR trial, the steady-state cefiderocol Cmax and AUC0-8h (post hoc estimates) in 
patients who survived (N=57) were comparable with those in patients who died (N=22) (Figure 
15), indicating that there was no apparent association between cefiderocol exposure and 
death. 
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Figure 15. Comparisons of the Cmax and AUC0-8h Between Patients Who Survived (N=57) Versus
Patients Who Died N=22 .

 
 

Source: Clinical Pharmacology reviewer
Cmax was measured at the end of drug infusion at steady state. AUC0-8h values were post hoc estimates of AUC during a dosing 
interval at steady state.

10.4.8. Development of Resistance to Study Drug

In 15 cefiderocol-treated patients, there was a 4-fold increase in cefiderocol MIC in one or more 
baseline pathogens, as noted in Table 91. Most of these patients had an unsuccessful outcome 
(either clinical failure at TOC or death before TOC). A fatal infection-related PT was noted in 
60% (9/15). Eight patients with a fatal outcome had a clinical diagnosis of HABP/VABP/HCABP 
and one had sepsis due to VABP. The increases in MIC were noted at days ranging from Days 3 
to 23. Eight deaths involved a 4-fold increase in cefiderocol MIC in a carbapenem-resistant non-
fermenter (A. baumannii, S. maltophilia, and P. aeruginosa). Five of these patients with clinical 
failure by TOC received treatment with rescue IV antibacterial drugs and three of these patients 
died after the TOC visit.  

Table 91. 4-Fold MIC Increases in the Cefiderocol Group in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Subject ID/
Diagnosis Pathogen

MIC 
(mcg/mL) 

at Baseline

MIC 
(mcg/mL)/
Study Day

Outcome 
by TOC

Day of 
Death Fatal PT

VABP A. baumannii 0.25 1.0 (Day 3) Death 9 Non-resolved 
sepsis

VABP A. baumannii† 1.0 8 (Day 10) Death 13 Non-resolved 
sepsis

VABP S. maltophilia† 0.06 0.25 (Day 8) Death 8 Septic shock, 
hepatic failure

HABP
A. baumannii† 1.0 4.0 (Day 11)

Death 13 Aggravated 
pneumoniaP. aeruginosa 0.25 2.0 (Day 11)

VABP S. maltophilia 0.06 0.25 (Day 14) Death 15 Septic shock, 
cardiac arrest

( )
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Subject ID/
Diagnosis Pathogen

MIC 
(mcg/mL) 

at Baseline

MIC 
(mcg/mL)/
Study Day

Outcome 
by TOC

Day of 
Death Fatal PT

Sepsis A. baumannii 2 >64 (Day 16) Cure 27
Secretion 

obstruction, 
hemoptysis

VABP A. baumannii 0.25 4.0 (Day 14) Failure* 39 Septic shock

VABP A. baumannii† 1.0 8.0 (Day 15) Failure* 45 Septic shock

HABP
K. 

pneumoniae† 0.25 2 (Day 23) Failure* 31 Septic shock

VABP
P. 

aeruginosa† 0.5 2.0 (Day 16) Failure* Survived NA

BSI E. coli† 0.5 2 (Day 11) Failure* Survived NA

cUTI
K. 

pneumoniae 0.12 0.5 (Day 17) Cure Survived NA

cUTI P. aeruginosa 0.12 2.0 (Day 22) Cure Survived NA

VABP A. baumannii 0.06 1.0 (Day 3) Cure Survived NA

VABP
K. 

pneumoniae† 0.06 0.5 (Day 8) Cure Survived NA

Source: Medical Officer 
† more than 1 pathogen at baseline (other pathogens without 4-fold MIC increase)
* Treatment with rescue IV antibacterial drugs for initial Gram-negative infection
Abbreviations: BSI = bloodstream infection; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial 
pneumonia; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PT = preferred term; TOC = test of cure; VABP = ventilator-associated 
bacterial pneumonia

In the BAT group, 5 patients had a 4-fold MIC increase to any antibacterial drug in the regimen, 
most often to colistin. Of these 5 patients, two died and the remaining had clinical failure at 
TOC. Both patients who died had a carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae at baseline. One 
patient with BSI had a 4-fold increase in the colistin MIC on Day 13 and died on Day 17 due to 
septic shock. The other patient with a VABP had a 4-fold increase in the colistin and tigecycline 
MICs on Day 13 and died due to cardiopulmonary arrest on Day 25.  

10.4.9. Discontinuations 

Treatment discontinuations due to AEs occurred in a greater number of patients who received 
cefiderocol as compared to BAT as noted in Table 92. 
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Table 92. Treatment Discontinuations Due to TEAEs in CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Preferred Term

Cefiderocol
N=101
n (%)

BAT
N=49
n (%)

Any Discontinuation 10 (9.9) 3 (6.1)
Septic shock 4 (4.0) 0
Transaminases increased* 2 (2.0) 0
Cardiac arrest 1 (1.0) 0
Drug eruption 1 (1.0) 0
Hyponatraemia 1 (1.0) 0
Pyrexia 1 (1.0) 0
Respiratory failure 1 (1.0) 0
Anaphylactic reaction 0 1 (2.0)
Endocarditis 0 1 (2.0)
Status epilepticus 0 1 (2.0)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created in Jreview * includes AST and ALT increased
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

Cefiderocol was discontinued in three patients due to AEs (pyrexia, drug eruption, and 
transaminitis increased) which were considered related to study drug per the investigator. 
Pyrexia (maximum temperature of 38.1oC) occurred on Day 12 and resolved 4 days after 
cefiderocol discontinuation. Drug eruption (maculopapular rash with eosinophilia) occurred on 
Day 6 and multiple treatments (including intramuscular steroids) were given; the rash resolved 
18 days after cefiderocol discontinuation. Transaminitis increased is described in 10.4.12. BAT 
was discontinued in two patients due to AEs (anaphylaxis and status epilepticus) which were 
considered related to study drug per the investigator. 
 
Seven patients in the cefiderocol group and 1 in the BAT group who had a treatment 
discontinuation due to an AE also died. Three patients with septic shock died; one also had 
multi-organ failure, and death was considered to be related to treatment failure per the 
adjudication committee (patient , Table 101). Another death considered to be related to 
treatment failure occurred in the patient with transaminases increased (patient ). Death 
was attributed to underlying comorbidities (atrial fibrillation, cerebrovascular accident, and 
hypertension) in a patient who had a cardiac arrest after treatment with furosemide for acute 
pulmonary congestion on Day 3 (patient ). Another death attributed to underlying 
comorbidities occurred in a patient who developed hyponatremia on Day 2 (sodium 122 mEq/L) 
in the setting of an intracerebral hemorrhage treated with mannitol and furosemide (patient 

). Death due to an aspiration pneumonia that was considered ‘not related to the original 
infection’ occurred in the patient who had pyrexia above (patient ). In the BAT group, death 
was considered to be related to treatment failure in the patient who developed status 
epilepticus on Day 13 (patient ).  

10.4.10. Serious Adverse Events  

Serious Adverse Events (SAEs) occurred in a slightly greater number of cefiderocol-treated 
patients as compared to BAT-treated patients as noted in Table 93, below. Individual patients 
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experienced more than one SAE. More than 50% of the SAEs in either group occurred within 7 
days of the last treatment. Thirty-four of the 50 patients in the cefiderocol group who 
developed SAEs had an outcome of death, and the remaining 16 patients had SAEs which 
recovered or resolved. Any cefiderocol-treated patient with a non-resolving SAE had a 
subsequent fatal outcome. Patients in the cefiderocol group with resolved SAEs associated with 
an action taken of ‘dose reduction’ or ‘drug withdrawal’ included pancreatitis, transaminases 
increased, and septic shock. Pancreatitis occurred in a patient with a history of pancreatic 
neuroendocrine tumor and pancreatectomy (amylase increased to 50 U/L, lipase was not 
reported). 
 
Eight of the 23 patients in the BAT group who developed SAEs had an outcome of death. In the 
remaining 15 BAT-treated patients, 10 had resolved/resolving SAEs and 5 had non-resolving 
SAEs.  

Table 93. Serious Adverse Events in CREDIBLE-CR Trial

System Organ Class/ Preferred Term

Cefiderocol
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Any SAE 50 (49.5) 23 (46.9)
Infections and Infestations 29 (28.7) 11 (22.5)

Septic shock 12 (11.9) 6 (12.2)
Pneumonia (includes pneumonia bacterial) 6 (5.9) 1 (2.0)
Bacteremia 3 (3.0) 0
Sepsis 3 (3.0) 0
Enterococcal infection or bacteremia 3 (3.0) 0
Bacterial infection (other Gram-positive infection) 1 (1.0) 0
Empyema 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)
Osteomyelitis (includes acute osteomyelitis) 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)
Renal Abscess 1 (1.0) 0
Systemic candida 1 (1.0) 0
Urinary tract infection 1 (1.0) 0
Urosepsis 1 (1.0) 0
Device-related infection 0 1 (2.0)
Endocarditis 0 1 (2.0)
Meningitis 0 1 (2.0)
Necrotising fasciitis 0 1 (2.0)

General disorders and administration site 
conditions 7 (6.9) 3 (6.1)

Pyrexia 3 (3.0) 0
Multi-organ failure 2 (2.0) 2 (4.1)
Sudden death 1 (1.0) 0
Chills 1 (1.0) 0
General physical health deterioration 0 1 (2.0)

Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders 7 (6.9) 2 (4.1)
Respiratory failure (includes acute respiratory failure) 3 (3.0) 1 (2.0)
Pneumonia aspiration 2 (2.0)      0
Obstructive airways disorders 1 (1.0)   0
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 1 (1.0)      0
Respiratory arrest        0 1 (2.0)
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Cardiac disorders 6 (5.9) 4 (8.2)
Cardiac arrest 4 (4.0) 2 (4.1)
Bradycardia 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)
Cardiac failure congestive 1 (1.0)      0
Myocardial infarction 1 (1.0)     0
Pulseless electrical activity 0 1 (2.0)

Renal and urinary disorders 6 (5.9) 2 (4.1)
Acute kidney injury 3 (3.0) 2 (4.1)
Oliguria (includes anuria) 2 (2.0) 0
Nephrolithiasis 1 (1.0) 0

Gastrointestinal disorders 5 (5.0) 0
Gastrointestinal hemorrhage (includes lower 
gastrointestinal hemorrhage) 2 (2.0) 0

Abdominal pain (includes abdominal pain upper) 2 (2.0) 0
Intestinal ischemia 1 (1.0) 0
Pancreatitis 1 (1.0) 0
Small intestinal obstruction 1 (1.0) 0

Investigations 5 (5.0) 3 (6.1)
Liver function test abnormal (includes transaminases 
increased) 5 (5.0) 3 (6.1)

Hepatobiliary disorders 3 (3.0) 0
Chronic hepatic failure 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatic failure 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatitis 1 (1.0) 0

Metabolism and nutrition disorders 3 (3.0) 1 (2.0)
Metabolic acidosis 2 (2.0) 1 (2.0)
Hyponatremia 1 (1.0) 0

Nervous system disorders 3 (3.0) 2 (4.1)
Dizziness 1 (1.0) 0
Hypoaesthesia 1 (1.0) 0
Neurological decompensation 1 (1.0) 0
Paraesthesia 1 (1.0) 0
Quadriplegia 0 1 (2.0)
Status epilepticus 0 1 (2.0)

Vascular disorders 2 (2.0) 2 (4.1)
Hypotension 2 (2.0) 1 (2.0)
Shock 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)

Blood and lymphatic system disorders 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)
Anemia 0 1 (2.0)
Febrile neutropenia 1 (1.0) 0

Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified 1 (1.0) 0
Lung neoplasm malignant 1 (1.0) 0

Immune system disorders 0 1 (2.0)
Anaphylactic reaction 0 1 (2.0)

Source: Adapted from Table 26: CREDIBLE-CR Study Summary
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; SAE = serious adverse event

10.4.11. Common Treatment-Emergent Adverse Events  

Common TEAEs occurred in a slightly greater number of BAT-treated patients as compared to 
cefiderocol-treated patients. The most frequently reported TEAEs (in >10% of subjects in the 
cefiderocol group) were diarrhea, elevated liver tests, and pyrexia. TEAEs with an incidence 
greater in the cefiderocol than in the BAT group are presented in Table 94. TEAEs that were 
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more common in the cefiderocol group and not generally considered complications of 
treatment with antibacterial drugs (i.e., diarrhea, candidiasis) are discussed below.  
 

Table 94. TEAEs W That Occurred More Frequently in the Cefiderocol Treatment 
Arm Than in BAT in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Preferred Term

Cefiderocol
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Any TEAE 92 (91.1) 47 (95.9)
Diarrhea 19 (18.8) 6 (12.2)
Elevated liver tests* 18 (17.8) 6 (12.2)
Pyrexia 14 (13.9) 6 (12.2)
Decubitus ulcer 10 (9.9) 4 (8.2)
Pneumonia* 9 (8.9) 2 (4.1)
Candidiasis* 9 (8.9) 3 (6.1)
Hypomagnesemia* 9 (8.9) 4 (8.2)
Anemia 8 (7.9) 2 (4.1)
Fluid overload* 8 (7.9) 3 (6.1)
Constipation 8 (7.9) 3 (6.1)
Hypotension 8 (7.9) 3 (6.1)
Pleural effusion 8 (7.9) 1 (2.0)
Dyspnea 7 (6.9) 2 (4.1)
Nausea 7 (6.9) 2 (4.1)
Chest pain* 7 (6.9) 0
Oliguria* 5 (5.0) 2 (4.1)
Agitation 5 (5.0) 2 (4.1)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created in MAED. Custom queries developed for the following similar preferred terms: 
*Elevated liver tests include AST, ALT, transaminases increased, liver function test abnormal, hepatic function abnormal, and 
hepatic enzyme increased; pneumonia includes pneumonia bacterial; candidiasis includes candida infection, systemic candida, 
candiduria; hypomagnesemia includes blood magnesium decreased; fluid overload includes peripheral edema, localized edema, 
peripheral swelling; chest pain includes chest discomfort; oliguria includes anuria
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

Pneumonia  

The cefiderocol group had more than twice the incidence of patients with pneumonia TEAEs as 
compared to BAT. This difference persisted across outcomes of increasing severity, such as SAEs 
and deaths, Table 101. Of the 9 patients treated with cefiderocol who experienced a TEAE of 
pneumonia, only one survived but required antibacterial drugs for clinical failure at TOC for P. 
aeruginosa and S. maltophilia VABP (patient , Table 91).  
 
The 8 patients who received cefiderocol who experienced a TEAE of pneumonia with a fatal 
outcome were examined in greater detail. Five patient deaths due to pneumonia were directly 
related to the original clinical diagnosis of HABP/VABP/HCABP (also considered ‘infection-
related deaths due to treatment failure per the adjudication committee, patients  

).  
 
Three patients who received cefiderocol with a fatal TEAE of pneumonia had a new respiratory 
pathogen identified or a concomitant respiratory pathogen that persisted. Patient  had 
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recurrence of A. baumannii HABP and a new pathogen (P. mirabilis) in the sputum culture at 
FUP (investigator considered death due to worsening A. baumannii or P. mirabilis pneumonia). 
Patient  had a new pathogen (E. meningoseptica) in sputum culture and worsening 
pneumonia on Day 4. Lastly, patient  had a clinical diagnosis of K. pneumoniae BSI but also 
had A. baumannii and methicillin-susceptible Staphylococcus aureus in tracheal cultures on Day 
1 for which vancomycin and cloxacillin was given. At TOC, A. baumannii persisted in tracheal 
cultures, additional antibacterial drugs and a tracheostomy was required for prolonged 
mechanical ventilation.  

Chest Pain 

Seven patients in the cefiderocol group as compared to none in the BAT group experienced 
chest pain or chest discomfort. As noted in the Applicant’s study summary, the majority of 
events of chest pain appeared to be non-cardiovascular in origin and likely unrelated to 
cefiderocol treatment. One patient had chest pain 1 day prior to an episode of asystole from 
which she recovered, but then another episode of asystole 8 days later, which caused death 
(patient ).  

Fluid Overload  

Eight patients in the cefiderocol group as compared to 3 in the BAT group experienced fluid 
overload (includes peripheral edema or swelling). The cefiderocol-treated patients either had 
prior history of fluid overload or underlying comorbidities associated with fluid overload 
(cirrhosis, burn injury). Of note, the CREDIBLE-CR protocol recommended that the solution 
volume of infusion of cefiderocol was at least 100 mL and that dilution volumes greater than 
100 mL could be used, if deemed necessary by the investigator, to reduce any emerging 
symptoms related to nausea or infusion site issues, e.g., pain, swelling. The actual volume of 
infusion in individual patients was unknown. 

10.4.12. Adverse Events of Special Interest and Submission Specific Safety 
Issues 

Hepatobiliary 

Hepatic TEAEs occurred in 30 (29.7%) of cefiderocol-treated patients and 7 (14.3%) of BAT-
treated patients. A summary of drug-related hepatic disorders TEAEs by SMQ and PT is noted in 
Table 95. 

Table 95. Hepatic TEAEs in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

SMQ/PT

Cefiderocol
N=101
n (%)

BAT
N=49
n (%)

Drug related hepatic disorders - comprehensive search 30 (29.7) 7 (14.3)
Alanine aminotransferase increased 7 (6.9) 0
Aspartate aminotransferase increased 8 (7.9) 4 (8.2)
Liver function test abnormal 8 (7.9) 4 (8.2)
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SMQ/PT

Cefiderocol
N=101
n (%)

BAT
N=49
n (%)

Gamma-glutamyltransferase increased 2 (2.0) 0
Ascites 2 (2.0) 0
Blood bilirubin increased 2 (2.0) 1 (2.0)
Hepatic function abnormal 2 (2.0) 0
Hypoalbuminaemia 2 (2.0) 0
International normalized ratio increased 2 (2.0) 1 (2.0)
Blood alkaline phosphatase increased 2 (2.0) 0
Hepatic cirrhosis 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatic failure 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatitis 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatocellular injury 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatomegaly 1 (1.0) 0
Hyperbilirubinemia 1 (1.0) 0
Transaminases increased 1 (1.0) 0
Chronic hepatic failure 1 (1.0) 0
Hepatic enzyme increased 0 1 (2.0)
Source: Table 3.1 Applicant response to information request July 18, 2019
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; PT = preferred term; SMQ = Standardized MedDRA Query

Increases in AST and ALT led to the discontinuation of cefiderocol in two patients. One patient 
with no history of liver disease with baseline increased liver tests (AST >1x to <2x ULN, ALP >2x 
ULN) receiving concomitant medications (atorvastatin, tramadol, fosfomycin, polymyxin, 
pregabalin) had an AST and ALT >5x ULN on Day 6 which resolved by Day 35. This AE was 
considered treatment-related by the investigator as cefiderocol was the only new medication 
and the hepatic ultrasound was negative. Another patient with a medical history of an 
autoimmune disorder and baseline increased liver tests (AST >1x to <2x ULN, ALP >3x ULN) 
receiving multiple concomitant medications had an AST and ALT >3x ULN on Day 19 which 
decreased by Day 26 after cefiderocol discontinuation on Day 20. The TB was also >10x ULN on 
Day 19 and remained elevated until death (patient ). Of note, the alkaline phosphatase was 
>2x ULN, thus Hy’s Law criteria were not met. 
 
Maximum post-baseline increases in AST or ALT >3 to 5x ULN were observed in 17.7% (17/96) 
and 2.1% (1/48) and AST or ALT >5 to 20x ULN were observed in 10.4% (10/96) and 14.6% 
(7/48) and AST or ALT >20x ULN were observed in 4.2% (4/96) and 0% (0/48) in the cefiderocol 
and BAT groups, respectively. The maximum post-baseline increases in total bilirubin >2x ULN 
were observed in 15.1% (14/92) and 12.5% (6/48) of cefiderocol and BAT groups, respectively. 
Maximum post-baseline increases in PT-INR were similar in both groups.  
 
Hy’s Law  

One patient in the cefiderocol group fulfilled the laboratory criteria for Hy’s Law, i.e., ALT >3x 
ULN, total bilirubin >2x ULN, and alkaline phosphatase <2x ULN. The time course of elevated 
liver tests is noted in Figure 16 below. Pertinent medical history included chronic hepatitis B 
with unknown treatment status/recent serology and concomitant medications (propofol, 
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metamizole, metoclopramide, levetiracetam, levofloxacin, and others). Total bilirubin remained 
elevated and a fatal SAE of refractory hepatic failure was reported on Day 34. 
 

Figure 16. Liver Tests Time Course for Patient With Hy’s Law in CREDIBLE-CR Trial

 
Source: Medical Officer, Figure created in JMP clinical
Abbreviations: ALP = a kaline phosphatase; ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; BILI = bilirubin; 
ULN = upper limit of normal

 
Medical Officer comments: The patient had a history of chronic viral hepatitis B (HBV), 
presumably associated with an elevated PT-INR and TB at baseline. Markers of disease activity 
such as HBV DNA PCR or serology as well as prior treatment of HBV were unknown. These were 
not obtained during the hospital course, so it is unclear whether there was reactivation of HBV.  
 
Nonetheless, Hy’s law criteria was met (A  <2x ULN). 
Pre-existing liver disease likely contributed to diminished liver reserve and the inability to 
recover from drug-induced liver injury. It cannot be excluded that Hy’s law contributed to a 
fatal outcome as the cause of death was refractory hepatic failure. There may have been 
confounding medications: Those labeled for hepatic adverse reactions included 
metoclopramide (usually in combination with other drugs known to cause liver injury), 
levetiracetam (post-marketing reports of hepatitis), methylprednisolone, and levofloxacin; 
Omeprazole, metamizole, and dexketoprofen are to be used with caution in patients with liver 
disease. Paracetamol was unlikely to be confounding as an overdose was not reported.  
 
Another patient met criteria for Hy’s Law based on ALT and total bilirubin, but post-Day 1 
values of alkaline phosphatase were missing (Day 1 alkaline phosphatase was <2x ULN). The 
patient had no history of chronic liver disease but had an elevated ALT, AST and total bilirubin 
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>2x ULN at baseline (patient ). Eight additional patients in the cefiderocol group had 
concomitant elevations in AST or ALT >3x ULN and total bilirubin >2x ULN, however the alkaline 
phosphatase was >2x ULN. Of note, 7 of these 8 patients had a fatal outcome  

. Other than patient  who had a history of cholangiocarcinoma and hepatitis, 
none had a history of liver disease (two had cancer with metastasis to liver).  

Renal 

The post-baseline changes in serum creatinine are noted in Table 96. Colistin-related renal 
toxicity was noted in the BAT group.  

Table 96. Post-Baseline Changes in Serum Creatinine in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial 

Post-Baseline Change in Creatinine

Cefiderocol
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Serum Cr 1.5x to 2x from baseline by TOC 15 (14.9) 7 (14.3)
Serum Cr 2x to 3x from baseline by TOC 5 (5.0) 8 (16.3)
Serum Cr >3x 1 (1.0) 2 (4.1)
Source: Table 4.1 Applicant response to information request July 18, 2019
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; Cr = creatinine; TOC = test of cure

Hematology 

Observational studies show that iron metabolism disorders (decreased availability of iron and 
elevated ferritin) can occur within the first few days in the ICU setting. Iron metabolism 
disorders may potentially contribute to the anemia observed in ICU patients (Darveau et al. 
2004). 
 
As cefiderocol has a siderophore-based mechanism, hematology-related TEAEs were 
investigated. Overall, 13.9% and 6.1% patients in the cefiderocol and BAT groups, respectively, 
had TEAEs related to anemia or iron-related investigations, Table 97. In both treatment groups 
combined, 10 patients with anemia had no prior history of anemia, but most had predisposing 
conditions such as malignancy and chronic kidney disease. Of these 10 patients, 2 in the 
cefiderocol group and 1 in the BAT had an outcome of ‘not recovered.’ One cefiderocol-treated 
patient had progression of anemia from baseline to Day 34 (8.0 to 4.1 g/dL) despite several 
blood transfusions, iron and erythropoietin; the patient died from sepsis on Day 36. Three other 
patients in the cefiderocol group with anemia TEAEs also died while both patients in the BAT 
group survived.  

Table 97. Anemia-Related TEAEs in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

System Organ Class/ Preferred Term

Cefiderocol
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Subjects With Adverse Events 14 (13.9) 3 (6.1)
Blood and lymphatic system disorders 10 (9.9) 3 (6.1)

Anemia 8 (7.9) 2 (4.1)
Anemia of chronic disease* 1 (1.0) 1 (2.0)
Normochromic normocytic anemia* 1 (1.0) 0
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System Organ Class/ Preferred Term

Cefiderocol
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Investigations 4 (4.0) 0
Blood iron decreased 1 (1.0) 0
Hemoglobin decreased 1 (1.0) 0
Serum ferritin increased 1 (1.0) 0
Transferrin decreased 1 (1.0) 0
Transferrin saturation decreased 2 (2.0) 0

Source: Table 4.2 Applicant response to information request July18, 2019
* history of anemia or low hemoglobin at baseline
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event

Overall, maximum post-baseline decreases in hemoglobin were similar in both treatment 
groups, Table 98. Six patients in the cefiderocol group had worsening from grade 0 or 1 to 3 
based on the common terminology criteria for adverse events (CTCAE) grading system. 
Maximum decreases in hemoglobin occurred at an average of 21 days (range 9 to 41 days). All 6 
patients had a history of anemia or a predisposing condition such as malnutrition and 5 had a 
fatal outcome. One of the two patients in the BAT group with worsening from grade 1 to 3 had 
a fatal outcome. 

Table 98. Maximum Post-Baseline Decreases in Hemoglobin in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

Baseline Hemoglobin 
Grade

Post-Baseline 
Hemoglobin Grade

Cefiderocol 
(N=101)

n (%)

BAT
(N=49)
n (%)

Any Worsening 
Grade 43 (42.6) 24 (49.0)

Grade 0: 
Grade 1 2 (2.0) 0
Grade 2 1 (1.0) 0
Grade 3 1 (1.0) 0

Grade 1: Grade 2 13 (12.9) 9 (18.4)
Grade 3 5 (5.0) 2 (4.1)

Grade 2: Grade 3 21 (20.8) 13 (26.5)
Source: Medical Officer, Table created in Jreview. CTCAE Grade 0: Hgb >=LLN to <=ULN, Grade 1: Hgb < LLN - 100 g/L, Grade 2: 
Hgb <100 - 80g/L, Grade 3: Hgb <80 g/L
Abbreviations: BAT = best available therapy

11. APEKS-NP Trial 

Cefiderocol is also being developed for the treatment of HABP/VABP. The Applicant has 
recently completed a Phase 3 trial titled “A Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, Parallel-
group, Clinical Study of S-649266 Compared with Meropenem for the Treatment of Hospital-
acquired Bacterial Pneumonia, Ventilator-associated Bacterial pneumonia, or Healthcare-
associated Bacterial Pneumonia Caused by Gram-negative Pathogens,” trial APEKS-NP.  
Data from this study have not yet been submitted for review. Only top line mortality results 
have been submitted to the Agency.  These data have not been verified by the Agency. 
 
The following table shows the all-cause mortality results.  
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Table 99. APEKS-NP All-Cause Mortality Results by Timepoint
Cefiderocol

n/N (%)
Meropenem

n/N (%) Difference (%) 95% CI
Day 14 ACM 19/148 (12.8) 17/149 (11.4) 1.4 -6.0 to 8.7
Day 28 ACM 31/146 (21.2) 30/149 (20.1) 1.1 -8.0 to 10.3
Overall ACM 39/145 (26.9) 34/149 (22.8) 4.1 -5.6 to 13.8
Source: Applicant advisory committee briefing materials, Table 42.
Abbreviations: ACM = all-cause mortality; CI = confidence interval

12. Advisory Committee Meeting and Other External Consultations 

A meeting of the Antimicrobial Drugs Advisory Committee was held on October 16, 2019.  
 
Question 1 (discussion question): Please discuss your evaluation of the mortality imbalance 
observed in the CREDIBLE-CR trial with respect to the overall risk benefit assessment for 
cefiderocol and provide recommendations for labeling and/or the need for additional studies.
 
Committee Discussion: The committee voiced concern regarding the increased mortality in the 
cefiderocol treatment group of the CREDIBLE-CR trial and noted that it was unclear if the 
mortality results represented a genuine safety signal or noise, due to the descriptive, post-hoc, 
interpretation of the study results in a small sample of patients with severe infections. Some 
committee members stated that new study(ies) need to be conducted with a randomized, 
double-blinded design that is powered for assessing mortality, specifically looking at more 
severe infections like bloodstream infections and pneumonia, including those due to multi-drug 
resistant organisms such as Acinetobacter baumannii. It was recommended that the 
mechanisms associated with the increase in cefiderocol minimum inhibitory concentrations be 
identified. One committee member also noted that studies should include combination therapy 
in the cefiderocol group to mirror clinical practice in patients with limited or no treatment 
options in severe infections. Another member noted that studies should focus on the presence 
of infection with endpoints of clinical cure or microbiologic eradication instead of clinical 
improvement. The committee noted that, if approved for cUTI, labeling should state the safety 
concerns for cefiderocol if used off-label for the treatment of other infections. In addition, it 
was recommended that the labeling should also include the risk of acquired resistance while on 
cefiderocol. A few panel members recommended including a boxed warning for indications 
other than cUTI and referring providers to the CREDIBLE-CR trial results for further information. 
Please see the transcript for details of the committee discussion. 
 
Question 2 (voting question): Has the Applicant provided substantial evidence of the efficacy 
and sufficient evidence of the safety of cefiderocol for the treatment of complicated urinary 
tract infections (cUTI) including pyelonephritis in patients with limited or no alternative 
treatment options? 
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a. If yes, please provide any recommendations concerning labeling. 

b. If no, what additional studies/analyses are needed? 
 

Vote Result:   Yes: 14   No: 2  Abstain: 0  
 
Committee Discussion: The majority of the committee voted “Yes”, that the Applicant provided 
substantial evidence for the treatment of cUTI including pyelonephritis in patients with limited 
or no alternative treatment options. The committee noted the label should indicate warnings 
for mortality, with some members recommending a boxed warning to communicate the safety 
concern for off-label use of cefiderocol for treatment of infections other than cUTI. Additional 
committee members monitoring of hematologic and liver laboratory values, as well as assessing 
the risk of arrhythmia and seizure potential with therapy. It was noted that the label should 
include details on the recommended infusion rate for the indication. The committee members 
who voted “No” explained that the Applicant had not provided sufficient evidence for the 
proposed indication. These members had concern for the mortality difference in the CREDIBLE-
CR trial. There was also concern for how cefiderocol could be used off-label once approved. In 
addition, there was concern that since the cUTI study was a single noninferiority trial, 
substantial evidence of efficacy was not provided. Some committee members recommended 
that another study be conducted, possibly with a superiority design. Please see the transcript 
for details of the committee discussion. 

13. Labeling Recommendations 

13.1. Prescribing Information 

Draft prescribing information was provided within the application, and the significant changes 
made during the course of the review are noted in Table 100.  A new warning was created in 
labeling section 5.1 to provide a summary of CREDIBLE-CR trial and a description of the 
mortality imbalance. The elevation of this warning to a Boxed Warning was considered by the 
review team; however, for reasons described in the Benefit-Risk Assessment (1.3) messaging in 
section 5 was deemed to be the most suitable method to communicate the safety concern. 
CREDIBLE-CR trial was not discussed in sections 6 or 14 of the labeling as it provided limited 
clinical information regarding the cUTI indication due to the small cUTI subpopulation in the 
study.  
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Table 100. Significant Changes to Applicant’s Proposed Labeling
Labeling Section Additions/Modifications
Indication and Usage Deletion  

 (additional information noted in 
section 12.4). 

Dosage and Administration Added a subsection for dosage adjustments for patients with creatinine 
clearance less than 60 mL/min and 120 mL/min or greater. 

.
Warnings and Precautions Addition of a new warning to describe the increased mortality associated with 

the CREDIBLE-CR trial in patients with carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative 
bacterial infections. Note that confidence intervals for differences in mortality 
rates in this label section were based on the Miettinen-Nurminen method, 
whereas confidence intervals reported for the CREDIBLE-CR trial in this 
review were based on Wald methods.

Adverse Reactions Addition of serious adverse reactions and adverse reactions leading to 
discontinuation. Modification of selected adverse reactions table to include 

FETROJA. Addition of other adverse reactions reported in less than 2% of 
patients. 

Use in Specific Populations Addition of risk information in pregnancy and lactation (PLLR).
Microbiology Clarification of cefiderocol in vitro activity, data from animal models, and

resistance mechanisms. Modified second pathogen list to remove clinically 
irrelevant pathogens for the cUTI indication (Burkholderia spp) and added 
pathogens deleted from the indications sections (see above).

Clinical Studies Modification of language to describe efficacy results; addition of outcomes 
based upon baseline pathogen.

Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection

 
Of note, in Section 12.4 the second pathogen list contains bacteria for which cefiderocol has in 
vitro activity, but without sufficient clinical trial data. The Applicant proposed, and the Division 
accepted, that the list contain both Acinetobacter baumannii and Stenotrophomonas 
maltophilia.  
 
Medical Officer Comments: There are reports in the scientific literature to support that both 
Acinetobacter baumannii and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia cause cUTI and occur with some 
regularity in the epidemiologic data (Vartivarian et al. 1996; Jimenez-Guerra et al. 2018; Gales 
et al. 2019). The combination of scientific literature and surveillance data are sufficient to 
justify inclusion of these pathogens on the list. In addition, the Applicant provided supportive 
animal study data. It anticipated that patients with cUTI caused by these organisms may have 
limited treatment options due to their association with carbapenem resistance. 
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14. Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS) 

14.1. Safety Issues That Warrant Consideration of a REMS 

The main serious risks associated with cefiderocol are similar to the other cephalosporin-class 
antibacterial drugs and include hypersensitivity reactions, hepatotoxicity, C. difficile-associated 
diarrhea, seizure, potential for microbial overgrowth, and development of drug-resistant 
bacteria. The mortality imbalance in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial will be communicated with a 
warning in labeling. The safety issues will be included in labeling and there are no other specific 
risks that warrant consideration of a REMS at this time.  

15. Postmarketing Requirements (PMRs) 

The Applicant has agreed to the following PMRs: 
 
PREA Pediatric Studies 
 
PMR 3744-1: Conduct an open-label randomized multicenter, active-controlled trial to 
evaluate the pharmacokinetics, safety and tolerability of cefiderocol (cefiderocol) in children 
from 3 months to less than 18 years of age with cUTI. The dose for this study for children 3 
months to less than 12 years of age will be determined by the data from a single-dose, non-
comparative study assessing the pharmacokinetics of cefiderocol in pediatric patients from 3 
months to less than 12 years of age with suspected or confirmed Gram-negative infections.  
 
Draft Protocol Submission:  Submitted [December 5, 2018] 
Final Protocol Submission:  Submitted [July 26, 2019] 
Study Completion:   12/2023  
Final Report Submission:  04/2024  
 
PMR 3744-2: Conduct an open-label, single arm non-comparative study to evaluate the 
pharmacokinetics, safety and tolerability of multiple doses of cefiderocol in children from birth 
to less than 3 months of age with suspected or confirmed cUTI. The dose for this study will be 
determined by the data from a single-dose, non-comparative study assessing the 
pharmacokinetics of cefiderocol in pediatric patients from birth to less than 3 months of age 
with suspected or confirmed Gram-negative infections.  
 
Draft Protocol Submission:  Submitted [August 29, 2019] 
Final Protocol Submission:  06/2022 
Study Completion:   08/2024 
Final Report Submission:  01/2025  
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Other PMRs 
 
PMR 3744-3: Conduct U.S. surveillance studies for five years from the date of marketing 
cefiderocol to determine if resistance to cefiderocol has developed in those organisms specific 
to the indication in the label for cUTI. 
 
Draft Protocol Submission: 01/2020 
Final Protocol Submission: 06/2020 
First Interim Report:  06/2021 
Second Interim Report: 06/2022 
Third Interim Report:  06/2023 
Fourth Interim Report: 06/2024 
Fifth Interim Report:  06/2025 
Study Completion:  12/2025 
Final Report Submission: 03/2026 
 
PMR 3744-4: Submit the final study report for the completed CREDIBLE-CR trial, “A 
Multicenter, randomized, Open-label Clinical Study of S-649266 or Best Available Therapy for 
the Treatment of Severe Infections Caused by Carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative 
Pathogens” (study NCT02714595) . 
 
Trial Completion:  Completed 
Final Report Submission: 03/2020 
 
PMR 3744-5:  Submit the final study report for the completed APEKS-NP trial, “Clinical Study of 
S-649266 for the Treatment of Nosocomial Pneumonia Caused by Gram-negative Pathogens” 
(study NCT03032380). 
 
Trial Completion:  Completed 
Final Report Submission: 03/2020 
 
PMR 3744-6: Conduct a study to define the mechanism(s) of resistance to cefiderocol for 
isolates identified as being resistant to cefiderocol in the surveillance study (five years from the 
date of marketing). 
 
Draft Protocol Submission: 06/2020 
Final Protocol Submission: 09/2020 
Study Completion:  12/2025 
Final Report Submission: 06/2026 
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16. Division Director (Clinical) Comments 

I concur with the review team’s assessment. 

17. Office Director Comments 

I concur with the review team’s assessment.  Review issues are highlighted in Section 1.2 of this 
Review. 
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18.2. Financial Disclosure 

Financial Disclosures for the cUTI and CREDIBLE-CR trials are noted below.  
 

Covered Clinical Study (Name and/or Number): cUTI (1409R2121) 

Was a list of clinical investigators provided?  
 

Yes   No  (Request list from Applicant) 

Total number of investigators identified: 69 
Number of investigators who are Sponsor employees (including both full-time and part-time 
employees): 0 
 
Number of investigators with disclosable financial interests/arrangements (Form FDA 3455): 0 
If there are investigators with disclosable financial interests/arrangements, identify the number of 
investigators with interests/arrangements in each category (as defined in 21 CFR 54.2(a), (b), (c) and 
(f)): N/A 
Compensation to the investigator for conducting the study where the value could be influenced by 
the outcome of the study:       
Significant payments of other sorts:       
Proprietary interest in the product tested held by investigator:       
Significant equity interest held by investigator in S 
Sponsor of covered study:       
Is an attachment provided with details of the 
disclosable financial interests/arrangements: N/A 

Yes   No  (Request details from 
Applicant) 
 

Is a description of the steps taken to minimize 
potential bias provided: N/A 

Yes   No  (Request information from 
Applicant) 

Number of investigators with certification of due diligence (Form FDA 3454, box 3)       
Is an attachment provided with the reason: N/A Yes   No  (Request explanation from 

Applicant) 
 
Covered Clinical Study (Name and/or Number): CREDIBLE-CR (1424R2131) 

Was a list of clinical investigators provided?  
 

Yes   No  (Request list from Applicant) 

Total number of investigators identified: 559 

Number of investigators who are Sponsor employees (including both full-time and part-time 
employees): 0 
 
Number of investigators with disclosable financial interests/arrangements (Form FDA 3455): 1 –  

 

If there are investigators with disclosable financial interests/arrangements, identify the number of 
investigators with interests/arrangements in each category (as defined in 21 CFR 54.2(a), (b), (c) and 
(f)): 
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Compensation to the investigator for conducting the study where the value could be 
influenced by the outcome of the study: 0 

Significant payments of other sorts: 1 

Proprietary interest in the product tested held by investigator: 0 

Significant equity interest held by investigator in S 

Sponsor of covered study: 0 

Is an attachment provided with details of 
the disclosable financial 
interests/arrangements?  

Yes   No  (Request details from 
Applicant) 
 

Is a description of the steps taken to 
minimize potential bias provided? 

Yes   No  (Request information from 
Applicant) 

Number of investigators with certification of due diligence (Form FDA 3454, box 3) 558 

Is an attachment provided with the 
reason?  

Yes   No  (Request explanation from 
Applicant) 

 
Per the Applicant,  PharmD participated as a sub-investigator in CREDIBLE-CR trial 
(1424R2131) under  the principal investigator of site  Prior to 
initiating the study at this site,  completed a financial disclosure form on April 28, 
2016, indicating he had no disclosures. At study completion,  completed a new 
financial disclosure form on August 8, 2019, where he disclosed that he had received a 
significant payment such as a grant, compensation or retainer for consultation or honoraria. 
The amount received was not specified. Shionogi reviewed payments made to  and 
searched for other information publicly available and determined that $18,864.45 had been 
paid to  from November 2016 through October 31, 2019. 
 
Applicant’s conclusion: , a sub-investigator at site , had not received significant 
payments from Shionogi prior to starting the study. At the study close out visit,  
disclosed significant payments but did not specify the amount. Shionogi found payments of 
$18,864.45. Per 21CFR52, this payment does not meet the threshold of $25,000 for reporting. 
In addition, according to the site and the delegation log,  role was focused on 
providing scientific expertise on the investigational product as well as the pathogens it aimed to 
treat; he did not participate in study conduct or data collection and therefore, bias created by 
the payments to  could not have been introduced into the study. 
 
Medical Officer comments: As the reporting threshold was not met, and  did not 
participate in the study conduct or data collection, bias is less likely to be introduced into the 
study from the financial conflict of interest.
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18.3. Summary Table of Deaths and Death Narratives From CREDIBLE-CR Trial 

Table 101. Summary of 44 Fatal Cases Through Day 49 in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial

#
Subject

ID
Age/
Sex

APACHE 
Score Comorbidities

AEs
Associated 
with Death

Days 
of TX

Days 
from TX 
to Death

CR 
Pathogen at 
Screening

Clinical 
Outcome 
by TOC Description

Death 
Related
to TX*

Deaths in cUTI patients who received cefiderocol
83/M 20 DM, COPD, 

CKD, indwelling 
catheter

Oliguria, 
anuria

5 3 Only + PCR: 
K.pneumoniae

Death Renal failure SAE on Day 4; 
Family withdrew consent for 
study

No

2 92/M 11 AF, COPD, CM, 
indwelling 
catheter

MOF, shock 4 0 K.pneumoniae Death Hypotension, oliguria SAE on 
Day 3; Family withdrew 
consent for treatment

Yes

3 78/F 27 Anoxic brain 
injury, MV 
disease, CAD, 
CKD

Septic shock 2 0 P. aeruginosa Death Found dead with dilated 
pupils, probable cause of 
death was sepsis per 
investigator

Yes†

4 77/M 6 DM, CVA, HTN, 
Neurogenic 
bladder

Pneumonia 
aspiration

12 14 P. aeruginosa Cure Cefiderocol switched to 
piperacillin-tazobactam due to 
pyrexia on Day 12; Aspiration 
pneumonia SAE on Day 17

No¥

Deaths in HABP/VABP/HCABP patients who received cefiderocol
5 46/M 13 DM, Down 

Syndrome, 
Chronic HBV, 
Asthma 

Chronic 
hepatic 
failure

8 26 K. oxytoca
(HABP) 

Cure Hy’s Law and AKI on Day 4; 
liver tests improved after 
cefiderocol D/C; hospice for 
refractory liver failure

No

6 70/M 15 DM, COPD, 
CAD

Myocardial 
infarction

10 3 S. maltophilia
(VABP)

Death WBC, CRP increased, S. 
maltophilia in TA on Day 10 
(4-fold increase in MIC to 
cefiderocol, colonization per 
Applicant); MI SAE on Day 12

No

7 78/M 17 AAA s/p repair Septic shock 14 17 A. baumannii, 
E.coli,
K. 
pneumoniae
(HABP) 

Failure E. faecium BSI (daptomycin) 
& empyema on Day 19; 4-fold 
MIC increase (K.pneumoniae) 
on Day 23; Relapse at FUP

Yes

8 68/M 18 Esophageal 
CA, AF, CKD

Respiratory 
failure

6 6 E. cloacae
(HABP)

Death Study discontinuation due to 
respiratory failure SAE from 
HABP, increased liver tests. 
Family withdrew care.

Yes
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#
Subject

ID
Age/
Sex

APACHE 
Score Comorbidities

AEs
Associated 
with Death

Days 
of TX

Days 
from TX 
to Death

CR 
Pathogen at 
Screening

Clinical 
Outcome 
by TOC Description

Death 
Related
to TX*

9 69/M 13 DM, AF, CAD, 
COPD

Non-resolved 
sepsis

9 0 A. baumannii
(VABP)

Death 4-fold MIC increase at Day 3; 
Elevated liver tests on Day 7; 
Failure and SAE of worsening 
sepsis at EOT

Yes

10 65/M 27 TB, lung adeno-
carcinoma, 
COPD

Non-resolved 
sepsis

11 2 A. baumannii,
P. aeruginosa
(VABP)

Death 4-fold MIC increase (A. 
baumannii) at Day 10, 
cefiderocol D/c due to 
diarrhea and leukemoid 
reaction

Yes

11 65/M 24 AF, DM, COPD, 
vasculitis

Pneumonia 
bacterial

14 0 A. baumannii
(HABP)

Death 4-fold MIC increase, 
worsening pneumonia at EOT

Yes

12 45/M 19 AF, Psoriasis, 
burn injury 

Septic shock 19 20 A. baumannii
(VABP)

Failure 4-fold MIC increase at TOC; 
A. baumannii BSI on Day 9; 
cefiderocol D/c due to lack of 
efficacy on Day 10, colistin & 
tigecycline given

Yes

13 64/M 29 DM, CAD, PVD Septic shock 4 0 A. baumannii
(VABP)
K. oxytoca
(BSI)

Death 4-fold MIC increase, 
increased liver tests on Day 3

Yes

14 78/M 19 COPD, 
Metastatic lung 
CA

Respiratory 
failure, septic 
shock

10 9 A. baumannii,
S. maltophilia
(VABP)

Failure Study withdrawal due to 
SAEs of septic shock, colistin 
& amp-sulbactam given 

No

15 66/F 28 AF, Liver 
cirrhosis, 
chronic HBV, 
lymphoma

Septic shock 15 30 A. baumannii,
P. aeruginosa
(VABP)

Failure 4-fold MIC increase (A. 
baumannii) at EOT; 
Cefoperazone-sulbactam 
given on Day 18, colistin, IMP
on Day 23

No

16 47/M 9 Alcoholic 
cirrhosis, HBV 
carrier

Septic shock, 
Hepatic 
failure

8 0 A. 
nosocomialis
C. 
indologenes, 
P. aeruginosa, 
S. maltophilia
(VABP)

Death Clinical failure at Day 8. 4-fold 
increase in MIC to S. 
maltophilia at EOT, SAE of 
liver failure

Yes

17 71/F 23 HTN, Lung 
Adeno-
carcinoma

MOF, 
pneumonia

3 0 A. 
nosocomialis
(VABP)

Death SAEs of MOF, VABP
aggravation and AKI on Day 
2

Yes
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#
Subject

ID
Age/
Sex

APACHE 
Score Comorbidities

AEs
Associated 
with Death

Days 
of TX

Days 
from TX 
to Death

CR 
Pathogen at 
Screening

Clinical 
Outcome 
by TOC Description

Death 
Related
to TX*

18 54/M 13 COPD, 
Metastatic lung 
CA 

Pneumonia, 
bacteraemia

15 3 A. baumannii
(HABP)

Death A. baumannii BSI developed; 
Cefiderocol D/c due to lack of 
efficacy on Day 14, colistin 
given

Yes

19 73/M 18 DM, CVA, 
Colon CA

Pneumonia 14 23 A. baumannii
(HABP)

Cure MRSA in sputum cx on Day 1 
(No TX until Day 5); Relapse 
at FUP; tracheostomy 
declined. 

No

20 86/F 24 HTN, CAD, 
CKD

AKI 5 0 A. baumannii
(HABP)

Death Clinical failure on Day 4; SAE 
of AKI/CRRT stopped for 
financial reasons

No

21 71/M 20 DM, HTN, 
Parkinson’s

Pneumonia 3 0 A. baumannii
(HABP)

Death Septic shock on Day 1, 
clinical failure on Day 3

Yes

22 80/F 25 DM, HTN, AF, 
CKD

Aggravated 
pneumonia

12 1 A. baumannii 
K.pneumoniae
, P. 
aeruginosa
(HABP)

Death Family declined intubation for 
worsening pneumonia on Day 
10

Yes

23 84/F 22 HTN, Aortic 
aneurysm

Cardiac 
arrest, Septic 
shock

14 1 S. maltophilia
(VABP)

Death Cefiderocol D/c due to lack of 
efficacy; 4-fold MIC increase 
at EOT

Yes

Deaths in BSI/Sepsis patients who received cefiderocol
24 54/M 2 Paraplegia, 

neurogenic 
bladder, 
epilepsy

Sudden 
death

22 21 P. aeruginosa
(Sepsis due to 
SSTI)

Cure Low APACHE and SOFA 0 
during study; unexplained 
sudden death on Day 43

No

25 64/F 13 Asthma, COPD, 
breast CA

Septic shock, 
MOF

9 2 Only PCR + 
A. baumannii
(BSI: possible 
VAT)

Death cefiderocol D/c on Day 9 due 
to SAE of shock; colistin, 
gentamicin, ceftazidime-
avibactam given. New A. 
baumannii pneumonia on Day 
11

Yes

26 24/F 12 Traumatic fall: 
fractures, ICH

Hypo-
natraemia

2 4 A. baumannii
(BSI: IV line)

Death Cefiderocol D/c on Day 2 due 
to hyponatremia and declared 
brain dead

No

27 29/F 24 Metastatic 
Rectal CA

Septic shock 6 0 A. baumannii
(BSI: 
unknown)

Death Clinical failure and new 
carbapenem-resistant 
K.pneumoniae BSI on Day 4

Yes
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#
Subject

ID
Age/
Sex

APACHE 
Score Comorbidities

AEs
Associated 
with Death

Days 
of TX

Days 
from TX 
to Death

CR 
Pathogen at 
Screening

Clinical 
Outcome 
by TOC Description

Death 
Related
to TX*

28 70/F 19 DM, AF, Renal
failure, TEN

Cardiac 
arrest

14 5 A. baumannii
(BSI: 
unknown)

Death AKI requiring HD and 
candidemia on Day 10, VRE 
BSI on Day 18 (vancomycin 
before susceptibility result)

No

29 79/M 17 AF, Bladder 
CA, ileal 
conduit

Cardiac 
arrest

3 0 K. 
pneumoniae 
(BSI: cUTI or 
IV line)

Death Indwelling line removed; 
cefiderocol D/c on Day 3 after 
SAE of asystole

No

30 70/M 18 DM, CAD, 
Metastatic 
bladder CA

Proteus 
mirabilis BSI

22 26 K. 
pneumoniae
(BSI: cUTI)

Cure MSSA, A. baumannii in 
tracheal culture on Day 
1(cloxacillin). Polymicrobial 
sepsis, VRE BSI at EOT; 
fungemia; proteus BSI on 
Day 43. Meropenem given 
Day 27 for A. baumannii (not 
eradicated).

No

31 84/M 18 DM, CHF, 
COPD CKD

CHF, lung
neoplasm 
malignant

21 14 Only PCR + 
A. baumannii 
(BSI: HABP)

Cure Lung CA diagnosed on Day 
2; chest x-ray unchanged at 
EOT; CHF exacerbation on 
Day 35

No

32 47/F 14 Cholangio CA, 
hepatitis, 
venous repair

Septic shock, 
metabolic 
acidosis, 
VRE

9 0 K.pneumoniae
(BSI: cIAI) 

Death SAE of worsening hepatitis 
on Day 6/VRE BSI on Day 8 
(cleared on Day 9 after 
Daptomycin)

No

33 77/M 29 HTN, Aortic 
aneurysm, 
CKD, ICH

Sepsis 8 28 K.pneumoniae 
(BSI: 
questionable 
HABP)

Cure 4-fold increase in MIC (1 in 
blood to >64 in sputum) at 
Day 18, Relapse at FUP; 
cause of death – sepsis due 
to HABP

No¥

34 82/M 23 TB, COPD, 
cholecystitis

Secretion 
obstruction, 
hemoptysis 
(related to 
VAT or 
history of TB)

9 18 A. baumannii 
(Sepsis due to 
VAT)

Cure Worsening renal function on 
cefiderocol, improved after 
D/c, A. baumannii persistence 
in sputum at FUP, 4-fold MIC 
increase at Day 16

No
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#
Subject

ID
Age/
Sex

APACHE 
Score Comorbidities

AEs
Associated 
with Death

Days 
of TX

Days 
from TX 
to Death

CR 
Pathogen at 
Screening

Clinical 
Outcome 
by TOC Description

Death 
Related
to TX*

Deaths in cUTI patients who received best available therapy
1 85/M 14 BPH, 

nephrostomy 
tube, COPD

AKI, 
metabolic 
acidosis, 
respiratory 
arrest

7 0 K.pneumoniae Death BAT: colistin, Fosfomycin; 
ARF on Day 3 (related to 
colistin per investigator)

No

2 62/M 13 Alcoholic liver 
cirrhosis, 
ureterolithiasis

Aggravated 
septic shock

6 0 P. aeruginosa Death BAT: colistin; Failure on Day 
4, MRSA BSI on Day 5 (given 
vancomycin)

No

Deaths in HABP/VABP/HCABP patients who received best available therapy
3 84/F 22 DM, HTN, CAD, 

ESRD
Cardio-
pulmonary 
arrest

12 12 K.pneumoniae
(VABP)

Failure BAT: tigecycline, colistin; 
cardiac arrest on Day 11, D/c 
study due to lack of efficacy 
on Day 12, 4-fold MIC 
increase to tigecycline and 
colistin on Day 13

Yes

4 74/M 12 CAD, Lung 
adeno-
carcinoma, 
partial lung 
resection

Bradycardia, 
cardiac arrest

9 5 A. baumannii,
E. asburiae
(VABP)

Death BAT: trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole, cipro; 
Clinical cure on Day 9

No

5 57/M 13 HTN, CAD, 
Liver cirrhosis

MOF 12 0 K.pneumoniae
(HABP)

Death BAT: colistin, IMP; Clinical 
failure on Day 3, perineal K.
pneumoniae SSTI on Day 7

No

6 42/M 14 HTN, ESRD, 
pancreatic 
tumor s/p 
resection

Acute 
respiratory 
failure, 
cardiac arrest

12 1 A. baumannii
(VABP)

Death BAT: colistin, cefepime; 
Cefepime changed to 
meropenem (resistant) due to 
failure on Day 4

Yes

Deaths in BSI/Sepsis patients who received best available therapy
7 77/M 20 AF, CVA, CHF, 

Parkinson’s
Septic shock, 
MOF

2 8 A. baumannii
(BSI: 
unknown)

Death BAT: colistin, sultamicillin; 
BAT D/c on Day 2 for failure, 
changed to tigecycline; P. 
aeruginosa BSI on Day 9, 
colistin, aztreonam, 
gentamicin for septic shock

No
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#
Subject

ID
Age/
Sex

APACHE 
Score Comorbidities

AEs
Associated 
with Death

Days 
of TX

Days 
from TX 
to Death

CR 
Pathogen at 
Screening

Clinical 
Outcome 
by TOC Description

Death 
Related
to TX*

8 73/F 22 Acute hepatic 
failure, AKI, 
Parkinson's 
disease

Septic shock 10 7 K.pneumonia
e (BSI: 
unknown)

Death BAT: colistin, fosfomycin; 
CRE BSI P. stuartii on Day 6, 
meropenem added on EOT; 
4-fold MIC increase to colistin 
at Day 13 

Yes

9 69/M 18 AF, RHD, CHF, 
CVA, colon CA

General 
physical 
health 
deterioration

15 9 P. aeruginosa
(BSI: IV line)

Failure BAT: ceftazidime/cipro; 
Failure based on changing
cipro to colistin on Day 6; 
AKI, status epilepticus may 
have been related to BAT

Yes

10 79/ M 26 HTN, AF, CHF, 
CKD

NA 13 30 A. baumannii 
M. morganii
(Sepsis: IV 
line)

Death BAT: colistin; IV line replaced 
on Day 3; Amp-sulbactam 
added (protocol deviation). 
Failure at EOT, but cleared 
BSI by Day 28

NA

Abbreviations: AAA = abdominal aortic aneurysm; AF = atrial f brillation; AE = adverse event; AKI = acute kidney injury; BAT = best available therapy; BSI = bloodstream infection; 
CKD = chronic kidney disease; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CR = carbapenem resistant; CVA = clavulanic acid; DM = diabetes mellitus; EOT = end of treatment; 
ESRD = end-stage renal disease; FUP = follow-up; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HBV = viral hepatitis B; HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; 
HD = hemodialysis; HTN = hypertension; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; MOF = multi-organ failure; SAE = serious adverse event; SOFA = Sequential Organ Failure 
Assessment; SSTI = soft tissue infection; TB = tuberculosis; TOC = test of cure; TX = treatment; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia; VAT = ventilator-associated
tracheobronchitis; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; CAD = coronary artery disease
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18.4. Narratives of Deaths in the CREDIBLE-CR Trial  

The death narratives provided by the Applicant were reviewed by the medical officer and 
summarized with comments below. The number of each narrative corresponds to the number 
in Table 101 above. 
 
Narratives of Deaths in the Cefiderocol Group (34) 

Patients with cUTI who received Cefiderocol (4) 

1.   

This was an 83 year old male from Spain with a medical history of diabetes mellitus (DM), 
chronic kidney disease (CKD), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) on home oxygen, 
indwelling urinary catheter, and carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae colonization of the urine 
who received cefiderocol for a cUTI and died on Day 8 due to severe oligoanuria and decreased 
diuresis.  

The patient was enrolled with carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae UTI diagnosed by a rapid 
diagnostic test [GeneXpert Carb-R]. A catheterized urine culture was subsequently negative. 
The APACHE II Score was 20. He had prior outpatient treatment with levofloxacin and 
cefditoren (dates unknown). He was randomized to cefiderocol 1 gram IV q8 based on a 
creatinine of 3.54 mg/dL (creatinine clearance 22.4 mg/dL). On Day 4, the creatinine worsened 
and the cefiderocol dose was reduced further. He had AEs of “oligoanuria due to renal failure” 
and “decrease in diuresis”, which were both not related to study drug by the investigator’s 
assessment. Glucose 5% IV and furosemide were administered every six hours. On Day 5, he 
had multi-organ failure (MOF) and cognitive impairment due to worsening renal failure. 
Hemodialysis was not started. Cefiderocol was discontinued, and patient’s family revoked 
participation in the study and requested that all therapeutic efforts be limited. No further data 
including follow-up urine cultures was collected for the study. He died on Day 8, which the 
investigator considered to be a consequence of progression of renal failure, present before the 
inclusion of the patient in the trial. Death occurred 3 days after the study treatment ended.   

Medical Officer comments: The patient’s baseline creatinine is not known, but he had renal 
failure at randomization. Despite dose reduction of cefiderocol, the renal function worsened 
leading to death. It cannot be excluded that cefiderocol contributed to worsening renal 
function, however there were many confounders: worsening sepsis, furosemide, and 
underlying comorbidities. Advanced age, comorbidities, and the limitation of therapeutic 
efforts were potential confounders for death.  
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2.   

This was a 92 year old male from Spain with a medical history of COPD, atrial fibrillation, 
anemia, and ischemic cardiomyopathy who received cefiderocol for a cUTI and died on Day 4 
due to hypotension, oliguria, and indeterminate refractory shock.   

The patient developed a cUTI on Day -11 which was treated with gentamicin (Days -8 to -6) and 
fosfomycin (Days -7 to -4). On Day -1, carbapenem resistance was detected by a rapid 
diagnostic test (Rapidec Carba NP) in the urine sample which was confirmed by carbapenem-
resistant K. pneumoniae in the urine culture. The APACHE II score was 11. He was given 
cefiderocol from Days 1 to 3. On Day 3, he started having AEs of nausea and vomiting and SAEs 
of hypotension and oliguria. The patient was thought to have indeterminate refractory shock, 
and progressive failure of organs. Repeat blood and urine cultures were not obtained. There 
was an elevated D-dimer (1870 ng/mL NR =0 to 500 ng/mL), but no radiographic testing for 
pulmonary embolism was reported. Laboratory data was unrevealing, including normal WBC, 
hemoglobin, creatinine, TB, AST, ALT, CPK, and coagulation tests. A CT of the abdomen and 
pelvis showed nonspecific findings. The family requested withdrawal of treatment and further 
testing, and patient died on Day 4. The investigator considered events as not related to study 
drug.  

Medical Officer comments: As with Subject , cefiderocol was discontinued due to the 
family’s request. This case is limited due to missing information regarding repeat cultures. The 
patient died before the EA, but it does not seem that there was any improvement after 
initiation of cefiderocol and shock may have been due to worsening of the initial infection. 
Advanced age, comorbidities, and withdrawal of treatment were potential confounders for 
death.  

3.   

This was a 78 year old female from Israel with a medical history of tobacco use, anemia and 
mitral valve disorder who received cefiderocol for a cUTI and died on Day 2 due to septic shock.  

About one month prior to enrollment, the patient was admitted due to a suspected infection 
and developed renal failure, followed by a myocardial infarction (MI) requiring intubation and 
angioplasty. She suffered anoxic brain damage and was in a hypoxic coma. She developed 
multiple complications: alveolar hemorrhage requiring a tracheostomy, second MI, pleural 
effusion requiring thoracentesis, acute respiratory distress syndrome, acute cholecystitis 
requiring drainage, and anemia requiring transfusion. On Day -1, she was diagnosed with a cUTI 
and was started on ampicillin and gentamicin (given on Day -2 to 1). Susceptibility to gentamicin 
was not reported. She was enrolled into the study based on the treatment failure carbapenem-
resistant Gram-negative pathway. P. aeruginosa was identified in the urine culture with 
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intermediate susceptibility to meropenem and amikacin, and susceptibility to IMP. The APACHE 
II Score was 27. On Days 1 through 2, she received cefiderocol 1.5 g IV q8h. She had an SAE of 
septic shock on Day 2. She was found dead with dilated pupils and she was not resuscitated. 
Laboratory data showed CRP of 381, WBC of 13 x 109/L and a chest x-ray with diffuse lung 
infiltrates. Per the investigator, the cause of death was probably due to sepsis, and sepsis 
secondary to an MI could not be excluded. The investigator considered the event of septic 
shock as not related to study drug.  

Medical Officer comments: This was a very early death due to probable sepsis. Several studies 
have suggested that there is a higher in-hospital mortality if antibacterial drugs are delayed, 
inadequately dosed, or inappropriate (Leibovici et al. 1997; Ferrer et al. 2014). It is unknown 
whether gentamicin was adequate and sufficient as the initial monotherapy before cefiderocol 
was given. There appeared to be a continued lack of efficacy due to treatment failure on Days 1 
and 2 while on cefiderocol. A primary cardiac cause of death is also possible given recent 
myocardial infarction.  

4.   

This was a 77 year old male from South Korea with a medical history of hypertension (HTN), 
DM, cerebrovascular accident and an indwelling urinary catheter due to neurogenic bladder 
who received cefiderocol for a cUTI and died on Day 26 due to an aspiration pneumonia.  

The patient was diagnosed with cUTI which was treated with ceftriaxone, followed by 
meropenem. Carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa was confirmed by Xpert Carba-R in the urine 
sample, and P. aeruginosa was identified in the urine culture (local lab). The APACHE II score 
was 6. Cefiderocol was started on Day 1 and discontinued on Day 12 as the patient developed a 
drug fever (temperature was 38.6oC without a rash or any additional symptoms). Therapy was 
changed to piperacillin/tazobactam, which he received until Day 26. Tramadol was given for 
drug fever which resolved on Day 16. On Day 16 (TOC), he was deemed to have had a clinical 
cure and C. striatum was identified as a colonizer in the urine culture. He was discharged to a 
nursing facility and returned to the study site the same day. On Day 17, he developed an SAE of 
aspiration pneumonia for which piperacillin/tazobactam was continued. On Day 26, he died due 
to an aspiration pneumonia.  

Medical Officer comments: The reviewer agrees with the investigator assessment of 
cefiderocol-related fever given the temporal association and positive dechallenge. At TOC, he 
had clinical cure, but this was confounded by use of alternate treatment (piperacillin-
tazobactam from Days 12 to 26). Nonetheless, death appeared to be due to a different 
infectious process than for which he was randomized into the study. 
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Patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP who received Cefiderocol (19): 

5.   

This was a 46 year old male from Spain , chronic hepatitis B (HBV, 
diagnosed 12 years prior), DM, and morbid obesity who received cefiderocol for HABP and died 
on Day 34 due to refractory hepatic failure.  

On Day -8, the patient was admitted with an asthmatic crisis requiring mechanical intubation. 
He was diagnosed with a carbapenem-resistant Gram-negative HABP for which he was given 
piperacillin-tazobactam on Day -4 to 1. A tracheal aspirate showed carbapenem-resistant          
K. oxytoca and a blood culture was negative. The APACHE II score was 13. Screening laboratory 
tests showed: AST 84 U/L, ALT 85 U/L, GGT 97 U/L, TB 2.85 mg/dL (due to hepatic failure from 
prior history of chronic HBV). Cefiderocol was begun at 2 gm IV q6 and the dosing was 
decreased with worsening renal function. On Day 4, the AST was 166 U/L, ALT was 206 U/L, ALP 
108 U/L, and TB was 8.11 mg/dL. Also, on Day 4 (EA), the outcome was clinical failure and 
microbiologic persistence. On Day 8 (EOT), treatment was stopped to assess the evolution of 
HABP, according to the site. On Day 15 (TOC), there was clinical cure and the tracheal aspirate 
was negative. The liver enzymes were resolving except for TB which was still elevated at 6.45 
mg/dL. On Day 34, an AE of refractory hepatic failure with severe encephalopathy was 
reported. The GGT was 96 U/L, TB 5.13 mg/dL, and ALT and ALP were within normal range. He 
was placed into hospice as the treating physicians thought that the hepatic failure was 
refractory and terminal. On Day 34, he expired due to hepatic failure which was thought to 
have worsened by pneumonia and propofol administration. Hypotension and hypothermia 
were also reported. 

Medical Officer Comments: Although the patient had elevated liver enzymes at baseline, 
presumably from chronic HBV, Hy’s Law laboratory criteria was met on Day 4 of cefiderocol 
treatment. The renal function also worsened, possibly from worsening sepsis or perhaps, a 
hepatorenal syndrome. The total bilirubin did not recover at TOC. As there was clinical cure at 
TOC, worsening sepsis is unlikely to explain the continued elevation of TB. It cannot be excluded 
that death due to refractory hepatic failure, in the setting of underlying liver disease, was 
related to treatment with cefiderocol. In this case, obtaining an HBV PCR may have been helpful 
to determine if there was reactivation of the HBV.  

6.   

This was a 70 year old male from Spain with a medical history of ischemic cardiomyopathy, 
coronary artery disease s/p angioplasty, DM, and COPD who received cefiderocol for VABP and 
died on Day 13 due to cardiogenic shock secondary to MI.  
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About 1 month prior to enrollment, he was transferred to the ICU after admission for a 
community-acquired pneumonia, treated with ceftriaxone and levofloxacin (given on Days -29 
to -21). He required mechanical ventilation and eventual tracheostomy. He developed shock 
due to cardiac and septic causes, and treatment was changed to piperacillin/tazobactam (given 
on Days -21 to -15, -1 to 1). The patient improved until Day -2 when he had respiratory 
deterioration. Tracheal fluid culture showed S. maltophilia and MRSA. The APACHE II Score was 
15. Cefiderocol was given on Days 1 through 11 with adjunctive linezolid from Days 1 through 
13. He developed several AEs: delirium on Day 6, hypotension on Day 7 (possibly due to 
sedation) anemia on Day 9, mild vomiting and moderate hypoglycemia on Day 10; all AEs 
resolved. At Day 10 (EOT), a tracheal aspirate showed S. maltophilia, thought to be a colonizer 
based on quantification of 1 x 104 and few WBC on gram stain. The S. maltophilia MIC had 
increased from  to 0.12 at EOT. Chest x-ray showed improvement in the 
infiltrates, and he was considered to have had a clinical cure. However, he had an elevated WBC 
(18.6x103/L), elevated CRP (188 mg/dL), and a SOFA Score of 5. According to the investigator, 
the high CRP and high WBCs may have been due to latent MI which became apparent later in 
the clinical course. On Day 12, he had an SAE of MI (troponin 8.95 ng/mL and CK-MB 33.9 
ng/mL). On Day 13, he died of cardiogenic shock and MOF.   

Medical Officer comments: At EOT, the patient was considered to have had a clinical cure by 
the investigator based on improvement on the chest x-ray, and the S. maltophilia in the 
tracheal aspirate was thought to be colonizer (with a 4-fold MIC increase). It is unclear if there 
was clinical resolution given increased WBC, CRP, and SOFA score, however the investigator 
attributed these findings to an impending MI. Given extensive cardiac history, death due to an 
MI is possible. However, lack of treatment efficacy for the S. maltophilia VABP, resulting in MOF 
or precipitation of an MI cannot be excluded.  

7.   

This was a 78 year old male from Greece with a medical history of recently ruptured abdominal 
aortic aneurysm (AAA) s/p repair who received cefiderocol for HABP and died on Day 31 due to 
septic shock.  

About 8 days prior to enrollment, the patient received daptomycin, piperacillin-tazobactam, 
and metronidazole for prophylaxis after acute AAA rupture and emergency surgery. While on 
mechanical ventilatory support with a T-piece, he developed HABP with A. baumannii for which 
he was treated with ampicillin-sulbactam (given on Days -2 to 5). Carbapenem-resistance was 
suspected based on treatment failure, and a tracheal aspirate obtained on Day -2 confirmed 
carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii. A tracheal aspirate culture taken on Day 1 also grew          
K. pneumoniae and E. coli (results noted on Day 3). The APACHE II score was 17. Cefiderocol    
1.5 gram IV q12 hours was given on Days 1 through 14. Ampicillin-sulbactam was changed to 
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tigecycline (adjunctive antibacterial drug) from Day 5 to 14. On Day 4 (EA), he was noted to 
have had clinical failure (no change in chest x-ray findings) with microbiological eradication. On 
Days 7, 9, and 12, he had SAEs of lower gastrointestinal bleeding, ischemic colitis resulting in 
perforation and peritonitis, and abnormal liver function tests. On Day 16, he had 
thrombocytopenia of moderate severity, possibly due to the septic episode following 
perforation and ampicillin-sulbactam was re-started for 6 Days. On Day 19, a blood culture grew 
E. faecium and daptomycin was added. On the same day, he developed an empyema (pleural 
fluid culture results not available). On Day 23 (TOC), tracheal aspirate grew P. aeruginosa and                                
K. pneumoniae, and he had a clinical failure and microbiological eradication. The chest x-ray 
showed diffuse infiltrates which were worsened bilaterally. A chest tube was inserted due to 
iatrogenic pneumothorax. On Day 25, a repeat aspirate grew S. maltophilia in addition to the 
pathogens noted above. Vancomycin was added on Day 29 for septic shock. On Day 31, he died 
due to septic shock (17 days after receiving his last dose of study drug).   

Medical Officer comments: No follow-up MICs are noted for K. pneumoniae and E. coli which 
were also present at Day 1. As K. pneumoniae persisted at TOC, it does not appear that the 
patient had a full microbiological eradication. As the patient had early clinical failure at Day 4 
followed by several SAEs and clinical failure at TOC again, there appears to have been 
treatment failure throughout. Increased risk of mortality may have been due to use of 
tigecycline which has been associated with a higher frequency of mortality against a 
comparator in HABP trials (14.1 vs. 12.2%, risk difference 1.9 (95% CI -2.4, 6.3%).  

8.   

This was a 68 year old male from France with a medical history of esophageal adenocarcinoma, 
atrial fibrillation, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and CKD who received cefiderocol for HABP 
and died on Day 12 due to worsening respiratory function.  

One week prior to enrollment, the patient was admitted for an esophagectomy for which he 
was intubated. Initially, he was enrolled in the sepsis category, but this was changed to HABP. 
The HABP due to E. cloacae was suspected to have been carbapenem-resistant through the 
hospital antibiogram (confirmed later by culture of BAL fluid). The APACHE II score was 18. He 
received cefiderocol on Day 1 through 6, and caspofungin from Day -1 to Day 5. On Day 3, he 
had an SAE of deterioration of respiratory functions requiring re-intubation. On Day 6, the 
patient discontinued the study and was considered a clinical failure due to worsening of the 
HABP. The AST and ALT increased from screening to EOT: 56 to 235 U/L and 35 to 198 U/L, 
respectively, but improved at the EOS. He was transitioned to oral amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, 
and on Day 11, he had SAEs of gastrointestinal hemorrhage and neurological failure. His family 
decided to stop active treatments. He was not on a ventilator at this time. On Day 12, he died 
due to an SAE of worsening respiratory function.  
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Medical Officer comments: The E. cloacae 
study discontinuation, the patient had clinical failure. Treatment failure may have been due to 
lack of efficacy, possibly due to resistance at baseline to cefiderocol  

. The patient appeared to have a poor prognosis due 
to esophageal cancer and was eventually transitioned to comfort care prior to death. The 
increase in liver enzymes may have been related to cefiderocol use and/or worsening sepsis.  

9.  

This was a 69 year-old male from Israel with a medical history of COPD, ischemic heart disease 
with postsurgical cardiac bypass, HTN, atrial fibrillation, and DM who received cefiderocol for 
VABP and died on Day 9 due to non-resolved sepsis.  

On Day -20, the patient developed a VABP and underwent bronchoscopy and transbronchial 
biopsy complicated by pulmonary hemorrhage. He received ceftriaxone and piperacillin-
tazobactam, followed by ertapenem for an ESBL E. coli BSI. He also received meropenem, 
vancomycin, and colistin up until Day 1 for treatment of sepsis. On Day 1, he was enrolled with 
carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii VABP diagnosed on a pleural fluid culture. The APACHE II 
score was 13. Cefiderocol 2 grams IV q8 hours was started on Day 1 and adjusted multiple times 
due to the worsening of renal function until Day 9. On Day 3, an AE of C. tropicalis catheter-
related BSI was reported and treated with micafungin. Also, on Day 3 (EA), the sputum culture 
showed A. baumannii and the patient was considered to have clinical failure. On Day 7 
(unscheduled visit), a new productive cough and dyspnea were reported, and sputum culture 
continued to show A. baumannii. The AST was 660 IU/L, ALT was 150 U/L, ALP was 246 U/L, and 
increased liver tests were considered not related to the study drug by the investigator. The 
renal function decreased from a baseline eGFR of 68.5 to 24.9 mL/min at Day 9 and 
hemodialysis was initiated. On Day 9, the patient developed an SAE of non-resolved sepsis 
(severe). Treatment was not completed due to death. He had also developed 
thrombocytopenia and MOF. Clinical or microbiological outcomes were not provided on EOT as 
the EOT was unexpected due to sudden death.  

Medical Officer comments: There appears to have been treatment failure due to lack of 
efficacy of cefiderocol. Candidemia may have been a confounder for death and repeat blood 
cultures were not reported. Cefiderocol may have been related to worsening renal and liver 
abnormalities. Confounders for renal failure included worsening sepsis and multiple 
concomitant medications (vancomycin, colistin). Confounders for liver test increases included 
worsening sepsis and concomitant medications such as micafungin, fentanyl, metoclopramide. 
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10.  

This was a 65 year old male from Israel with a history of tuberculosis, lung adenocarcinoma s/p 
right lung lobectomy and COPD who had received cefiderocol for VABP and died on Day 13 due 
to non-resolved sepsis.  

On Day -62, the patient was admitted to the ICU for esophageal perforation and septic shock. 
On the same day, he underwent exploratory thoracotomy and esophagectomy and laparotomy. 
He was treated with multiple antibacterial drugs. On Day -38, he had a tracheostomy and on 
Day -29, was started on hemodialysis. On Day -3, he developed a VABP and tigecycline was 
given for 2 days. On Day 1, he was treated with cefiderocol until Day 13. He was enrolled via the 
treatment failure Gram-negative pathway, and on Day 3, the sputum cultures confirmed 
carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii and P. aeruginosa. The APACHE II score was 27. On Day 4, 
the clinical outcome was failure. On Day 8, an AE of septic shock was reported. On Day 11 
(EOT), the patient continued to worsen and had clinical and microbiological failure. He also had 
a leukemoid reaction (WBC 50x109/L) with acute diarrhea and cefiderocol was discontinued. 
Testing for C. difficile was negative. The MIC for A. baumannii increased from 1 at screening to 8 
on Day 10. On Day 13, the patient had an AE of hypothermia and expired due to an SAE of non-
resolved sepsis due to A. baumannii pneumonia.  

Medical Officer comments: The APACHE II score at baseline was 27 and this correlates with a 
35% mortality in the post-operative setting, and 55% in the non-operative setting. He had 
multiple risk factors for a poor prognosis at baseline (e.g., lung adenocarcinoma, prolonged ICU 
admission). However, treatment failure with cefiderocol was apparent. There was also a 4-fold 
increase in MIC for A. baumannii on Day 10 and the patient died from non-resolved sepsis due 
to A. baumannii pneumonia per the investigator.  

11.   

This was a 65 year old male from Israel with atrial fibrillation, COPD, obstructive sleep apnea, 
DM, ischemic heart disease, and congestive heart failure who received cefiderocol for HABP 
and died on Day 14 due to deterioration in pneumonia.  

The patient was hospitalized for leukocytoclastic vasculitis secondary to blood thinners, severe 
necrotic skin ulcers treated with ceftriaxone and ciprofloxacin, and upper GI bleeding. He 
developed shock requiring mechanical ventilation. The APACHE II score was 24. HABP was 
diagnosed by tracheal aspirates showing A. baumannii (screening MIC .03 μg/mL). Ampicillin, 
vancomycin, and amphotericin were given for E. faecalis, coagulase negative staphylococcus in 
blood culture and candida in urine culture, respectively. On Day 1, he received cefiderocol. He 
required continuous hemofiltration (CVVH) for fluid overload. On Day 3, liver enzymes were 
raised (AST 3588 U/L, ALT 163 U/L, LDH 1329 U/L, ALP 331 U/L, TB 2.4 mg/dL), WBC was 71 x 
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109/L and the creatinine was 1.55 mg/dL. On Day 13, he was started on hemodialysis and the 
cefiderocol dose was reduced to 0.75 g BID. On Day 14 (EOT), the BAL continued to show A. 
baumannii, and the pneumonia worsened. The liver enzymes improved (AST/ALT normalized, 
TB was 2.1 mg/dL). The INR was 3.95, creatinine was 2.69 mg/dL, and platelets were 19 x 
103 A. baumannii pneumonia was reported 
and the patient died. The MIC to cefiderocol had increased to 2 μg/mL at EOT. 

Medical Officer comments: Cefiderocol may have contributed to death due to treatment failure 
as noted by the 4-fold increase in MIC at EOT. Increased liver enzymes may have been related 
to cefiderocol treatment; however, these improved while on treatment. Renal failure requiring 
hemodialysis (despite renal adjustment of cefiderocol) may have been related to cefiderocol. 
Although given briefly around the time of randomization, vancomycin and amphotericin may 
have been confounders for renal failure.  

12.  

This was a 45 year old male from Israel with a medical history of tobacco use, psoriasis vulgaris 
on adalimumab, atrial fibrillation, and hypercholesterolemia who received cefiderocol for VABP 
and died on Day 39 from septic shock.  

On Day -42, the patient had been admitted for severe burns (56% on face and body) from a 
petrol bomb for which underwent multiple bronchoscopies to extract soot from the lungs and a 
subsequent tracheostomy. He had been treated with multiple antibacterial drugs for S. 
pneumoniae, E. cloacae, and carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa from the tracheal aspirates. 
The APACHE II score was 19. On Day -2, the tracheal aspirates showed carbapenem-resistant A. 
baumannii for which he was given tigecycline and meropenem. On Day 1, an adjusted dose of 
cefiderocol 0.75 g IV q12 hours was started due to renal failure. On Day 4, he had a chest tube 
placed for a pleural effusion and on Day 12, CVVHDF was started for renal failure. On Day 9, A. 
baumannii was noted in tracheal aspirates and an axillary central line catheter tip. By Day 14, 
the tracheal aspirates also showed P. aeruginosa. On Day 19, cefiderocol was withdrawn due to 
new lung consolidation noted on chest x-ray (SAE). An SAE of abnormal liver chemistry was also 
reported. The causality for both events was not related to study drug by the investigator. 
Colistin and tigecycline were given from Days 20 to 38, and vancomycin, piperacillin-
tazobactam, meropenem, ciprofloxacin, and ceftazidime were also given after Day 20 for 
worsening sepsis. At TOC (Day 26), he continued to have clinical and microbiological failure. On 
Day 35, he developed fungemia with C. glabrata, which was treated with amphotericin. He 
developed severe septic shock and died on Day 39.  

Medical Officer comments: The patient had multiple comorbidities prior to enrollment 
including 56% burns on his face and body, acute respiratory failure complicated by S. 
pneumonia, P. aeruginosa and E. cloacae pneumonia, anemia, and renal failure. With further 
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development of A. baumannii VABP, fungemia, and a probable new VABP with P. aeruginosa, 
the prognosis was very poor. Nonetheless, treatment failure with cefiderocol was apparent:     
A. baumannii persisted in respiratory cultures, spread hematogenously, and rescue 
antibacterial drugs were started after cefiderocol was discontinued due to lack of efficacy. The 
subsequent death at Day 39 was likely to be multifactorial, but cefiderocol contribution due to 
lack of efficacy cannot be excluded.  

13.   

This was a 64 year old male from Israel with a medical history of DM, CAD, and peripheral 
vascular disease who received cefiderocol for VABP and died on Day 4 due to septic shock.  

On Day -15, the patient was hospitalized for a left aorto-femoral and right femoral-popliteal 
bypass graft and right extremity fasciotomy for suspected right superficial femoral artery 
thrombosis. He developed acute renal failure (creatinine 3.81), metabolic acidosis, and cardiac 
arrest. He was started on hemodialysis and mechanical ventilation. Five days later, he had 
bradycardia and cardiac arrest requiring resuscitation. The sputum culture showed A. 
baumannii for which he was given piperacillin-tazobactam and colistin for less than 24 hours. 
Carbapenem-resistance was suspected due to treatment failure and the patient was enrolled 
for A. baumannii VABP (carbapenem-resistance later confirmed on sputum culture). The 
APACHE II score was 29. On Day 1, cefiderocol 0.75 gm IV q12 hours was given based on renal 
failure. On Day -1, the blood culture showed K. oxytoca, and on Day 3, a wound culture from 
the leg showed A. baumannii. The hemoglobin was 8 g/dL, creatinine was 3.95 mg/dL, CRP was 
290 mg/dL, TB was 4.2 mg/dL, ALP 391 U/L, and GGT was 289 U/L on Day 1. On Day 3, 
laboratory data showed: ALT 143 (baseline 7), AST 946 (baseline 35), CPK 606, TB 4.87, ALP 472. 
The MIC to cefiderocol had increased from 0.25 at screening to 2 μg/mL at Day 3 (EA). A chest 
x-ray was not performed, and the patient was considered to have had clinical failure. An AE of 
severe bradycardia was treated with atropine. On Day 4, the patient died due to septic shock, 
50 minutes after receiving the sixth dose of cefiderocol (cefiderocol was interrupted due to the 
event). He was hemodynamically unstable with metabolic acidosis, bradycardia, anuria, and 
cardiorespiratory failure. Vital signs taken prior to the sixth dose of cefiderocol were normal.  

Medical Officer comments: This patient experienced hemodynamic instability twice after his 
surgical procedures. It is not reported whether there may have been an alternative cause such 
as pulmonary embolism or underlying infection related to vascular surgeries, especially given 
positive blood cultures with K. oxytoca. Treatment failure as a cause of death is possible given 
clinical failure and increased MIC at the early assessment. The increase in AST and ALT may 
have been related to cefiderocol and/or due to worsening sepsis.  
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14.   

This was a 78 year old male from Taiwan with a medical history of non-small cell lung cancer s/p 
tracheostomy, CNS and liver metastasis, COPD, and adrenal insufficiency who received 
cefiderocol for VABP and died on Day 19 due to hypoxic respiratory failure and septic shock.  

About one month prior to randomization, he was treated with tienam (IMP), levofloxacin, and 
colistin for VABP. Carbapenem-resistance was suspected based on treatment failure. 
Carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii and S. maltophilia was noted in sputum culture obtained 
on Day -1. The APACHE II score was 19. From Days 1 through 10, he received cefiderocol. On 
Day 5, he had a temperature of 37.8oC and teicoplanin was added for suspected catheter-
related infection. The catheter was removed, and the tip culture showed E. faecalis. On Day 6, 
he had hemoptysis with a subsequent drop in hemoglobin to 6.1 g/dL for which he was given a 
transfusion. On Day 10 (EOT), carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii persisted in the sputum 
culture, and the patient was considered to have had clinical and microbiological failure. He 
discontinued the study on Day 10 due to SAEs of hypoxic respiratory failure and severe septic 
shock. Unasyn, linezolid, and colistin was started. Also, AEs of thrombocytopenia, hemoglobin 
descends, and renal failure was reported. He required further blood transfusion. On Day 12, the 
renal function deteriorated, requiring hemodialysis. At Day 15 (TOC), patient was considered to 
have had a clinical failure and an indeterminate microbiological outcome (Burkholderia 
multivorans and Elizabethkingia meningoseptica were isolated in sputum culture). On Day 15, 
patient had abnormal liver function (AST increased from 92 to 109 U/L, ALT remained stable 
from 115 to 107 U/L, and TB increased from 1.02 to 2.92 mg/dL). He died on Day 19 (9 days 
after the last cefiderocol dose). The cause of death was due to progression of lung cancer, 
hypoxic respiratory failure, and septic shock.  

Medical Officer comments: The patient was discontinued from the study for worsening septic 
shock and died 4 days after the TOC when he had clinical failure. A. baumannii MIC to 
cefiderocol increased from 1 at screening to 2 at the TOC. It appears that there was clinical 
failure due to treatment failure as cefiderocol was discontinued on Day 10 and rescue 
antibacterial drugs were given. However, confounders for death included metastatic lung 
cancer, advanced age, and possibly new Gram-negative infections. E. meningoseptica is 
associated with nosocomial infections, often with colistin use, in patients on hemodialysis or 
receiving mechanical ventilation. Breakpoints have not been established. B. multivorans is in 
the Cepacia complex, and often seen in CF patients. Both pathogens have very limited 
susceptibility to antibacterial drugs.   
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15.  

This was a 66-year-old female from Taiwan with a medical history of chronic hepatitis B and 
liver cirrhosis, lymphoma, empyema post video-associated thoracoscopy, and atrial fibrillation 
who received cefiderocol for VABP and died on Day 45 due to progression of septic shock.  

About three weeks prior to enrollment, the patient was hospitalized due to a P. aeruginosa 
pneumonia for which she received levofloxacin, IMP, gentamicin, ciprofloxacin, and cefepime. 
She was randomized to cefiderocol for suspected carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii and          
P. aeruginosa VABP based on treatment failure. A sputum culture obtained on Day -3 was later 
identified with carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii and carbapenem-susceptible P. aeruginosa. 
The chest x-ray showed bilateral infiltrates. The APACHE II score was 28. Cefiderocol was given 
on Days 1 through 15. On Day 15 (EOT), the patient was considered as having had a clinical cure 
with microbiologic failure (persistence of A. baumannii and P. aeruginosa in sputum culture). 
The chest x-ray findings showed improvement compared to screening. On Day 18, a new fever 
was reported and cefoperazone-sulbactam was given from Day 18 to 21. On Day 21, the patient 
had an SAE of worsening of septic shock and IMP, colistin, and anidulafungin were given. The 
chest x-ray showed increased right lower lobe infiltrates. On Day 22 (TOC), P. aeruginosa was 
noted in sputum culture and E. faecium was noted in urine culture (from an indwelling 
catheter). The patient was considered to have had clinical and microbiological failure. On Day 
43, the patient completed the study and was in hospice care. The septic shock from Day 21 
never resolved and the patient died on Day 45 from progression. The MIC for A. baumannii to 
cefiderocol increased from 2 at screening to 8 at the EOT and the MIC for P. aeruginosa to 
cefiderocol did not increase.  

Medical Officer comments: As the MIC for A. baumannii increased 4-fold during the study 
treatment period (Day 1-15) and the patient had clinical and microbiologic failure at the TOC 
necessitating several rescue antibacterial drugs, there appears to be treatment failure due to 
lack of efficacy. Although this death occurred at a later time, lack of efficacy with cefiderocol 
may still have contributed to the fatal outcome. A new cUTI with E. faecium and the transition 
to hospice by Day 43 may have contributed to death as well. The narrative did not report 
treatment of the E. faecium, but the graphical patient profile in JReview showed that linezolid 
had been given on Day 42 for a new cUTI. 

16.   

This was a 47 year old male from Taiwan with a medical history of alcoholism, HBV carrier, liver 
cirrhosis, and splenomegaly who received cefiderocol for VABP and died on Day 8 due to 
worsening liver failure and septic shock.  
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One week prior to enrollment, he was treated for spontaneous bacterial peritonitis. He 
developed upper GI bleeding requiring mechanical ventilation. On Day -4, he was transferred to 
the ICU for septic shock due to VABP. The APACHE II score was 9. The sputum culture showed P. 
aeruginosa, C. indologenes, A. nosocomialis, and S. maltophilia with suspected carbapenem-
resistance due to treatment failure with meropenem, tigecycline, cefoperazone/sulbactam, and 
colistin prior to randomization. The P. aeruginosa was noted to have intermediate susceptibility 
to meropenem, but resistance to IMP, and A. nosocomialis and C. indologenes had resistance to 
both carbapenems. C. albicans noted on the sputum culture was also considered a pathogen. 
On Day -2, the blood culture grew C. parapsilosis for which anidulafungin was given on Days 1 
through 7. Cefiderocol was given on Days 1 through 8. On Day 1, he had an SAE of worsening 
liver failure. On Day 4, he had an AE of severe worsening liver cirrhosis and on Day 5, an SAE of 
worsening septic shock. On Day 8 (EOT), the sputum cultures showed P. aeruginosa, A. 
nosocomialis, and S. maltophilia, the chest x-ray was improved compared to baseline, and he 
was considered to have had clinical and microbiological failure. The WBC was 13.97 x 109/L, INR 
was 3.81, and total bilirubin was 13.2 mg/dL. He died on Day 8 due to worsening liver failure 
and septic shock.  

Medical Officer comments: The MIC of cefiderocol to S. maltophilia increased 4-fold from 0.06 
at screening to 0.25 to EOT. The MIC of cefiderocol to A. nosocomialis was 64 ug/mL at 
baseline. Septic shock may have been related to lack of efficacy associated with a high MIC of A. 
nosocomialis and increasing MICs for S. maltophilia. Liver failure may have been related to 
cefiderocol treatment, however underlying liver cirrhosis was a confounder. Increased risk of 
mortality may have been due to use of tigecycline which has been associated with a higher 
frequency of mortality against a comparator in VABP trials (19.1 vs. 12.3%, risk difference 6.8 
(95% confidence interval -2.1, 15.7%).  

17.   

This was a 71 year old female from Taiwan with a medical history of HTN, lung adenocarcinoma 
s/p lobectomy and lymph node dissection and recent tracheostomy who received cefiderocol 
for VABP and died on Day 3 due to aggravation of VABP, lung cancer, and MOF.  

On Day -20 prior to study enrollment, she was admitted with HCAP requiring mechanical 
ventilation and ICU admission. She was treated with piperacillin/tazobactam and isepacimin 
(aminoglycoside) and was extubated briefly and then re-intubated for dyspnea. On Days -3 and 
-1, the central lab showed A. nosocomialis from a tracheal aspirate and the chest x-ray showed 
diffuse infiltration. The local lab showed carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii, diagnosed by 
Rapidec Carba NP. Per protocol, A. nosocomialis was considered the causative pathogen, and 
carbapenem-resistance was confirmed. On Days -2 to -1, she was empirically treated with IMP, 
on Day -2, with piperacillin-tazobactam, and Day 1 with cefoperazone-sulbactam. The APACHE II 
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score was 23. Cefiderocol was given from Days 1 through 3. She had SAEs of MOF and VABP 
aggravation on Day 2. She also developed acute kidney injury (AKI) on the same day and died 
on Day 3 due to VABP aggravation (worsening hypoxemia and respiratory failure), lung cancer, 
and MOF.  

Medical Officer comments: The patient died very shortly after starting cefiderocol (on Day 3). 
Lack of efficacy appears to be related to initial treatment failure with IMP (MIC 64 to A. 
nosocomialis) and piperacillin-tazobactam during the two days prior to randomization. 
However, continued treatment failure with cefiderocol on Days 1 through 3 cannot be 
excluded. Sepsis may have induced AKI, but the contribution of cefiderocol is also possible. 

18.   

This was a 54 year old male from Taiwan with poorly differentiated lung cancer, stage IIIB s/p 
multiple pulmonary surgical procedures (VATs, left bullectomy, right lung volume reduction), 
CNS metastasis, HTN, alcoholism, hepatitis B, and avascular necrosis post total hip replacement 
who received cefiderocol for HABP and died on Day 18 due to bacteremia and VABP.  

About 10 days prior to enrollment, he was hospitalized due to bilateral pneumonia, septic 
shock, and respiratory failure, requiring mechanical ventilation. Piperacillin/tazobactam and 
levofloxacin were given, and he was transitioned off the ventilator to nasal high-flow oxygen. 
Three days later, he was re-intubated due to dyspnea and a tracheal aspirate showed A. 
baumannii. Carbapenem-resistance was confirmed by chromogenic media after treatment 
failure. The chest x-ray showed a right lung pneumonia. The APACHE II Score was 13. 
Cefiderocol was given from Days 1 through 14. On Day 4, he had hematemesis, AST increased 
from 44 at baseline to 88 U/L, and ALT increased from 54 to 145 U/L, and ALP increased from 
99 to 259 U/L. The liver enzyme elevation was considered to be related to study drug by the 
investigator. On Day 10, the AST was 106 U/L, ALT 226 U/L, ALP 193 U/L. Blood cultures grew A. 
baumannii on Day 14, and the next day, cefiderocol was discontinued due to lack of efficacy 
and development of a left-sided VABP. Colistin was begun for treatment of bacteremia. On Day 
15 (EOT), the AST was 21 u/L, ALT 58 U/L, and ALP 105 U/L. The patient expired on Day 18 due 
to bacteremia and VABP.  

Medical Officer comments: The MIC to cefiderocol was 16 at screening and 8 at EOT, so there 
may have been baseline resistance.  As the patient developed A. baumannii bacteremia while 
on cefiderocol at Day 14, it is likely that there was treatment failure due to lack of efficacy. 
Colistin was given as a rescue antibacterial drug. Increased liver enzymes may have been 
related to cefiderocol but appeared to be transient.  Death was also possibly confounding by 
underlying lung malignancy with brain metastasis.  
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19.   

This was a 73 year old male from Korea with a medical history of HTN, CVA, DM, hepatitis of 
unknown etiology, and colon cancer who received cefiderocol for HABP and died on Day 37 due 
to worsening pneumonia.  

About three weeks prior to enrollment, the patient was admitted for an infarction of the ileum 
and underwent segmental resection and end ileostomy. He received meropenem and 
metronidazole and was intubated post-operatively. The APACHE II score was 18. On Day -2, he 
was diagnosed with HABP, and given cefoperazone-sulbactam from Day -1 to 1. On Day 1, A. 
baumannii and MRSA were noted in the sputum culture. Carbapenem-resistance was suspected 
by treatment failure and confirmed with a rapid diagnostic test with chromogenic media. 
Cefiderocol 1.5 grams IV q8 hours was given with ciprofloxacin as adjunctive therapy. On Day 4, 
he developed increased liver enzymes (AST 307 U/L, ALT 154 U/L, TB 2.24 mg/dL). Hepatic 
protectors (milk-thistle fruit extract powder and biphenyl dimethyl dicarboxylate/garlic oil) 
were given and the enzyme elevation resolved on Day 11. The investigator considered the liver 
enzyme elevation to be related to study drug. On Day 5, teicoplanin was started for treatment 
of MRSA. On Day 8, cefiderocol was reduced to 1 gram IV q8 hours. On Day 14 (EOT), the 
sputum culture continued to grow MRSA, and linezolid was administered on Day 19. At Day 20 
(TOC), the sputum culture showed A. baumannii, P. mirabilis, and MRSA. The sputum sample 
contained many epithelial cells. The chest x-ray showed improvement and he had mild dyspnea, 
wheezing, rales, and moderate suctioned respiratory secretions. The patient was considered to 
have had a clinical cure with microbiological persistence. At Day 26 (FUP), the clinical outcome 
was relapse. The patient’s family declined a tracheostomy procedure. On Day 37, he died due 
to worsening pneumonia, possibly from A. baumannii or P. mirabilis. 

Medical Officer comments: At TOC, there was clinical improvement and no further antibacterial 
therapy was given. After clinical relapse, his family declined a tracheostomy. The sputum 
culture was an inadequate sample to determine a microbiological outcome. Death at Day 37 
may have been due to the limitation of therapeutic efforts (tracheostomy), and perhaps 
delayed treatment of MRSA pneumonia (on Day 5). There is conflicting data in the narrative 
regarding clinical cure and failure at TOC. No follow-up MIC data was available after screening.  

20.   

This was an 86 year old female from Korea with a medical history of HTN, CAD, CKD who 
received cefiderocol for HABP and died on Day 5 due to acute kidney aggravation.  

The patient was admitted for hyperkalemia on Day -34. She was diagnosed with sepsis due to 
UTI and pneumonia. She developed asystole following apnea and was transferred to the ICU 
after resuscitation. She developed HABP requiring intubation and received teicoplanin and 
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meropenem. On Day 1, the sputum culture showed carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii based 
on chromogenic media and standard susceptibility testing, and C. albicans, which was 
considered a pathogen. The APACHE II score was 24. She was given cefiderocol 1.5 g q12 while 
on continuous hemofiltration (CRRT) from Days 1 through 5. On Day 4, the sputum culture 
showed E. meningoseptica with many WBC on the gram stain, and the chest x-ray showed 
persistent consolidation. The arterial blood gas showed PaO2 57 mmHg, PaCO2 43 mmHG, SaO2 
87% on FiO2 of 25%. The clinical outcome was failure and microbiological outcome was 
eradication. On Day 5, she had an SAE of aggravated kidney injury. Her blood pressure was not 
stable while on CRRT. Due to financial reasons, the CRRT was suddenly stopped which 
aggravated an uncompensated metabolic acidosis, resulting in sudden death. Treatment was 
interrupted due to the event, and the cause of death was attributed to aggravated acute kidney 
injury. The investigator considered the event as not related to study drug. Liver tests and the 
PT-INR were elevated on the day of death: AST 158 mg/dL, ALT 55 mg/dL, INR 2.0 (baseline AST 
52, ALT 33 U/L). The chest x-ray showed more marked consolidation and worsening pulmonary 
edema. The eGFR decreased from 123 to 72 mL/min/1.73 m2, bicarbonate was 23, chloride was 
107, and potassium was 3.5. The WBC was 24.5 x109/L.  

Medical Officer comments: On the day prior to death, the repeat sputum culture showed a new 
pathogen, E. meningoseptica which was likely to be resistant based on the usual susceptibility 
pattern of this nosocomial pathogen, and she had clinical failure. She was hemodynamically 
unstable on CRRT, possibly a marker of worsening sepsis. Cefiderocol contribution to death 
cannot be excluded given the possibility of treatment failure. Renal decompensation as a cause 
of death is possible given sudden cessation of CRRT.  

21.   

This was a 71 year old male from Korea with a medical history of DM and Parkinson’s disease 
who received cefiderocol for HABP and died on Day 3 due to an aggravated pneumonia.  

The patient was admitted with pseudomembranous colitis complicated by an ileus and was 
treated with oral vancomycin and metronidazole. On Day -13, he developed septic shock from 
an unidentified source which was treated with vancomycin and meropenem. On Day -6, he 
developed a HABP for which meropenem was continued. He received one dose of colistin just 
prior to randomization. The APACHE II score was 20. On Day 1 of randomization to cefiderocol, 
he was noted to have carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii in the sputum culture. Also, on Day 
1, he experienced another episode of septic shock requiring vasopressor support, and an SAE of 
aggravated pneumonia. The sixth infusion of cefiderocol was interrupted by the patient’s death. 
On Day 3 (EA), he was assessed as having had clinical failure. Cause of death was aggravated 
pneumonia.  
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Medical Officer Comments: The patient essentially received cefiderocol monotherapy as the A. 
baumannii was resistant to initial treatment with meropenem and colistin. Cefiderocol 
contribution to death appears likely due to treatment failure. An unidentified source of septic 
shock that was unrelated to HABP, e.g., an intra-abdominal source, may have been present.  

22.  

This was an 80-year old Asian female with a medical history of HTN, DM, Alzheimer’s dementia, 
and chronic kidney disease who was randomized to cefiderocol 0.75 gm IV q12 hours for HABP 
and died on Day 13 due to aggravated pneumonia.  

The patient was admitted during a previous admission on Day -79 for femur fracture post 
internal fixation and given antibacterial treatment for a concurrent cellulitis. She was re-
admitted with upper gastrointestinal bleeding and on Day -12. She was given piperacillin, 
followed by vancomycin and meropenem for a high fever until Day -12 when HABP was 
confirmed. She then received piperacillin-tazobactam and colistin on Day -11. On Day -1, 
carbapenem resistance was detected via a rapid diagnostic test and sputum culture showed     
A. baumannii, K. pneumoniae, and P. aeruginosa. The APACHE II score was 25. The patient 
received cefiderocol from Days 1 through 12. On Day 3 (EA), she was considered to have had a 
clinical and microbiologic failure. On Day 9, an SAE of aggravated upper gastrointestinal 
bleeding occurred for which she had a gastric artery embolism and a transfusion of packed red 
blood cells. On Day 10, an SAE of aggravation of pneumonia was reported. The next day, she 
developed respiratory acidosis and her son declined intubation. She deteriorated despite 
manual resuscitation and vasopressor support. On Day 12, a sputum culture showed A. 
baumannii and P. aeruginosa. She died on Day 13, one day after her last dose of cefiderocol. 

Medical Officer comments: The patient appeared to have had treatment failure due to lack of 
efficacy. The family’s declining mechanical ventilation as a treatment modality may have 
hastened the death. It is unknown if she had an alternative cause of death such as pulmonary 
embolism given prolonged hospitalization and history of femur fracture.  

23.   

This was an 84 year old Asian female with thoracic aortic aneurysm s/p TEVAR and HTN who 
received cefiderocol for VABP and died on day 15 due to cardiac arrest and septic shock.  

About one month prior to randomization, she was diagnosed with a lacunar infarction and 
HABP requiring mechanical ventilation. She received meropenem and amikacin for fever and 
presumed sepsis. S. maltophilia VABP was diagnosed based on sputum culture (screening MIC 
was 0.06 μg/mL to cefiderocol). The APACHE II score was 22. On Day 1, she was given 
cefiderocol 1.5 g q8 due to renal impairment, and this required further adjustment due to 
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worsening renal function. Vancomycin was begun for E. faecium noted in a urine and wound 
culture taken from a pressure ulcer. On Day 9 (unscheduled visit), she had an AE of adrenal 
insufficiency and SAE of septic shock. A sputum culture showed A. baumannii, S. maltophilia, 
and E. faecium. On Day 13, an AE of moderate VRE pneumonia was reported and linezolid was 
begun. On Day 14 (EOT), the chest radiograph showed no improvement and sputum cultures 
showed K. pneumoniae and S. maltophilia; cefiderocol was discontinued. The MIC to 
cefiderocol was 0.25 μg/mL at EOT. On Day 15, the patient died due to cardiac arrest and septic 
shock.  

Medical Officer comments: The MIC increased 4-fold during treatment. Cefiderocol was 
discontinued due to treatment failure at Day 14, and death occurred the next day. Cardiac 
arrest may have been precipitated by worsening sepsis from S. maltophilia VABP. The MIC for 
A. baumannii and K. pneumoniae were not reported, but these organisms had not been seen on 
screening cultures. Death appears to have been related to treatment failure with cefiderocol.  

Patients with BSI/Sepsis who received Cefiderocol (11): 

24.   

This was a 54 year old male from Guatemala with a medical history of T9 spinal cord injury, 
paraplegia, neurogenic bladder, cystotomy, epilepsy, decubitus ulcer, and anemia who received 
cefiderocol for sepsis and died on Day 43 due to sudden death.  

The patient was hospitalized due to carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa sepsis due to a skin 
and soft tissue infection (SSTI). The SSTI was diagnosed by skin swab and the primary site was 
not specified. The APACHE II score was 2 and SOFA score was 0. No prior antibacterial drugs 
were reported. He received cefiderocol from Days 1 to 22. On Day 29 (TOC), there was a clinical 
cure, and P. aeruginosa was identified with gram stain positive for 2+ WBCs. On Day 36, E. coli 
was cultured from the primary site, and the patient was considered to have had a sustained 
clinical cure. On Day 36, AEs of mild hypochloremia and moderate asymptomatic bacteriuria 
were noted. Other TEAEs included mild hyponatremia, mild hypokalemia, moderate increase in 
chronic pain, and moderate constipation. On Day 36, the CRP increased to 48.0 mg/dL from 4.8 
at screening [NR 0-6]. On Day 43, the patient had an SAE of sudden death, 21 days after 
receiving the last dose of study medication. Vital signs were not taken on the day of death and 
autopsy was not performed. The investigator considered the death unrelated to study drug or 
the infection at randomization.  

Medical Officer comments: This death was well beyond Day 28, and the etiology was unknown. 
No critical vital signs or laboratory values during the last visit prior to death were noted in the 
datasets. An exception was the elevated CRP. The primary site of infection was unknown, and 
the narrative does not describe whether clinical cure included improvement in the primary SSTI. 
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It may have been a decubitus ulcer as noted in prior medical history, in which case, a superficial 
wound culture can often represent colonization. The SOFA score remained at 0 during the 
entire course, and the patient never had a fever. The WBC was similar at baseline and TOC (11.4 
and 10.8 x 109/L). There was limited information in this case to inform causality, and even the 
presence of an infection at baseline and the resolution of infection was difficult to ascertain.  

25.  

This was a 64 year old female with a medical history of bronchial asthma, COPD, and breast 
cancer post radiation who received cefiderocol for a primary BSI and died on Day 11 with septic 
shock and multi-organ failure (MOF). 

About two weeks prior to enrollment, the patient had been hospitalized for an RSV infection 
complicated by A. baumannii VABP. In the 9 days prior to enrollment, she had received 
piperacillin-tazobactam, inhaled colistin, gentamicin, and tigecycline. On Day 1, she was 
enrolled with colistin- and carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii BSI diagnosed by a rapid 
diagnostic test (chromogenic media). The APACHE II score was 13. She was receiving 
mechanical ventilation and the cultures of the urine, trachea, and indwelling catheter were 
negative. She was treated with cefiderocol and tigecycline (adjunctive antibacterial drug) from 
Days 1 to 4. On Day 7, the patient developed hemodynamic instability and worsening of renal 
function. On Day 8, the patient had an SAE of shock, and cefiderocol was withdrawn on Day 9 
due to this event. Antibacterial therapy was changed to colistin, gentamicin, and 
ceftazidime/avibactam. On Day 11, the chest x-ray showed a new right lung opacity and the 
tracheal aspirate culture yielded A. baumannii. The patient died on Day 11 and the cause of 
death was attributed to septic shock, MOF, COPD and chronic respiratory failure. 

Medical Officer comments: Cefiderocol was withdrawn by Day 9 due to shock and probable 
lack of efficacy. It appears that the bacteremia perhaps seeded the lungs and the patient also 
developed A. baumannii HABP on Day 11. Susceptibility testing results for cefiderocol were not 
reported in the death narrative. Increased risk of mortality may have been due to use of 
tigecycline which has been associated with a higher frequency of mortality against a 
comparator in VABP trials (19.1 vs. 12.3%, risk difference 6.8 (95% confidence interval -2.1, 
15.7%).  

26.   

This was a 24 year old female from Turkey with no medical history who received cefiderocol for 
a BSI and died on Day 6 due to hyponatremia.  

The patient was admitted after a fall from the second floor of a building resulting in multiple 
fractures, including skull fracture, intracranial hemorrhage and respiratory failure with 
pneumocephalus and lung contusions.  The Glasgow Coma Scale score was 4. She was started 
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on ceftriaxone empirically for a liver laceration repair. She underwent a large bone osteotomy 
and fixation. Blood cultures showed A. baumannii, and she was treated with cefoperazone-
sulbactam and colistin for suspected catheter-related BSI. Carbapenem-resistance was 
suspected based on a hospital antibiogram showing a carbapenem-resistance rate of > 90% (the 
blood culture was later confirmed to be carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii).  At screening, she 
had elevated liver enzymes (AST 137, ALT 108) and the sodium level was normal. The APACHE II 
score was 12. On Day 1, she was started on cefiderocol. On Day 2, she had severe 
hyponatremia. She had been receiving mannitol since Day -6 and furosemide since Day -8. 
Sodium levels decreased from 130 to 122 within 14 hours.  Cefiderocol was withdrawn on Day 
2, and no treatment was reported for the hyponatremia. After she was declared brain dead, she 
was placed into hospice and expired on Day 6. On Day 6, the sodium was 156.  

Medical Officer comments: Mannitol and furosemide may have altered the sodium levels, but 
cefiderocol contribution to hyponatremia through an unexplained mechanism is not fully 
excluded. Cefiderocol was withdrawn due to hyponatremia. Death appears to have been 
related to the underlying intercranial hemorrhage and hyponatremia, however sepsis cannot be 
fully excluded.  

27.  

This was a 29 year old female from Turkey with a medical history of rectal carcinoma with 
metastasis to the liver, lung, left arm, and brain post brain tumor excision and chemo-radiation 
who received cefiderocol for a BSI and died on Day 6 due to septic shock and cardiac arrest.  

The patient was admitted for failure to thrive on Day -5 and was intubated due to hypoxia. 
Renal failure was reported. She received empiric clarithromycin and ceftriaxone. On Day -2, she 
developed a fever and blood culture showed A. baumannii with suspected carbapenem-
resistance based on the local antibiogram (later confirmed by blood culture). On Day -1, the 
patient received meropenem, tigecycline, colistin, and teicoplanin. She received cefiderocol 
from Day 1 to 6. The AST, ALT, ALP, and TB were the following: 84.1 IU/L, 46.7 IU/L, 487 IU/L, 
and 1.7 mg/dL. On Day 4, the blood cultures from the jugular catheter showed carbapenem-
resistant A. baumannii and carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae. The outcome was clinical 
failure. She developed septic shock on Day 5.  An SAE of a liver event was reported, and the 
causality was assessed as related to septic shock. The AST, ALT, ALP, and TB were the following: 
129 IU/L, 51 IU/L, 410 IU/L, and 1.9 mg/dL. The platelet count was 12x109/L. On Day 6, the 
patient died due to septic shock and cardiac arrest (before EOT).  

Medical Officer comments: There appeared to be treatment failure as well as the emergence of 
a new carbapenem-resistant organism (K. pneumoniae) due to lack of efficacy.  The liver 
enzymes were elevated at baseline possibly due to the patient’s underlying malignancy and/or 
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sepsis and may have increased due to the same on Day 4. Contribution of cefiderocol to 
increased liver enzymes cannot be excluded.  

28.   

This was a 70 year old female from Israel with a medical history of DM, HTN, and 
hyperlipidemia who received cefiderocol for a BSI and died on Day 19 due to cardiac arrest. 

On Day -17, the patient was admitted with a community acquired pneumonia and treated with 
levofloxacin.   She had renal failure from an unknown cause on the same Day. On Day -12, she 
developed TEN which was treated with vancomycin and meropenem. The APACHE II score was 
19. Screening blood cultures showed carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii. Meropenem was 
given on Day -1. On Day 1, colistin was administered, followed by cefiderocol 1.5 gm q8.  At 
time of randomization, patient had ongoing TEN, renal failure, and atrial fibrillation. On Days 4 
and 11, cefiderocol dosing was reduced to adjust for worsening renal function and hemodialysis 
was initiated on Day 11.  On Day 10, she developed SAEs of acute respiratory failure, asystole, 
and candidemia (Clavispora lusitaniae) requiring mechanical ventilation, resuscitation, and 
fluconazole, respectively.  On Day 14 (EOT), only Clavispora lusitaniae persisted in blood 
cultures.  On Day 17, she was treated for severe bradycardia and hypotension. On Day 18, E. 
faecium (which was later identified as VRE) was noted in blood cultures and vancomycin was 
begun. On Day 19, the patient expired due to asystole despite resuscitation.  

Medical Officer comments: The creatinine clearance worsened from 33.3 to 19.5 mL/min from 
baseline to Day 14 despite dose adjustment. It cannot be excluded that this was related to 
cefiderocol due to the temporal association, however there were multiple confounders (sepsis, 
TEN).  Repeated episodes of asystole may have been related to ongoing sepsis or medication 
for atrial fibrillation causing bradycardia. The cause of death was likely attributed to either an 
underlying medical condition (TEN, renal failure of unknown cause, probable uncontrolled atrial 
fibrillation and/or new infection (fungemia, VRE bacteremia).   
 
29.   

This was a 79 year old male from Israel with a medical history of chronic atrial fibrillation, 
transitional cell bladder carcinoma with an ileal conduit and CVA who received cefiderocol for a 
BSI and died on Day 3 due to cardiac arrest.  

The patient underwent a radical cystectomy with post-operative complications including 
intestinal perforation and intra-abdominal abscess for which he had a colectomy about 2 
months prior to enrollment. He received meropenem for severe sepsis after which he 
developed acute renal failure and pleural effusions. On Day -1, the blood culture showed           
K. pneumoniae (confirmed to have carbapenem-resistance on Day 1) and colistin was added.  
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The screening cefiderocol MIC was 2 and the isolate was susceptible to colistin. The indwelling 
line was removed. A CT of chest, abdomen, and pelvis showed resolution of abscess and no 
lung infiltrates. The APACHE II score was 17. On Day 1, he was administered cefiderocol 1.5 g q8 
based on a GFR of 40.7 mL/min. Meropenem was discontinued and colistin was given as 
adjunctive therapy. On Day 3, the blood pressure and temperature had improved, but AEs of 
nausea, vomiting, anuria, and dyspnea were recorded. He was diagnosed with congestive heart 
failure which was treated with furosemide.  Thirty minutes after furosemide was given, he 
developed bradycardia and had an SAE of severe asystole. Cefiderocol was withdrawn. He was 
intubated and resuscitated, but the pulse was not regained. He died about 25 minutes later. 
ECGs and laboratory data were not available on the day of death. Pulse oximetry showed SpO2 
of 90% and FiO2 of 36%. No repeat MIC or blood cultures were noted.  

Medical Officer comments: Prior to randomization, there appeared to be adequate source 
control of the potential sources of bacteremia (resolution of intra-abdominal abscess and 
removal of the indwelling line). Although there seemed to be improvement in SIRS criteria, the 
patient rapidly succumbed to cardiac arrest and cefiderocol was withdrawn. The patient had 
bradycardia followed by asystole, from an unclear etiology. The vital signs dataset did not 
reveal any abnormalities on Day 3. Potassium values after screening are not available. It cannot 
be excluded that cefiderocol contributed to fluid overload and bradycardia (cUTI Trial had 
patients who experienced TEAEs of fluid overload and bradycardia of >1%).  

30.  

This was a 70 year old male with COPD, ischemic heart disease s/p coronary artery bypass graft, 
obesity, DM, and transitional cell bladder cancer who received cefiderocol for BSI and died on 
Day 48 due to P. mirabilis bacteremia and extensive tumor.   

On Day -52, the patient was hospitalized with urinary retention and hematuria. On Day -13, he 
was re-admitted with urosepsis with bilateral hydronephrosis and found to have an intra and 
extra-bladder tumor. He was treated with piperacillin-tazobactam, but all cultures were found 
to be negative. He then developed a BSI of unknown origin (per the site) on Day -2. The blood 
culture showed carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae and meropenem was given on Days -2 to 
-1, and gentamicin was given on Day 1. He also developed septic shock with acute kidney injury 
and required mechanical ventilation. The APACHE II score was 18.  Cefiderocol was given from 
Days 1 through 22. A tracheal aspirate obtained on Day 1 also showed A. baumannii and MSSA 
for which he was given vancomycin for one day (creatinine was 7.34 mg/dL on Day 1). These 
infections were considered as AEs (A. baumannii and MSSA pneumonia). After randomization, 
the patient experienced positive blood cultures for various pathogens (E. cloacae, E. faecalis, E. 
faecium, P. mirabilis, and S. epidermis) until TOC (some were noted on unscheduled visits). 
Tracheal aspirates were positive for A. baumannii and MRSA both on Day 9. Various 
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antibacterial drugs such as cloxacillin (Days 6-16 for MSSA VABP), ciprofloxacin (Days 23-27 for 
E. cloacae BSI), vancomycin (Days 23-41 for E. faecalis, E. faecium, and S. epidermidis BSI) , and 
metronidazole (Days 23-35 for B. fragilis BSI) were given per the investigator’s discretion.  

On Day 10, the blood culture continued to show K. pneumoniae. A CT on Day 12 showed 
extension of the bladder tumor with bilateral ureteral obstruction, retroperitoneal 
lymphadenopathy, pulmonary emboli, and bilateral pneumonia.  On Day 14 and 25, the patient 
was treated for C. tropicalis candidemia. On Day 27 (TOC), the tracheal aspirate continued to 
show A. baumannii, and the blood culture obtained one Day prior showed E. faecalis, but not   
K. pneumoniae. Colistin was given from Days 24 to 27 for A. baumannii VABP and meropenem 
was given from Days 27 to 36 for carbapenem-resistant E. gerogoviae UTI. The patient was 
considered to have had a clinical cure with indeterminate microbiological outcome. A. 
baumannii persisted in tracheal aspirates at least until Day 34. On Day 43, an SAE of P. mirabilis 
bacteremia developed and was treated with meropenem for 2 days, followed by oral 
chloramphenicol for 4 days. On Day 48, the patient died due to P. mirabilis bacteremia. The 
investigator noted that extensive tumor contributed to death.  

Medical Officer comments: The source of the initial BSI with K. pneumoniae was not 
determined, and then the patient developed polymicrobial bacteremia followed by fungemia. 
Source control was not apparent, and the patient continued to develop new infections until his 
death despite targeted antibacterial therapy. The patient had a very prolonged hospital course 
increasing the risk of nosocomial infections, including fungemia. It is unknown whether there 
was an infected central line. This late death was more likely due to underlying comorbidities 
(bladder cancer) and new nosocomial infections that could not be eradicated. Of note, while 
cefiderocol appears to have treated the K. pneumoniae BSI, it did not appear to have any 
efficacy in treatment of A. baumannii pneumonia. Also, colistin was administered 3 days prior 
to the TOC and this may have partially treated the K. pneumoniae BSI.  

31.   

This was an 84 year old male from Israel with a medical history of DM, COPD, CKD, ischemic 
heart disease and CHF who received cefiderocol for a BSI and died on Day 35 due to CHF 
exacerbation.   

About three weeks prior to enrollment, the patient was discharged after treatment of a COPD 
and CHF exacerbation. He was re-admitted with HCAP, treated with piperacillin-tazobactam 
followed by ampicillin-sulbactam. On Day -1, he was diagnosed with a carbapenem-resistant A. 
baumannii BSI based on rapid diagnostic testing. The blood culture sent to the local lab was 
negative for organisms and a sample was not sent to the central lab. The APACHE II score was 
18. On Days 1 through 21, he was given cefiderocol. On Day 1, he was also noted to have A. 
baumannii pneumonia (same pathogen as the BSI), confirmed by sputum culture and he was 
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given one dose of ampicillin-sulbactam as adjunctive therapy. The chest x-ray showed 
shadowing in the right lung. On Day 2, an SAE of lung cancer was reported. On Day 21 (EOT), 
the chest x-ray had not improved since screening. On Day 30 (TOC), the blood culture was 
negative for organisms, and he was considered to have had a clinical cure. The pulse oximetry 
showed SpO2 of 90%.  The microbiological outcome could not be evaluated due to lack of 
baseline pathogen at screening. No repeat sputum culture was taken. On Day 35, he developed 
CHF exacerbation and died. The investigator assessment was death due to SAE of severe CHF 
and lung cancer.  

Medical Officer comments: The blood culture remained negative at the TOC, but it is unclear if 
the pneumonia (likely source of bacteremia) completely resolved. Cefiderocol contribution to 
death appears unlikely given that the death occurred 14 Days from the last dose of cefiderocol 
and there seemed to be an alternative explanation for death (CHF). Confounders include newly 
diagnosed lung cancer. 

32.   

This was a 47 year old female from Taiwan with a medical history of cholangiocarcinoma s/p 
hepaticojejunostomy, anemia, hepatitis, and cholangitis who received cefiderocol for a BSI and 
died on Day 9 due to septic shock, VRE infection, and metabolic acidosis.   

On Day -16, the patient developed E. coli bacteremia secondary to suspected biliary tract 
infection. Doripenem, ceftazidime, and cefuroxime were given. Due to a suspected new 
infection with unknown origin, treatment was changed to piperacillin-tazobactam (given on 
Days -5 to -3). She developed hepatitis due to cholangiocarcinoma, followed by disseminated 
intravascular coagulation (DIC) and sepsis.  Anidulafungin prophylaxis was started. On Day -2, 
the blood culture showed K. pneumoniae (considered to be carbapenem-resistant through the 
treatment failure pathway), possibly due to an intra-abdominal infection. The APACHE II score 
was 14.  Cefiderocol was given on Days 1 through 9. Adjunctive doripenem was given on Days -1 
to 1, colistin was given on Day 1, and empiric teicoplanin (for gram positive coverage) was given 
on Days -3 to 4. The blood culture confirmed carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae. On Day 4, 
the blood culture was negative. However, the patient continued to have chills, rigors, nausea, 
vomiting, fatigue and malaise. The WBC increased from 13.2 at baseline to 22.4 x109/L.  
Micafungin and oral metronidazole were started for a new fever. The liver enzymes started to 
increase from baseline: AST 76 to 256 U/L, ALT 48 to 102 U/L, ALP 196 to 218 U/L. TB decreased 
from 10.74 at baseline to 8.51 mg/dL.  On Day 6, SAEs of worsening hepatitis and severe 
metabolic acidosis occurred. The liver enzymes increased further: AST 983 U/L, ALT 326 U/L, TB 
10.27 mg/dL. On Day 8, VRE was noted in the blood culture, and daptomycin was added. On 
Day 9, septic shock and lactic acidosis developed, and the patient died. Repeat blood cultures 
were negative. 
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Medical Officer comments: Underlying intra-abdominal infection may have been a cause of 
polymicrobial bacteremia with ongoing sepsis. It cannot be excluded that increased liver 
enzymes were related to cefiderocol, but dechallenge history is not available. Confounders for 
increased liver enzymes include worsening sepsis and multiple concomitant antimicrobial 
drugs. VRE contribution to death is possible, but appropriate treatment with daptomycin was 
begun, and repeat blood cultures did not show persistent VRE bacteremia on the day of death. 
Underlying comorbidities likely contributed to death.  

33.   

This was a 77 year old male from Thailand with a medical history of HTN, aortic aneurysm, 
chronic kidney disease, and stroke was randomized to the cefiderocol group and died on Day 36 
from sepsis.  

About 1 month prior to enrollment, he was admitted for an intracranial hemorrhage. He was 
diagnosed with septic shock due to HABP and treated with meropenem. He required intubation 
and treatment was changed to ampicillin-sulbactam and levofloxacin, followed by meropenem 
and fosfomycin given carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae in sputum culture. At the time of 
randomization, an ongoing HABP due to carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae was being 
treated, but he was placed into the BSI category as blood cultures showed carbapenem-
resistant K. pneumoniae. The APACHE II score was 29. On Day 1, cefiderocol was begun, and 
fosfomycin was given as adjunctive therapy for the next 4 days. On Day 6, The AST was 310 U/L 
and ALT was 85 U/L. The investigator considered the liver enzyme elevation to be related to the 
study drug, but cefiderocol was not withdrawn. On Day 8, treatment with cefiderocol was 
completed. On Day 15 (TOC), the outcome was clinical cure and the blood cultures were 
negative. However, on Day 18 (unscheduled visit), the sputum culture continued to show          
K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa, and S. maltophilia, and he remained on the ventilator. Seven 
days later, the patient developed a catheter-associated UTI for which he was given meropenem 
for 3 days. C. On Day 21 (FUP), the AST was 58 U/L and ALT was 28 U/L. He became febrile to 
39.3oC and was considered to have had a clinical relapse. On Day 22, he developed left arm 
cellulitis, and was treated with vancomycin. Three days later, he developed sepsis, and he was 
transitioned to palliative care. On Day 36, the patient died (2 days after the EOS visit). The 
official cause of death was sepsis due to HABP.  

Medical Officer comments: The patient had increased liver enzymes which may have been 
related to treatment with cefiderocol but improved while on treatment. There was a clinical 
cure with negative blood cultures at the TOC for the K. pneumoniae BSI. However, it does not 
appear that the HABP (likely source of bacteremia) ever resolved, and the patient was 
transitioned to palliative care likely due to multiple infectious complications. Moreover, the 
MIC increased from 1 (blood) at screening to > 64 (sputum) at Day 18 (unscheduled visit). The 
patient died on Day 36 from sepsis due to HABP. As the narrative mentioned that the patient 
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had a clinical relapse at FUP and that the cause of death was HABP, lack of efficacy of 
cefiderocol contributed to eventual death cannot be excluded.  

34.  

This was an 82 year old male from Thailand with a medical history of pulmonary tuberculosis, 
COPD, acute gangrenous cholecystitis post cholecystectomy was randomized to cefiderocol for 
sepsis and died on Day 27 due to secretion obstruction and hemoptysis from pneumonia.  

About 1 month prior to enrollment, the patient was admitted with a HABP and septic shock 
which was treated with meropenem, amoxicillin-clavulanate, levofloxacin, and azithromycin. 
On Day -3, he was diagnosed with a VABP and given ceftazidime (Day -3 to -1), levofloxacin (Day 
-1 to 1), and colistin (Day -1 to 1).  On Day 1, he was randomized to cefiderocol for sepsis due to 
ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis with suspected carbapenem-resistance due to 
treatment failure [the sputum culture later showed carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii and E. 
cloacae (thought to be a colonizer)]. The APACHE II Score was 23. Cefiderocol was given from 
Days 1 through 9. The creatinine was baseline was 0.78 mg/dL and the creatinine clearance was 
47.5 mL/min. On Days 3 and 5, the renal function started to worsen (creatinine increased from 
1.6 mg/dL to 2.2 mg/dL), and the cefiderocol dosing was adjusted. The causality was reported 
as not related to the study drug. On Day 9, the creatinine had risen to 3.2 mg/dL, and the 
outcome was clinical cure with microbiological eradication (sputum culture showed E. cloacae 
only). The next day, prednisolone was given for the AE of creatinine rising. On Day 15, the urine 
culture from the indwelling catheter showed E. faecium (>25 squamous epithelial cells noted on 
gram stain).  On Day 16 (TOC), he had severe fatigue, mild edema and the BUN was 105.7 
mg/dL and the creatinine was 3.8 mg/dL (creatinine clearance was 9.5 mL/min). Sputum culture 
showed A. baumannii and E. cloacae. The outcome was a clinical cure with microbiological 
persistence. The MIC to A. baumannii increased from 2 (screening) to >64 at Day 16.  On Day 23 
(FUP), the BUN was 69.5 mg/dL and creatinine was 2.7 mg/dL. On Day 27 (EOS), the patient had 
an SAE of secretion obstruction. The cause of the obstruction was hemoptysis, thought to be 
due to pneumonia and old pulmonary TB. The patient died the same day, 18 days after the last 
dose of cefiderocol. 

Medical Officer comments: The chest x-ray results were not available to determine if the 
pneumonia had improved at TOC. There was a 4-fold increase in MIC to A. baumannii at Day 16.  
The cause of hemoptysis was unclear. There was no concomitant anti-coagulation therapy. 
While it is possible that death was due to underlying comorbidities, the increase in MIC and the 
possibility of ongoing infection at TOC cannot fully exclude treatment failure as a cause of 
death. The renal failure may have been related to cefiderocol as there appeared to be a positive 
dechallenge (eGFR was 95 mL/min at screening, 18 mL/min at EOT, and 23 mL/min at the FUP). 
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However, confounders for increasing renal failure included colistin given on Days -1 to 1 and 
furosemide given intermittently from Days 5 to 27.  

Narrative of Deaths in the BAT group (10) 

Patients with cUTI who received BAT (2) 

1.   

This was an 85 year old white male with COPD, BPH, and anemia who received BAT (colistin and 
phosphomycin) for cUTI and died on Day 7 due to acute renal failure, metabolic acidosis and 
respiratory arrest. 

The patient was hospitalized for cUTI due to bilateral nephrostomies. It was reported that no 
prior antibiotics had been given. The nephrostomy tube was changed prior to randomization. 
The urine culture showed carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae and he received BAT from Days 
1 to 6.  The baseline creatinine was 1.95 mg/dL and eGFR was 33. On Day 3, an AE of acute 
renal failure was assessed to be related to colistin. The creatinine rose to 2.84 mg/dL on Day 4. 
On Day 7, he developed metabolic acidosis and further deterioration, resulting in respiratory 
arrest and death. The investigator reported the causality to be related to colistin, due to an 
increased creatinine (3.79 mg/dL).  

Medical Officer comments: This reviewer agrees with the investigator that colistin likely 
contributed to renal failure which may have resulted in metabolic acidosis, respiratory failure 
and death.  

2.  

This was a 62 year old Asian male with a medical history of alcoholic dementia, liver cirrhosis, 
and a ureteral stone who received BAT (colistin) for a cUTI and died on Day 6 due to aggravated 
septic shock.  

The patient was diagnosed with P. aeruginosa septic shock due to acute pyelonephritis for 
which he received meropenem and ceftriaxone (both on Day -7) and ertapenem (Day -3). 
Carbapenem-resistance was suspected based on treatment failure (later confirmed by positive 
Xpert Carba-R in the urine sample and on urine culture).  The APACHE II score was 13. Colistin 
was given from Days 1 to 6. On Day 2, and SAE of a catheter-related infection with coagulase 
negative staphylococcus (CNS) was reported. On Day 4, the patient was noted to have had 
clinical failure, the urine culture showed P. aeruginosa, and the blood culture showed MRSA for 
which vancomycin was given on Day 5. On Day 6 (EOT), the patient experienced an SAE of septic 
shock. The patient died the same day due to the SAE of catheter-related infection and 
aggravated septic shock.  
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Medical Officer comments: If the CNS was a true pathogen, it appears that prompt treatment 
was not provided (vancomycin was started on Day 5).  A new MRSA BSI was noted for which 
vancomycin was started, but it is unknown whether the catheter had been removed. Death 
appears to have been related to the new gram-positive BSI (perhaps both CNS and MRSA).  

Patients with HABP/VABP/HCAP who received BAT (4) 

3.  

This was an 84 year old female with a medical history of DM, HTN, IHD, and chronic renal failure 
on hemodialysis who received BAT (tigecycline and colistin) for VABP and died on Day 24 due to 
cardiopulmonary arrest. 

This patient was enrolled with a K. pneumoniae VABP (APACHE II score 22) with suspected 
carbapenem-resistance through a hospital antibiogram showing carbapenem-resistance rate 
>90% (later confirmed with a rapid diagnostic test on tracheal aspirate and blood culture). She 
received BAT from Days 1 to 12. On Day 4, K. pneumoniae and M. morganii were identified on 
tracheal aspirate. On the same day, the patient had an SAE of elevated liver enzymes: ALT 322 
IU/L, AST 364 IU/L, INR 3.69.  The investigator assessed the elevated liver enzymes as due to 
sepsis and clinical failure rather than due to the study drug. On Day 11, an SAE of cardiac arrest 
was reported, and the patient was intubated again. The liver enzymes normalized by Day 12. 
The patient discontinued the study due to lack of efficacy. On Day 19 (TOC), she had both 
clinical and microbiologic failure.  The patient became hemodynamically unstable and was re-
started on colistin, tigecycline, and meropenem on Day 21. Two SAEs of cardiac arrest were 
reported on Day 24 and the patient died after an unsuccessful resuscitation. 

Medical Officer comments: There appears to have been treatment failure and the patient 
discontinued treatment on Day 12 due to lack of efficacy.  Increased risk of mortality may have 
been due to use of tigecycline which has been associated with a higher frequency of mortality 
against a comparator in VABP trials (19.1 vs. 12.3%, risk difference 6.8 (95% confidence interval 
-2.1, 15.7%).  

4.   

This was a 74 year old white male with a medical history of lung adenocarcinoma, IHD s/p 
angioplasty, DM, COPD, anemia who received BAT (intravenous trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole) for a VABP and died on 14 due to bradycardia and cardiac arrest.  

About two months prior to randomization, he was admitted for elective left upper lobectomy 
requiring post-operative mechanical ventilation. He developed sepsis and ciprofloxacin was 
given for 10 days, followed by one dose of tazocin. About 10 days later, he developed VABP and 
septic shock. A tracheal aspirate showed A. baumannii and E. cloacae, with evidence of 
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carbapenem-resistant through treatment failure. Both organisms were susceptible to 
trimethoprim-sulfamethaxole. He was treated with BAT from Days 1 through 9. The APACHE II 
score was 12. Cipro was continued for sepsis. The central lab detected E. asburiae instead of E. 
cloacae (detected by local lab). On Days 9, the chest radiograph showed improvement in left 
lung field, but tracheal aspirates continued to grow A. baumannii, and S. marcescens appeared 
as well.  An assessment of clinical cure with microbiological failure was made. On Day 14, an 
SAE of bradycardia occurred, followed by asystole and death after unsuccessful resuscitation.  

Medical Officer comments: Given lung cancer and recent lobectomy, eradication of 
A. baumannii may have been very difficult. It appeared that there was clinical cure at EOT. An 
SAE of bradycardia 5 days after the last dose of study treatment does not appear to be 
treatment-related. Death may have been due to comorbidities such as heart disease and lung 
cancer.  

5.   

This was a 57 year old Asian male with a medical history of HTN, CAD s/p angioplasty, liver 
cirrhosis, and HTN who received BAT (colistin, IMP) for a HABP and died on Day 12 due to MOF. 

About one month prior to randomization, he was admitted with dyspnea and pitting edema. He 
was noted to have an elevated WBC for which he was given moxifloxacin. On Day -2, he was 
diagnosed with a K. pneumoniae HABP for which he was given ertapenem followed by IMP and 
then required intubation. The APACHE II score was 13. On Day 1, the tracheal aspirate showed 
K. pneumoniae with evidence of carbapenem-resistant by Xpert Carba-R. He was randomized to 
colistin and given adjunctive IMP for 1 day. Metronidazole followed by oral vancomycin was 
given for C. difficile infection. P. aeruginosa was noted in the tracheal aspirate on Day 3, and 
clinical outcome was failure.  On Day 7, he developed a severe perineal soft tissue infection and 
the wound culture showed K. pneumoniae (susceptibility not reported). He developed septic 
shock with oliguria. On Days 11 and 12, the patient had SAE of MOF and death, respectively. No 
further cultures were collected.  

Medical Officer comments: There may have been treatment failure as there was severe 
metastatic infection to the skin with the same organism noted at randomization. Blood cultures 
were not reported to determine if there was seeding to the blood which may have contributed 
to the skin infection. Repeat culture data were not available to make a full assessment.  

6.   

This was a 42 year old Asian male with a medical history of ESRD, anemia of chronic disease, 
HTN, and tuberculous spondylitis who received BAT (colistin and cefepime) for a VABP and died 
on Day 13 due to cardiac arrest.  
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About two months before randomization, he was diagnosed with intraductal papillary mucinous 
pancreatic tumor and underwent surgical treatment requiring mechanical ventilation. About 16 
days during the hospital course, he had a cardiac arrest, possibly due to prescription error 
(phenytoin overdose) and was re-intubated. He was given multiple empiric antibacterial drugs. 
He was diagnosed with a VABP and endotracheal cultures showed A. baumannii and MRSA. The 
APACHE II score was 14. He was randomized to BAT and given teicoplanin for MRSA coverage. 
On Day 4, as A. baumannii and MRSA persisted in endotracheal culture and chest radiograph 
showed no change, cefepime was discontinued and meropenem was begun. On Day 12 (EOT), 
the clinical outcome was failure as there was persistent consolidation on chest imaging. On Day 
13, he developed an SAE of acute respiratory failure and he died abruptly due to cardiac arrest. 
The colistin MIC remained at 1 ug/mL from screening to EOT for A. baumannii.  

Medical Officer comments: Both A. baumannii and MRSA persisted in sputum culture with no 
apparent treatment success. There was baseline resistance to meropenem. There was no 
increasing resistance to colistin. Contribution of MRSA pneumonia is possible, but no MICs to 
teicoplanin are given. A higher dose of teicoplanin is suggested for severe pneumonia (600 mg 
instead of 400 mg) (Mukhopadhyay 2014). This patient had received 400 mg IV Q12. The 
patient also had underlying pancreatic tumor which likely contributed to death.  

Patients with BSI/Sepsis who received BAT (4):  

7.   

This was a 77 year-old male from Greece with a medical history of atrial fibrillation, ischemic 
stroke, aortic valve replacement, right heart failure, and Parkinson’s disease who received BAT 
(colistin and sultamicillin) for a BSI and died on Day 10 due to septic shock and MOF.  

On Day -46, the patient was admitted for hemorrhagic shock and hemothorax followed a 
diagnostic thoracentesis for bilateral pleural effusion. He received multiple antibacterial drugs 
for prosthetic valve endocarditis prophylaxis. On Day -21, he was transferred to the ICU for 
respiratory failure due to HABP. He was given ceftazidime-avibactam on Days -21 to -6, colistin 
on Days -19 to -6, and vancomycin on Days -17 to -13. Prior to receiving BAT, he again received 
colistin (Day -5 to 10), gentamicin (Day -5 to -2), and vancomycin for sepsis. Blood culture 
showed A. baumannii and carbapenem-resistance was suspected based on treatment failure 
(later confirmed as carbapenem-resistant).  The APACHE II score was 20. The investigator 
reported that tigecycline was given on Days 2 to 7 according to the final susceptibility test of A. 
baumannii and early discontinuation of BAT was due to clinical failure/indeterminate 
microbiological outcome. On Day 9, the blood culture was positive for P. aeruginosa, and 
sputum culture was positive for K. pneumoniae. He developed SAEs of septic shock and MOF for 
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which colistin, aztreonam, and gentamicin were given. The cause of death on Day 10 was 
attributed to septic shock and MOF due to VABP and P. aeruginosa BSI.  

Medical Officer comments: The patient did not complete study treatment due to lack of 
efficacy per the death narrative. Also, the patient had received tigecycline which has a risk 
difference of all-cause mortality of 0.6% against the comparator in 13 phase 3 and 4 trials, 
including those in patients with resistant pathogens. Tigecycline use may have been a 
confounder for death.  

8.   

This was a 73 year old white female with Parkinson’s disease who received BAT (colistin and 
fosfomycin) for a BSI and died on Day 17 due to septic shock.  

The patient was admitted on Day -20 with impaired consciousness, AKI, and liver failure. On 
Day -13, she was diagnosed with K. pneumonia BSI. On Day -9, she was diagnosed with septic 
shock, requiring vasopressors and mechanical ventilation. Colistin was given Day -10 to 1, 
cefepime Day -8 to -7, tigecycline Day -5 to -3. Oral vancomycin and micafungin were given for 
suspected C. difficile and candidiasis. On Day -2, K. pneumoniae was noted in the blood culture, 
identified with evidence of carbapenem-resistant through treatment failure. The APACHE II 
score was 22.  She received BAT from Days 1 to 9. On Day 4, the SOFA score was 17 and she was 
assessed with clinical failure. The blood culture was reported as negative. On Day 6, the blood 
culture showed carbapenem-resistant P. stuartii. On Day 10 (EOT visit), colistin and fosfomycin 
were continued, and meropenem was added (on Days 10 to 17) for treatment of the BSI. On 
unscheduled visits, Day 13 and 15, blood cultures again grew K. pneumonia. On Day 16, septic 
shock became refractory and she expired the next day
> 8 from screening to Day 13. 

Medical Officer comments: K. pneumoniae bacteremia was long-standing and recurred after 
clearance. P. stuartii emerged during therapy with BAT. There is no data about a diagnostic 
work-up for the source of persistent and polymicrobial bacteremia. Also, the colistin MIC 
increased 4-fold suggesting treatment failure. Tigecycline use may have been a confounder for 
death. 

9.   

This was a 69 year old white male with AF, rheumatic heart disease, BPH, CHF, CVA and colon 
cancer who received BAT (ceftazidime and ciprofloxacin) for a BSI and died on Day 24 due to 
general deterioration. 

About 2 months before randomization, the patient had a laparoscopic colectomy for colon 
adenocarcinoma complicated by post-operative GI bleeding, bowel necrosis and fecal 
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peritonitis, B. fragilis bacteremia requiring further abdominal surgery. The hospital stay was 
complicated by C. glabrata candidemia, P. aeruginosa pneumonia, and E. faecium subprenic 
abscess s/p evacuation and treatment with meropenem. Five days prior to randomization into 
the study, he developed septic shock and respiratory and blood cultures showed carbapenem-
resistant P. aeruginosa for which he received one dose of amikacin. Pneumonia was not seen 
on the chest x-ray. Blood culture also showed S. capitis for which he was given vancomycin. The 
APACHE II score was 18. BAT was given on Day 1. On Day 6, screening blood culture revealed 
resistance to ciprofloxacin and ciprofloxacin was switched with colistin for 1 day. On the same 
day, ciprofloxacin was re-instated as the response to ciprofloxacin had been good. On Day 13, 
an SAE of status epilepticus was reported, and ciprofloxacin was stopped. On Day 14, the 
creatinine increased to 2.97 mg/dL from a baseline of 0.69 mg/dL and hemodialysis was 
started. On Day 15, the investigator assessed that ceftazidime could be exacerbating the 
patient’s convulsions, but ceftazidime was continued due to a mistake by the site. On Day 19 
(TOC), the patient was noted to have had clinical failure based on the addition of colistin. The 
repeat blood culture was negative. He had worsening renal function with ongoing status 
epilepticus and died on Day 24. An SAE of general deterioration was the cause of death. 

Medical Officer comments: No MIC data for ceftazidime are available, but there was resistance 
to ciprofloxacin. Nevertheless, the blood culture had cleared by the TOC. It cannot be excluded 
that status epilepticus and renal failure were due to ceftazidime, ciprofloxacin, and one dose of 
colistin. There was no prior history of epileptic seizures.  

10.  

This was a 79 year old white male with a medical history of DM, HTN, CKD, CHF, AF, and 
epilepsy who received BAT (colistin) for a BSI and died on Day 43 (post-EOS) from an unknown 
cause. On November 23, 2017, the site had reported in an SAE narrative that death had 
occurred after being transferred.  

Before randomization, he had been admitted with acute respiratory failure. He had acute 
kidney failure and had experienced a cardiac arrest. He had sepsis of unclear origin and blood 
cultures had grown S. maltophilia and M. morganii for which he received piperacillin-
tazobactam (Days -16 to -13), trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (Days -13 to Day -6), colistin (Day 
-1), and ertapenem (Days -4 to 8). The APACHE II Score was 26. On Day 1, blood cultures 
showed A. baumannii and M. morganii for which he was given BAT on Days 1 to 13. On Day 3 
(EA), there was clinical failure.  Ampicillin-sulbactam was added from Days 7 to 13 for A. 
baumannii BSI and this was recorded as a protocol deviation. On Day 13 (EOT), the blood 
culture was negative, but the patient was considered to have had a clinical failure and 
indeterminate microbiological outcome due to ampicillin-sulbactam use. By Day 28, the blood 
culture remained negative. He was transferred to a rehabilitation center on Day 35 and was still 
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alive by Day 38 (EOS). The EOS was . He died on Day 43 after transfer to the 
rehabilitation center.  

Medical Officer comments: In the narrative description, there had been failure at the EA, but 
no acute clinical worsening on or around Day 7 was described to warrant the use of prohibited 
antibacterial therapy (ampicillin-sulbactam).  As the cause of death was unknown, the 
relatedness of BAT to death could not be made. However, it can be speculated that death was 
unrelated to study treatment (despite the protocol violation) as the BSI had cleared prior to 
transfer. This death was not adjudicated by the committee as it occurred post-EOS. 
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18.5. OCP Appendices (Technical Documents Supporting OCP 
Recommendations) 

18.5.1. Preclinical Studies to Determine the PK/PD Targets of Cefiderocol 

Identification of PK/PD Index of Cefiderocol 

The PK/PD analysis for cefiderocol was conducted using dose fractionation in neutropenic 
murine thigh infection model infected by P. aeruginosa SR27016 strain with MIC of 0.25 μg/mL 
(Study S-649266-EB-039-N). Cefiderocol PK was assessed in the mice following single dose 
administration at doses of 4, 40, and 400 mg/kg. The following dosing regimens were used to 
determine the treatment effect of cefiderocol on neutropenic murine thigh infection model 
infected by P. aeruginosa SR27016: 

q3h: 0 (vehicle), 3, 10, 30, and 100 mg/kg 
q6h: 6, 20, 60, and 200 mg/kg 
q12h: 12, 40, 120, and 400 mg/kg 
q24h: 24, 80, 240, and 800 mg/kg 

PK parameters (Cmax and AUC) at each dosing regimen were calculated by compartmental 
model using the NONMEM program. PK parameters were adjusted for protein binding, which is 
38.7% in mice. Three indices, the Cmax/MIC, AUC/MIC, and %fT > MIC (i.e., % time of dosing 
interval for free drug concentrations to exceed MIC) were used as PK/PD parameters, and their 
correlation to efficacy data was determined by non-linear least-squares regression analysis 
using the sigmoid Emax model. Results presented in Figure 17 showed that %fT > MIC is the 
best PK/PD index which correlated with the in vivo antibacterial activity (i.e., the reduction in 
CFU from the baseline) with the highest value of coefficient of determination (R2) and lowest 
value of residual sum of squares. 

Figure 17. Determination of PK/PD Index of Cefiderocol From the Dose Fractionation Study Using 
Murine Thigh Infection Models Caused by P. aeruginosa

Note: left: AUC/MIC; middle: Cmax/MIC; right: %fT > MIC
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PK/PD = pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic; q3h = every 3 hours; 
q6h = every 6 hours; q12h = every 12 hours; q24h = every 24 hours; RSS = residual sum of squares
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Determination of PK/PD Target of Cefiderocol 

The magnitude of %fT > MIC required for bacteriostatic and bactericidal efficacy was 
determined in murine thigh or lung infection models caused by a total of 23 strains of Gram-
negative bacilli with widely divergent MIC values (0.125-16 μg/mL) including 18 carbapenem-
resistant strains [Report S-649266-EB-316-N]. The test strains include 5 NDM-producing 
Enterobacteriaceae, 4 KPC-producing Enterobacteriaceae, 1 VIM-producing P. aeruginosa, 1 
IMP-producing P. aeruginosa, 1 OXA-23-producing A. baumannii, 1 OXA-24-producing A. 
baumannii, and 4 S. maltophilia. Twelve and 19 strains were included in the evaluation by 
murine thigh and lung infection models, respectively. Cefiderocol with ascending doses (0.3-30 
mg/kg q3h) was tested in murine thigh and lung infection models for each tested strain to 
determine the effective dose and %fT > MIC required to achieve static effect and 1-log10 
reduction in the number of viable cells compared to the mean of untreated baseline control 
group. Sigmoid Emax model was used to assess the relationship between dose (or %fT > MIC) 
and bacteriostasis or 1-log10 bacterial reduction of cefiderocol to the test strain. 

As shown in Table 102, the mean %fT > MIC value of cefiderocol required for a static effect was 
57.5% or 63.9%, and that required for 1-log10 reduction was 66.9% or 75.6%, respectively, from 
murine thigh infection model or murine lung infection model. The %fT > MIC values required for 
efficacy in the lung infection model was slightly smaller than that of the neutropenic murine 
thigh infection model when compared with the same strains. The Applicant proposed %fT > MIC 
value of 75% to be the PK/PD target of cefiderocol required for 1-log10 bacterial reduction and 
considered it as a conservative estimate to cause bactericidal activity in standard neutropenic 
murine thigh infection model. For cUTI indication, bacteriostasis or 1-log10 bacteria reduction 
from the animal infection models is thought to be sufficient to translate the preclinical drug 
activity to clinical efficacy. 75% of fT > MIC is associated with 1-log10 bacteria reduction against 
multiple bacteria species and represents a higher average PK/PD value from mouse thigh 
infection model than that from mouse lung infection model. Therefore, we agree using 75% of 
fT > MIC to be the PK/PD target of cefiderocol required for 1-log10 bacterial reduction.  

 However, it should be noted that the PK/PD targets for each organism are at least numerically 
different, and the difference may affect the results of PTA analyses.   
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Table 102. Magnitude of %fT > MIC Required for Bacteriostasis or 1-log10 Bacterial Reduction of 
Cefiderocol in the Murine Thi h and Lun  Infection Models Caused b  Multiple Bacterial Species

 
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; SD = standard deviation

18.5.2. In Vitro ADME Studies 

Plasma Protein Binding 

The in vitro binding of [thiazole-14C]- cefiderocol to plasma proteins was determined by 
ultrafiltration method. [thiazole-14C]- cefiderocol was added to mouse, rat, monkey, and human 
plasma at concentrations of 1, 10, 100 and 1 The plasma protein binding of 
[thiazole-14C]- cefiderocol was 24.1% to 38.7% (mice), 32.5% to 51.9% (rats), 45.7% to 62.3% 
(monkeys), and 40.8% to 60.4% (humans), respectively, at the concentration range from 1 to 

. The protein binding in humans was comparable to that in monkeys. The binding at 

following a single 2-g dose infused over 3 hours (i.e., 
1603R2116], is 57.8%. Main binding protein of cefiderocol was human serum albumin.  

Blood-to-Plasma Partitioning 

The distribution of [thiazole-14C]- cefiderocol between red blood cells and plasma was 
determined at concentrations of 1, 10, 100 and 1 freshly drawn blood from mouse, 
rat, monkey, and human. The plasma/blood cell partitioning values of [thiazole-14C]- cefiderocol 
in mice, rats, monkeys, and humans ranged from 0.0% to 7.4%, 0.0% to 4.0%, 0.1% to 5.4%, and 
1.3% to 5.8%, respectively, over c , indicating that distribution 
of cefiderocol to the blood cells is minimal. The stability of [thiazole-14C]- cefiderocol in the 
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blood was determined by high-performance liquid chromatography, and only the parent 
compound was detected without decomposed matters on the chromatograms. 

Metabolism of Cefiderocol  

Cefiderocol was minimally metabolized in either human or animal hepatocytes. Cefiderocol 
catechol 3-methoxy (identified) was observed in both human and animal hepatocytes. In 
addition, degradation products of cefiderocol [pyrrolidine chlorobenzamide (PCBA) and 
aminothiazole amide aldehyde (ATAA), both identified], and metabolites of PCBA (speculated)  
were detected in both human and animal hepatocytes [Report 11DMM042]. All metabolites or 
degradation products which were detected in human hepatocytes were also detected in one or 
more species of animal hepatocytes. 

Inhibition of CYP450 Isozymes by Cefiderocol 

The concentration- and time-dependent inhibitory effects of cefiderocol were investigated 
using human liver microsomes on the following major human hepatic CYP enzymes 
(substrates): CYP1A2 (phenacetin), 2B6 (bupropion), 2C8 (paclitaxel), 2C9 (diclofenac), 2C19    
(S-mephenytoin), 2D6 (bufuralol), 2E1 (chlorzoxazone), or 3A4 (testosterone, nifedipine, 
midazolam).  
 
In the assessment for concentration-dependent inhibition, the IC50 value for individual CYP 

, indicating that cefiderocol has minimal 
potential to inhibit CYP enzymes at the clinically relevant concentration range. Note that mean 
unbound Cmax of cefiderocol following a single 2 g dose of cefiderocol infused over 3 hours was 
approximately 50 . No time-dependent inhibition was caused by cefiderocol to any of 
the evaluated CYP enzymes. 

Induction of CYP450 Isozymes by Cefiderocol 

In primary cultures of human hepatocytes, the maximum fold induction of CYP1A2, 2B6, and 
3A4 were 5.46, 2.55, and 4.15 for mRNA levels, and 1.63, 1.59, and 3.82 for enzyme activity, 
respectively, . However, each ratio of fold 
induction values compared to that by positive control for each CYP enzyme was less than 20%, 
and the increase of fold induction on mRNA level and enzyme activity of CYP1A2, 2B6, and 3A4 
was not concentration-dependent. 

Potential of Cefiderocol as a Substrate of Human Transporters 

The influx rates of cefiderocol in human OAT1, OAT3, OCT2, MATE1, or MATE2-K expressing 
cells were comparable to those in control cells, indicating that cefiderocol is not a substrate of 
these transporters. The efflux ratio of cefiderocol in Caco-2 cells was 1.0 to 1.5. According to 
the decision criteria of P-gp substrate (efflux ratio: >2) in FDA draft guidance and EMA guideline 
of drug interactions, cefiderocol is not a substrate for P-gp. In addition, since Caco-2 cells 
express not only P-gp but also breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP), cefiderocol is not a 
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substrate for BCRP as well. These results suggest that cefiderocol is not a substrate of OAT1, 
OAT3, OCT2, MATE1, or MATE2-K, P-gp, and BCRP. 

Potential of Cefiderocol as an Inhibitor of Human Transporters 

The inhibitory effects of cefiderocol on human OAT1, OAT3, OCT1, OCT2, organic anion 
transporting polypeptide 1B1 (OATP1B1), OATP1B3, MATE1, MATE2-K, P-gp, BCRP, or bile salt 
export pump (BSEP) mediated transport were investigated using human transporter expressing 
HEK293 cells, Caco-2 cells, or BSEP expressing vesicles. The IC50 value of cefiderocol for each 
transporter is shown in Table 103.  

Table 103. The Inhibitory Effects of Cefiderocol on Human Transporters

 
Abbreviations: BCRP = breast cancer resistance protein; BSEP = bile salt export pump; IC50 = 50% inhibitory concentration; P-
gp = P-glycoprotein

Medical Officer comments: The plasma unbound Cmax of cefiderocol following a single 2 g dose 
of cefiderocol infused over 3 hours is approximately 50 μmol/L (Cmax =89.7 μg/mL, fu =42.2%, 
MW =752.21 for free base). Given that the high IC50 values for transporters 
OATP1B1, MATE1, P-gp, BCRP, and BSEP are substantially higher than the estimated unbound 
Cmax of cefiderocol, cefiderocol is not expected to affect the PK of co-administered drugs that 
are substrates of these transporters. However, the IC50 values of cefiderocol to inhibit OAT1, 
OAT3, OCT1, OCT2, OATP1B3, and MATE2-K transporters were relatively close to the estimated 
unbound Cmax of cefiderocol. Thus, the Applicant conducted a clinical drug-drug interaction 
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(DDI) study to investigate the potential inhibitory effects of cefiderocol on the PK of substrates 
for these transporters (Study S-649266-PF-127-N). 

18.5.3. In Vivo Studies 

ADME Studies 

Mass Balance 

Study 1516R2114 is an open-label, single-dose study to investigate the route(s) of elimination 
and mass balance of cefiderocol after IV administration of a single 1000 mg (approximately 

 =3.7 MBq) dose of [14C]-cefiderocol infused over 1 hour in 6 healthy adult 
male subjects in the U.S. 
 
Mass balance for cefiderocol was achieved as evidenced by a geometric mean % recovery of 
total radioactivity in urine and feces (combined) of 101.44% of the administered dose. Total 
radioactivity was primarily (geometric mean: 98.59%) excreted in urine, with a minor amount 
(geometric mean: 2.79%) excreted into feces. The majority of total radioactivity was excreted 
within the first 24 hours post initiation of the infusion (geometric mean of 96.06% for urine and 
feces combined), with complete elimination achieved by 96 hours post initiation of the infusion. 
 
The geometric mean values for Cmax, AUC0-last, and AUC0-inf of total radioactivity and cefiderocol 
in plasma were similar, indicating that virtually all the radioactivity in plasma is associated with 
intact cefiderocol. Total radioactivity was predominantly associated with plasma, with little 
partitioning into red blood cells. 
 
Unchanged cefiderocol (90.57% of administered dose) was the major radioactive component 
detected in urine. A total of 21 cefiderocol-related components (M1 – M21 determined to be 
metabolites, impurities or degradation products) were detected in plasma, urine or feces.  

Single and Multiple Ascending Dose 

Study 1203R2111 is a single-center, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, ascending 
single and multiple dose study to evaluate the safety, tolerability and PK of cefiderocol in 70 
healthy Japanese and Caucasian adult subjects. 

In the single-dose cohort, single doses of 100, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 mg with 1-
hour infusion were tested (n=6 and n=2 for cefiderocol and placebo, respectively, 
per cohort).  
In the multiple-dose cohort, once daily dose of 1000 or 2000 mg with 1-hour 
infusion on Day 1 followed by q8h doses of 1000 or 2000 mg with 1-hour infusion for 
8 days on Days 2 to 9 and once daily dose of 1000 and 2000 mg with 1-hour infusion 
on Day 10 were tested (n=8 and n=2 for cefiderocol and placebo, respectively, per 
cohort). 
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Following single IV infusion over 1 hour, AUC0-inf and Cmax increased in a dose-proportional 
manner within the dose range from 100 to 2000 mg (Table 104). Cefiderocol was mainly 
excreted via urine within 12 hours after dosing. 

Table 104. PK Parameters [Geometric Mean (%CV)] of Cefiderocol Following Single IV Infusion 
Over 1 Hour (n=6 Per Cohort)

PK Parameters
Dose (mg)

100 250 500 1000 2000
Cmax (μg/mL) 7.76 (7.8) 18.9 (4.9) 46.6 (10.7) 76.4 (4.6) 156 (7.9)
AUC0-inf 17.49 (8.5) 41.94 (6.3) 108.6 (22.7) 168.1 (7.0) 389.7 (9.0)
T1/2 (hr) 2.00 (4.4) 1.98 (5.5) 2.12 (15.5) 2.26 (5.8) 2.74 (10.2)
CL (L/hr) 5.72 (8.5) 5.96 (6.3) 4.60 (22.7) 5.95 (7.0) 5.13 (9.0)
CLR (L/hr) 3.91 (8.8) 3.81 (10.7) 3.03 (38.3) 4.06 (11.2) 3.16 (16.8)
Abbreviations: CLR = renal clearance; PK = pharmacokinetic; IV = intravenous; CV = coefficient of variation

PK parameters of cefiderocol calculated for the 2 multiple dose groups (1000 mg and 2000 mg 
cefiderocol once daily) are presented in Table 105. Plasma concentrations of cefiderocol 
reached steady-state within 1 day after the start of multiple dosing. The Day 10 to Day 1 
geometric mean accumulation ratio for Cmax and AUC0-8 by dosing every 8 hours were 1.069 and 
1.053 at 1000 mg (iodide-free cefiderocol), and 1.084 and 1.164 at 2000 mg, respectively. The 
Cmax and AUC0-  for cefiderocol increased proportionally with increasing dose from 1000 to 2000 
mg. 

Table 105. PK Parameters [Geometric Mean (CV% Geometric Mean)] of Cefiderocol After Multiple 
Doses of Cefiderocol Once Daily for 10 Days

PK Parameter
Dose (mg)

1000 mg 2000 mg
N 8 7a 8 8
Day 1 10 1 10
Cmax 68.1 (16.2) 72.2 (11.5) 141 (22.7) 153 (12.9)
AUC0-8 160.9 (10.5) N/A 314.8 (14.9) N/A
AUC0-inf 172.0 (10.6) N/A 338.5 (15.5) N/A
AUC0- N/A 168.6 (11.0) N/A 366.5 (14.0)
t1/2,z (hr) 2.25 (8.8) 2.19 (4.3) 2.40 (13.2) 2.72 (21.6)
CL (L/hr) 5.81 (10.6) 5.93 (11.0) 5.91 (15.5) 5.46 (14.0)
CLR (L/hr) 3.73 (14.9) 3.85 (17.8) 4.02 (17.2) 3.89 (15.1)
a N=6 for CLR

Abbreviations: CL = clearance; N/A = not applicable;

Intrapulmonary Pharmacokinetics 

Study 1214R2112 is a single-center, randomized, open-label study to evaluate the 
concentrations of cefiderocol in the epithelial lining fluid (ELF) and alveolar macrophages (AM) 
using bronchoscopy with bronchoalveolar lavage following IV administration of cefiderocol in 
20 healthy Japanese adult male subjects. Cefiderocol was administered via a single IV infusion 
over 1 hour at a dose of 2000 mg.  

Plasma, ELF, and AM PK parameters of cefiderocol are presented in Table 106. The AUC ratios 
of ELF and AM to plasma were 0.101 and 0.0177 based on total drug in plasma, respectively 
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(0.239 and 0.0419 based on free drug in plasma, respectively, using plasma protein unbound 
fraction [fu] of 0.422). 

Table 106. Plasma, ELF and AM PK Parameters [Geometric Mean (CV% Geometric Mean)] of 
Cefiderocol Followin  Sin le 1-Hour IV Infusion of 2000 mg of Cefiderocol

a AUC ratio in ELF or AM to plasma was calculated as AUC0-last in ELF or AM/AUC0-6 in plasma.
Abbreviations: AM = alveolar macrophages; ELF = epithelial lining fluid; PK = pharmacokinetic

Drug-Drug Interactions 

Drug-drug Interactions with Furosemide, Metformin, and Rosuvastatin 

Study 1521R2115 is a 3-part DDI study conducted to assess the potential effect of cefiderocol 
on the PK of substrates for various drug transporters. Each part of the study (Part 1, Part 2, and 
Part 3) consisted of an open-label, randomized, 2-sequence, 2-period crossover study. Part 1 of 
the study was conducted to assess the potential effect of cefiderocol on the PK of furosemide 
for OAT1 and OAT3, Part 2 of the study was conducted to assess the potential effect of 
cefiderocol on metformin for OCT1, OCT2, and MATE2-K, and Part 3 of the study was conducted 
to assess the potential effect of cefiderocol on the PK of rosuvastatin for OATP1B3 in healthy 
adult subjects.  

Furosemide (Part 1) 

Treatment A: oral administration of a single 20-mg dose of furosemide alone 
Treatment B: co-administration of a single 20-mg dose of furosemide and a 2-g dose of 
cefiderocol, infused intravenously over 3 hours and subsequently q8h, for a total of 3 
doses.  

There was a washout interval of at least 2 days between two treatments. 

As shown in Table 107, coadministration with cefiderocol does not alter the PK of furosemide, a 
substrate of the OAT1 and OAT3 transporters, to a clinically meaningful level. 
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Table 107. Summary of Furosemide PK Parameters With or Without the Presence of Cefiderocol

 
a Median (Range [Minimum, Maximum])
Abbreviations: PK = pharmacokinetic; t1/2 = half-life

Metformin (Part 2) 

Treatment C: oral administration of a single 1000-mg dose of metformin alone 
Treatment D: co-administration of a single 1000-mg dose of metformin and a 2-g 
dose of cefiderocol, infused intravenously over 3 hours, and subsequently q8h, for a 
total of 6 doses  

There was a washout interval of at least 6 days between two treatments. 

As shown in Table 108, coadministration with cefiderocol does not alter the PK of metformin, a 
substrate of the OCT1, OCT2, and MATE2-Ktransporters, to a clinically meaningful level. 

Table 108. Summary of Metformin PK Parameters With or Without the Presence of Cefiderocol

 
a Median (Range [Minimum, Maximum])
Abbreviations: PK = pharmacokinetic; t1/2 = half-life

Rosuvastatin (Part 3)

Treatment E: oral administration of a single 10-mg dose of rosuvastatin alone 
(Treatment E)  
Treatment F: co-administration of a single 10-mg dose of rosuvastatin and a 2-g dose 
of cefiderocol infused intravenously over 3 hours, and subsequently q8h, for a total 
of 9 doses.  

y
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There was a washout interval of at least 6 days between two treatments. 
 
As shown in Table 109, Although the 90% CIs of the GMRs for the Cmax and AUC0-inf of 
rosuvastatin were not within the pre-specified criteria associated with a lack of a drug 
interaction, the upper bound of the 90% CIs of the GMRs for the Cmax and AUC0-inf of 
rosuvastatin were all <1.5. The increase in exposures to rosuvastatin after co-administration of 
rosuvastatin (a substrate of OATP1B3) with cefiderocol is considered not to be clinically 
meaningful. 

Table 109. Summary of Rosuvastatin PK Parameters and Statistical Analysis of Effect of 
Cefiderocol on the PK of Rosuvastatin

Abbreviations: GMR = geometric means ratio; PK = pharmacokinetic; t1/2 = half-life

Medical Officer comments: The Applicant proposed that co-administration of rosuvastatin with 
cefiderocol did not result in the increase in exposures of rosuvastatin to a clinically meaningful 
level since the upper bound of the 90% CIs of the GMRs for the Cmax and AUC0-inf of 
rosuvastatin were all <1.5. We agree with the Applicant’s proposal. Based on DDI results from 
the labeling of rosuvastatin, a change in the GMRs of Cmax and AUC <1.5-fold is not deemed to 
be clinically meaningful and does not require a dose alteration of rosuvastatin when 
coadministered with cefiderocol.  

Renal Impairment Study 

Study 1222R2113 is a multi-center, open-label, non-randomized study to evaluate the PK, 
safety and tolerability of cefiderocol in subjects with varying degrees of renal impairment and 
subjects with normal renal function. PK of a single dose of cefiderocol 1000 mg in subjects with 
mild, moderate, or severe renal impairment, or ESRD requiring hemodialysis (HD) was 
compared with that in healthy subjects with normal renal function who were demographically 
matched with moderate renal impairment. A total of 38 subjects were enrolled in 5 cohorts 
shown below (8 subjects in each cohort except Cohort 4 in which 6 subjects were enrolled).  
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Listing of Cohorts: 
Cohort 1: Eight healthy control subjects (est
mL/min) demographically matched to the moderate renal impairment group for age 
(±10 years), body mass index (BMI) (±20%), and gender 
Cohort 2: Eight subjects with mild renal impairment (estimated glomerular filtration 

2) 
 <60 

mL/min/1.73 m2) 
Cohort 4: Six subjects with severe renal impairment (eGFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m2) 
Cohort 5: Eight subjects with end-stage renal disease treated by HD 

Renal function was classified at the screening based on estimated creatinine clearance (CrCL) 
using Cockcroft-Gault criteria 
estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) using the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease 
equation for subjects with renal impairment (mild, 60 to <90; moderate, 30 to <60; severe, 15 
to <30 mL/min/1.73 m2). The clearance of cefiderocol with HD was determined based on 
plasma concentration data following administration of cefiderocol both before and after HD. 
Subjects with ESRD requiring HD were dosed approximately 1 to 2 hours after completion of a 
HD session on Day 1, and 2 hours prior to start of HD on after at least 72-hour washout period. 
For subjects on HD, HD clearance (CLHD) and the fraction of the total body pool of drug removed 
by HD (Fr) were determined. 

A summary of the PK parameters following single doses of cefiderocol is presented in Table 
110. The comparisons of PK parameters between renal impairment groups and normal group 
are presented in Table 111. The t1/2,z and AUC increased with the degree of renal impairment, 
suggesting that cefiderocol elimination was dependent on the renal function. The HD removed 
62.3% of cefiderocol. Plasma protein unbound fraction (fu) at 1 and 8 hours was similar among 
renal function groups. The Cmax values were similar among renal function groups. 

Table 110. Summary of Pharmacokinetic Parameters [Geometric Mean (CV% Geometric Mean)] of 
Cefiderocol Following Single IV Infusion of 1000 mg

Abbreviations: CL = clearance; CLR = renal clearance of the drug from plasma; ESRD = end stage renal disease; HD = 
hemodialysis; IV = intravenous Vss: volume of distribution at steady state
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Table 111. Statistical Analysis of Effect of Renal Impairment on the PK of Cefiderocol

 
Abbreviations: CL = clearance; CLR = renal clearance of the drug from plasma; ESRD = end stage renal disease; HD = 
hemodialysis; IV = intravenous Vss: volume of distr bution at steady state

See section 6.3.2, question 3, for an explanation of dose adjustments based on these results. 

18.5.4. Pharmacometrics Review 

Population pharmacokinetics (PPK) models were developed by the Applicant to describe the PK 
of cefiderocol using a total of 2934 plasma concentration samples of cefiderocol from 406 
subjects, which included 92 subjects without infection and with various levels of renal functions 
in two phase 1 studies (1203R2111 and 1222R2113), 238 patients with complicated urinary 
tract infection (cUTI) or acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis (AUP) in phase 2 APEKS-cUTI study 
(1409R2121), and 77 patients with either hospital-acquired pneumonia (HABP)/ventilator-
associated pneumonia (VABP)/healthcare-associated pneumonia (HCABP), bloodstream 
infections/sepsis (BSI/sepsis), or cUTI in CREDIBLE-CR trial (1424R2131). 

Population PK Model Development 

The applicant developed a 3-compartment model as a structural PK model parameterized with 
total clearance (CL), volume of distribution in central and peripheral compartments (V1, V2 and 
V3), and inter-compartmental clearance (Q2 and Q3) for cefiderocol. An exponential error 
model was used for interindividual variability, and proportional error model was used for 
intraindividual variability. Creatinine clearance (CrCL) and infection site on CL, body weight and 
infection site on V1, and body weight on V2 were significant covariates in the final model. CrCL 
was the most significant covariate on the PK of cefiderocol, and time-varying CrCL was a better 
predictor than baseline CrCL. The estimated PPK parameters for the final model were 
summarized in Error! Reference source not found.. 
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Table 112. Population Pharmacokinetic Parameter Estimates for the Final Model

Source: Applicant’s response to FDA information request submitted in August 2019, Table 4 on Page 12.
aCrCL <200; CL = =4.10 * (200/87.0)0.660
Abbreviations: AUP = acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis; BSI = bloodstream infection; CrCL = creatinine clearance; cUTI = 
complicated urinary tract infection; HAP = hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia; HCAP = healthcare-associated bacterial 
pneumonia; VAP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

The goodness-of-fit plots for the final model are shown in Figure 18. In addition, no significant 
deviation was detected based on the visual predictive check plots (The applicant’s response to 
FDA information request submitted in August 2019, Figure 6 on Page 31). 
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Figure 18. Goodness-of-Fit Plots for the Final Model

 
Source: Applicant’s response to FDA information request submitted in August 2019, Figure 3 on Page 23.

Based on the PPK model and CrCL adjusted dose regimens, Applicant evaluated daily AUC 
among different renal function groups in APEKS-cUTI study and the CREDIBLE-CR trial as shown 
in Table 113. The ratios of geometric mean daily AUC at CrCL-adjusted dose regimens in the 
renal function groups relative to the normal renal function group was 1.0 to 1.3 in the APEKS-
cUTI study and 0.7 to 1.2 in the CREDIBLE-CR trial.  

Table 113. Summary of Post Hoc Estimates of Daily AUC at CrCL-Adjusted Dose Regimens by 
Study and Renal Function Group for Patients with Infection
Subject Population Sub-population Dose Regimen 

with 3-hr infusion 
N AUC ( g hr/mL)a 

Patients in phase 2 
(APEKS-cUTI) study 

Augmented (CrCL > 120) 2 g Q6hr 23 1116 (43.0) 
Normal (CrCL 90 to < 120) 2 g Q8hr 76 1050 (44.2) 

Mild (CrCL 60 to < 90) 2 g Q8hr 76 1248 (35.6) 
Moderate (CrCL 30 to < 60) 1.5 g Q8hr 58 1343 (29.2) 

Severe (CrCL 15 to < 30) 1 g Q8hr 5 1085 (13.0) 
Patients in 
CREDIBLE-CR study 

Augmented (CrCL > 120) 2 g Q6hr 22 1227 (33.5) 
Normal (CrCL 90 to < 120) 2 g Q8hr 6 1673 (37.0) 

Mild (CrCL 60 to < 90) 2 g Q8hr 19 1959 (40.7) 
Moderate (CrCL 30 to < 60) 1.5 g Q8hr 19 1915 (54.9) 

Severe (CrCL 15 to < 30) 1 g Q8hr 8 2061 (27.2) 
ESRD (CrCL < 15) 0.75 g Q12hr 3 1319 (27.4) 

a Geometric mean (CV%) 
Source: Applicant’s response to FDA information request submitted in August 2019, Table 7 on Page 14
Abbreviations: CrCL = creatinine clearance
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In addition, Applicant evaluated the effect of hemodialysis, continuous venovenous 
hemofiltration (CVVH), or continuous venovenous hemodiafiltration (CVVHDF) on the 
exposures of cefiderocol. As shown in Figure 19, the plasma cefiderocol concentrations for the 
patients with hemodialysis (N = 9), CVVH (N=1), or CVVHDF (N=4) were within the range of 
plasma concentrations for the patients without hemodialysis, CVVH, or CVVHDF. Applicant 
showed that the minimum of plasma concentration of cefiderocol for the patients with 

; this is equivalent to free cefiderocol plasma 
concentration of  (fraction unbound = 0.422), which is higher than the target MIC of 

.  

Figure 19. Observed Plasma Cefiderocol Concentration Profiles for Patients With or Without 
Hemodialysis in CREDIBLE-CR Study

Source: Applicant’s response to FDA information request submitted in August 2019, Figure 12 on Page 37
Abbreviations: CVVH = continuous venovenous hemofiltration; CVVHDF = continuous venovenous hemodiafiltration; HD = 
hemodialysis.

Medical Officer comment: Applicant’s final PPK model for cefiderocol is acceptable. The 
goodness-of-fit plots show a good agreement between the observations and individual 
prediction. Overall, no apparent bias was observed in the residual plots vs. time, time after last 
dose, and population predicted concentrations. Applicant evaluated the effect of both baseline 
CrCL and time-varying CrCL on CL, and determined that the time-varying CrCL improved the 
model fitting based on OBJ. Thus, it is reasonable that the baseline CrCL in the phase 1 and 2 
studies and time-varying CrCL in the CREDIBLE-CR trial was incorporated in the final PPK model 
as a covariate on CL is reasonable. The shrinkage for CL and V1 was below 15%, which was 
considered reasonable. The VPC plots suggested the final model adequately described the 
observed data. In conclusion, Applicant’s final PPK model was adequate to describe the 

y y
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observed cefiderocol plasma concentrations. The final model was reliable for empirical 
Bayesian estimates (EBE) for exposure-response analyses.   
 
Based on Applicant’s analysis of cefiderocol Cmax and daily AUC at CrCL-adjusted dose regimens 
in the renal function groups, the dose adjustments in Table 113 appears to be reasonable. 
Under the adjusted dose regimens, no clinically relevant difference in the post hoc estimates of 
Cmax and daily AUC were suggested among renal function groups. Based on Applicant’s 
analysis of plasma cefiderocol concentrations, the dose for patients with CVVH and CVVHDF is 
reasonable – despite the very small number of subjects evaluated: the exposure in patients 
with or without HD, CVVH and CVVHDF greatly overlaps, and the minimum of plasma 
concentration for the patients with hemodialysis or CVVHDF was higher than the free 
cefiderocol concentration in plasma corresponding to the target MIC.  

Exposure-Response Analysis 

Exposure-vs.-Efficacy 

The section includes evaluations on probability of target attainment (PTA) in proposed patient 
populations and relationships between cefiderocol exposure and clinical efficacy. 
 
PTA analysis to evaluate proposed dosing regimens 

The Applicant performed PTA analyses to evaluate the proposed dosing regimens. In the 
Applicant’s PTA analyses the % fT > MIC target of 75% was used. Similarly, as part of sensitivity 
analysis, the Applicant also evaluated the dosing regimens at the % fT > MIC targets of 80% and 
100%. In these analyses, the Applicant created a virtual patient population by assuming that 
body weight had a log-normal distribution with geometric mean and %CV of 72.4, and 30% 
respectively. For each virtual patient, creatinine clearance (CLCR) was estimated based on the 
modelled relationship between bodyweight and CLCR. The PTA results from the Applicant’s 
analyses are given in Table 114 and Table 115. 
 
The Applicant’s assumptions for creation of representative virtual population are reasonable 
and therefore the presented results are acceptable. Nevertheless, as part of further sensitivity 
analyses, the reviewer performed PTA analyses using an alternatively created virtual 
population.  
 
In the reviewer’s analyses, demographic and clinical information of patients (APEKS cUTI study 
patients with PK information, n=202) and health volunteers (phase I studies, n=64) was used to 
create a virtual population of patients through bootstrap resampling. Since only a few patients 
had ESRD status in the APEK cUTI/AUP study, healthy volunteers (with and without ESRD) were 
included in bootstrap resampling as cUTI patients. This was done to obtain good representation 
of the ESRD population. Bootstrap resampling resulted in 1000 subjects in each renal function 
status. Therefore, 6000 subjects with cUTI/AUP were created. Like Applicant’s analysis, 
unbound plasma concentrations were used to calculate the fT > MIC. Plasma protein binding of 
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57.8% was used to derive unbound plasma concentrations respectively. The %fT > MIC was 
calculated as the percent of cumulative time above MIC in a 7-day treatment duration. While 
the Applicant’s PTA results at both %fT > MIC targets of 75% and 100% shows that PTA is 
greater than 90% until MIC of 4μg/mL for both targets (Table 114 and Table 115), the 
reviewer’s analysis (Figure 20) showed that for %fT > MIC target of 75% (Figure 20 A), PTA is 
greater than 90% until an MIC of 4μg/mL, but for %fT > MIC target of 100% (Figure 20 B), PTA is 
greater than 90% until an MIC of 2μg/mL. Therefore, the reviewer’s sensitivity analysis supports 
the Applicant’s conclusion of greater than 90% PTA at the %fT > MIC target of 75% only but not 
at the target of 100%.  

Table 114. Applicant's PTA Results for %fT > MIC Target of 75% for Treatment of cUTI/AUP 
Patients With Different Renal Function Statuses

Source: Application 209445 - Sequence 0029 - Clinical Information Amendment - Response to IR dated 22 Jul 2019 (Table 11, page 
17 of 63)
Abbreviations: AUP = acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis; CrCL = creatinine clearance; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; 
ESRD = end stage renal disease; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PTA = probability of target attainment; q8h = every 8 
hours; q12h = every 12 hours

Table 115. Applicant's PTA Results for %fT > MIC Target of 100% for Treatment of cUTI/AUP 
Patients With Different Renal Function Statuses

 
Source: Application 209445 - Sequence 0029 - Clinical Information Amendment - Response to IR dated 22 Jul 2019 (Table 11, page 
18 of 63)
Abbreviations: AUP = acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis; CrCL = creatinine clearance; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; 
ESRD = end stage renal disease; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PTA = probability of target attainment; q8h = every 8 
hours; q12h = every 12 hours
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Figure 20. Cefiderocol Probability of Target Attainment for Treatment of cUTI/AUP in Patients With 
Different Renal Function Statuses Receiving the Applicant's Recommended Dosing

 
Abbreviations: AUP = acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis; CLCR = creatinine clearance; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; 
MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PTA = probabilty of target attainment

Exposure vs. Clinical/Microbiological Response 

The primary endpoint for the APEKS-cUTI phase II study was a composite of favorable clinical 
response and microbiological eradication at the TOC (EOT +7 days (±2)) in the microbiological 
intention to treat population (Micro-ITT). Assessments of the composite endpoint was also 
done at EOT. Clinical response was also assessed at EOT and TOC. Table 116 shows proportions 
of patients meeting the different endpoints among patients with cefiderocol PK information 
and infected by any of the following bacteria; Escherichia Coli, Klebsiella Pneumoniae, 
Citrobacter Freundii, Enterobacter Cloacae, Pseudomonas Aeruginosa, Proteus Mirabilis, 
Morganella Morganii, Klebsiella Oxytoca, and Serratia Marcescens. Only patients who had PK 
and MIC information were summarized in the table (About 81 subjects who received 
cefiderocol treatment had no evaluable PK information). 
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Table 116. Proportion of Patients in the APEKS-cUTI Phase II Study Achieving Different Study 
Endpoints Among Patients With Cefiderocol PK Information

Disease

Number of 
Subjects With 
PK information

Proportion Achieving 
Composite Endpoint

Proportion Achieving 
Clinical Cure

EOT TOC EOT TOC
cUTI /AUP 171 98.8% 83.0% 100% 96.5%
Abbreviations: AUP = acute uncomplicated pyelonephritis; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; EOT = end of treatment; 
PK = pharmacokinetic; TOC = test of cure

The reviewer explored the relationship between cefiderocol exposure and probability of 
primary endpoint. Patients had different treatment durations, therefore, based on doses that 
each subject received, cefiderocol AUC under the last 24-hours of treatment was predicted 
using model estimated PK parameters. The AUCs were categorized into 5 quintiles and 
proportions of composite endpoint were determined for each quintile. Figure 21 shows results 
from the reviewer’s exploratory of AUC versus composite endpoint analysis. The figure shows 
absence of relationship between AUC and proportions achieving the primary endpoint at the 
predicted AUC range. 

Figure 21. AUC Versus Proportion Achieving Composite Endpoint Among Patients With PK 
Information in the APEKS-cUTI Phase II Study*

 
* Horizontal Boxplots Represent AUC Distribution in Each Quintile
Abbreviations: cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; PK = pharmacokinetic; TOC = test of cure
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Figure 22. %fT > MIC Versus Proportion of Subjects Achieving the Composite Endpoint*

 
* Left panel: Cefiderocol %fT > MIC Categorized Based on Pre-Determined Targets. Right panel: %fT > MIC Categorized Based on 
Octiles; the Horizontal Box-Plots Represent Distribution of %fT > MIC in Each Quintile
Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; TOC = test of cure

The reviewer further explored the relationship between model predicted cumulative % fT > MIC 
(from time 0 to EOT) and proportion of subjects with composite endpoint at TOC. Figure 22 
shows relationship between cumulative % fT > MIC and the primary efficacy endpoint. The 
figure indicates a trend toward positive relationship between the cumulative % fT > MIC and 
proportion of patients achieving the composite endpoint. 

Phase III 

Exposure vs. Clinical/Microbiological Response 

Similar analyzes as performed for phase II study were performed for the phase III study to 
explore the relationship between cefiderocol exposure (Cumulative AUC and % fT > MIC) in this 
patient population. Table 117 shows proportions of patients meeting the different endpoints 
among patients with cefiderocol PK information in the phase III study. 

Table 117. Proportion of Patients in the CREDIBLE-CR Phase III Study Achieving Different Study 
Endpoints Among Patients With Cefiderocol PK Information

Disease

Number of 
Subjects With 

PK information

Proportion Achieving 
Composite Endpoint

Proportion Achieving 
Clinical Cure

EOT TOC EOT TOC
cUTI 16 75% 50% 81.2% 68.8%
BSI 18 66.7% 33.3% 83.3% 61.1%
HABP/VABP 30 30% 20% 66.7% 50%
Abbreviations: BSI = bloodstream infection; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; EOT = end of treatment; HABP = hospital-
acquired bacterial pneumonia; VABP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia; PK = pharmacokinetic; TOC = test of cure
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Figure 23 shows AUC vs proportions of patients achieving microbiological eradication and 
favorable clinical response. There is no clear relationship between AUC and proportion patients 
achieving primary endpoint in the phase 3 study. Figure 23 B shows the relationship between 
cumulative % fT > MIC (0 - EOT) and proportion of patients achieving microbiological 
eradication plus favorable clinical response. Consistent with results from the phase II study, the 
figure shows positive relationship between cumulative % fT > MIC and proportion of patients 
achieving primary endpoint. 

Figure 23. AUC Versus Proportion Achieving Composite Endpoint*

* (Panel A) and %fT > MIC Versus Proportion of Subjects Achieving the Composite Endpoint (Panel B) Among Patients With PK 
Information in the CREDIBLE-CR Phase III Study. Horizontal Boxplots Represent AUC Distribution in Each Quintile
Abbreviations: BSI = bloodstream infection; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HAP = hospital-acquired bacterial 
pneumonia; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; TOC = test of cure; VAP = ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia

Exposure-vs.-Safety 

Exploration of predictors of death among patients undergoing cefiderocol treatment in the 
phase III study 

Data from the phase III study indicates that, among subjects with PK information, 11.5%, 30%, 
and 40% of cUTI (n=26), BSI (n=30) and HABP/VABP (n=45) died during or after treatment with 
cefiderocol. The reviewer performed an exploratory analysis to investigate predictors of death 
including measures of cefiderocol exposures (i.e., AUC and Cmax). The analysis was performed 
through two main steps; the first step was to assess association among different demographic 
and clinical characteristics. This analysis was performed to identify collinear covariates. In the 
second step, univariate and multivariate logistic regression models were developed to assess 
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predictors of death in different diseases. Regarding collinearity analysis; age was correlated 
with measures of cefiderocol exposure (Cmax and AUC) and disease severity (APACHE II score), 
while body weight and CLCR were also correlated with cefiderocol exposure. 

Assessments of Predictors of Death 

Comparison of Exposures Between Surviving and Died Patients 

One-way analysis of variance analysis indicated that Cmax and AUC were comparable patients 
who survived and patients who died. Figure 24 below compares the Cmax and AUC between 
surviving and died patients. 

Figure 24. Comparison of Cefiderocol Exposures Between patients who survived and patients who 
died *

 
* AUC0-24 is the AUC Under the Last 24 Hours on Treatment

Observed Proportions of Death in Different AUC Quartiles 

Figure 25 below shows a trend toward increasing proportions of death as AUC increases, but 
proportions of death in the highest quertile (Q4) is comparable to the second quertile (Q2). 

Figure 25. Proportions of Deaths in Different Quitiles of Cefiderocol AUC
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Logistic Regression Analysis 

In a univariate logistic regression analysis, the identified predictors of death at statistical 
significance level of = 0.05 was SOFA score (p-value=0.028). At statistical significance level of = 0.10 the identified predictors were AUC (p-value=0.073), and type of infection: The 
likelihood of death in patients with HABP/VABP/HCABP and BSI were 4.8 (P-value=0.058) and 5 
(p-value=0.066) times higher than in patients with cUTI. Age indicated a trend to positive 
association with death (p-value=0.11). However, in a multivariate logistic regression including 
all univariate predictors with the significance level of < 0.10, none of the covariates was 
identified as statistically significant predictor of death after adjusting for the other covariates. 
Table 118 shows results from multivariate logistic regression. 

Table 118. Estimated Model Parameters and Odds Ratios From Multivariate Logistic Regression 
Models
Predictors Estimates P-value Odds Ratio 
Intercept -3.5 0.001 
AUC 0.002 0.1 1 
SOFA score 0.1 0.2 1.1 
HABP/VABP/HCABP vs cUTI 1.2 0.2 3.2 
BSI vs. cUTI 1.4 0.1 4.2 
Abbreviations: BSI = bloodstream infection; cUTI = complicated urinary tract infection; HABP = hospital-acquired bacterial 
pneumonia; HCABP = healthcare-associated bacterial pneumonia; SOFA = sequential organ failure assessment; VABP = ventilator-
associated bacterial pneumonia

18.6. Clinical Microbiology Appendices (Technical Documents 
Supporting Clinical Microbiology Recommendations) 

18.6.1. Mechanism of Action 

Cefiderocol is a cephalosporin antibacterial with a catechol-moiety. The chemical structure of 
cefiderocol is similar to cefepime and ceftazidime except for the catechol moiety. The catechol 
moiety of cefiderocol functions as a siderophore and forms a complex with iron and utilizes the 
bacterial iron transport system to penetrate the outer membrane of susceptible Gram-negative 
bacteria.  
 
The structure activity relationship study of siderophore cephalosporins suggest that the 
modified C-7 and C-3 side chain in cefiderocol contributes to the activity of cefiderocol against 
resistant Gram-negative bacteria (Aoki et al. 2018).(Table 119).  

Table 119. In Vitro Activity of Cefiderocol Against Gram-Negative Pathogens

Pathogen
MIC (mcg/mL)

Cefiderocol Cefepime Meropenem
P. aeruginosa SR-24 0.25 0.5 0.063
P. aeruginosa SR-24-12 0.25 -0.5 16 0.125
P. aeruginosa SR27001 1 >64 >64
P. aeruginosa SBRKM-28 0.125 16 64
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Pathogen
MIC (mcg/mL)

Cefiderocol Cefepime Meropenem
P. aeruginosa SR27060 2 >64 >64
P. aeruginosa 27060DR1 1 16 16
S. maltophilia SR21970 0.5 64 >64
A. baumannii SR27323 1 16 16
K. pneumoniae ATCC BAA-1705 0.063 32 16
E. coli ATCC BAA-200 1 4 0.063
Source: Aoki 2018
P. aeruginosa SR24: suscept ble strain; P. aeruginosa SR24-12: AmpC overproducing strain; P. aeruginosa SR27001: IMP-1
producing strain (MDRP); P. aeruginosa SBRKM-28: VIM-2 producing strain; P. aeruginosa SR27060: IMP-1 producing strain;
P. aeruginosa 27060DR1: deletion of R1 plasmid; S. maltophilia SR21970: L-1 producing strain; A. baumannii SR27323: OXA-23 
and OXA-58 producing strain; K. pneumoniae ATCC BAA-1705: KPC-2 producing strain; E. coli ATCC BAA-200: SHV-4 producing 
strain. The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of the compounds against Gram-negative pathogens were determined in 
cation adjusted Mueller-Hinton broth supplemented with 20 mM human apo-transferrin to mimic the iron deficiency condition by 
broth microdilution method. The MIC values (mcg/mL) of cefepime and meropenem were determined by broth microdilution method 
according to the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute.
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

Cefiderocol (S-649266) as well as pyoverdine show chelating activity with iron while S-649266 
catechol 3 methoxy (S-649266 3-OMe) does not, suggesting the importance of catechol moiety 
of cefiderocol for the iron chelating activity (Figure 26). The interactions of cefiderocol, S-
649266 3-OMe, and ceftazidime (CAZ) with Fe3+ were determined by spectrophotometry (Study 
Report S-649266-QB-235-N). Cefiderocol interacted with Fe3+ to form a metal complex with a 1: 
1 stoichiometry. 

Figure 26. Chelating Activity of Cefiderocol (S-649266), Ceftazidime (CAZ), Cefepime (CFPM), 
S-649266 Catechol 3-Methox  266 3-OMe) and Siderophore Pyoverdine With Iron

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-QB-235-N

The chelating activity of cefiderocol and minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) against 
mutant strains of P. aeruginosa PAO1 were determined to provide support for the uptake 
mechanism of cefiderocol (Study Report S-649266-EB-191-N). The cefiderocol MICs against the 
strains of P. aeruginosa, A. baumannii, E. coli, and K. pneumoniae increased as the iron 
concentrations increased, indicating that the antibacterial activity of cefiderocol was impacted 
by the iron concentrations (Table 120). However, MICs of S-649266 catechol 3-methoxy, CAZ, 
and cefepime (CFPM) did not change significantly in the presence of iron (Table 121). 

y ( )
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Table 120. Antibacterial Activity in the Medium Supplemented With a Range of Iron
Concentrations 

Source Study Report S-649266-EB-191-N
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; CFPM = cefepime; ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = 
minimum inhibitory concentration
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Table 121. Antibacterial Activity Against P. aeruginosa PAO1 in the Medium Supplemented With a 
Range of Iron Concentrations 

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-191-N
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; CFPM = cefepime; ID-CAMHB = Iron-Deficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = 
minimum inhibitory concentration

The uptake of radiolabeled cefiderocol in iron sufficient and iron deficient conditions was 
assessed along with the intracellular iron (Fe3+) concentrations in P. aeruginosa PAO1 (Study 
Report S-649266-EB-061-N). The uptake of [Thiazole-14C]-cefiderocol under iron deficient 
condition was higher than that under iron sufficient condition (Figure 27). The uptake of 
[Thiazole-14C]-cefiderocol increased linearly up to 3 minutes before reaching saturation. The 
data suggests that cefiderocol is transported into P. aeruginosa PAO1 via iron-uptake receptors. 
Cefiderocol was transported into bacterial cells with ferric ion because of the catechol moiety in 
the 3-side chain (O-methoxy derivative did not accumulate iron intracellularly to the same 
extent) (Figure 28). Siderophore pyoverdine (positive control) was transported into bacterial 
cells with ferric iron. 

Figure 27. Uptake Profile of [Thiazole-14C]- Cefiderocol Into Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 
Under Iron-Sufficient and Iron-Deficient Conditions

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-061-N

g
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Figure 28. Changes of Fluorescent Intensity of Calcein AM-Treated Pseudomonas aeruginosa
After Addition of Cefiderocol (S-649266) and Reference Compound

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-061-N
Abbreviations: AM = alveolar macrophages; CAZ = Ceftazidime (negative control), O-Me = S-649266 (GSK2696266) catechol 3-
methoxy sodium, PYO = Pyoverdine (positive control), '266 = cefiderocol

The in vitro activity of cefiderocol was determined against isogenic P. aeruginosa PAO1 
strains containing mutations in the outer membrane iron receptor (FptA- or PiuA- deficient 
strain). These studies were performed using Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth (CAMHB) and 
CAMHB xamine the relationship between 
antibacterial activity and outer membrane iron receptors. The cefiderocol MIC of against FptA- 
or PiuA-deficient strains increased 2 to 4-fold compared to that of the parent strain in both 
CAMHB and CAMHB supplemented with 

fptA and piuA), the cefiderocol MIC increased 4-fold using CAMHB and 8-
fold using CAMHB supplemented with apotransferrin (Table 122). These results suggest that the 
antibacterial activity of cefiderocol decreased when the bacterial iron transport system is 
deficient and supports the ability of cefiderocol to utilize this mechanism to enhance uptake 
across the outer bacterial membrane. Similarly, the cefiderocol MICs against strains PW8599 
(piuA), PW8601 (piuC), and SR-L00001 (piuA and piuC) (2 mcg/mL in Iron Deficient-CAMHB (ID 
CAMHB)) were higher than that against PAO1 (0.031 mcg/mL in ID-CAMHB). The genes piuA 
and piuC encode for iron uptake proteins in P. aeruginosa. 

Table 122. In Vitro Antibacterial Activities of Cefiderocol Against P. aeruginosa and Outer 
Membrane Iron Receptor Mutant Strains 

Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-191-N
Abbreviations: CAMHB = Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; CFPM = cefepime; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration
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In summary, cefiderocol can chelate iron, and the catechol moiety in cefiderocol is required for 
the chelating activity. The antibacterial activity of cefiderocol is impacted by the iron 
concentrations. Cefiderocol uses iron uptake proteins to enter bacterial cells. Cefiderocol can 
also enter the bacterial cell by passive diffusion like other -lactams. The iron chelating activity 
of cefiderocol did not correlate with the antibacterial activities against the susceptible P. 
aeruginosa SR-24 strain or other -lactamase producing Gram-negative pathogens, suggesting 
that other factors that prevent siderophore recognition by receptors might be present or there 
might be a difference in the affinity to penicillin-binding proteins. 
 
The binding affinity of cefiderocol to penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) of E. coli JC-2,                    
P. aeruginosa ATCC27853 and K. pneumoniae SR22291 was evaluated (Study Reports S-649266-
EB-103-N, S-649266-EB-126-N, and S-649266-EB-200-N). The IC50 defined as the concentration 
of cefiderocol required for inhibiting 50% of the binding of [14C]-benzylpenicillin to PBPs was 
determined. The cefiderocol IC50s for PBP3 of E. coli JC-2 and P. aeruginosa ATCC27853 were 
0.04 and 0.06 mcg/mL, respectively. Cefiderocol displayed lower affinity for PBP1b and PBP2 
than PBP3 similar to CAZ (Table 123). The cefiderocol IC50s for PBP2 and PBP3 of K. pneumoniae 
were 0.063 and 0.062 mcg/mL, respectively. Cefiderocol also bound to PBP4, but the IC50 was 
4.6-fold higher than those for PBP2 and PBP3. Cefiderocol exhibited weak affinity with PBP1a 
and PBP1b. In K. pneumoniae SR22291, cefiderocol bound to PBP2, PBP3, and PBP4 with higher 
affinity than CAZ. Cefiderocol displayed binding affinities for PBP1, PBP2, and PBP3 in A. 
baumannii. Cefiderocol had high affinity for PBP3 in all 4 bacteria tested with IC50 vales of 0.04 
to 0.67 mcg/mL. 

Table 123. Affinity of Cefiderocol and Ceftazidime (CAZ) Against PBPs Produced by E. coli NIHJ 
JC-2, K. pneumoniae SR22291, P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853, and A. baumannii ATCC 17978.

Source: Study Reports S-649266-EB-103-N, S-649266-EB-126-N, and S-649266-EB-200-N
Abbreviations: IC50 = 50% inhibitory concentrations; PBP = penicillin binding proteins

The morphology of Gram-negative bacteria exposed to cefiderocol was examined using phase 
contrast microscopy (Study Report S-649266-EB-143-N). The bacterial cells were grown on 
Mueller Hinton Agar coated slides with or without cefiderocol or CAZ at 1/4×MIC, 1×MIC, or 
4×MIC at 35°C for 4 hours for E. coli NIHJ JC-2 and K. pneumoniae SR22291 and for 6 hours for 
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P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853 and A. baumannii ATCC 19606. Elongation was the major 
morphological change observed in the bacterial cells treated with cefiderocol and CAZ. 
 
The stability of cefiderocol to -lactamases was examined (Study Reports R-649266-EB-047-N, 
S-649266-EB-082-N, and S-649266-EF-263-R). The hydrolysis of the -lactam antibiotic was 
monitored by a UV-spectrophotometer. Nitrocefin (for IMP-1, VIM-2, KPC-3, CTX-M-15, and 
OXA-23), and IMP (for L1), and cephapthin (for P99) were used as reporter substrates. Lower 
hydrolysis of cefiderocol by the -lactamases IMP-1, VIM-2, and L1 was observed (Table 124, 
Table 125 and Table 126). The relative hydrolysis of cefiderocol by NDM-1 compared to IMP 
and meropenem was low. Only a slight hydrolysis was observed for cefiderocol against KPC-3 
and the kcat value could not be determined. The hydrolysis of cefiderocol by CTX-M-15 was 
similar to that of CAZ. No hydrolysis was detected for cefiderocol against P99. Cefiderocol and 
CAZ were not hydrolyzed by OXA-23. Overall, cefiderocol was less prone to hydrolysis by Class B 
metallo type -lactamases (IMP-1 and VIM-2) of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and L1 of 
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia compared to IMP and meropenem. Low hydrolysis of 
cefiderocol was observed in the presence of NDM-1, KPC-3, CTX-M-15, P99, OXA-23, OXA-48, 
and OXA-40 -lactamases. 

Table 124. Stability A -Lactamases (Kinetic Parameters)

 
Source: Study Reports R-649266-EB-047-N, S-649266-EB-082-N, and S-649266-EF-263-R
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; CFPM = cefepime; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; MEPM = meropenem
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Table 125. Stability Against NDM-1 -Lactamases (Kinetic Parameters)

Source: Study Reports R-649266-EB-047-N, S-649266-EB-082-N, and S-649266-EF-263-R
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; CFPM = cefepime; IPM = Imipenem/cilastatin; MEPM = meropenem

Table 126. Stability Against Class D -Lactamases (Kinetic Parameters)

 

Abbreviations: IPM = Imipenem/cilastatin; Source: Study Reports R-649266-EB-047-N, S-649266-EB-082-N, and S-649266-EF-
263-R

18.6.2. Activity In Vitro 

The in vitro activity of cefiderocol against molecularly characterized strains and isolates from 
the surveillance studies is shown in Table 127. 
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Table 127. MIC for Gram-Negative Strains and Isolates in the SIDERO-WT-2014 and SIDERO-CR-
2014/2016 Studies and Resistance Determinants Detected Through PCR

Molecularly Characterized 
Isolates (No of Isolates)

MIC90 (MIC range) in mcg/mL
Cefiderocol Meropenem Colistin Source

Metallo lactamases
VIM containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=130)

4.0 
(0.06 to 8.0)

>64.0 
(0.5 to >64.0)

2.0 S-649266-EF-289-N
S-649266-EF-260-N

IMP containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=7)

(0.03 to 2.0) (2.0 to 16.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

NDM containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=129)

8.0
(0.25 to 32.0)

>64.0 
(4.0 to >64.0)

>8.0 S-649266-EF-289-N
S-649266-EF-260-N

MBL containing P. aeruginosa
(n=30)

2.0
(0.08 to 2.0)

>64.0 
(4.0 to >64.0)

2.0 S-649266-EF-260-N

IMP containing P. aeruginosa
(n=8)

(0.06 to 4.0) (64.0 to >64.0) (1.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

VIM containing P. aeruginosa
(n=101)

0.5
(0.015 to 2.0)

>64.0 
(2.0 to >64.0)

1.0 S-649266-EF-289-N

NDM containing P. aeruginosa
(n=6)

(0.25 to 0.5) (64.0 to >64.0) (1.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

NDM containing A. baumannii
(n=7)

(0.5 to >256) S-649266-EF-289-N

Class A serine lactamases
SHV containing 
Enterobacteriaceae1 (n=21)

4.0
(0.25 to 8.0)

0.25
- 0.25)

>8.0 S-649266-EF-322-N

SHV OSBL group containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=194)

2.0 
(0.015 to 8.0)

0.25 1.0 S-649266-EF-322-N

CTX-M-containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=462)

2.0
(0.004 to 8)

0.12 1.0 S-649266-EF-322-N

TEM containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=308)

2.0
(0.004 to 8)

0.12 1.0 S-649266-EF-322-N

GES containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=2)

(0.5) (16.0) (0.5-1.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

KPC containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=641)

4.0 
(0.004 to 32.0)

>64.0 
(2.0 to >64.0)

>8.0 S-649266-EF-289-N
S-649266-EF-260-N

PER containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=1)

(2.0) (>64.0) (>8.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

GES containing P. aeruginosa
(n=25)

1.0
(0.06 to 1.0)

>64.0
(8.0 to >64.0)

1.0
(0.5 to 64.0)

S-649266-EF-289-N
S-649266-EF-260-N

KPC containing P. aeruginosa
(n=1)

(0.5) (>64.0) (1.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

PER containing P. aeruginosa
(n=7)

(0.25 to 8.0) (8.0 to 32.0) (0.5 to 1.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

GES containing A. baumannii
(n=2)

(0.5 to 8.0) (8.0 to 64.0) (0.5 to 1.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

PER containing A. baumannii
(n=38)

>256
(0.5 to >256

64.0 1.0 S-649266-EF-289-N
S-649266-EF-322-N

Class D serine lactamases
OXA-48 group containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=163)

4.0
(0.015 to 4.0)

>64.0 
(2.0 to >64.0)

>8.0 S-649266-EF-289-N
S-649266-EF-260-N

OXA-23 containing A. 
baumannii (n=543)

2.0

>256)

>64.0 
(4.0 to >64.0)

>8.0 S-649266-EF-260-N
S-649266-EF-289-N
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Molecularly Characterized 
Isolates (No of Isolates)

MIC90 (MIC range) in mcg/mL
Cefiderocol Meropenem Colistin Source

OXA-24/40 containing A. 
baumannii (n=113)

8.0 
(0.03 to >256)

>64.0 
(8.0 to >64.0)

1.0 S-649266-EF-289-N

OXA-24 containing A. 
baumannii (n=124)

1.0
(0.004 to 64.0)

>64.0 
(8.0 to >64.0)

1.0 S-649266-EF-260-N

OXA-58 containing A. 
baumannii (n=8)

(0.03 to 2.0) (8.0 to >64.0) S-649266-EF-289-N

OXA-58 containing A. 
baumannii (n=13)

1.0
(0.06 to 1.0)

16.0 
(4.0 to 16.0)

1.0 
(0.5 to >8.0)

S-649266-EF-260-N

Class C serine lactamases
CMY containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=4)

(0.25 to 1.0) S-649266-EB-204-N

AmpC containing 
Enterobacteriaceae (n=2)

(0.12 to 0.5) (0.12 to 0.25) (0.25 to >32) S-649266-EB-204-N

AmpC containing P. aeruginosa
(n=3)

(0.063 to 0.25) (0.06 to 16.0) (0.5) S-649266-EB-204-N

PBP3 mutation
E. coli with YRIN duplication in 
PBP3 (n=11)

4.0 
(0.25 to 4.0)

1.0 0.5 S-649266-EF-260-N

Truncated outer membrane protein
OmpK35 or OmpK36 truncated 
protein K. pneumoniae (n=8)

(0.06 to 2.0) (8.0 to >64) (32.0 to >64.0) S-649266-EF-260-N

1Some isolates contained TEM-OSBLs and/or intrinsic chromosomal AmpCs.
a 4 amino acid YRIN duplication has been reported to cause the resistance to aztreonam (AZT)/AVI
Abbreviations: IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PCR = polymerase chain reaction

 
The in vitro activity of cefiderocol against various drug-resistant isolates collected at 5 
laboratories  

 were used as an external 
validation of the activity observed in surveillance studies (Reports S-649266-EF-220-R, S-
649266-EF-221-R, S-649266-EF-243-R, S-649266-EF-277-R, and S-649266-EF-304-N). The 
cefiderocol MIC90 values ( 2 mcg/mL) against 471 meropenem nonsusceptible 
Enterobacteriaceae isolates and 189 amikacin resistant non-fermenters from the Greek 
Hospitals were lower than that seen in surveillance studies. The cefiderocol MIC90 values 
against CAZ/AVI-resistant K. pneumoniae with blaKPC- -loop mutations were 4 mcg/mL. The 
MIC values of cefiderocol against E. coli carrying the D179Y KPC variants were elevated (2 to 4 
mcg/mL). At the , the cefiderocol MIC90 for E. cloacae was 16 
mcg/mL, several fold higher than observed in surveillance studies. The cefiderocol MIC90 against 
clinical isolates of Achromobacter spp (n=15), Pantoea spp (n=7), B. cepacia (n=7), S. 
paucimobilis (n=7) were 1 mcg/mL except for R. radiobacter (n=8), and E. meningoseptica 
(n=3) (MIC range 0.03- 8 mcg/mL). 
 
Against carbapenem resistant Enterobacteriaceae from the  

, the cefiderocol MIC90 was 1 mcg/mL for OXA-48-like group, 2 mcg/mL for KPC-3 group, 
and 8 mcg/mL for NDM, KPC-2, and other (TEM ESBL, SHV ESBL, CTX-M, PER, and/or AmpC) 
groups (Table 128) -lactam resistance mechanisms, showed 
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cefiderocol MIC90 
mcg/mL for isolates with ESBLs, carbapenemases or AmpCs. There was no obvious association 
between the resistance mechanism and the MIC, although a bimodal MIC distribution, with 
peaks at 0.25 and 2 mcg/L were observed (Table 128 and Figure 29). For the non-fermenters, 
the cefiderocol MICs for carbapenem resistant isolates was 2-fold higher than the carbapenem 
susceptible strains. 

Table 128. In Vitro Activity of Cefiderocol Against Enterobacteriaceae With Characterized ESBLs 
and Carbapenemases 

Source: Study Reports S-649266-EF-220-R and S-649266-EF-266-R.
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

Figure 29. MIC Distributions of Meropenem (Left) and Cefiderocol (Right) Against 
Enterobacteriaceae

Note: Arrows indicate the upper limit of susceptible and proposed suscept ble MIC ranges for meropenem and cefiderocol, 
respectively. Source: Study Reports S-649266-EF-220-R and S-649266-EF-266-R.
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

Cefiderocol MICs against P. aeruginosa strains harboring mutations in the genes of outer 
membrane protein and the parent P. aeruginosa PAO1 strain were measured. Cefiderocol was 
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active in vitro against the strain deficient in OprD porin and the strain overproducing efflux 
- Table 129). 

Table 129. MICs Against Derivative Strains Harboring Mutation in the Genes of Outer Membrane 
Proteins 

Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-204-N
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; IPM = Imipenem/cilastatin; AZT = aztreonam

Among KPC-producing K. pneumoniae (n=85), median cefiderocol MICs were higher against 
KPC-2 compared to KPC-3 subtypes (4 mcg/mL versus 0.5 mcg/mL), and among isolates with 
mutant ompK36 compared to wild-type ompK36 (2 mcg/mL versus 1 mcg/mL) (Figure 30) 
(Study Report S-649266-EF-277-R). Median cefiderocol MICs were higher K. pneumoniae 
harboring KPC-variant enzymes compared to KPC-3 (4 mcg/mL versus 0.5 mcg/mL) 

Figure 30. Comparison of Cefiderocol MICs by KPC Subtype and the Presence of ompK36 porin 
Mutations Among KPC Producing K. pneumoniae

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-277-R
Note: Red horizontal lines represent the median MIC among ompK36 porin wild-type (WT) or mutant.
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration
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The resistance to ceftazidime-avibactam in K. pneumoniae is mediated b -loop mutations 
within blaKPC-3. Median cefiderocol MICs were higher among ceftazidime-avibactam resistant 
than susceptible isolates (4 versus 1; P<0.0001; Figure 31).

Figure 31. Cefiderocol MICs Grouped b  Ceftazidime-Avibactam Susceptibility

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-277-R
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

-lactamases 
(Table 130). 

Table 130. Description of Isolates With C    

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-277-R
Abbreviations: AVI = avibactam; CAZ = ceftazidime; MER = meropenem; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

The combination of cefiderocol plus avibactam was tested against representative isolates to 
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-lactamase inhibitor would decrease the MICs. A uniform 
reduction is cefiderocol MIC was not observed for all strains with the D179Y variant (Table 131). 

Table 131. Impact of Avibactam on Cefiderocol MICs (mcg/mL).  

 
Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-277-R
Abbreviations: MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

A total of 753 clinical multidrug-resistant Gram-negative isolates collected from hospitals 
worldwide from 2000-2016 were tested for in vitro activity against cefiderocol and antibiotic 
comparators (Study Report S-649266-EF-243-R). The cefiderocol MIC90 values for E.coli, K. 
pneumoniae, and Enterobacter spp producing an OXA-48-type carbapenemase were 0.5, 1 and 
4 mcg/mL, respectively (Table 132). The cefiderocol MIC90 values for E.coli, K. pneumoniae, and 
Enterobacter spp producing NDM, VIM or IMP carbapenemases were 16, 4 and 4 mcg/mL, 
respectively ( 
Table 133). 

Table 132. In Vitro Activities of Cefiderocol Against Enterobacteriaceae (E. coli, K. pneumoniae
and Enterobacter sp.) Producing an OXA-48-Type Carbapenemase
Organism (N) Drug MIC90 (mcg/mL) MIC Range (mcg/mL)
Enterobacteriaceae (154) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 2 0.03-64

Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 32 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam 4 0.03-64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

E. coli (42) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 0.5 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 4 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam 0.5 0.03-64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam 32 0.03-64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8
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Organism (N) Drug MIC90 (mcg/mL) MIC Range (mcg/mL)
K. pneumoniae (88) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 1 0.03-64

Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 64 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

Enterobacter spp (24) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 4 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 8 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-243-R
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

Table 133. In Vitro Activities of Cefiderocol Against Enterobacteriaceae (E. coli, K. pneumoniae
and Enterobacter spp.) Producing NDM, VIM or IMP Carbapenemases
Organism (N) Drug MIC90 (mcg/mL) MIC Range (mcg/mL)
Enterobacteriaceae (134) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 4 0.03-64

Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem >64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25-32
Colistin 1 0.5-8

E. coli (67) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 16 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem >64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

K. pneumoniae (38) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 4 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem >64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

Enterobacter spp (29) Cefiderocol ID-CAMHB 4 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 64 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 0.5 0.5-8

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-243-R
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration
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The cefiderocol MIC90 values for colistin resistant E.coli, K. pneumoniae, and Enterobacter spp 
were 1, 2 and 1 mcg/mL, respectively (Table 134). 

Table 134. In Vitro Activities of Cefiderocol Against Enterobacteriaceae (E. coli, K. pneumoniae
and Enterobacter sp.) Exhibiting Colistin Resistance
Organism (N) Drug MIC90 (mcg/mL) MIC Range (mcg/mL)
Enterobacteriaceae (74) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 1 0.03-64

Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 8 0.5->8

E. coli (18) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 1 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 1 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 4 0.5-8

K. pneumoniae (45) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 2 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem >64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin >8 0.5->8

Enterobacter spp (11) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 1 0.03-64
Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 16 0.03-64
Ceftazidime-avibactam 32 0.03-64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin >8 0.5->8

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-243-R
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

The cefiderocol MIC90 value for carbapenemase-producing A. baumannii was 4 mcg/mL (Table 
135.). The cefiderocol MIC90 value for carbapenemase-producing P. aeruginosa was 2 mcg/mL 
(Table 136). Among the 753 isolates tested, only 24 isolates exhibited an MIC value of 
cefiderocol -23-
producing A. baumannii (n=7) and 2 VEB-, 1 SHV-, 1 VIM- and 1 OXA-48-like producers among K. 
pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa and Enterobacter sp. 
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Table 135. In Vitro Activities of Cefiderocol Against Acinetobacter baumannii Producing an OXA-
Type Carbapenemase (either OXA-23, -40, -58, or -72)
Organism (N) Drug MIC90 (mcg/mL) MIC Range (mcg/mL)
A. baumannii (85) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 4 0.03-64

Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem 64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam 64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-243-R
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration

Table 136. In Vitro Activities of Cefiderocol Against P. aeruginosa Producing a Carbapenemase 
(Either IMP, KPC, VIM, SPM, or GIM)
Organism (N) Drug MIC90 (mcg/mL) MIC Range (mcg/mL)
P. aeruginosa (30) Cefiderocol  ID-CAMHB 2 0.03-64

Cefepime >16 0.05->16
Meropenem >64 0.03->64
Ceftazidime-avibactam >64 0.03->64
Ceftolozane-tazobactam >64 0.03->64
Ciprofloxacin >4 0.25->4
Colistin 1 0.5-8

Source: Study Report S-649266-EF-243-R
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; IMP = Imipenem/cilastatin; MIC = minimum 
inh bitory concentration

Bactericidal Activity 

The minimum bactericidal concentrations (MBC) were determined against several gram-
negative bacteria (Study Report S-649266-EB-206-N). The MBC/MIC ratio for cefiderocol 
suggests that it is bactericidal against E. coli and K. pneumoniae and bacteriostatic against S. 
marcescens and non-fermenters such as P. aeruginosa and A. baumannii (Table 137). 
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Table 137. MIC, MBC, and MBC/MIC Ratio of Cefiderocol and Ceftazidime (CAZ) Against Various Gram-Negative Bacteria.

Organism Strain Characteristics
MIC (mcg/mL) MBC (mcg/mL) MBC/MIC

Cefiderocol CAZ Cefiderocol CAZ Cefiderocol CAZ
Enterobacteriaceae
C. freundii ATCC 8090 CAZ susceptible 0.031 0.25 0.031 0.25 1 1
E. coli ATCC 25922 CAZ susceptible 0.125 0.25 0.125 0.25 1 1

NIHJ JC-2 CAZ susceptible 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 1
ATCC BAA-
196

TEM-10 0.25 128 0.5 256 2 2

ATCC BAA-
200

SHV-4 1 512 2 512 2 1

SR34100 CTX-M-15 2 >512 4 N. T. 2 N/A
SR21266 CTX-M-14 0.031 1 0.031 1 1 1
SR09608 CMY-2, CTX-M-2 0.031 64 0.063 128 2 2
SR09625 CMY-2, CTX-M-1 0.25 128 0.25 256 1 2
GUE NDM-1 0.5 >512 0.5 N. T. 1 N/A

E. aerogenes ATCC 13048 CAZ susceptible 0.031 0.5 0.031 0.5 1 1
E. cloacae ATCC 13047 CAZ intermediate 0.5 8 0.5 32 1 4

SR36276 putative AmpC 
over-expression 1 64 2 128 2 2

K. oxytoca ATCC 13182 CAZ susceptible 0.016 0.25 0.016 0.25 1 1
K. 
pneumoniae SR22291 CAZ susceptible 0.008 0.063 0.008 0.063 1 1

ATCC 700603 SHV-18 0.5 32 0.5 32 1 1
SR34688 CTX-M-15 2 32 4 32 2 1
ATCC BAA-
1705 KPC 1 64 2 64 2 1

VA-367 KPC-3, SHV-12 4 512 4 512 1 1
SR09611 DHA-1, CTX-M-9 2 128 2 128 1 1

FAU NDM-1,
CTX-M-15, CMY-2 8 >512 8 N. T. 1 N/A

PLE OXA-48 0.016 1 0.016 1 1 1
P. rettgeri IR38 NDM-1, CTX-M-15 2 >512 4 N. T. 2 N/A
P. stuartii SR35588 CAZ susceptible 0.031 0.5 0.031 1 1 2
S.marcescens ATCC 13880 CAZ susceptible 0.063 0.063 >1 >1 >16 >16

SR43883 CAZ susceptible 0.031 0.25 >0.5 2 >16 8
SR43888 CAZ susceptible 0.063 0.125 >1 >2 >16 >16
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Organism Strain Characteristics
MIC (mcg/mL) MBC (mcg/mL) MBC/MIC

Cefiderocol CAZ Cefiderocol CAZ Cefiderocol CAZ
SR43891 CAZ susceptible 0.031 0.125 >0.5 >2 >16 >16
SR43892 CAZ susceptible 0.063 0.125 0.063 0.125 1 1

Non-Fermenters
A. baumannii ATCC 17978 CAZ susceptible 0.016 4 >0.25 >64 >16 >16

ALL NDM-1 0.5 >512 2 N. T. 4 N/A

JMI: 872 OXA-23, OXA-51, 
SHV 8 >512 16 N .T. 2 N/A

JMI: 984 OXA-24, OXA-51 1 128 >16 512 >16 4
AS1 OXA-23 0.125 512 >2 >512 >16 >1

P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853 CAZ susceptible 0.063 1 0.25 2 4 2
PAO1 CAZ susceptible 0.063 1 0.25 2 4 2
PW8599 piuA::Tn 2 1 16 >16 8 >16
SR-L00001 2 4 >32 >64 >16 >16
PW8615 ampD::Tn 0.125 16 >2 256 >16 16
PW1777 mexR::Tn 0.25 4 >4 8 >16 2
SR08639 KPC 0.063 32 0.125 32 2 1
SR27005 IMP-1 1 512 2 512 2 1
AK54 VIM-2 0.125 32 0.5 64 4 2
JMI: 16 VIM-11 64 >512 >512 N. T. >8 N/A
SR08682 CAZ intermediate 0.25 16 >4 32 >16 2

S. maltophilia SR21970 L1 0.125 128 >2 256 >16 2
Study Report S-649266-EB-206-N
Abbreviations: CAZ = ceftazidime; MBC = minimum bactericidal concentration; MIC = minimum inh bitory concentration
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Interactions With Other Antimicrobials 

In time kill experiments, additive to indifferent effect was observed when the combination of 
cefiderocol and meropenem was tested against K. pneumoniae KAM (KPC-3), P. aeruginosa 
NCTC13437 (VIM-10), and A. baumannii 1485247 (OXA-51 and ADC-53 like producer) in ID-
CAMHB media (Report S-649266-EB-146-N). Similar observation was made using combination 
of cefiderocol and amikacin in Chelex-treated ISB media. The combination of cefiderocol and 
ciprofloxacin was also additive to indifferent against K. pneumoniae KAM and A. baumannii 
1485247 Chelex-treated ISB media. No antagonism was observed in this study. 
 
In vitro checkerboard or time-kill studies showed no antagonism between cefiderocol and 
amikacin, meropenem, or colistin against Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa and Acinetobacter 
spp. (Study Report S-649266-EB-122-N). No antagonism was observed between cefiderocol and 
amikacin, ciprofloxacin or meropenem against NDM-1 producing K. pneumoniae NCTC 13443 
and KPC-3 producing K. pneumoniae KAM, VIM-11 producing P. aeruginosa SR01332, PER-1 
producing A. baumannii SR01331, and A. baumannii 1485247 (Study report S-649266-EB-167-
N). No antagonism was observed between cefiderocol and ceftazidime/avibactam, 
ceftolozane/tazobactam, clindamycin. tigecycline, vancomycin, daptomycin, linezolid or 
metronidazole against E. coli ATCC 25922 and P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853 (Study Report S-
649266-EB-267-N). No antagonism was observed between cefiderocol and 
ceftazidime/avibactam or ceftolozane/tazobactam against Enterobacteriaceae, P. aeruginosa, 
A. baumannii and S. maltophilia (Study Report S-649266-EB-297-N).  

18.6.3. Activity In Vivo 

The data supporting the in vivo activity is included here.  
In the murine systemic infection model, survival was measured 7 days post-infection. The 50% 
cefiderocol effective (ED50) dose in neutropenic mice infected intraperitoneally with an AmpC 
producing E. cloacae (cefiderocol MIC 0.5 mcg/mL) was 0.947 mg/kg compared to 3.17 mg/kg, 
2.69 mg/kg, and 0.295 mg/kg for cefepime (CFPM), ceftazidime-avibactam (CAZ/AVI) and 
meropenem/cilastatin (MEPM/CS), respectively (Table 138). Neutropenic mice infected with S. 
maltophilia and B. cepacia demonstrated higher ED50 values for CFPM, CAZ/AVI, MEPM/CS and 
colistin (Table 138). 
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Table 138. Summary of the Neutropenic Mouse Systemic Infection Models

Test Organisms
Cefiderocol MIC 

(mcg/mL) Cefiderocol Dose Result
E. cloacae SR4321 
(3.9 x 105 

CFU/mouse); AmpC 
producer

0.5 Various doses (1 to 30 
mg/kg), SC, 
1 and 5 hours or 1, 3, 
and 5 hours after 
infection 

ED50=0.947 mg/kg/dose cefiderocol
ED50=3.17 mg/kg/dose CFPM
ED50=2.69 mg/kg/dose CAZ/AVI
ED50=0.295 mg/kg/dose MEPM/CS

S. maltophilia
SR21970 
(1.3 x 107 

CFU/mouse); L1 
producer

0.125 Various doses (1 to 30 
mg/kg), SC, 
1 and 5 hours or 1, 3, 
and 5 hours after 
infection

ED50=1.17 mg/kg/dose cefiderocol
ED50>100 mg/kg/dose CFPM
ED50>100 mg/kg/dose CAZ/AVI
ED50>100 mg/kg/dose MEPM/CS
ED50 = >10 mg/kg/dose CST

B. cepacia SR25744 
(1.2 x 105 

CFU/mouse)

0.016 Various doses (1 to 30 
mg/kg), SC, 
1 and 5 hours or 1, 3, 
and 5 hours after 
infection

ED50=2.11 mg/kg/dose cefiderocol
ED50>100 mg/kg/dose CFPM
ED50>100 mg/kg/dose CAZ/AVI
ED50=4.83 mg/kg/dose MEPM/CS
ED50 = >10 mg/kg/dose CST

Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-254-N
Abbreviations: CFPM = cefepime; CAZ/AVI = ceftazidime-avibactam; MEPM/CS = meropenem-cilastatin; CST = colistin; CFU = 
colony forming unit; ED50 = Effective dose for survival of 50% animals; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; SC = subcutaneous

In the murine neutropenic lung infection model, mice were infected intranasally with either KPC 
producing K. pneumoniae, or multidrug resistant A. baumannii. Cefiderocol (100 mg/kg/dose) 
was more active against KPC producing K. pneumoniae (meropenem MIC =16 mcg/mL) than 
CAZ/AVI at the same dose (Table 139). 
in mice infected with MDR OXA-58 and IMP-1 producing A. baumannii NUBL-7714 (meropenem 
and CAZ/AVI MIC >32 mcg/mL) and was more active compared to colistin (Table 139). The data 
on the activity of cefiderocol against mice infected with metallo  lactamases (IMP-6 containing 
K. pneumoniae and NDM-1 containing P. aeruginosa) are confounding as the comparators 
(CAZ/AVI and/or meropenem) showed reduction in bacterial burden even though the 
comparators do not possess activity against metallo  lactamases. It is hypothesized that the 
current mice in vivo models may not be suitable for studying certain Zn +2 dependent metallo  
lactamases due to either a lack of expression or degradation of the enzyme under low Zn +2 
levels observed during infections in mice. 
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Table 139. Summary of the Neutropenic Mouse Lung Infection Models

Test Organisms Resistance
Cefiderocol 

MIC (mcg/mL) Dose Result
K. pneumoniae
SR08668
(1.2 x 106

CFU/mouse)

meropenem-
resistant KPC 
(MEPM 
MIC =16 
mcg/mL) 

1.0 10 mg/kg, 30 mg/kg, 
100 mg/kg, and 300 
mg/kg, SC, 2, 5 and 8 
hours after infection

10 reduction in bacterial 
burden in the lungs at doses 

CAZ/AVI at same dose. 
MEPM/CS was ineffective.

A. baumannii
NUBL-7714
(2.7 × 105

CFU/mouse)

OXA-58 and 
IMP-1
MDRA
(MEPM and 
CAZ/AVI MIC 
>32 mcg/ml)

0.25 1 mg/kg, 3 mg/kg, 10
mg/kg, and 30 mg/kg 
SC, 2, 5 and 8 hours 
after infection

10 reduction in bacterial 
burden in the lungs at doses 

superior to CST. CAV/AZI, 
CEF/TAZ and MEPM/CS 
were ineffective

Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-202-N
Abbreviations: CAZ/AVI = ceftazidime/avibactam; CFU = colony-forming unit; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; MEPM/CS = 
meropenem-cilastatin; CST = colistin; CEF/TAZ = ceftolozane-tazobactam; CFU = colony forming unit; SC = subcutaneous. 

In the immunocompetent murine urinary tract model, the activity of cefiderocol was 
comparable to that of CAZ/AVI against meropenem resistant KPC producing K. pneumoniae VA-
357 (meropenem MIC 32 mcg/mL) (Table 140). Against A. baumannii strain carrying OXA-40 
and OXA-51, the reduction in bacterial burden in the kidneys (1.77 log10) was lower with 
cefiderocol (100mg/kg/dose) than that with CAZ/AVI (3 log10 reduction) at the same dose. 
Against cefepime resistant P. aeruginosa (cefepime MIC 16 mcg/mL), the activity of cefiderocol 
was comparable to meropenem. The data on the activity of cefiderocol against E. coli ALL 
(NDM-1 containing) and K. pneumoniae (IMP-6 containing) are confounding as the comparators 
(CAZ/AVI and/or meropenem) showed reduction in bacterial burden even though the 
comparators do not possess activity against metallo  lactamases. 

Table 140. Summary of In Vivo Efficacy Studies Using Immunocompetent Murine Urinary Tract 
Infection Model

Test Organisms Resistance

Cefiderocol 
MIC 

(mcg/mL) Result
K. pneumoniae VA-357
(2.2 × 105 CFU/mouse)

KPC, SHV, 
sequence type 258 
(MEPM MIC 32 
mcg/mL; CAZ/AVI 
MIC 2 mcg/mL)

1.0 cefiderocol was comparable to that of 
CAZ/AVI at the same doses of 30 and 100 
mg/kg/dose. 3 log10 reduction at 30 mg/kg 
cefiderocol.

A. baumannii SR08608 
(3.0 × 105 CFU/mouse)

OXA-40, OXA-51
(CAZ/AVI and 
MEPM MIC >32 
mcg/mL)

0.125 1.77 log10 reduction in CFU/kidney with 
100mg/kg dose. At the same dose, 3 log 
reduction observed with CAZ/AVI.

P. aeruginosa SR10163
(3.9 × 105 CFU/mouse)

CAZ/AVI MIC 8 
mcg/mL; Cefepime 
MIC 16 mcg/mL

0.25

mg/kg; the activity of cefiderocol was 
comparable to that of MEPM at doses of 

Source: Study Report S-649266-EB-194-N
Abbreviations: CFPM = cefepime; CFU = colony-forming unit; CAZ/AVI = ceftazidime-avibactam; CST = colistin; MEPM/CS = 
meropenem-cilastatin
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Immunocompetent Rat Lung Infection Model 

The activity of cefiderocol was evaluated against 3 P. aeruginosa (2 MDR strain), 5 A. baumannii 
(2 MDR strains, 1 OXA-23 strain), 3 NDM-1-producing K. pneumoniae, 4 KPC-producing K. 
pneumoniae, and 2 S. maltophilia strains in the immunocompetent rat lung infection model 
[Study Reports 2014N197096_01, S-649266-EF-299-N, S-649266-EB-157-N and S-649266-EB-
303-N]. Rats were infected via intratracheal instillation of bacteria in molten agar. The 
cefiderocol human plasma exposure profiles were simulated in these studies and treatment 
was initiated at 1-hour post-infection for mice infected with A. baumannii and K. pneumoniae 
and 2 hours post-infection for P. aeruginosa. Cefiderocol 2 gm was administered intravenously 
thrice a day as 1 hour or 3-hour infusion for 4 days. The bacterial burden in the lungs were 
measured at the end of treatment. These studies suggest that 3-hour infusion provides greater 
bacterial burden control than 1-hour infusion (Table 141). Although a >2log reduction was 
observed in cefiderocol treated rats infected with S. maltophilia, very little growth/replication 
was observed in untreated control over the 96 hours of study duration (Shaded cells, Table 
141). Similar observations were made with some A. baumannii and K. pneumoniae strains 
(shaded cells, Table 141). 

Table 141. Summary of In Vivo Efficacy Studies Using Immunocompetent Rat Lung Infection 
Model

Test Organisms Resistance
Cefiderocol 

MIC (mcg/mL) Result
P. aeruginosa ATCC 
27853 (104 CFU/rat)

- 0.25 >3 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs. Activity was similar to ceftazidime.

P. aeruginosa
SR27001
(104 CFU/rat)

MDRP (IMP-
1);
CAZ MIC >64 
mcg/mL

1.0 3 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs. Activity was superior to ceftazidime.  

P. aeruginosa 
SR24888
(105 CFU/rat)

MDRP (IMP-1)
MEPM MIC 
>64 mcg/mL, 
colistin MIC 
0.6 mcg/mL

0.25 3 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs. Activity was superior to meropenem 
and colistin.

A. baumannii 1484911
(106CFU/rat)

CC92;
CAZ MIC >32 
mcg/mL

2.0 ~2 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs 3 -- and 1-hour infusions. Activity was 
superior to ceftazidime. 0.5log10 growth of 
untreated controls at 96 hours.   

A. baumannii 1485176
(106 CFU/rat)

MDRA 
(CC92);
CAZ and 
MEPM MIC 

4.0 3 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs with 3- and 1-hour infusions. Activity 
was superior to ceftazidime. 0.5 log10 growth 
of untreated controls at 96 hours.

A. baumannii 1515988
(106CFU/rat)

Ceftazidime 
resistant
CAZ MIC >32 
mcg/mL

4.0 10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs with 3- and 1-hour infusions. Activity 
was superior to ceftazidime and similar to 
meropenem. 1log10.growth of untreated 
controls at 96 hours.

A. baumannii 1485247
(106 CFU/rat)

MDRA;
CAZ MIC >32 

8.0 3 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs with 3-hour infusion. Activity was 
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mcg/mL and 
MEPM MIC 8 
mcg/mL

superior to ceftazidime. 1log10.growth of 
untreated controls at 96 hours.

A. baumannii Ab13
(105 CFU/rat)

MDRA, OXA-
23
MEPM MIC 64 
mcg/mL

0.125 2.5 log10 reduction in bacterial burden in the 
lungs. Activity was superior to meropenem

K. pneumoniae VA-
384
(106 CFU/rat)

KPC-2
CAZ and 
MEPM MIC 
>32mcg/mL

0.25 3 log10 reduction with 3-hour infusion. No 
reduction with 1-hour infusion or 
meropenem. Bacterial growth in untreated 
controls was 0.5 log 10 at 96 hours.

K. pneumoniae VA-
361
(106 CFU/rat)

KPC-2
CAZ MIC >32 
mcg/mL and 
MEPM MIC 16 
mcg/mL

0.25 3 log10 reduction with 3-hour infusion. 1 log10
reduction with 1-hour infusion. No reduction 
with ceftazidime 

K. pneumoniae K12
(106 CFU/rat)

NDM-1;
CAZ and 
MEPM MIC 
>32mcg/mL

0.25 3 log10 reduction with 3 hour and 1-hour 
infusion. No reduction with ceftazidime

K. pneumoniae NCTC 
13443 (106 CFU/rat)

NDM-1;
CAZ and 
MEPM MIC 
>32mcg/mL

2.0 10 reduction with 3-hour infusion. 1
log10 reduction with 1-hour infusion. No 
reduction with meropenem

K. pneumoniae VA-
391
(106 CFU/rat)

KPC-3
CAZ MIC >32 
mcg/mL and 
MEPM 16 
mcg/mL

>3 log10 reduction with 3-hour infusion and 2
log10 reduction with 1-hour infusion. No 
reduction with ceftazidime. Bacterial growth 
in untreated controls was minimal at 96 
hours.

K. pneumoniae OMA3 
(105 CFU/rat)

NDM-1, 
CTXM-15, 
carbapenem 
resistant 
MEPM MIC 64 
mcg/mL

1.0 ~2 log10 reduction with 1-hour infusion. 
Activity superior to meropenem and colistin

K. pneumoniae 
SR08651 (105

CFU/rat)

carbapenem 
resistant, KPC, 
SHV MEPM 
MIC >64 
mcg/mL

2.0 ~2 log10 reduction with 1-hour infusion. 
Activity superior to meropenem and colistin

S. maltophilia 
1373179 (6.6 x105

CFU/rat

- - Not interpretable; no increase in bacterial 
burden in the lungs of control rats.

S. maltophilia 
1444466 (2.6 x106

CFU/rat

MEPM 
MIC =64 
mcg/mL

0.06 >2 log10 reduction observed with 3-hour 
infusion. No reduction with meropenem. 
However, only 1 log10 increase in 
CFU/untreated controls mice was observed 
at 96 hours compared to start of treatment.
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S. maltophilia 
1476057 (3.3 x106

CFU/rat

MEPM 
MIC =128 
mcg/mL

0.5 >2 log10 reduction observed with 3-hour 
infusion. No reduction with meropenem. 
However, only 0.5log10 increase in 
CFU/untreated controls mice was observed 
at 96 hours compared to start of treatment.

Source: Study Reports 2014N197096_01, S-649266-EF-299-N, S-649266-EB-157-N and S-649266-EB-303-N
Abbreviations: KPC = Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase; NDM-1 = New Delhi metallo-beta-lactamase 1; MDRA = multi-drug 
resistant A. baumannii; MDRP = multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa. Resistance strain shown in red.

Clinical Microbiology Reviewer comments: It appears that some strains of A. baumannii and K. 
pneumoniae may not be fit and therefore the log reduction attributable to cefiderocol 
treatment is difficult to interpret. Several studies that used S. maltophilia to infect the lungs of 
mice or rats did not document significant increases in bacterial numbers post-inoculation; 
rather, bacterial burden declined post-inoculation (Di Bonaventura et al. 2010; Rouf et al. 
2011). The role of the rat lung infection model for determination of activity against S. 
maltophilia is unclear. 

18.6.4. Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic Studies 

PK/PD parameter of cefiderocol in neutropenic murine thigh infection and lung infection model 
was compared (Study Reports S-649266-EB-316-N and S-649266-EB-317-N). The strains used in 
the study is shown in Table 142. The %fT > MIC values of cefiderocol required for 1-log10 
reduction in the thigh infection model and lung infection model were 75.6% and 66.9%, 
respectively (Table 143). 
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Table 142. Test Organisms for PK/PD Studies by Murine Thigh and Lung Infection Models

Source; Study Reports S-649266-EB-316-N and S-649266-EB-317-N
Abbreviations: ID-CAMHB = Iron-Defficient Cation adjusted Muller Hinton Broth; MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration; PK/PD = 
pharmacodynamic/pharmacokinetic
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Table 143. Mean Values of %fT > MIC Required for Efficacy of Cefiderocol in Murine Thigh 
Infection and Lung Infection Models Calculated With MIC Determined in ID-CAMHB

Source; Study Reports S-649266-EB-316-N and S-649266-EB-317-N

18.6.5. Resistance 

The frequency of spontaneous resistance to cefiderocol in K. pneumoniae, E. coli, E. cloacae, 
and P. aeruginosa was determined using Mueller-Hinton agar in the presence and absence of 
apo-transferrin (Study Reports 2013N186171_00 and S-649266-EB-085-N; POSTER 67_696 (3)). 
E. coli IR3 (NDM-1), E. coli 1161435 (ceftazidime susceptible), K. pneumoniae ATCC 13883 
(ceftazidime susceptible), K. pneumoniae VA-361 (KPC), K. pneumoniae VA-384 (KPC), K. 
pneumoniae NCTC 13443 (NDM-1), E. aerogenes 435698 (ceftazidime susceptible), E. aerogenes 
1480700 (ceftazidime susceptible), P. aeruginosa SR24888 (multidrug resistant), and P. 
aeruginosa SR24883 (multidrug resistant) were used in these experiments. The frequency of 
resistance to cefiderocol at 10x MIC ranged from 10-6 to 10-8 and was similar to ceftazidime. For 
K. pneumoniae NTCC13443 (NDM-1), the mutation rate in presence of apo-T is 4 X 10-7 (minus 
apo-T arm for K. pneumoniae 13443 did not produce measurable results). 
 
Whole genome analysis of mutant derived from K. pneumoniae KPC producing strains and                
E. coli NDM-1 producing strain revealed several genes related to membrane transport or two-
component signal transduction associated with cefiderocol resistance (Table 144). Reduced 
efficacy of cefiderocol was observed in murine lung infection using cefiderocol resistant 
mutants obtained from KPC-producing K. pneumoniae VA-384 carrying envZ mutation and NDM-1-
producing K. pneumoniae NCTC13443 carrying exbD and yicM mutations (Study Report 
2014n188508_00). 

g
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Table 144. Description of Genes Implicated in Resistance to Cefiderocol 

Source: Study Report 2013N186171_00

Whole genome analysis of mutant strains derived from P. aeruginosa SR24883 and P. 
aeruginosa SR24888 revealed mutation in the coding region of penicillin binding protein (dacB), 
protein that binds iron (pcaG), permease/transporter (dppB), acyl-CoA synthetase family 
protein 2 ( ), unidentified protein (PA5478) and upstream region of pvdS (pyoverdine 
synthesis), two unidentified genes (PA1333 and PA1788). Whole genome sequencing of 
mutants derived from E. cloacae 1480700 revealed mutation in the coding region of penicillin 
binding protein (dacB). 

The MICs of cefiderocol against K. pneumoniae, E. aerogenes, E. cloacae and P. aeruginosa 
strains carrying mutations in cirA EAE 13475, ampD, dacB yicM exbD baeS KPl upstream region, 
envZ, pvdS, fadD3 these mutations. (Report S-
649266-EB-204-N). The mutations encode proteins that are involved in two component signal 
transductions (EnvZ, BaeS), regulation of siderophore (PvdS), regulation of response to iron 
limitation (FadD), regulation of AmpC -lactamase in P. aeruginosa (AmpD), mutation in 
penicillin binding protein 4 (DacB), efflux (yicM), and auxiliary active transporter (ExbD). The 
higher MICs suggest that mutations in these gene could lead to resistance development. 
 
For the P. aeruginosa PAO1 strain exposed to 4xMIC and 10xMIC, the frequency of resistance to 
cefiderocol were 2.9 × 10-8 and <7.1 × 10-9, respectively. Cefiderocol MIC against the mutants 
increased from 0.5 mcg/mL to 2 mcg/mL. The genome sequencing analysis identified mutations 
in upstream regions of pvdS (ppvdS mutant), which regulates pyoverdine synthesis, or fecI 
(pfecI mutant), which regulates the synthesis of iron transporter FecA contributing to the 
transport of iron citrate. The pvdS expression and pyoverdine production in the pvdS mutant 
were more than 4- and 6-fold higher than those in the parent strain, respectively. The 
expression of fecA in the fecI mutant was more than 9-fold higher than the parent. These genes 
may contribute to the resistance of P. aeruginosa to cefiderocol. 
 
Serial Passage: The development of in vitro resistance to cefiderocol by P. aeruginosa PAO1, 
IMP-1 producing multidrug-resistant P. aeruginosa SR27001, K. pneumoniae ATCC 13883, KPC-2 
producing K. pneumoniae VA-357 and VA-364 was examined using CAMHB and chelex treated 
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Iso-sensitest broth (CT-ISB) in serial passage experiments (S-649266-EB-084-N). The MIC of 
cefiderocol increased 2 to 4-fold against the test strains including IMP-1 producing multidrug-
resistant P. aeruginosa and KPC-2 producing K. pneumoniae in CAMHB or CT-ISB medium during 
10 passages. Increase in cefiderocol MIC from 4 mcg/mL to 32 mcg/mL was observed in purified 
P. aeruginosa IMP-1 mutants obtained during serial passage. 
 
The ability of cefiderocol to induce AmpC  lactamases was examined using the double disk 
diffusion test against P. aeruginosa (PAO1, ATCC 27853, and AC2064) and E. cloacae (ATCC 
13047) (S-649266-EB-249-N). The D-shape inhibition zone of ceftazidime on Mueller Hinton 
Agar was observed at the side of IMP but was not at the side of cefiderocol against all test 
strains. The D-shape inhibition zone was not observed at both sides of test and reference drugs 
against the AmpC deletion mutant strain of P. aeruginosa AC2064. The results suggest that the 
pote -lactamase induction by cefiderocol is lower than that by IMP against the 
tested strains. It should be noted that resistance due to AmpC  lactamases is due to 
upregulation of the genes as a result of insertion elements not necessarily induction of the 
enzyme. 
 
The risk of resistance development was evaluated using a KPC producing K. pneumoniae, NDM-
1 producing K. pneumoniae and IMP-producing P. aeruginosa strain in an in vitro 
pharmacodynamic model (S-649266-EB-226-N; S-649266-EB-225-N; S-649266-EB-145-N). These 
strains were chosen as spontaneous mutants appeared at a higher frequency in vitro or 

in vitro. The time-
concentration curves of cefiderocol (simulated human dose: 2 gm single dose administered as 
3-hour infusion), ceftazidime-avibactam, and meropenem were simulated. ID-CAMHB was used 
for cefiderocol testing while CAMHB was used for comparators. Resistance development was 
tested by plating of MHA containing 4X MIC of test drug. Against KPC-2 producing K. 
pneumoniae VA-384 and P. aeruginosa SR24888 (MDRP), no regrowth was observed up to 72 
hours after initial 3 log10 reduction at 4 to 8 hours. Bacterial regrowth was observed within 24 
hours after initial 3 log10 reduction at 8 hours with NDM-1 producing K. pneumoniae NCTC 
13443. However, no resistant colonies were observed. In another study, additional strains were 

10 reduction in bacterial counts were 
observed with cefiderocol for E. coli 1266865, K. pneumoniae 856565, K. pneumoniae 866349, 
and K. pneumoniae 1088960 and no regrowth was observed at 24 and 72 hours. For E. cloacae 
1100876, K. pneumoniae 1217624, K. pneumoniae 1217609, A. baumannii 730770 and A. 
baumannii 10 reduction in bacterial counts was observed within 8 hours 
followed by bacterial regrowth within 24 to 72 hours. For S. marcescens 659481, cefiderocol 
showed 1 log10 CFU/mL reduction in bacterial counts at 8 hours followed by bacterial regrowth. 
However, none of the isolates that regrew showed stable increase in cefiderocol MIC. 
 
Whole genome sequence analysis was performed on bacterial isolates with low susceptibility to 
cefiderocol obtained from surveillance studies (S-649266-EB-331-N). The study identified          

-lactamase genes. Twenty-five isolates of A. baumannii were identified as harboring an 
extended- -lactamase (ESBL: PER-1), and at least 1 carbapenem-hydrolyzing OXA-
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-lactamase (OXA-23, OXA-66, OXA-69 or OXA-72). In other 3 isolates of A. baumannii, a 
carbapenem-hydrolyzing OXA- -lactamase (OXA-82) was identified. In 6 isolates of             
K. pneumoniae, a metallo-type carbapenemase (NDM-1) and/or an ESBL (CTX-M-15) were 
identified. In 2 isolates of S. marcescens, an ESBL (SHV-12 or TEM-10) was identified. In 1 isolate 
of P. aeruginosa, a cloxacillin- -lactamase (OXA-50-like) was identified. In 1 isolate 
of E. aerogenes, an endogenous- -lactamase was identified.  
 

-lactamase Inhibitors on the in vitro activity of cefiderocol against 40 clinical 
isolates and 38 strains and mutants with low cefiderocol MICs (Reports S-649266-EB-268-N and 
S-649266-EB-291-N). The MICs of cefiderocol was measured in the presence of avibactam (AVI), 
Clavulanic acid, Dipicolinic acid (DPA), and combination of AVI and DPA. MICs of cefiderocol 
against the mutants of Enterobacter cloacae 110876, Serratia marcescens 659481, 
Acinetobacter baumannii 730770, and A. baumannii 1217591 were higher than those against 
their parental strains, and MICs of cefiderocol against the tested mutants decreased 8-fold or 
more when combined with AVI and when combined with AVI and DPA except for mutants of    
E. cloacae 110876 and A. baumannii 1217591, which indicates that they possess unknown 

-lactamases. All 40 clinical isolates showed a decrease in the 
cefiderocol MICs in the presence of AVI or DPA or a combination of AVI and DPA. Similar 
observations were made in a second study where cefiderocol MICs decreased by addition of    

-lactamase inhibitors AVI and/or DPA in 23 out of 24 strains. The findings suggest that one of 
the factors for low-susceptibility of the test strains and clinical isolates to cefiderocol was 
presence of serine- and metallo-type -lactamases. 
 
Clinical Microbiology Reviewer comments: The frequency of resistance development in Gram 
negative bacteria exposed to cefiderocol at 10XMIC ranges from 10-6 to 10-8. Resistance to 
cefiderocol in Gram negative bacteria can arise due to mutations in genes involved in 
siderophore synthesis, iron uptake, two component signal transduction system, AmpC -
lactamase production, penicillin binding proteins, efflux, and active transport. In vitro, exposure 
of some strains of Gram-negative bacteria to cefiderocol results in regrowth after initial killing. 
However, the increases in MIC was not stable. The -lactamase inhibitors AVI, CVA, and DPA 
decreased MIC of cefiderocol, suggesting that one of the factors for low-susceptibility of the 
test strains to cefiderocol were -lactamases. Resistance also developed in mice infected with 
K. pneumoniae or A. baumannii in the neutropenic thigh infection model. 
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18.6.6. Clinical Studies-Additional Analysis 

Additional analysis was performed to determine if IMP resistance of baseline isolates impacted 
outcome at TOC (Table 145.). 

Table 145. The Resistance Pattern of Baseline Pathogen and Outcome at TOC Visit in the mITT 
Population

Baseline Uropathogen
Microbiological Eradication at TOC

Cefiderocol IMP
E. coli (all isolates) 108/143 (75.5%) 43/76 (56.6%)

IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 20/30 (66.7%) 7/15 (46.6%)
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 6/8 (75%) 1/4 (25%)
Levofloxacin NS 39/58 (67.2%) 20/31 (64.5%)

K. pneumoniae (all isolates) 34/45 (75.6%) 12/23 (52.2%)
IMP NS 5/6 (83.3%) 1/1 (100%)
Cefepime NS 14/25 (64%) 8/15 (53.3%)
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 16/21 (76.1%) 7/9 (77.7%)
Levofloxacin NS 19/27 (70.4%) 7/14 (50%)

P. mirabilis (all isolates) 12/16 (75%) 1/2 (50%)
IMP NS 4/5 (80%) 1/2 (50%)
Cefepime NS 0/2 (0%) 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0/1 (0%) 0
Levofloxacin NS 4/8 (50%) 0/1 (0%)

P. aeruginosa (all isolates) 7/15 (46.7%) 2/4 (50%)
IMP NS 2/6 (33.3%) 0/1 (0%)
Cefepime NS 1/3 (33.3%) 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 2/5 (40%) 1/2 (50%)
Levofloxacin NS 6/10 (60.0%) 1/3 (33.3%)

E. cloacae complex (all isolates) 6/9 (66.7%) 1/1 (100%)
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 1/3 (33.3%) 1/1 (100%)
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 2/5 (40%) 0
Levofloxacin NS 3/6 (50%) 0

E. cloacae (all isolates) 1/2 (50%) 1/1 (100%)
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 1/2 (50%) 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0/1 (0%) 0
Levofloxacin NS 1/1 (100%) 0

E. aerogenes (all isolates) 1/1 (100%) 0
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 0 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 0 0

C. freundii complex (all isolates) 1/1 (100%) 0
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 0 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 0 0

C. freundii (all isolates) 3/3 (100%) 0/1 (0%)
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 1/1 (100%) 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 1/1 (100%) 0
Levofloxacin NS 1/1 (100%) 0
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Baseline Uropathogen
Microbiological Eradication at TOC

Cefiderocol IMP
M. morganii (all isolates) 3/3 (100%) 2/3 (66.7%)

IMP NS 2/2 (100%) 1/2 (50%)
Cefepime NS 0 0/1 (0%)
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 1/1 (100%) 0/1 (0%)

S. marcescens (all isolates) 2/2 (100%) 0
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 0 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 0 0

K. oxytoca (all isolates) 1/1 (100%) 1/1 (100%)
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 0 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 0 0

A. baumannii complex (all 
isolates)

0 0/1 (0%)

IMP NS 0 0/1 (0%)
Cefepime NS 0 0/1 (0%)
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0/1 (0%)
Levofloxacin NS 0 0/1 (0%)

Providencia retgerri (all isolates) 0 1/2 (50%)
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 0 1/1 (100%)
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 0 1/1 (100%)

Raoultella planticola (all isolates) 0 0/1 (0%)
IMP NS 0 0
Cefepime NS 0 0
Piperacillin/Tazobactam NS 0 0
Levofloxacin NS 0 0

Abbreviations: IMP = imipenem/cilastatin; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; NS = intermediate and resistant categories; TOC = test of 
cure
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